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Introduction
A/oMt is a complete set of characters of a Biven type st~/6. The font manaser provides
facilities for painting characters of various siz.es and styles on the screen.

(

To allow characters to be printed in any size, descriptions of fonts can be held in
files as size-independent outlines. or pre-computed at specific sizes. The font
manaser allows programs to request font types and sizes by name, without
worryinB about how they are read from the filing system or stored in memory.

(

The font manaser also scales fonts to the desired siz.e automatically if the exact
size Is not available. The fonts are. in seneral. proponionally spaced, and there are
facilities to print justified text- that is, adjusting spaces between words to fit the
text in a specified width.
An '"ti-itlia.Sillf technique can be used to print the characters. This technique uses
up to 16 shades of colour to represent pixels that should only be partially filled-in.
Thus. the Illusion is given of greater screen resolution .

The font manaser can use iiNts, which help It scale fonts to a low resolution while
retaining maximum legibility.

(

(
(

RISCOS2.0
References In this chapter to the RISC OS 2.0 font manaser describe the 011dlae
font manager that is supplied with Release 1.02 of Acorn Desktop Publisher. The
RISC OS 2.0 ROM contains an earlier version of this font manager called the
bltmep font manaser. This is no lonser supponed, and you should always use the
outl ine font manaser.
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•

Find and read font files

•

Cache font data in memory

l

( I

•

Get a handle for a font style (many commands use this handle)

•

Paint a string to the VDU memory

•

Change the colours that the text is painted in

•

Other assorted SWis to handle scaling and measurements

You should adjust these settings to suit the font requirements of your application .
If too little is allowed. then the system will have to continually re-load the fonts
from file. if it is too large, then you will use up memory that could be used for other
things.
The command •FontList Is provided to show the total and used space in the cache.
and what fonts are held in it. This is useful to check how the cache is occupied .

Measurement systems
Much of the font manager deals with an internal measurement system, using
m illipoints. This Is 1/IOOOth of a point. or ln2000th of an inch. This system is an
abstraction from the physical characteristics of the VDU . Text can therefore be
manipulated by its size. rather than in terms of numbers of pixels, which will vary
from m ode to mode.

( ;

Colours
The anti-aliasing system uses up to 16 colours, depending on the screen mode. I t
will try. as intelligently as possible. to use these colours to shade a character giving
the illusion of greater resolution.

OS coordinates

(

Logical colours

OS coordinates is the other system used. There are defined to be 180 OS units per
inch. This Is the coordinate system used by the VDU drivers. and is related to the
physical pixel layout of the screen . Calls are provided to convert between these two
systems. and even change the scaling factor between them.

(

The colou r shades start with a background value. which is usually the colour that
the character is painted onto. They progress up to a foreground colour. which is the
desired colou r for the character to appear in. This is usually what appears in the
centre of the character. Both of these can be set to any valid logical colour
numbers.

Referencing fonts by name
A SWI is provided to scan through the list of available fonts. This allows a program
to present the user with a list to select from. It is a good idea to cache this
information as reading the font list with the SWl is a slow process. Another SWI will
return a handle for a given font style. A handle is a byte that the font manager uses
as an internal reference for the font style. This is like an Open command in a filing
system. The equ ivalent of Close is also provided. This tells the font manager that
the program has finished with the font.

(

(

There is a SWI to make·a handle the currently selected one. This will be used
implicitly by many calls in the font manager. it can be changed by commands
within a string while painting to the VDU .

(

c
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Cacheing is the technique of stori ng one or more fonts in a designated space in
memory. The cacheing system decides what gets kept or discarded from its space.
'!Wo CMOS variables control how much space is used for cachelng. One sets the
minimum amount. which no ot her part of the system will use. The other sets the
maximum amount. which is the limit on what the font manager can expand the
cache to.

The font manager can be divided internally into the following components:

(
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Cachelng

Overview

(
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Palette
In between background and foreground colours can be a number of other logical
colours. There is a call to program the palette so that these are set to graduating
intermediate levels. The points of transition are called thresholds. The thresholds
are set up so that the gradations produce a smooth colour change from
background to foreground .

Painting
A string can be painted into the VDU memory. As well as pri ntable characters which
are displayed in t he current font style. there are non-printing command characters,
used in much the same way as those in the VDU driver. They can perform many
operations. such as:

5·3
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•

changing the colour

•

altering the write position in the x andy axes

•

changing the font handle

•

changing the appearance and position of the underlining

By using these command characters. a single string can be di.splayed with as many
changes or these characteristics as required

Measuring
Many SWis exist to measure various attributes of fonts and strings. With a font. you
can detemnine the largest box needed to contain any character In the set. This is
called its bounding box. You can also check the bounding box of an Individual
character.
With a string, you can measure its bounding ball, or check where in the string the
caret would be for a given coordinate. The caret is a special cursor used with fonts.
It is usually displayed as a vertical bar with twiddles on each end.
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Technical Details
An easy way to introduce you to programming with the font manager is to use a
simple example. It shows how to paint a text string on the screen using font
manager SWis. Further on in this section is a more detailed explanation of these
and all other font SWis.

(
(

(

Here is the sequence that you would use:
•

Font_FindFont

-to 'open' the font in the size required

•

Font_SetFont

-to make It the currently selected font and size

•

Font_SetPalette

- to set the range of colours to use

•

FonLPaint

- to paint the string on the screen

•

Font_LoseFont

- to 'dose' the font

(
(

Measurement systems
Internal coordlnatea

VDU calls
A number of font manager operations can be performed through VOU commands.
These have been kept for compatibility and you should not use them. as they may
be phased out in future versions.

The description of character and font sizes comes from specialist files called
metrlcs files. The numbers in these files are held In units of 1/IOOOth of an em. An
em is the size of a point multiplied by the point siz.e of the font. For example, in a
10 point font. an em is 10 points, while in a 14 point font it is 14 points. The font
manager converts IOOOths or ems Into IOOOths or points. or millipoints, to use for
its internal coordinate system. A mUll point is equal to ln2000th of an inch. This
has the advantage that rounding errors are minimal. since coordinates are only
converted for the screen at the last moment. It also adds a level of abstraction from
the physical characteristics of the target screen mode.

OS coordinates
Unfortunately, the coordinates proYided for plot calls are only 16 bits, so this
would mean that text could only be printed in an area of about 617ths of an inch.
Therefore. the font painter takes its initial coordinates from the user in the same
coordinates as the screen uses, which are known as OS units. To make the
conversion from OS units to points. the font painter assumes by default that there
are 180 OS units to the inch. You can read and set this scale factor. which you may
find useful to accurately calibrate the on screen fonts, or to build high resolution
bitmaps.

(
(

(
(
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Internal resolution

(

When the font painter moves the wraphics point after printinw a character. It does
this Internally to a resolution of millipoints. to minimise the effect of cumulative
errors. The font painter also provides a lustification facility. to save you the trouble
of worktnw the positions out yourself. The application can obtain the widths of
characters to a resolution ofmilllpoints.

r
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The default encodtnw for an alphabetic font (as opposed to symbol fonts. which
have a fixed encoding) depends on the alphabet number of the current encodinw.
The encodinw/BaseO Includes all the characters supplied with a font; for an
example of it. and of the Latin ... encodln85. see the file:
Resources:S.Fonts.Encodlngs
For details of the different ISO 8859 character sets. see Ta61t 0 : Curac!M stts on
pawe~491 .

SWis

(

A pair of routines can be used to convert to and from Internal milllpolnt
coordi nates to the external OS coordinates. Font_ConverttoOS (SWI &40088) will
80 from mllllpolnts, while Font_Converttopoints (SWI &40089) will 80 to them

Scaling factor

(

Master and slave fonta

The scaling factor that the above SWis (and many others In the font manaj~er) use
can be read with Font_ReadScaleFactor (SWI &4008F). or set with
FonLSe!ScaleFactor (SWI &40090).

(
Font flies

The font files relating to a font are all contained in a single directory and one or
more triCDIIing subdirectories:

(
(

fllename

Colltenta

InI Metrics
lntMetrlcO
lntMetrlcn
•• coding.x90y45

metrics information for default encodlnj!
metrics information for encoding /BaseO
metrics information for encoding to ISO 8859/n
old format pixel file (4-bits-per·pixel) for ••coding
new format pixel file (4-bits·per-pixel) for tnco4ing
new format pixel fi le ( 1-blts-per-plxel) for '"coding
outline file for default encodln8
outline file for encoding/BaseO
outline file for encoding to ISO 8859/n

••coding.f9999x9999
••coding .b9999x9999

(

Outlines
OutlinesO
Out lines•

The minimal requirement for a font is that it should contain an lntMetrics file. and
an Outlines file (which we stronwly Ufl!e you to include) or an x90y45 file. In
addition. it can have any number of l9999x9999 or b9999x9999 files. to speed up
the cacheinw of common sizes.

(

The '9999's referred to above mean 'any decimal number In the range I - 9999' .
They refer to the pixel size of the font contained within the file, which Is equal to:

(

so. for example. a file containlnw 4-bits-per·pixel 12 point text at 90 dots per Inch
would be called l240x240, because 12 x 16 x 90112 240.

(font site In 1116ths of a point) x dots per inch /72

=

If outline data or scaled 4-bpp data Is to be used as the source of font data it is first
loaded into a 'maste( font In the cache. which can be shared between many 'slave'
fonts at various sizes. There can be only one master font for a wiven font name.
reward less of size. whereas each size of font requires a separate slave font. If the
data is loaded directly from the disc into the slave font. the master font is not
required.

Referencing fonts by name
The font manager uses the path variable FontSPath when It searches for fonts. This
contains a list of full path names- each of which has (as In all ... SPath variables) a
trailinw ·:-which are, In turn. placed before the requested font name. The font
manawer uses the first directory that matches. provided it also contains an
lntMetrlcs file. Because the variable Is a list of path names. you can keep separate
libraries of fonts.
Early versions of the font man38er used the variable FontSPrefix to specify a sinwle
font directory. For compatibility, the font manager looks when it is Initialised to see
if FontSPath has been defined- If not, It Initialises It as follows:
*SetMacro FontSPath <FontSPrefix>.
This ensures that the old FontSPrefix directory is searched if you haven't explidtly
set up the font man38er to look elsewhere. The trailinw ·: is needed. as FontSPrelix
does not indude one. and FontSPath requires one.
•FontCat will list all the fo nts that can be found using FontSPath.

The formats of these files are detailed In Apptrti.ix E: Filt /or1111ts on pawe 6-191 .

(
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Opening and closing a font

Applications which allow the user access to fonts should call FonLListFonts
repeatedly to discover the list of fonts available. This Is normally done when the
pr<Jiram starts up. The same call can be used with different parameters to build a
menu of available fonts (but not under RJSC OS 2.0).

In order to use a font, Font.}'indFont (SWI &40081) must be used. This returns a
handle for the fonl and can be considered conceptually IIIce a file open. ln order to
dose it. Font_LoseFont (SWI &40082) must be used.

Font_ReadDefn (SWI &40083) will read the description of a handle. as it was
created with Font_FindFont.
In order for a handle to be used. it should be set as the current handle with
Font_SetFont (SWI &4008A). This setting stays until chaf1ied by another call to this
funct ion. or while painting. by a character command to chanse the handle.

RISC 052.0

Under RISC OS 2.0 families of fonts are often found In a separate font 'application'
directory. the !Run file of which RMEnsures the correct font manaser module from
within itself. and then either adds itself to FontSPath or resets FontSPath and
FontSPrefix so that It is the only directory referenced .
In order to ensure that the user can access the new fonts available. applications
run nina under RISC OS 2.0 should check whether the value of FontSPath or
FontSPrefix has chansed since the list of fonts was last cached. and recache the list
if so. A BASIC prosram could accomplish this as follows:
•Uo\ a ,200
OJM buffer\ •tze\

: Jt.Dt tbls could be a • crat.cb butter

SYS ..OS_GSTrana·, '"<ront$Ptofix> and <Font SPatt\> "',buffer\ , si re\ -1 TO • , lenqth\

buffer:\?lenqtht • 1)
: R£M oneu re there 1e 1 ter·m inator (13 for BASIC•
IF $bufter,<>oldtontpath$ !'HEN
oldfontptth$ • $butter\
PROCc..ebe_ltat_ot_ fonta
ENDIF

Note that if the buffer overflows the strinQ is simply truncated. so it is possible that
the check may miss some chanaes to FontSPrefix. However. since new elements are
normally added to the front of FontSPath, this will probably not matter.
The application could scan the list of fonts when It started up. rememberlns the
value of FontSPath and FontSPrefix in oldfontpath$, and then make the check
described above just before the menu tree contalnins the list of fonts was about to
be opened.
Alternatively the application could scan the list of fonts only when required. by
seuins oldfontpath$-"" when it started up. and checkins for FontSPath
chaJ1iins only when the font submenu is about to be opened (usins the
Messase_MenuWarnins messase protocol.)
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Handles

The commands •Fontlnstall, •FontRemove and •Font Library add directories to
FontSPath. or remove them. Service.}'ontsChanaed is then issued to notify
applications update their list of fonts available by call ins Font_ListFonts asain.
These commands are not available under RISC OS 2.0. but where possible. you
should use them.

(

(

(

FonLCurrentFont (SWI &40088) will tell you what the handle of the currently
selected font is.

cachelng

(

SeHing cache size
The sb:e of the cache can be set with two commands. •configure FontSize sets the
minimum that will be reserved.This allocation is protected by RISC OS and will not
be used for any other purpose. Running the Task Display from the desktop and
sliding the bar for font cache will chanse this setting until the next reset.
Above this amount. •conflaure FontMax sets a maximum amount of memory for
font cacheinQ. The difference between FontSite and FontMax is taken from
unallocated free memory as required to accommodate fonts currently in use. If
other parts of the system have used up all this memory, then fonts will be limited
to FontSize. If there is plenty of free unallocated memory, then FontMax will stop
font requirements from filling up the system with cached fonts.

(

c
(

Cache size
•FontList will sene rate a list or the site and free space of the cache. as well as a list
of the fonts currently cached . FonLCacheAddr (SWI &40080) can be used In a
prosram to set the cache site and free space.

Font_Losefont
When a Pr<Jiram calls FonU..oseFonlthe font may not be discarded from memory.
The cacheins system decides when to do this. A usase count is kept, so that it
knows when no task Is currently using it. An 'aae' is also kept, so that the font
manaser knows when it hasn't been used for some time.
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Cache formats
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Painting

The cache fonnat. and the algorithms used for cachelng characters, change from
release to release. You must not directly access the c<Khe.

r
1
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Font_Paint (SWI &40086) Is the central SWI that puts text onto the screen. It
commences paintlng with the current handle, set with Font_SetFont. Printable
characters It displays appropriately, using the current handle. Using Font_Paint,
you can justify the text, back it with a rubout box. transfonn it. and/or apply kerning
to its characters.

Saving and loading the cache
You can use the commands •saveFontCache and • LoadFontCache to save the font
cache In a known state. and to reload it later. This can be a useful speed-up for your
applications.

A number of embedded command sequences (introduced by control characters)
change the way the string is painted:

Colours

The logical colour range required is set by Font_SetFontColours (SWI &40092)
This sets the bac~round colour. the foreground colour and the range of colours In
between .

21
25
26
27

Phyalcal colours

(

Font_SetPalette (SWI &40093) duplicates what Font_SetFontColours does. and
uses two extra parameters. These specify the foreground and bac~round physical
colours. using 4096 colour resolution. Given a range of logical colours and the
physical colours for the start and finish of them, this SWI will program the palette
with all the intennediate values.

(

28

Note that these are aot compatible with VDU commands. Any non-printing
characters not In the above list will generate an error, apart from 0. 10 and 13
(which are the only valid terminators).

Measuring

Wimp environment

I

There are a number of calls to return lnfonnation about a string or character. Most
of these are obsolete calls from earlier versions ohhe font manager. which are still
supported for backward compatibility.

It must be strongly emphasised that if the program you are writing Is going to run
under the wimp environment then you must not use Font_SetPalette. It will
damage the Wimp's colour infonnation. It is better to use Wimp_SetFontColours
(SWI &400F3)orColour'nans_SetFontColours (SW! &4074F) to use colours that are
already In the palette.

(

To get Information on a string. you should call Font_ScanString. To get information
on a character. you should call Font_CharBBox.
After using Font_ScanStrlng. you can call Font_FutureFont (SWI &4008C) . This will
return what the font and colours would be if the string was passed through
Font_Paint.

Thresholds
The setting of lntennedlate levels uses threshold tables. These can be read with
Font_ReadThresholds (SW! &40094) or set with Font_SetThresholds (SWI &40095).
They use a lookup table that is described in Font_ReadThresholds.

(
\

(
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x coordinate change In millipoints
y COOfdinate change In millipoints
change foreground or background colour
change foreground. background and range of colours
set colours using Colou(l);ms_SetfontColours (not in
RISCOS 2.0)
comment string that Is not displayed
change underline position and thidtness
change font handle
set new transfonnallon matrix (not in RISC C6 2.0)
set new transfonnation matrix (not in RISC C6 2.0)

18
19

Logical colours

(
'

Effect

II
17

Colour selection with the font manager involves the range of logical colours that
are used by the antl-aliasing software and the physical colours that are displayed.

(

N•mber

9

Caret
If the pointer is clicked on a string. and the caret needs to be placed on a character.
it is necessary to calculate where on the string it would be. Again. Font_ScanString
can do this

5-11
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You can plot tile caret at a given height, position and colour using Font_Caret
(SWI &.40087 ). Its height should be adjusted to suit tile point site of the font it is
placed with . Tile Information returned from Font_ScanString would beapprepriate
for this adjustment.

::;.::;:;:;:;;;;::;~~:;:;;:;:::;:;.;.;.;
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Service Calls
Service_FontsChanged
(Service Call &6E)

Mixing fonts' metrlcs and characters
Where you are usifli an external printer (ea. PostScript) wllk n has a laraer ranae of
fonts than those available on the screen. it can often be useful to use a
similar·looklna font on tile screen, usina the appropriate metrics (ie spacina) for
tile printer font.
The font manaaer provides a facility whereby a font can be created which has its
own lntMetrlcs file, matcninll the appropriate font on the printer, but uses another
fon t's characters on the screen.
This is done by puttina a file called 'Outlines' in tile font's directory wlllcn simply
contains tile name ol the appropriate screen font to use. Tile font manaaer will use
the lntMetrics file I rom the font's own directory. but will look in the other font's
directory lor any bitmap or outline information.

(
(

(

New FontSPath detected

On entry
Rl

(

=&6E (reason code)

On exit
All reaisters preserved

(

This is issued by tile Font manaaer to notify any applications that Font_ListFonts
should be called to update the list of fonts available.

(

Use

(

(
(

(
(
(
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SWI Calls

Font_FindFont
(SWI &40081)

Font_ CacheAddr
(SWI &40080)

(

Get the version number. font cache size and amount used

Get the handle for a font

On entry
R I =pointer to font name (tenninated by a Ctrl char)
R2 ="point size x 16 (ie In l/16ths point)
RJ = y point size x 16 (fe In 1116ths point)
R4 = uesolution in dots per Inch (0 ==use default, -I== use current)
R5 = y resolution In dots per Inch (0 == use default, -I == use current)

On entry

(

On exit

(

RO =version number
R2 =total size of font cache (bytes)
R3 =amount or font cache used (bytes)

(

On exit
RO =font handle
RI • R3 preserved
R4 =" resolution in dots per inch
R5 = y resolution In dots per Inch

Interrupts
Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Interrupt a

(

Proceaaor Mode

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Processor is in SVC mode

(

Re-entrancy

Processor Mode
Processor Is In SVC mode

SWI is not re-entrant

SWI is not re-entrant

The version number returned is the actual version multiplied by 100. For example.
version 2.42 wou ld return 242.
This call also returns the font cache size and the amount or space used In it.

(

• FontList can be used to display the font cache size and space.

c

Related SWia

Use
This call returns a handle to a font whooe name, point size and screen resolution
are passed . it also sets it as the current font. to be used for future calls to
Font_Pal nt etc.
The VDU command :

None
VOU 23,26, fonc_ handl•,pt_• l••• x_dpl , y_ dpl, x_•c•l•, y-•cd•, 0 , 0, f"ont_n•-

Related vectors

(

c
c

Re-entrancy

Uae

(
'

None
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is an equivalent command to this SWI. As with all VDU font commands. it has been
kept for compatibllity with earlier versions of the operation system and must not
be used
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Font_FindFont (SWI &40081)
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The ront name can also have various qualifiers added to it. which are a'\' rollowed
by an identifying letter and the value associated with the qualifier. These qualifiers
are not supported by RISC OS 2.0. 1r the string does not start with a'\', it is
assumed that it is a font identifier.

The '\E' (encoding) field indicates the appropriate encoding ror the ront itselr. This
field is only supplied by Font_DecodeMenu ir the ront is deemed to be a 'language'
ront. ie one whose encoding depends on the territory. Other fonts are thought or as
'Symbol' fonts. which have a futed encoding.

(

The strings rollowing qualifiers must not contain '\', as this denotes the start of the
next qualifier.

Note that Font_DecodeMenu will return a ront identifier or the rollowing ronn:

(

The possible qualifiers are:

To apply a particular encoding to a ront. remember to eliminate the existing
encoding fields (ir present) first. Note that no field is allowed to contain a \' .

\F<identifier>

font identifier (as ror earlier implementations or
Font_FindFont)

\kt> <name>

territory number ror font name. rollowed by the ront name
encoding identifier
territory number ror encoding name. followed by the
encoding name
transfonnation matrix to apply to this ront

\E<identifier>
\e<t> <name>
\M<matrix>
where:

\F<rontid>\f<territory> <fontname>

Since <rontid>\f<t> <fontname> is also accepted by Font_FindFont. when
prepending '\E<encid>\e<t> <encname>' on the rront. you should also put '\F' on
the rront or the original string ir it did not start with\'.
In BASIC. this lool<s like:
REM oriqt na l S ta the or1CJ1nal atr1nq ~·Nod to ront_ Find.Font
REM oncodlngS u the atrlhCJ Nturnltd troll Font_O.eodeMenu

<identifier> is a string or ASCII characters. in the range n to 126 inclusive.
which must represent a legal filename (although it can contain '.'s) .

Rt M
typically '"\t<enc_id>\e <territory> <enc_na me> ..
REM re•ul t ta tM Mv nrtng t o be patlttd. to ront_ r t nctFont

•

<name> is the name or the ront/encoding. expressed in the language or the
current territory, and using the alphabet of the current territory. and
tenninated by an end-or-string.

orlqi nal $

•

<t> is the territory number orthe current territory, ie the language in which the
ront/encoding name is expressed . lt is rollowed by a space character, to
separate it from the following <name>.
<matrix> is a set or 6 signed decimal integers which represent the values orthe
6 words that go into making a draw-type matrix: the first rour numbers are in
ract 16-bit fixed point. and the last two are orrsets in 1/IOOOth or an em.

The ront identifier is the name of the ront directory without the FontSPath prefut,
and is invariant in any territory. The font name is the name or the ront (ie the one
displayed to the user) in the given territory.
tr Font_FindFont rails to find the ront. an error message 'Font '<name>' not round'
is returned. where <name> is the font name if the current territory is the same as
the one in the string. and is the ront identifier otherwise.
Applications should store the entire string returned rrom Font_DecodeMenu in the
document. so that if a user loads the document without having the correct fonts
available. the ront name- rather than the identifier- can be returned, as long as
the user is in the same territory.

(

\E<endd>\e<t> <encname>\Fdontid>\f<t> <fontname>

e

•

OEF FNapply_encod.lnq_to_font (or1qinal$,encod1nq$)
IF L£FT$(or1qinal$,1)<>*\'" THEN orlqinal$ • ""\F""+ortqinal$
:ac

f"N removo (or tqtnau. "'\

(

£'")

or i qind$ • FN remove(or1q1n•lS, "'\a"")
• encoding$ + original$

c

REM t h ia function removea the apecif l ed field from the at ring
REH eliminat es all cha.tacteu !.tomb$ to"'\""
OEF FNremove (a$#b$»
LOCAL 1\,J\
I \ = INSTR(o$,b$)

IF

n~o

THEN =a $

J\ • lNSTR.(a$+'"\•. •\"'. l \+1)

(
(

(

: REH nothlnq t o e linU.nat e
:R£M •earchea f rom 1\+1

= LEFT$(O$,I\·li+Hl0$(o$,Jll
In fact it is not strictly necessary to remove the original encoding fields rrom the
ront identifier, since an earlier occurrence or a field overrides a later one; but ir this
is not done then the length or the total string will continue to grow every time an
encoding is altered.

Related SWia

(
(

Font_LoseFont (SWI &40082)

Related vectors

(

None
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Font_LoseFont

Font_ReadDefn

(SWI &40082)

(SWI &40083)

Finish use of a font

Read details about a font

)

On entry

On entry

RO ,. font handle

(

RO =font handle
Rl =pointer to buffer to hold font name

On exit
RO " preserved

(

On exit
Rl =pointer to buffer (now contains font name)
R2 x point size x 16 (le In 1116ths point)
Rl = y point size x 16 (le In 1116ths point)
R4 = x resolution (dots per Inch)
R5 "y resolution (dots per inch)
R6 " age of font
R7 = usaQe count of font

=

Interrupts
Interrupt status is undefined
Fast Interrupts are enabled

(

Processor Mode
Processor Is In SVC mode

Interrupts

(

R. .ntrancy

Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

SWI is not re-entrant

(

Use

(

Related SWis

Processor Mode
Processor is In SVC mode

This call tells the font manager that a particular font Is no longer required .

Re-entrancy
SWlls not re-entrant

Font_FindFont (SWI &40081)

Related vectors

(

None

(

Use
This call returns a number of details about a font . The usage count gives the
number of times that Font_FindFont has found the font. minus the number of
times that FonLLoseFont has been used on it. The age is the number of font
accesses made sinoe this one was last accessed.
Note that the x resolution In a 132 column mode will be the same as an SO column
mode. This is because It Is assumed that it will be used on a monitor that displays
it correctly, which Is not the case with all monitors.

(

(

c
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Related SWis

Font_Readlnfo

None

(SWI &40084)

(
(

Related vectors

(

Get the font bounding box

None

On entry
RO = font handle

(

On exit
Rl
R2
RJ
R4

=minimum x coordinate in OS units for the current mode (inclusive)
=minimum y coordinate in OS units for the current mode (inclusive)
=maximum x coordinate In OS units for the current mode (exclusive)
=maximum y coordinate in OS units for the current mode (exclusive)

(

(

Interrupts
Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor Mode
Processor is in SVC mode

c

Re~mtrancy
SWI is not re-entrant

Uae
This call returns the minimal area oovering any character in the font. This is called
the font bounding box.

(

You should use the SWI Font_CharBSox (see page 5-41) in preference to this one.

(

Related SWls
Font_CharBBox (SWI &4008E), Font_StringBSox (SWI &40097)

(

Related vectors
None

(
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Font_ StringWidth
(SWI &40085)

(
(

Calculate how wide a string would be

On entry
RI
R2
RJ
R4
R5

(
(

• pointer to string
=maximum x offset before termination in millipoints
=maximum y offset before termination In mill ipoints
= 'split' character (-1 for none)
Index or character to terminate by

=

On exit
R I • pointer to character where the scan terminated
R2,. x offset after printing string (up to termination)
RJ,. y offset afier printing string (up to termination)
R4 a no of 'split' characters in string (up to termination)
R5 • Index Into string giving point at which the scan terminated

(

(

Interrupts
Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(
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The string Is allowed to contain command sequences. including font-change
(26. <font handle>) and colour-change ( 17. <colour>). Arter the call. the current font
foreground and bacltaround call are unaffected. but a call can be made to
FonLFutureFont to find out what the current font would be afier a call to
FonLPaint.
The string width function terminates as soon as R2. R3 or R5 are exceeded. or the
end of the string is reached. It then returns the state It had reached. either:
•

just before the last 'split' char reached

•

if the 'split' char Is - 1. then before the last char reached

•

if R2. RJ or R5 are not exceeded. then at the end of the string.

By varying the entry parameters. the string width function can be used for any of
the following purposes:

•

Hndi"i the cursor position In a string if you know the coordinates (although
Font_FindCaret Is better for this)

•

findl"i the cursor coordinates I f you know the position

•

working out where to split lines when formatting (set R4=32)

•

finding the length or a string (eg ror right-Justify)

•

working out the data for Justification (as the font manager does).

You should use the SWl FonLScanString (see page 5-79) In preference to this one.

Related SWis
Font_Futuref'ont (SWI &4008C). Font_ScanString (SWl &400AI)

Processor Mode
Processor is In SVC mode

Related vectors
None

(

Re-entrancy
SWl is not re-entrant

(

Use
This call is used to calculate how wide a string would be.
The 'split' character Is one at which the string can be split If any of the limits are
exceeded. lf R4 contains -I on entry. then on exit it contains the number of
printa ble (as opposed to ' split') characters found .

(
(
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Font_Paint
(SWI &40086)
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Re-entrancy

(

SWI is not re-entrant

Use
Write a string to the screen

On entry

=

RO Initial font handle (I • 255) or 0 for current handle- il bit 8 ol R2 is set
R I pointer to string
R2 = plot type:
bit 0 set= use graphics cursor justification coordinates (bit 5 must be
dear). else use R5 to justify (if bit 5 Is set) or don't justify
bit I set= plot rubout box using either graphics cursor rubout
coordinates (if bit 5 is dear) or R5 (if bll 5 Is set). else don't plot
rubout box
bits 2.3 reserved (must be zero)
bit 4 set= coordinates are in OS units: else in millipoints
bit 5 set= use R5 as indicated below (bit 4 must be dear)
bit 6 set= use R6 as indicated below (bit 4 must be dear)
bit 7 set= use R7 as indicated below
bit8 set = use RO as indicated above
bit 9 set = perform kerning on the string
bit 10 set= writing direction is right to left: else left to right
R3 =start x-coordinate (in OS coordinates or millipoints. depending on bit 4 ofR2)
R4 =start y·coordinate (in C6 coordi nates or millipol nts. depending on bit4 of R2 )
R5 =pointe r to coordinate block- if bit 5 ol R2 is set
R6 = pointer to transformation matrix - il bit 6 of R2 is set
R7 = length of strina- if bit 7 of R2 is set

=

On exit
R l · R7 preserved

Interrupt•

Processor is in SVC mode

5·24

(

This call writes a strina to the screen. optionally justifying it. backing it with a
rubout box. transforming it, and/or applying kerning to its characters.
RJSC OS 2.0 ignores the values ofROand of R5 • R7, and behaves as though bits 2.3
and 5 • 31 inclusive of R2 are dear.

(

Setd •l tn~Pillc. ca..., cootdJaMn

To set the araphics cursor justification coordinates. you must have previou.s ly
called a VDU 25 move oommand. Likewise. to set the graphics cursor rubout
coordinates. you must haYe called VDU 25 twice. t.o describe the rectaJ\Ille to dear:
first the lower-left coonlinate (whkh Is Inclusive). then the upper-right coordinate
(which is exclusive). Thus. to use both the Justification and rubout coordinates.
you must have made three VDU 25 TllOIIes. with the Justify coordinates being last.
The font manager rounds all these coordinates to the nearest p1xel.

(
(

Tile coordlaete block
The coordinate block pointed to by R5 contains eight words giving additional
spacing to use to achieve Justification. and coordinates for the rubout box. The
values are in OS units (bit 4 of R2is set) or millipoints (bit 4 of R2 is dear):

Offlet Vel•e
0
8
16
24

(

Justification can be done In one of two ways. depending on the value of bits 0 and
5 ofR2:

•

If bit 0 of R2 is set. the text Is Justified between the start coordinates (given in
R3. R4) and the araphics cursor Justification coordinates (see above). In fact.
the Justification y-<:004'dinate is ignored as being too inaccurate. and the start
y-(;oordi nate used lor both ends of the text.

•

(
(

additional x. y offset on space
additional x. y offset between each letter
x. y coordinates for bottom left of rubout box (inclusive)
x. y coordinates for top right of rubout box (exclusive)

l•ltlflceUo •

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Procesaor Mode

(

If bit 0 of R2 Is dear. and bit 5 set. the additional offsets pointed to by R5 are
used instead . Left Justification can be achieved by simply setting these lour
words to tero.

5·25
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c
(

(

(
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(
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•

If bit 5 of R2 is clear. the graphics cursor rubout box coordinates get used. ln

•

If bit 5 of R2 is set. the coordinates In the block pointed to by R5 are used

(

The buffer pointed to by R6 contains a transformation matrix, held as six words.
The first four words are 32-bit signed numbers, with a fixed point after bit 16 (le lis
represented by I « 16, which is 65536). The translations are In OS units (bit 4 of
R2 is set) or millipolnts (bit 4 of R2 is clear):

Offttet Val1e
0
16

four fixed point multipliers of transformation matrix
x. y coordinates for translation element of transfonnatlon matrix

Subsequent matrices can be Included within the string (not in RISC OS 2.0); they
alter the matrix to the specified value. rather than being concatenated with any
previous matrix. Such changes are made by including one of the following control
sequences:
27. <align>. <ml>. <m2>. <m3>, <m4>
28. <align>. <ml>, <m2>. <m3>. <m4>. <m5>. <m6>

(

where <align> means 'advance until the pointer is word-aligned'. The equation for
this Is:
pointer= (pointer+ 3) AND NOT 3

·c
(

:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;::'t-~~$(.;:;:;.;·:·:·:;:::::::::::.::

When kerning. the kern pairs stored in the metrics file indicate the left and right
hand characters of a pair. and the additional offset to be applied between the
characters if this pair is found. Note that if the main writing direction is right to left.
then the right hand character Is encountered first. and the left hand one is
encountered next.

Strtacleactlt
Note that the character at IR I.R71 may be accessed. to determine the character
offset due to kerning (which In turn affects the underline width). This will not be a
problem if the string has a terminator. and the R7=length facility is only used to
extract substrings.

Chanch•c c:oloar
You can change the colour used by including this control sequence in the string:
19.<r>.<g>.<b>.<R>.<C>.<B>.<maX>
This results in a call to ColourTrans_SetFontColours (see page 4-412). Again.
RISC OS 2.0 does not support this control sequence.

Other control.eq1eaces
There are other control sequences that are supported by all versions of RISC OS.
and that are similar to certain VDU sequences:
9.<dx low>,<dx middle>.<dx high>

m I • m4 are little-endian 32-bit signed numbers with a fixed point after bit 16 (ie I
is represented as I << 16, which Is 65536).

!?.<foreground colour> (+&80 for background colour)

m5 and m6 are the offsets. which are In millipolnts (even if R2 bit 4 is set). These
values are assumed to be 0 if the 27.m l...m4 code is used.

21.<comment string>.<terminator (any Ctrl char)>

To restore the unit matrix. use 27.<align>.65536.0.0,65536.

25.<underline position>.<underline thickness>

Note that underlining and rubout do not work correctly if the x-axis is transformed
so that it is no longer on the output x·axis. or has its direction reversed . The effect
when doing this should aot be relied on.

(
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If bit 10 of R2 is set. then text Is written rtght to left, rather than left to right. In this
case the width of each character is subtracted from the position of the current
point before painting the character. rather than the width being added after
painting it. Rubout and underline are also filled In from right to left.

Ttansfonnatloa matrices

c

;.;:;~:;::

Text dlrectloa

(

\

;:;:

Similarly, there are two different ways to plot a rubout box. Bit I of R2 must be set;
then:

lnstead. ln this case pixels are filled only If the pixel centre Is enclosed. as in
Draw_Fill.

(

:;:;:;:;:~;:;:;:;:::::::$.::::;:;:;::~::.::

The nabout box

this case they are treated as Inclusive. as in graphics window setting.

(

;:;:;:;:;:;:;:: :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:: :;:;:;:;::::.:«=:~: ;:;:;:::;:;:;>;.;:;:;:;:;:;:;

ll.<dy low>.<dy middle>.<dy high>
18.<background>.<foreground>,<font colour offset>

26,<font handle>
After the call. the current font and colours are updated to the last values set by
command characters.

(
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Control sequences 9 and 11 allow for movement within a string. This Is useful for
printing superscripts and subscripts. as well as tabs. in some cases. They are each
followed by a l-byte sequence specifying a number (low byte first. last byte
slan~tended). which is the amount to move by in millipoints. Subsequent
characters are plotted from the new position onwards.
An example or movlnaln theY direction (character II) would look like the
followina example. where,.,() is a function that converts a number Into a character
and 1110\it is the movement In millipoints:
MoveStrlnq •

chr(ll)+chr(move AND 4FF) +
chr((move AND 'FFOO) >> 8)t
c hr((move AND 'FFOOOO) >> 16)

Control sequence 17 will act as ifthe fcxqround or badaround parameters passed
to Font_SetFontColours (SWI &40092) had been chanaed. Control sequence 18
allows all three parameters to that SWI to be set. See that SWI for a description or
these parameters.
The woulmi11• posiliD11 within control sequence 25 i.s the position of the top of the
underline relative to the baseline of the current font. in units or 11256th or the
current font siz.e. It is a sign-extended 8 bit number. so an underline below the
baseline can be achieved by settina the underline position to a value areater than
127. The u11urli.u t.~id11m is in the same units. althouah it Is not sian-extended.
No te that when the underline position and height are set up. the position or the
underline remains unchanged thereafter. even if the font in use chanaes. Fcx
example. you do not want the thickness or the underline to change just because
some oft he text is in italics. If you actually want the thickness or the underline to
chan&e. then another underline-defining sequence must be inserted at the relevant
point. Note that the underline is always printed in the same oolour as the text. and
that to turn it orr you must set the underline thickness to z.ero.

S1bplxel K4ill..
This Is quite simple if neither x or y scalina is performed. and also If both a andy
scallna Is performed : the subpixel scaling directions relate to the output device
axes.
When just horizontal or just vertical subpixel scalina is performed. It Is sometimes
necessary to swap over the sense of which is horizontal and which Is vertical . in
order to determine the 'size' or the font.

?.=-:::::::::::~~?..::.mm::::.:::.;:::::;.;:
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Scaffoldlll
Clearly it is not possible to apply scatfoldin& to characters which are transformed
such that its new axes do not lie on the old ones. H~er. if the axes are mapped
onto each other (q a scale. rotation or reOectlon about an axis or 45-dearee line)
then scaffoldina can still be applied. This can Involve swapping over the x andy
scaffolding. If a font Is sheared. then scaffoldina may be applied in one direction
but not the other.

Bondl•1boan
The boondina box or a transformed character cannot be determined purely by
transformina the cxlalnal boundina box of the character outline. since bound in&
boxes are axis·alianed rectanales. and character outlines are not. so the boundina
box of the transformed character Is typically smaller than that of the transformed
boondina box.
Taltina the boundina box of the transformed oriainal boundina box is sufficient to
work out a Iarae enouah box for outline to bitmap oonversion. since not much
memory is wasted (only one character Is done at a time. and the character is
'shrink-wrapped' after oonverslon).

Bltln.p foata
If a font has an encodina applied to It, then Font_Paintloolts inside
<fontname>.<encodlna> to flnd the bitmap files. This is because bitmap files are
specific to one encodin&.
Note that Font_Mak.eBitmap also aenerates Its bitmap files inside the appropriate
encodin& subdirectory.

(

(
(

(
(

(
(

If the font has no encodlna applied, the bitmap files are inside the font directory. as
before.

(

Note that this means that encodlna names must not dash with any or the
filenames that nonnally reside within font directories. le:
lntMetrics(<n>l
Outlines(<n>j
x90y45
b<n>x<n>
f<n>x<n>

<n> is optional and the prefix is
truncated so It all fits In 10 characters

(

<n> Is a number from 1 • 9999

(

This aces for the other FontMax<n> thresholds too. such as FontMax2. which
determines whether characters should be anti·aliased. FontMaxJ determines
whether characters should be cached or not. and this must relate to the amount of
memory taken up by the bitmaps.
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The VOU command VDU 25,&00-&07,x_c.oor4iMu.~-""'riiMt.,tat_sltillf Is an
equivalent command to this SWI. As with all VOU font commands. It has been kept
for compatibility with earlier versions of the operation system and must not be
used.

(

Related SWis

r

·:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;::>:~

Font Caret
(SWI &40087)

Eq•IY•Ient VDU comm11nd

(

:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:

Define text cursor for font manager

On entry

Font_StringWidth (SWI &40085)

RO =colour (exclusive ORd onto screen)
Rl =height (In C6 coordinates)
R2
bit 4
=0
R3. R41n millipoints
= I
R3, R4 In C6 coordinates
R3 ll coordinate (In C6 coordinates or mllllpoints)
R4 = y coordinate (In C6 coordinates or milllpolnts)

Related vectors
None

=

(

=
=

On exit

=
=

'

RO preserved
R I preserved
R2 = preserved
R1 = preserved
R4 = preserved

(

Interrupts
Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor Mode
Processor Is In SVC mode

(

Re-entrancy
SWI is not re-entrant

(

Use
The 'caret' is a symbol used as a tell! cursor when dealing with anti-aliased fonts.
The height of the symbol. which Is a vertical bar with 'twiddles' on the end, can be
varied to suit the height o f the text. or the line spacing.

(

The colour is in lac:t Exdusive ORd onto the saeen, so in 256-<olour modes it is
equal to the values used In a 256-oolour sprite.

c
c
c
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Font_ConverttoOS
(SWI &40088)

RelatedSWI•
None

(
(

Related vector•

(

Convert internal ooordinates to OS coordinates

None

On entry
Ri = x coordinate (In mill Ipoints)
R2 = y coordinate (In millipolnts)

(

On exit
Rl

R2

(

= x coordinate (In OS units)

=y coordinate (In OS units)

Interrupts

(

Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Proce..or Mode

(

Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy
SWI is not re-entrant

(

This call converts a pai r of coordinates from mill ipoints to OS units, using the
current scale factor. (The default Is 400 milllpoints pe r OS unit.)

(

u••

RelatedSWI•

(

Font_Converttopoints (SWI &40089). Font_ReadScalefact()( (SWI &4008F).
Font_SetScaleFactor (SWI &40090)

Related vectors

(

None

(
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Font_ Conv9fttopo/niS (SW/ &40089)
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Font SetFont
(SWI &4008A)

Font_Converttopoints
(SWI &40089)

(
(

Select the font to be subsequently used

Convert OS coordinates to internal coordinates

On entry

On entry

RO

Rl : x coordinate (in OS units)
R2 y coordinate (in OS units)

I

:;:;:;:;.'?J..o;.::;:::::;.;~

=

=handle of font to be selected

On exit
On exit

RO = preserved

RO Is oo"up(ed
R I = x coordinate (in millipoints)

(

Interrupt•

R2,. y coordinate (in millipoi nts)

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupt.s are enabled

Interrupt•

f

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast inte"up(s are enabled

(

Proceaaor Mode

(

Re-entrancy

Proce..or Mode
Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy

Processor is in SVC mode

This call sets up the font which is used for subsequent painting or size-requesting
calls (unless overridden by a oommand 26.<font> sequence in a string passed to
Font_Paint).

This call oonverts a pair of coordinates from OS units to mlllipoints. using the
current scale factor. (The default is 400 millipoints per OS unit.)

You can also set the font by passing its handle In RO when calling Font_Paint (see
page 5-24 ). Where possible. you should do so in preference to using this SWI.

Related SWia

(

Font_ConverttoOS (SWI &40088). Font_ReadScaleFactor (SWl &4008F).
Font_SetScaleFactor (SWl &40090)

c

Use

SWIIs not re-entrant

Uae

(

SWl is not re-entrant

Related vectors
None

Related SWia
Font_SetFontColours (SWl &40092). Font_CurrentFont (SWl &40086).
Font_Paint (SWI &40086)

Related veetora
None

(
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Font_Current Font
(SWI &40088)
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Related SWia

(

Font_SetFont (SWI &4008A), Font_SetFontColours (SWI &40092).
Font_SetPalette (SWI &40093). Font_SetThresholds (SWI &40095).
Font_Paint (SWI &40086)

(

Get current font handle and colours

Related vector•
On entry

(

None

(
On exit

=

RO handle of cunently selected font
Rl = cunent badground logical colour
R2 z current forearound logical colour
Rl = forearound colour offset

(
(

Interrupt•
Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrup(s are enabled

(

Proceaaor Mode
Prooessor is in SVC mode

R. .ntrancy

(

SWIIs not re-entrant

Uae

(

This call returns the state of the font manaaer's internal characteristics which will
apply at the next call to Font_Paint.
The value In Rl aives the number of colours that will be used in anti-aliasing. The
colours are f. f+l ... f-t<>ffset. where 'f is the forearound colour returned In R2 . and
offset is the value returned in Rl. This can be negative. in which case the colours
are f. f- 1... f~offsetl. Negative offsets are useful for inverse anll·allased fonts.

(

Offsets can range between -14 and +14. This gives a maJCimum of 15 forearound
colours. plus one fo r the font background colour. If the offset is O, just two colours
are used : those returned In Rl and R2.

\

I'

The font colours, and number of anti-alias levels. can be altered usi na
Font,_SetFontColours. Font_SetPalette. Font_SetThresholds and Font_Palnt.
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Font_Futur9Font (SW/ &4008C)
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(SWI &4008C)

(SWI &40080)
Find where the caret is in the string

On entry
R I ., poi nter to string
R2., x offset in milllpolnts
Rl y offset in mllllpolnts

(

=

On exit
RO :handle of font which would be selected
R I = future badtground logical colour
R2 future foreground logical colour
Rl foreground colour offset

On exit

=
=

Rl ., pointer to character where the search terminated
R2 = x offset after printing string (up to termination)
Rl = y offset after printing string (up to termination)
R4., number or printable characters In string (up to termination)
R5 ., index into string giving polnt at which It terminated

Interrupt•
Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Interrupt a

Proceaaor Mode

Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy

(

Proceasor Mode
Processor is in SVC mode

SWlls not re-entrant

Re-entrancy

Uae

(

This call can be made after a Font_StringWidth to discover the font characteristics
after a call to Font_Paint. without actually having to paint the characters.

Releted SWia

(

Font_SttingWidth (SWl &<10085). Font_Palnt (SWl &<10086)

Related vector•

(

;:;:;:;::::::~i:;:;:·:······

Font FindCaret

On entry

r

:;:;:;:;:;:;:;.;:;: ;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::::::::::: :;:;:;:;:::::::

Font_FutureFont
Check font characteristics after Font_StringWidth

(

·!·!·:·:•:«>;.:.;:::»:.:::~<«.::::::;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;::::::;:oll:!;:;.;:;.;:;.;::::..:::::.:::-:-:..:•:·5: :;:;:;:;;:~:-:::::::

None

SWI is not re-entrant

Use
On exit. the registers give the nearest polnt In the string to the caret position
specified on entry. This call effecti~ly makes two calls to Font_StringWidth to
discover which character Is nearest the caret position . It is recommended that you
use this call. rather than perform the calculations yourself using Font_StringWidth.
though this Is also possible.
You should use the SWl Font_ScanString (see page 5·79) in preference to this one.

(
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Related SWis

:;:;.;.;:;.;.;::::

::::::::.::~»~:·:..,;.;.

Font_CharBBox
(SWI &4008E)

Font_StringWidth (SWI &<10085). Font_FindCaretJ (SWJ &40096).
Font_ScanString (SWJ &400AI)

Related vectors

(
(

(

Get the bounding box o( a character

None

On entry
RO =font handle
RI ASCII character code
R2 ,. nags (bit 4 set~ return OS coordinates. else mlllipoints)

(

=

On exit
Rl
R2
Rl
R4

(

"minimum x ofboundlna box (inclusive)
"minimum y of boundlna box (inclusive)
"maximum X of bound Ina box (exclusive)
"'maximum y of bound ina box (exclusive)

(

Interrupts
Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor Mode
Processor is in SVC mode

(

Re-entrancy
SWJ is not re-entrant

(

Use
You can use this call to discover the bounding box of any character from a given
font. If OS coordinates are used and the font has been scaled. the box may be
surrounded by an area of blank pixels. so the size returned will not be exactly
accurate . For this reason. you should use millipoints for computing. for example.
line spacing on paper. However, the millipoint bounding box Is not guaranteed to
cover the character when It is painted on the screen. so the OS unit bounding box
should be used for this purpose.

(

(

Related SWis
FonLRead lnfo (SWJ &40084). Font_StringBBox (SWJ &-40097)
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FonLCharBBox (SWI &4006E)
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Font_ReadScale Factor
(SWI &4008F)

Retated vectors

(

::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::%::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-::m::::::.:<:~.f.::::::::::::::w:::::::

None

I

Read the internal to OS conversion factor

On entry

f
On exit

=

R I x S<:ale factor
R2 = y S<:ale factor

(

Interrupts
Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

I

Processor Mode
Processor Is In SVC mode

(

Re-entrancy
SWI is not re-entrant

(

Use
The x andy scale factors are the numbers used by the font manager for converting
between OS coordinates and mllllpolnts. The default value is 400 millipoints per
OS unit. This call allows the current values to be read.

(

Related SWls
FonLConverttoOS (SWI &40088), Font_SetScaleFactor (SWI &40090),
Font_Converttopolnts (SWI &40089)

(

Related vectors

(

None

(
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Font_SeiScaleFactor (SWI &40090)
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Font SetScaleFactor

Font_ListFonts

(SWI &40090)

(SWI &40091)

Set the Internal to OS conversion factor

On entry
R I = x S<:ale factor
R2 = y S<:ale factor

On e xi t
R I = preserved
R2 = preserved

Interrupts
Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are ~nabled

Proces sor Mode
Processor Is In SVC mode

Re-entrancy
SWI is not re-entrant

Use
Applications that run under the Desktop should not use this call. as other
applications may be relying on the current settinQS. If you must change the values.
you should read the current values beforehand. and restore them afterwards. The
default value is 400 millipoints per OS umt.

Related SWis
FonLConverttoOS (SWJ &40088). Font_ReadScaleFactor (SWI &4008F).
Font_Converttopoints (SWJ &40089)

Related vectors

••:::::::·:·:·:=: ::::::::::·::::::;;:~;:~~:::~:·~:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:·:(-'..:-»:.:::::::.:m:>:::::::•:-»:·;;:.::

(
(

(

Scan for fonts. returning their names one at a time; or build a menu of fonts

On entry
R I = pointerto buffer for font identifier. or for menu definition (0 to return required
size of buffer)
R2 =counter and naas:
bits 0 • 15 "'counter (0 on first call)
bits 16 • 31 0 = RISC OS 2.(}compallble mode (see below)
bit 16 set= return font name In buffer pointed to by R I (or required site
o( buffer)
bit 17 set= return local font name In buffer pointed to by R4 (or required
size of buffer)
bit 18 set= tenninate strings with charader 11. rather than character 0
bit 19 set= return font menu definit.i on in buffer pointed to by Rl. and
indirected menu data in buffer pointed to by R4 (or required sizes
o( buffers)
bit 20 set= put 'System font' at head of menu
bit 21 set= tick font indicated by R6. and its submenu parent
bit 22 set= return list o( enc:odings. rather than list of fonts
bits 23 • ll reserved (must be zero)
Rl =size o( buffer pointed to by R I (if R I ,. 0)
R4 =pointer to buffer for font name. or for lndlreded menu data (0 to return
required size of buffer)
R5 =site of buffer pointed to by R4 (if R4,. 0)
R6 = pointer to identifier of font to tick (0 = no tick. I =tick 'System font')

=

(

(
(
(

(

(

On exit
RJ preserved
R2,. updated counter and preserved nags If listing identifiers/names (-1 if no more
to be listed); or preserved If building menu
Rl "' required size of buffer pointed to by Rl (If Rl = 0 on entry); or 0 if bu ilding a
font menu. and the menu is null: else preserved
R4 preserved
R5 required slz.e of buffer pointed to by R4 (if R4 = 0 on entry); else preserved

=

(

(

None

(
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FonLListFonts (SWI &40091}
..
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Interrupt•

(

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

r.::::=:~:x~.-x:::-.:::::::::::::::::~:w.:;;:::::::::::::.:.:.:·:·:; :::::::.::::.:::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::.l:::::w:::::::::::.l:::::>.u:x:::::;::.l::::x::::::.l:.:$"/.::::::::::::::::::::::::~~:::::::::::::::::::m::::::::?.'::::::::~::,::::;:~:·:.::: .:::~::::.:-::::::::::::.

Possible errors are 'Buffet overflow' (RJ and/or R5 was too small). or 'Bad
pa rameters· (the Oa115 in R2 were invalid). tr an error is returned. R2 = -I on ex it (ie
listing fontslencodings Is terminated) .
The font manager command •FontCat calls this SWJ internally.

Proce..or Mode

(
'

R...ntrancy

(

SWJ is not re-entrant

u..

(

This call has two possible uses:

I

(

(

2

In the 'RJSC OS 2.<kompatible mode' (used if bits 16 • J I of R2 are clear). this call
works as if bits 16and 18ofR2 were set on entry, bits 17 and 19· Jl were clear. and
RJ was 40 (irrespective of its actual value).
Under RJSC OS 2.0. this call works as if bits 16 and 18 of R2 were set on entry, and
bits 17 and 19 • 31 were clear (hence R4. R5 and R6 are ignored ). However. RJ is
used to point to the path to search: a value of -I means that FontSPath is used
Instead.

or

If your program does not RMEnsure the current version the font manager. you
should therefore always use FontSPath to specify the path to search.

Rel•ted SWI•
None

Related vector•
None

Build a menu defi nition of all fonts known to the font manager. The definition
is suitable for passing to Wimp_CreateMenu (see page 4·222).
In this case you m ay only set bits 19 • 21 of R2 on entry. You should make the
call twice: the first time with Rl and R4 set to tero to find the required sites or
buffers. and the second time with the buffers set up to receive the menu
definition.

(

Fonts are found by searching the path given by the system variable FontSPath. and
its subdirectories. for files ending in '.lntMetrics' . Likewise. encodings are searched
for by searching the path given by the system variable FontSPath. and its
subdirectories, for files of the form' <font prefix>.Encodlngs.<encoding id>' (which
are used to spedfy the encodings of the 'language' fonts, as opposed to the
'symbol' fonts. the encoding or which is fixed ).

(
(

When such a file is found. the full name of the subdirectory is put i n the buffer.
terminated by a carriage return or null. lf the same fonUencoding name is found via
different paths, only the first one will be reported. The local name is found from a
Messages file. if present.

[
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Return a list of fonUencoding names andlor local names known to the font
manager. and cache the list. The names are returned i n alphabetical order.
regardless of the order in which they are found. ('Local names' are the names
translated to the language of the current territory, if possible.)
In this case you should first initialise R2. Only bits 16 • 18 and bit 22 may be
set: all other bits must be clear. Then for each fonUencoding you must call th is
SWI twice: the first time with R I and R4 set totero to find the required sites of
buffers, and the second time with the buffers set up to receive the name(s) of
that fonUencoding. Do not alter the value ofR2 between calls. When R2 ls-I
on exit, the last fonUencoding has already been found, and any returned
name(s) are invali d.

(

(

Notes 011 RISC OS 2.0

Processor is in SVC mode
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Font_SetFontColours
(SWI &40092)
Change the current colours and (optionally) the current font

:-:-x~::;;::::::;:;:;:;:;.::;.-:.:~x.;;;;;.:.;.;::;;:;.:·:·:·:-:o:·:·:·:·:·:-:·:««-:·:·:o:·:;:w:««;;:::;::;:«o:v:«t::::::::
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nil•• of RI ,Rl,IU

Colovrs

PoNible

Ia mode

to lie all coloiN

2
4

0.1.0
0.1.2
0.1.14

16or 256

(

In a 16colour mode, to use the top 8 colours, which a~ normally llashinQ colours.
the values 8.9.6could be used.

On entry
RO =font handle (0 for current font)
Rl =background logical colour
R2 =foreground logical colour
R3 =foreground colour offset (-14 to +14)

Note that 16 is the maximum number of antl·allas colours. In 256-<:olour modes.
the backaround colour Is ignored. and the fo~ground colour is taken as an index
into a table of pseudo-palette entries- see Font_SetPalette.

Related SWia
On exit
RO = preserved
R I = preserved
R2 = preserved
R3 = preserved

(

(
(

(

Font_SetFont (SWI &4008A). Font_CurrentFont (SWI &40088),
Font_SetPalette (SWI &40093)

Related vectora

(

None

Interrupt•

(

Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Proceaaor Mode

(

Processor Is In SVC mode

R.entrancy
SWI is not re-entrant

(

This call is used to set the current font (or leave it as it is). and change the logical
colours used. In up to 16 colour modes. the three registers are used as follows:

(

Use

•

Rl i.s the logical colour of the badQround

•

R2 is the logical colour of the first foreground colour to use

•

R3 spedfies the offset from the first foreground colour to the last, which is
used as the actual foreground colour.

(

The range specified must not exceed the number of logical colours available in the
current screen mode, as follows:
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Font_Set Palette

(

(SWI &40093)

(

Deline the anti-alias palette

On ent.ry
RI • background loalcal colour
R2 = forearound IOQical colour
RJ = forearound colour offset
R4 = physical colour of backQround
R5 = physical colour of last forearound
R6"' &65757254 ('Ttue·) to use 24 bit colours i n RJ and R4

(
(

On exit
R I - R6 preserved

(

Interrupt•
Interrupt status is undefined
Fast Interrupts are enabled

(

Proce..or Mode
Processor is In SVC mode

(

Re-entrancy
SWI is not re-entrant

(

u..
This call sets the anti-alias palette.

··:·:«·:<-:<-:-:::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::~w.::-:::::;::;.;:::;.;.;;:::-:«-:>:·:·:·:::::::::...w.::--:·:=:::::::::;:::.d-:-:::::::.::::::::::::::x:::::::~~::::::::::::~::-»m:<:-w.=:::::::::: :::::::~:;.:::.:::::::·:::::::::::··..:.·.·.:.::~:::::::::

::::::::::::::::
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R4 and R5 contain physical colour settlna lnfonnatlon. R4 describes the
backQround colour and R5 the forearound colour. The forearound colour Is the
dominant colour of the text and aenerally appears in t he middle of each character.
The physical colours In R4 and R5 are of the fonn &BBGCRROO. That is. they
consists of four bytes. with the palette entries for the blue. areen and red auns in
the upper three bytes. Brlaht white. for instance. would be &FFFFFFOO. while half
intensity cyan is &77770000. The current graphics hardware only uses the upper
nibbles of these colours. but for upwards compatibility the lower nibble should
contain a copy of the upper nibble.
Under RJSC OS 2.0. this call sets the palette colour for the range described in R I.
R2 and RJ usina R4 and R5 to describe the colours at each end. It also sets the
intennediatecolours Incrementally between thoseofR4 and R5. In non-256-colour
modes. the palette Is p!'<)irammed so that there Is a linear proaression from the
colour given In R4 to that In R5.
Under later versions ofRJSC OS. IfR61s set to the maaicword 1fue·. this call treats
the values In R1 and R4 as true 24-blt palette values (where white is &FFFFFFOO.
rather than &1'01'01'000) Otherwise. lor compatibility. palette values are processed
as follows:

=

RJ (RJ AND &FOF'OFOOO) OR ((RJ AND &I'OFOI'OOO) »4)
R4 = (R4 AND &I'OFOI'OOO) OR ((R4 AND &1'01'01'000) » 4)
Thus the bottom nibbles of each aun are set to be copies of the top nibbles.
Furthennore. this call now uses Colour'Ttans_WritePalette to set palette entries in
non-256-colour modes. and Colour1'rans_ReturnColourNumber to match RGB
values with loaical colours In modes with 256 or more colours. IIColour'l'rans is not
loaded. It calls Palette¥ to set the palette; if PaletteV is not Intercepted. it finall y
calls OS_Word 12 to do so.
The VDU command: VDU 23.25.&80+<backQround loaical colour>. <forearound
loaical colour>.<start R>.<start G>.<start B>.<end R>.<end G>.<end B> is an
equivalent command to this SWI . As with all VDU font commands. it has been kept
for compatibility with earlier versions of the operation system and must not be

used.

(

If the proaram you are writina is aoina to run under the Wimp environment then
you must not use this call. It will damage the Wimp·s colour infonnatlon. You must
instead choose from the ranae of colours already available by us ina
Wlmp_SetFontColours (SWJ &400E6) or Colour'Ttans_SetFontColours
(SWI &400E4) instead.

(

The values in R I . R2 and RJ have the same use as in Font_SetFontColours. See the
description of that SWI on the previous paae for the use of these parameters.

Related SWia
Font_SetFontColours (SWI &40092)

Related vector•
None

(

(

(
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Font_ReadThresholds
(SWI &40094)
Read the list of threshold values for painting

On entry
Rl =pointer to result buffer

On exit
RI

=preserved

Interrupts
Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Proceseor Mode
Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy
SWIIs not re-entrant

Use
This call reads the list of threshold values that the font manager uses when
painting characters. Fonts are defined using up to 16 anti·aliased levels. The
threshold table gives a mapping from these levels to the logical colours actual ly
used to paint the character.
The fonnat of the data read is:

Of&et
0
I

2

Value
Foreground colour offset
I st threshold value
2nd threshold value

J
n

&FF

:;::.;...o»:o:;:-:.;:; .;.;.;;;.;.;.;.

::;.:::.:-:-:::: :::::::::::::::·:..:-:-:::;;.;:::~m~-«-»):·:::.:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-»:-::;.;.;.:-:·:~::-»$~·:::::::::::::::::::.:•:-*':;:::.:««>:-:•:;o..:::.:::w.· :·:: :::::.:::.:-:-: ·:::·:·:· :·:::::.:::.:::.:=:·:·:::::«;~:;

The table Is used In the following way. Suppose you want to use eight colours for
anti·aliased colours, one background colour and seven foreground colours. Thus
the foreground colour offset Is 6 (there are 7 colours). The table would be set up as
follows:

Off.et

Val••

0
I
2

6
2
4
6

J
4

a

5
6
7

10
12
14

8

&FF

O•tp •t
0

(

(
(

(

When this has been set-up (u.sln& FonLSetThresholds). the mapping from the 16
colours to the eiaht available wlllloolr.like this:

t•p•t
0

(

n~a•old

I

0

2

I

3

I

4
5

2
2

4

6
7

J

6

8

4

9

4

10
II
12

5

10

5
6

12

13

6

14
15

7
7

2

(
(
(

J

8

(

14

(

Where the output colour Is 0. the font background colour is used. Where it is in the
range I • 7, the colour f+o-lls used. where ·r is the font foreground col out and 'o'
is the output colour.
You can view the thresholds as the points at which the output colour 'steps up' to
the oext value.

(
(
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Font_ReadThr8Sholds (SWI &40094)
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Related SWis

(

Related vectors

;:;:;.;.;.;:;.;-:-:-::~;:;:;:;:
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Font_SetThresholds
(SWI &40095)

Font_SetThresholds (SWI &40095). Font_SetPalette (SWI &40093).
Font_SetFontColours (SWI &40092)

None

;:;:;:;.;;:.;.;:;:;.;: ;:;:;:;:: :;:;:;:; :;:;:::::i::::::::::::::::;.~:<:-:·:.:

Defines the list of threshold values for painting

On entry
Rl =pointer to threshold data

(

On exit
R I = preserved

(

Interrupts
Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor Mode
Processor is in SVC mode

(

Re-entrancy
SWIIs not re-entrant

(

Use
This call sets up the threshold table for a given number of foreground colours. The
fonnat of the input data. and its interpretation. is explained in the previous
section.

(

This command should rarely be needed, because the default set will work well in
most cases.
The VDU command VDU 23,25.<bits per plxel>.<threshold I > .....<threshold 7> Is
an equivalent command to this SWI. As with all VDU font commands. it has been
kept fat compatibility with earlier versions of the operation system and must not
be used.

(

(

Related SWis
Font_ReadThresholds (SWI &40094). Font_SetPalette (SWI &40093),
Font_SetFontColours (SWI &40092)

(

( :
(

~
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Related vectors
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Font_FindCaretJ

None

(SWI &40096)

(
(

(

Find where the caret is in a justified string

On entry
R I = pointer to string
R2 = x offset in millipoints
R3 = y offset in mlllipoints
R4 = x justification offset
R5 = y justification offset

(

(

On exit
Rl =pointer to character where the search terminated
R2 = x offset after printing string (up to termination)

(

R3 = y offset after printing string (up to termination)
R4 = no of printable characters in string (up to termination)
R5 =index into string giving point at which it terminated

(

Interrupts
Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor Mode
Processor is in SVC mode

(

Re-entrancy
SWJ is not re-entrant

(

Use
The 'justification offsets', R4 and R5. are calculated by dividing the extra gap to be
filled by the justification of the number of spaces (ie character 32) in the string. If
R4 and R5 are both zero. then this call is exactly the same as Font_FindCaret.
You should use the SWJ Font_ScanString (see page 5-79) in preference to this one.

Related SWis

c

Font_FindCaret (SWI &40080). Font_ScanString (SWI &400AI)
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Font_FindGarel.l (SWI &40096)
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Font_Stri ngBBox

Related vectors

(

;:;:;.;.;:.;:;:;:;:;:;::

None

(SWI &40097)

(

Measure the size of a string

On entry
R I = pointer to string

(

On exit
Rl
R2
R3
R4

(

=bounding box minimum x in millipoints (inclusive)
=bounding box minimum yin mill ipoints (inclusive)
=bounding box maximum x in millipoints (exduslve)
=bounding box maximum yin mill Ipoints (exdusive)

Interrupts

(

interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor Mode
Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy

(

SWI is not re-entrant

Use

(

This call measures the size of a string wit hoot actually printing it. The string can
consist of printable characters and all the usual control sequences. The bounds are
given relative to the start point of the string (they might be negative due to
backward move control sequences. etc).

( ;

Note that this command cannot be used to measure the screen size of a string
because of rounding errors. The string must be scanned 'manually', by stepping
along in millipoints. and using Font_ConverttoOS and Font_CharBBox to measure
the precise positioo of each character on the screen. Usually th is can be avoided,
since text is formatted In rows, which are assumed to be high enough for it.

(,

You should use the SWJ Font_ScanString (see page 5·79) in preference to this one.

(,
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Font_ReadColourTable
(SWI &40098)

Releted SWls
Font~Readlnfo

(SWI &40084). Font_CharBBox (SWI &4008E).
Font_ScanStrlns (SWI &4001\1)

Releted vectors

(
(

(

Read the anti·alias colour table

None

On entry
RI • pointer to 16 byte area of memory

(

On exit
RI • preserved

(

Interrupts
Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor Mode
Processor is in SVC mode

(

Re-entrency
SWI is not re~ntrant

Use
This call returns the 16 entry oolour table to the block pointed to by Rl on entry.
This contains the 16 oolours used by the antl·allasins software when paintins
text- that is, the values that would be put into saeen memory.

Related SWis
FonLSetPalette (SWI &40091), Font_SetThresholds (SWI ~0095),
FonLSetFontColours (SWI &40092)

(
(
(

Related vectors
None

(

c
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(
Font_Mai<IIBitmap (SWI &40099)

(

:::.:-:-:::::::::«.:·:=:·:=:::::::::::

ThiiFoniMBI'Ilf{Jflf
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Font_MakeBitmap

(

(SWI &40099)

(

Make a font bitmap file

On entry
Rl
R2
Rl
R4

=font handle. or pointer to font name
= x point size x 16
= y point site x 16
= x dots per Inch
R5 " y dots per Inch
R6 =nags

(

f

On exit

(

:;::::::::::::: ::::::::;.;.;:::: :::::::::::::::::::;.;::,W;::::::::;:::::;:;;:;:;.;.;.:·:·:<-.»:-:::
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Once a font file has been saved, its subplxel scaling will O'lerride the setting of
FontMax415 currently in force (so. for example, if the font file had horizontal
subplxel scaling. then when a font of that size Is requested. horizontal subplxel
scaling will be used even if FontMax4 Is set to 0).
If the font has an encoding applied to it (le if there was a 'IE' qualifier in the
FonLFindFont string. or if this is a 'langu&fle' font, which varies in encoding
according to the territory), then the bitmaps are held Inside a subdirectory of the
font directory:
< prefiD .<fontname>.<encoding>.
Note that Font.Yaint also looks Inside this directory to find the bitmaps.

Related SWis
Font_SetFontMax (SWI &40098)

Related vectors
None

Interrupts
Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast Interrupts are enabled

1

Processor mode

(

Processor Is In SVC mode

Re-entrancy
SWI is not re-entrant

Use
This call allo ws a particular size of a font to be pre-stored In the font's directory so
t hat it can be cached more quickly. It is especially useful i f subpixel positioning is
to be performed. since this takes a long time if done directly from o utlines.

\

The nags have the following meanings:

,,

Mea11l111 w•e• .et
construct m991.9999 (else b9999JC9999)
do horizontal subpixel positioning
do vertical subpixel positioning
just delete old file. without replacing it
reserved (must be OJ

I

2
3

.,)

4 ·)I

'-,
I

Bit

0
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Fonl UnCacheFile (SWI &4009A)
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Font_UnCacheFile
(SWI &4009A)

:.:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

:=:=:~::::::::::~~=:=:=:=:=:·x<«..:·:·:=:::=:·:·:-::::: :·:·:·:·:·:::·::::::wx::::~~:::::::~:::::::::::::~:::::::::::::·:·:=:-:·

:::::::::::::::::::-::::::: ::::::::::::::::;;....-~:::::::::::*::::~"X.:.:::::::::: :::::::::::::::::

SYS "Font_UnCacheF1le",,"f11ename•,o

11pl#.u olll /ik wi~ """ont
SYS " Font_UnCacheFi le•,,•filename",l

Related SWJs
Delete cached font information. or recache it

On entry
RI = pointer to full filename of file to be removed
R2

=recache flag (0 or I -see below)

(

c(

None

Related vectors

(

None

On exit

(
Interrupts
Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor mode
Processor is in SVC mode

(

Re-entrancy
SWI is not re-entrant

(

Use
If an application such as !FontEd wishes to overwrite font files without confusing
the font manager. it should call this SWI to ensure that any cached information
about the file is deleted.

(

The filename pointed to by Rl must be the full filename (ie In the format used by
the Filer). and must also correspond to the relevant name as It would have been
constructed from FontSPath and the font name. This means that each of the
elements of FontSPath must be proper full path names. Including filing system
prefix and any required special fields (eg. net#fileserver:S.fonts.).
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(

The SWI must be called twice: once to remove the old version of the data, and once
to load in the new version. This is especially important in the case of lntMetrics
files. since the font cache can get into an inconsistent state if the new data is not
read In immediately.

c·

The 'recache' flag in R2 determines whether the new data is to be loaded in or not.
and might be used like this:

(
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FonLSs/FontMax (SWI &40098)
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Font_SetFontMax

(

(SWI &40098)

(

.•:::::::::::::;. :=:=:·:·:= :·:=:·:-::::;.: ··•••••
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Related vectors
None

Set the FontMax values

On entry

=

RO new value of FontMax (bytes)
Rl- R5 =new values of Font Maxi- FontMax5 (pixels x 72 x 16)
R6. R7 reserved (must be 1.ero)

(

On exit

(

Interrupt•

(

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast Interrupts are enabled

Processor mode

(

Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy
SWI is not re-entrant

(
Use

This call can be used to set the values of Font Max and FontMaxl ... Font Max5.
Changing the configured settings will also change these internal settings. but
Font_SetFontMax does not affect the configured values. which come Into effect on
Ctri-Breakorwhen the font manager is re-initialised .

(

This call also causes the font manager to search through the cache. checking to see
if anything would have been cached differently if the new settings had been In force
at the tlme. lf so. the relevant data Is discarded. and will be reloaded using the new
settings when next required .

(

(

Related SWis
FonLReadFontMax (SWI &4009C)

(
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Font_R98dFoniMax (SWI &4009C)
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Font_ReadFontMax

Font_ReadFontPrefix

(SWI &4009C)

(SWI &40090)
Find the directory prefix for a aiven font handle

Read the FontMax values

On entry

(

R I = pointer to tennlnatlns null
R2 = bytes remaini na In buffer

Interrupts

(

Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor mode
Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy
SWI Is not re-entrant

(

On exit

Proceaaor mode
Processor is in SVC mode

(

RO = font handle
Rt =pointer to buffer
R2 = lenath of buffer

Interrupts
Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Re-entrancy

(

SWI is not re-entrant

Use
This call can be used to read the values of FontMax and FontMaxl ... FontMax5. 1t
reads the values that the font manager holds internally (which may have been
altered from the configured values by Font_SetFontMax).

Related SWis

Use
This call finds the directory prefix relatina to a aiven font handle. which indicates
where the font's lntMetrlc:s file Is. and copies it Into the buffer pointed to by R I: for
example:
adfs::4.$.1Fonts.Trlnlty.Medlum.

Font_SetFontMax (SWI &4009B)

Related vectors

(

On entry

On exit
RO =value of FontMax (bytes)
R I • R5 =values of Font Max I • FontMax5 (pixels x 72 x 16)

(

One use for this prefix would be to find out which sizes of a font were available
pre-scaled in the font directory.

None

(
(

(

Related SWis
None

(
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FonLRINidFonrPrBflx (SWI &40090)
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Font_SwitchOutputToBuffer
(SWI &4009E)

Rel•led vector•

(

None

(

Switches output to a buffer, creatlna a Dtaw file structure

On entry
RO • nags if Rl > 0. else reserved (must be Z>ero)
Rl =pointer to word•allaned buffer. or:
8 initially to count the space required for a buffer
0 to switch back to normal
-I to leave state unaltered (le enquire about current status)

(

(

On exll
RO = previous naa settlnas
Rl =previous buffet pointer. Incremented by space required for Draw file structure

(

Interrupts
Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor mode
Processor Is In

(

S~

mode

Re-entrancy
SWI is not re-entrant

(

Use
After this call, any calls to FonLPalnt will be redirected Into the buffer. as a Draw
file structure .

(

Each letter painted will be treated as a separate filled object, with the colours
specified in the paint command.
The naas In RO have the followlna meanIna:

(

c
(

(

Mea•l•c

update Rl . but don't store anythina
apply ·hints' to the outlines
aive error If bltmapped characters occur (this bit overrides bit 3)

4
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All other bits are reserved, and must be zero.

On entry, the buffer must contain the following if it is to receive output:
Collteata

4
4

0 (null terminator)
size remaining, in bytes

RO = font handle
R I = pointer to buffer for bounding box infonnatlon. or 0 to read size of data
R2 = pointer to buffer for x-wldth Information. or 0 to read siz.e of data
Rl = pointer to buffer for y-width Information , or 0 to read size of data
R4 =pointer to buffer for m iscellaneous information, or 0 to read size of data
R5 = pointer to buffer for lternlne information. o r 0 to read siz.e of data
R6=0
R7=0

In this way drawing programs can turn on buffering. then proceed to draw text in
the appropriate position and size. and end up with a series of Draw objects which
represent the same thing. The set of objects that the Font Manager produces could
easily be converted into a group by wrapping them suitably.

Related SWis
None

Related vectors
None

RO =file Oags
Rl • R5 = size of data (0 If not present In file)
R6. R7 undefined

(

(

Interrupts
Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor mode
Processor Is in SVC mode

(

Re-entrancy
SWI is not re-entrant

(

Use
This call reads the new metrk:s Information held in a font's lntMetrics file.
The Oags in RO ha~~e the followine mea nine:

Bit

Me111l11 wlle1 Ht

I
2

Item pairs don't have x-<>ffsets
kern pairs don' t have y-<>ffsets
there are more than 255 Item pairs

3
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On exit

If bit 2 o f RO Is set, the character objects consist of a group of two objects: the filled
outline, and the stroked skeleton.
Any characters which are only available as bitmaps will either generate an error (if
bit 4 o f RO is set). be ignored (if bit 3 of RO is clear). or represented as bitmap
objects in the output (either 1-bppor 4-bpp, with a palette to match the output
colo urs).

(
(

If bit 0 of RO is set. output is not actually sent to the buffer. but the pointer Is
updated. This allows the siz.e o( the required buffer to be computed properly before
allocating the space for it. Note that if bit 0 of RO is set. R I must initially be ereater
than 0 (a value of 8 Is recommended, since the buffer must allo w 8 bytes for the
terminator and free space counter).

If bit I o f RO is set, the character outlines have hints applied to them at the current
size. This means that they are not really suitable for scaling later o n .

(

On entry

The Draw file structure is placed in the file before the nullterminatot between
(original R I) and (final R I - I ). R I still points to the null terminator: the terminator
and free space count do not form part of the output data itself.

The rubout box(es) and any underlinins are also sent to the buffer as a series of
filled outlines. These will be in the correct order so as to be behind any characters
whi ch overlap them. The out put will also take into account matrix transformations.
font and colou r changes. explicit movements. justification and kerning

:;.:::::·:·:•:::

Font_Read Font Metrics
(SWI &4009F)

This call is not available in RISC OS 2.0.

Size

-:~:.:

(

(
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All other bits are reserved. and must be z.ero.

(

Currently this call is not permitted on fonts which have a transformation matrix
applied to them . lt Is recommended that the call is made on the untransformed
version of the font. and the results then transformed appropriately. Note that when
transforming bounding boxes, the resulting box is that which bounds all4
transformed bounding box corners. When transforming x andy offsets (le character
widths). the last 2 numbers in the matrix (the offsets) should be ignored. since the
new origin is also moved by these amounts. and they therefore cancel out.

(
(

2

(

(first tetter) EOR (second letter ROR 4)
where the rotate happens In 8 bits.

Sl&e
256>< 4

Bo. .cll•l boa hofo1'1118do•

X-wtdt• laformedo•
arrayJ256J of words

(

arrayJ256J of words

MleceDe•eo•• l•formed011

(

(

Deecripdoa

2
2
2
2
2

xO

yI

all coordinates are In mil IIpoints

default x-offset per char (if p.gs bit I Is set). In mllllpolnts
( 16-bit signed)

2

default y-offset per char (ifP.gs bit 21s set). In mlllipolnts
( 16-bit signed)

2

italic h-<>ffset per em (-1000 x TAN(Itallc angle))
( 16-bit signed)

2
2
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xl

maximum bounding box for font ( t6·blt signed)
bottom-left (xO. yO) Is Inctuslve
top-right (xi. yl) is exclusive

yO

underline position. in ln56th em (signed)
underline thickness, in ln56th em (unsigned)

(
(

l

Size

(

4

offset ol end of all kern pairs from table start

4

nag 'IIOrd:

kern pair data

Y-wfdtlllnforiNido•

(

Deecripdo•
hash table giving offset from table start of first kern pair for
each possible value (0 • 255) of hash function

bit 0 set= no bounding boxes
bit I set = no x-<>lfsets
bit 2 set = no y-olfsets
bits l · '}()reserved (ignore these)
bit ll set= 'short' kern pairs

arrayi256J of groups of 4 words (xO. yO, xl . yl)

(

reserved (must be zero)

Keraln1111foi1Nitlo11

(ln201:xn

all units are millipoints

all 2·byte and 4-byte numbers are little-endian, signed

Descender In mlllipoints ( 16-bit signed)

The kerning information Is Indexed by a hash table. The hash function used Is:

The format of the data in the buffers Is as follows. Except where otherwise stated:
•

·:.:«

Ascender In mllllpolnts ( 16-bit signed)
4

This call is not available in RlSC OS 2.0.

•

:;:;:;:;.;:;:;: ;:;:;~~:;:;:;-::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:; ....:-:·:.::;

CapHeight in millipoints (16-bit signed)

Each kern pair consists of the code of the first letter of the kern pair. followed by
the x-offset In mill! points (If nags bit I Is dear) and they-offset in millipoints (if
nags bit 2 is clear).
If bit 31 of the nag word Is clear, then the letter code, x-offset and y-offset are each
held in a word . lf bit ll Is set. then the kern pair data is shortened by combining
the letter code with the first offset word as follows:
bits 0 • 1 =character code
bits 8 • 11 ,. x or y-offset
If necessary, the second letter can be deduced from the first letter and the hash
index as follows :
2nd letter= (1st letter EOR hash table Index) ROR 4
where the rotate happens In 8 bits.
The hash table Indicates the point at which to start looldng for a given kern pair In
the list of kern pairs following the table. The entries are consecutive. so each list
finishes as the next one starts. To seatd1 for a given kern pair:
I

Work out the value" of the hash function

2

Look up the "th and ("+I )th offsets In the hash table

XHeight in millipoints (16-bit signed)
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Search for a kern pair having the correct 1st letter, looking from the "th offset
up to- but not Including- the (" +l)th offset.

:·:.:-:-:.:.:.:·:-::x-:-»»

Font_DecodeMenu
(SWI &400AO)

Once the kern offsets are obtained. they can be Inserted into a FonLPaint string as
character 9 and II move sequences.

(

(

Decode a selection made from a font menu

Note that if nag bits I and 2 are both set. then it Is Illegal for there to be any kern
pairs.

(

On entry
Related SWis

RO • nags:
bit 0 set ~ encodlna menu. else font menu
all other bits reserved (must be zero)
RI • pointer to menu definition (as returned by FonU.IstFonts)
R2 =pointer to menu selections (as returned by Wimp..Poll with reason code= 9)
R'Jc pointer to bufl'er to contain answer (0 ~ 1u.st return sh:e)
R4 '" size oC buffer (if R3 ot 0)

None

Rel•ted vectors
None

On exit

(
(

(

RO. RI preserved
R2 pointer to rest oC menu selections (If R3 ot 0 on entry)
R3 preserved
R4 =size oC buffer required to hold output string (0 ~ no font selected)

=

(

Interrupts
Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Proce..or mode
Processor is in SVC mode

(

Re-entr•ncy
SWIIs not re-entrant

(

Use
This call decodes a selection (as returned from Wimp_Poll) made from a font
menu. The definition of the font menu is passed In the same format as returned
from Font_ListFonts.

(

This call is not available In RISC OS 2.0.

(
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Bit 0 of RO determines whether it is the font menu or the encoding menu that is
being decoded. In either case, the fonnat of the returned string depends on
whether the names of the fontslencodlngs have been sped fled in a Messages" file
inside the font directory. The name field is not present If the Font Manager has
worked out the list of fontslencodings by scanning the directory instead.

(;
(
(

F1le holds:

Fo111111t of returned strllltr.

Font id, no name
Font id, with name
Encoding, no name
Encoding. with name

\F<font id>
\F<font id>\f<terrltory> <font name>
\E<encoding id>
'£<encoding id>\e <territory> <encoding name>

Since Font_DecodeMenu works by comparing the string in the menu aQainst the
Font ManaQer's known font names. in the case of 'System font' being selected from
a menu that contained it. R4 would be returned as 0. To distinguish this from the
'no font selected' case. check for R2 pointing to 0 on entry. sinre 'System font' is
always the first menu entry if present.

(
(

Related SWia
None

Related vectors

(

None

(

(

(;
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Font_Scan String
(SWI &400A 1)
Return Information on a string

On entry
RO =initia l font handle (I - 255) or 0 for cu rrent handle - if bit 8 of R2 Is set
Rl =pointer to string
R2 = plot type:
bits 0- 4 reserved (must be zero)
bit 5 set = use R5 as Indicated below
bit 6 set= use R6 as Indicated below
bit 7 set= use R7 as indicated below
bit 8 set= use RO as Indicated above
bit 9 set= perfonn kerning on the string
bit 10 set= writing direction is right to left: else left to right
bits II - 16 reserved (must be zero)
bit 17 set= return nearest caret pooltlon; else length of string
bit 18 set= return bounding box of string in buffer pointed to by R5
bit 19 set= return matrix applying at end of string in buffer pointed to
by R6
bit 20 = return number of split characters in R7
bits 2 1 - 31 reserved (must be zero)
RJ. R4 = offset of mouse dick- if bit 17 ofR2 is set; else maximum x. y-coordinate
offset before split point
R5 =pointer to buffer used on entry for coordinate block and split character- if
bit 5 of R2 is set- and on exit for returned bounding box- if bit 18 of R2 is
set
R6 =pointer to buffer used on entry for transformation matrix- If bit 6 of R2 is
set- and on exit for returned transfonnation matrix- if bit 19 of R2 Is set
R7 = length of string- if bit 7 of R2 is set

On exit
R I = pointer to point In string of caret pooition- if bit 17 of R2 is set: el se to split
point
R2 preserved
R3, R4 = x. y-coordinate offset to caret pooitlon -If bit 17 of R2 is set; else to split
point
R5, R6 preserved

(

( '
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R7 =number of split characters encountered- if bit 20 of R2 was set; else
preserved

Interrupts
Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Processor Mode
Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy
SWI is not re-entrant

:·:·:·:-:-:·x~::::::::wm:::.~..;:::::;:::.:·:::.;.-~:.:-:-:-:·:·:·:·:.:·:·:·:·:.::;;;;x;.,~~~.«:~:::::v»W:;;.;;;.:~-:>:~::m·:·:·:::.:·:·:-::
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Gr.plt.lc• c.r•or coonll•-.
FonLScanStrin(l does not use araphlcs cursor coordinates for justification. nor to
specify a rubout box. lustiflcalfon can still be performed usina the coordinate block
pointed to by R5. whereas rubout boxes a~e not supported at all.

ne coordl•.te block

••cl •pit c..nlder

The four followin(l words (le startlnfl at otfset 20) a~e used to return the string's
bounding box. if bit 18 of R21s set on entry. This exdudes the area occupied by
underlinin(l or rubout

This call scans a strin(l as if it were painted to the screen usina Font_Paint. and
returns various information about it. It is particularly useful for findin(l the correct
position of the caret within a string. or for findin(l where to split a line.
For full details of the parameters passed. and of control sequences that may be
induded in the strin(l. you should see the description ot Font_Paint on paae 5-24.
Below we merely describe the changes and add itions ~elative to that SWI.
This call is not available in RISC OS 2.0.

Coordbaatea
Unlike Font_Paint. this call uses millipoints for ail coordinates; you may not
specify OS units by settln(l bit 4 of R2 .
RJ and R4 do not specify the start coordinates of the strin(l. Instead they specify
either the offset from the start of the strin(l to the mouse dick (used to work out
where to insert the caret). or the maximum offset before the split point (lethe
width and hei(lht ~emaining on the current line).
On exit R3 and R4 (live the otfset of the caret position or the split point. When
scannin(l to determine the split point. the scan continues until the cur~ent offset is
less than or greater than the limit supplied, depend ina on the sian of that limit. If
RJ is neaative on entry. the scan continues until the x-oiTset is less than R3. while
If R3 is positive. the scan continues until the x-offset is areater than Rl. Note that
this is incompatible with the old Font_StrinaWidth call. which always continued
until the x· and y-offsets we~e areater than R2 or R3. (Font_Strin(IWidth still worl:s
in the old way. to ensu~e compatibility).

0

additionalx. y otrset on space

8

additionalx. y offset between each letter

16

split character (-I= none)

20

returned x. y coordinates for bottom left of strin(l bounding box
(inclusive)- If bit 18 of R2 is set

28

returned x. y coordinates for top ri(lht ot strlna boundin(l box
(exdusive)- if bit 18 ot R2 is set

(
(

The coordinate block pointed to by R5 differs from that used by Font_Paint in that
no rubout box is given. Instead the word at offset 16 Is used to specify the 'spilt
character' on entry.

Offtet Val•e

u..

(

(
(

(
(

If there Is no split character, but bit 20 of R2 is set ('~etum number of split
characters in R7'). then R7 will instead be used to return the number of non-control
characters encountered (le those characters with codes of nor more which are not
part of a control sequence).

(

Tta..fonnatlo• aatdc:a
If bit 19 of R2is seton entry, the transformation matrix pointed to by R6 is updated
on exit to return the matriz applying at the end of the strfn(l.

(

Text dlrectlo•
Whe~e bit 10 is set (ie the main writing direction is ri(lht to left). one would

[

normally supply a neaative value of R3.

Sttin1 lellflh
Note that the character at fR I .R71 may be accessed to detennine whether It Is a
'split character', as well as to detennine the character offset due to kemin(l.

(

(
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Font SetColourTable
(SWI &400A2)

Related SWia

(

This SWJ replaces the following deprecated (still supported. but not
recommended) SWis:
Font_StrlngWidth (SWJ &40085). Font_FindCaret (SWJ &40080).
Font_FindCaretJ (SWJ &40096). Font_StrlngBBox (SWI &40097)

(

Related vectora
None

(

:;:;:;:;:::::::::: :;:;:;:: :;:;:;:;:;:;:: :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:; :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;::::::

This califs for Internal use by the Colour'Ttans module only. Yo•
your own code.

mut aot ue It in

This califs not available In RISC OS 2.0.
To set font colours you should either use Colour'Trans_SetFontColours (see
J)a8e 4-412) or Font_Paint control sequence 19 (see J)a8e 5-27).

(
(

(

(

(
(

(
(
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FonLCu"entRGB (SW/ &400A3)
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Font_FutureRGB
(SWI &400A4)

Font_CurrentRGB
(SWI &400A3)
Reads the settlnss of colours after callins Font_Paint

On entry

On exit

On exit

(
(

Reads the settinss or colours after call ina various Font. .. SW!s

On entry

(

(
RO
RI
R2
R3

=root handle
=bac~round font colour (&BBGGRROO)

RO =
Rl
R2
R3

=rorearound font colour (&BBCCRROO)

(

Processor mode
Processor is in SYC mode

Re-entrancy

SWI Is not re-entrant

u..

'\

Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Processor Is In SVC mode

Re-entrancy

(

Interrupts

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Proceaaor mode

(

=foresround rent colour (&BBCCRROO)
=maximum colour offset (0 =mono, else antl-aliased)

=maximum colour orrset (0 = mono. else anti-aliased)

lnterrupta

font handle

=bac~round font colour (&B80GRROO)

(

SWIIs not re-entrant

Use
This call reads the settinss or the RGB roresround and bac~round colours after
call inQ Font_Paint.
This call is not available in RISC 05 2.0.

The error 'Undefined RGB rent colours' is aenerated ir the colours were not set
usina RGB values.

This call reads the settlnas of the RGB rorearound and background colours after
callinQ Font_ScanSu inQ. Font_StrinsWidth. FonLStrinsBBox. Font_FindCaretor
Font_FindcaretJ.
This call Is not available In RISC 05 2.0.
The error 'Undefined RGB font colours' Is aenerated ir the colours were not set
usina RGBvalues.

Related SWis
None

(

(

(

Related SWis
None

Related vectors

(

None
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Font_ReadEncodingFilename
(SWI &400A5)

Rel•ted vector•

(

None

(

Returns the filename of the encoding file used for a given font handle

On entry
RO = font handle
R I = pointer to buffer to receive prefix
R2 = lerlith of buffer

(

On exit

(

RO = pointer to encoding filename (In buffer)
Rl =pointer to tennfnating 0 ol filename
R2 = bytes remafnlrli In buffer

(

Interrupt•
Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor mode
Processor Is In SIJC mode

(

Re-entrancy
SWI is not re-entrant

Use

(

This call returns the fi lename of the encoding file used for a given font handle. lt is
primarily useful for PDrfverPS to gain ac:cess to the file of Identifiers that defines an
encodi"8. in order to send it to the printer output stream.

(

The filename depends on whether the font has a 'public' or 'private' encoding
(public encodings apply to 'la nguage' fonts. as described in Font_ListFonts. while
private encod ings are not used by the Font Manager. and simply describe the
PostScri pt names for the characters In the font).

(

bcodlnc
public
private

(
5·86

(

Flle••me
f on t_prefJx . Encodings . encodJng
f ont_prefJ x .font_ name. Encoding
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FonLRNdEncodingFIIMame (SWI &400A5)
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*Commands
The error 'Buffer overflow is generated if the buffer Is too small.

*Configure FontMax

This call is not available in RISC OS 2.0.

None

Syntex

Related vectors
None

(
(

Sets the configured maximum site ol the font cache

Related SWis

(

•configure FontHax mK in

(

Perameters
mK
n

number ol kilobytes ol memoiY reserved
number ol4k chunks ol memoiY reserved

(

u..
'Configure FontMax sets the configured maximum size of the font cache. The
difference betw«n FontSite and FontMax Is the extra amount of memory that the
font manager will attempt to use If It needs to. If other parts of the system have
already daimed all the spare memory, then FontSize is what it is forced to work
with.
If Font Max is bigser than FontSize. when the font manager cannot obtain enough
cache memory it will attempt to expand the cache by throwing away unused blods
(ie ones that belong to fonts which have had FonLFindFont called on them more
often than Font_LoseFont). Once the cache has expanded up to Font Max. the font
manager will throw away the oldest block found. even if it is in use. This can result
in the font manager heiiVily usln& the filing system, since during a window redraw
it is possible that all fonts will have to be thrown away and recached in turn.

(
(
(

(

Example
•configure FontHax 256K

(

Related commands
' Configure FontSize

c

RelatedSWis
Font_CacheAddr (SWI &40080). FonLSetfontMax (SWI &40098).
Font_ReadFontMax (SWI &4009C)

(
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:::::::::::::
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*Configure FontMax1

Related vector•

(

:;:;:;:;:;:;:;;:=:;;::

None
Sets the maximum helflht at which to scale from a bitmap font

(

Syntax
• co nfigure FontMax l ma x_ he1gh t

(

Parameter•

(

u••

max_he1ght

ma•l mum font pixel heiaht at which to scale from a
bitmap font

•eonfiaure FontMax I sets the maximum helaht at which to scale from a bitmap
font rather than from an o utline font- but only if 4 bit per pixel output is possible.

(

When the font manaaer can use 4 bits per pi ~rei. it first looks for an f9999x9m file
of the correct size; then It looks for an x90y45 font of the correct size. Next it
considers the values of Fo ntMax2 and l. and then of FontMax4 and 5. Only if the
above fail to produce output does It then consider the value of Font Max I :

(

•

If the font pixel hetaht Is less than or equal to the value specified i n Font Maxi.
or if there is no Outlines file. the font manaaer looks for the x90y45 file to
detennine which bitmap font to scale. If the x90y45 file contains the name of
an f9999x9999 file. then that flle Is scaled: else one of the fonts in the x90y45
file Is scaled.

(
•

(

Otherwise the font manaaer scales the Outlines flle to aive an anti-allased (4
bits per pixel) bitmap.

The helflht is set In pixels rather than points because It is the pixel size that affects
cache usaae. This corresponds to different point sizes on different resolution
output devices:
pixel helaht

(

=height In poi nts x pixels (or dots) per inch / 72

Example
•configure FontMa xl 25

c

Related commands
· confiaure FontMax2

c
(

(
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Related SWI•
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*Configure FontMax2

Font_SetFontMax (SWI &40098). Font_ReadFontMax (SWI &4009C)
Sets the maximum height at which to scale from outlines to anti·aliased bitmaps

Related vector•
None

(

c
(

Syntax
•configu r e FontMax2 max_ he1gh t

(

Parameter•
max_ he1 gh t

maximum font pixel heiaht at which to scale from
outlines to antl·aliased bitmaps

(

U•e
•confiaure FontMax2 sets the maximum height at which to scale from outlines to
antl·allased bitmaps. rather than to I bit per pixel bitmaps.
When the font manager can use 4 bits per pixel. it first looks for an f9999x9999 file

or the correct size: then it looks for an l90y45 font or the correct size. Only if the
above fail to produce output does it then consider the value or FontMax2:
•

If the font pixel height Is less than or equal to the heights specified in both
Font Max2 and 3. the font manager goes on to consider the val ues of FontMax4
and 5. and then ofFontMaxl. Any bitmaps it produces from outli nes will be
antl·allased .

•

Otherwise. the font manager uses I bit per pixel bitmaps. It first looks for a
b9999x9999 file or the correct size.
If It fails to find one it uses the Outlines file to paint a l·bit·pet·pixel bitmap.
The value of FontMax3 determines whether the font manager caches the
bitmap or the outline.

The hei&ht is set in pixels rather than points because It Is the pixel size that affects
cache usage. This oonesponds to different point sizes on different resolution
output devices:
pixel heiaht

(

(
(
(

(

=height In points x pixels (or dots) per inch / 72

Example

•conf i gure Fo n tMax2 20

(

Related commend•
•conllgure FontMaxl. •configure FontMaxl
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*Configure FontMax3

Related SWis

(

;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;.;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:; :;:;:;:;:;:;

Font_SetFontMax (SWI &4009B). Font_ReadFontMax (SWI &4009C)
Sets the maximum height at which to retain bitmaps In the cache

Related vectors

(

None

Syntax
•configure FontMax3 max_ he1ght

Parameters

(

max_he1ght

(

maximum font pixel height at which to retain bitmaps in
the cache

Use
'Configure FontMad sets the muimum height at which to retain bitmaps In the
cache. rather than the outlines from which they were converted.

(

Unlike the other FontMau values. FontMax3 affects the font manager both when it
can use 4 bits per pixel. and when it can only use I bit per pixel.

4 bit. per pixel

(

When the font manager can use 4 bits per pixel . it first looks for an f9999x9999 file
of the correct size; then It looks for an x90y45 font of the correct size. Only if the
above fail to produce output does It then consider the value of FontMax3:
•

(

If the font pixel height is less than or equal to the heights specified in both
FontMax2 and 3. the font manager goes on to consider the values of FontMax4
and 5. and then of FontMaxl. Any bitmaps it produces will be cached .
Otherwise. the font manager first looks for a b9999x9999 file of the correct sire.

If it fails to find one it uses the Outlines file to paint a l·bit·per·pixel bitmap.
The value of FontMu3 determines whether the font manager caches the
bitmap or the outline :

(
(

c

•

If the font pixel height is less than or equal to the height specified in
FontMax3. the font manager retains the resultant bitmap in the cache.

•

If the font pixel height is greater than the height specified in FontMax3.
the font manager will not cache the bitmaps. but will instead cache the
outlines themselves.

It draws the outlines directly onto the destination using the Draw module;
consequently they are not antl·allased. The font manager sets up the
appropriate GCOL and TINT settings for this. and resets them afterwards.

(
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*Configure FontMax4

I bit per pixel
If the font manaaer can only use I bit per pixel. it first looks for a b9999x9999 file of
the correct size.

•

If the font p1xel height is less than or equal to the height specified in
FontMax3. the font manaaer retains the resultant bitmap in the cache.

•

If the font pixel height is greater than the height specified In FontMax3, the
font manager will not cache the bitmaps. but will Instead cache the outlines
themselves.
It draws the outlines directly onto the destination using the Draw module:
consequently they are not anti·aliased. The font manager sets up the
appropriate CCOL and TINT settings for this. and resets them afterwards.

If there is no Outlines file. the font manager then looks for an f9999x9999 file of the
correct size: then it looks for an x90y45 font of the correct size. Finally it uses the
x90y45 file to determi ne which bitmap font to scale If the x90y45 file contains the
name of an 1999919999 file, then that file is scaled . else one of the fonts in the
x90y45 file is scaled.
The height Is set In pixels rather than points because It Is the pixel size that affects
cache usage. This corresponds to different poi nt sizes on different resolution
output devices:

(

Syntax
•configure FontMax4 max width
Parameters

max widt h

(
When the font manaaer can use 4 bits per pixel. It first looks for an f9999x9999 file
of the correct stZe (note that this bitmap may have ~n constructed with subpixel
antl·allasing already perfonned- see FonLMakeBHmap): then it looks for an
x90y45 font o f the correct siZe. Next It considers the values of FontMax2 and 3.
Only i f the above fail to produce output does It then consider the value ol
FontMax4 and 5:
•

*Configure FontMax3 35
Related commands
·configure FontMax2

Related vectors
None

(

'Configure FontMax4 sets the maximum width at which to use horizontal subpixel
anti-aliasing.

Example

Font_SetFontMax (SWI &<10098), FonLReadFontMax (SWI &4009C)

maximum font pixel width at which to use horiz.ontal
subpixel anti-aliasing

Use

pixel height = height in points x pixels (or dots) per Inch /72

Related SWis

(

Sets the maximum width at which to use horlz.ontal subphtel anti-aliasing

If it fails to find one it looks for the Outlines file. scaling It to give a l·bit·per·pixel
bitmap. The value of FontMaxJ determines whether the font manaaer caches the
bitmap or the outline:

(

•

If the font pixel width Is less than or equal to the width specified in FontMax4.
the font manager will look for the Outlines file, and will construct 4
antl·allased bitmaps for each character, corresponding to 4 possible horizontal
subplxel alignments on the screen.
Likewise. if the font pixel height is less than or equal to the height specified In
FontMax5. the font manaaer will perform vertical subpixel anti-aliasing. Thus if
both horizontal and vertical subplxel antl·allaslng occurs. 16 bitmaps will be
constructed.
When painting the text, the font manaaer will use the bitmap which
corresponds most closely to the required alignment
Otherwise the font manaaer goes on to consider the value ofFontMaxl: it will
not use subpbel ant.l·aliaslng.

The width Is set in pixels rather than points because It Is the pixel size that affects
cache usaae. This corresponds to different point sizes on different resolution
output devices:

(

(
(
(

(
(

pixel width =width in points x pixels (or dots) per Inch /72

(
5·96

5·97

(

(

(

(

(

•configure FontMax4
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*Configure FontMax5

Example

(

:;::::::::: ;:;:;:;:;:;:; :;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:

*Conf igure FontMax4 0
Sets the maximum height at which to use vertical subpixel anti-aliasing

Related commands

(

•configure FontMaxS

Syntax
*Conf i gure Fon t Max5 max_ height

Related SW1a

-)

(

Font_SetFontMax (SWI &40098). Font_ReadFontMax (SWI &4009C)

Parameters
max_ height

Related vectors

maximum font pixel height at which to use vertical
subpixel anti-aliasing

None

(

Use
·configure FontMaxS sets the maximum height at which to use vertical subpixel
anti-aliasing.

(

When the font m anager can use 4 bits per pixel. it first looks for an f9999x9999 file
of the correct size (note that this bitmap may have been constructed with subpixel
anti-aliasing already performed- see Font_MakeBitmap): then It looks for an
x90y45 font of the correct size. Next it considers the values of FontMax2 and 3.
Only if the above fail to produce output does it then consider the value of
FontMax4 and 5:

(

•

c

If the font pixel height is less than or equal to the height specified in
FontMax5. the font manager williook for the Outlines file. and will construct 4
anti-aliased bitmaps for each character. corresponding to 4 possible vertical
subpixel alignments on the screen.
Likewise. if the font pixel width is less than or equal to the width specified in
FontMax4. the font manager will perfonn horizontal subpixel anti-aliasing.
Thus if both vertical and horizontal subpixel anti-aliasing occurs. 16 bitmaps
wil l be constructed .
When painting the text. the font manager will use the bitmap which
corresponds most closely to the required alignment

(
(

•

Otherwise the font manager goes on to consider the value ofFontMaxl: it will
not use subpixel anti-aliasing.

The width is set in pixels rather than points be<:ause it is the pixel size that affects
cache usage. This corresponds to different point sizes on different resolution
output devices:

c

pixel width =width in points x pixels (or dots) per inch / 72

(
5-98

(

(
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(
(
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Example

*Configure FontSize

*Confi gure Fon t Max4 0

*Configure FontSize sizeK

Parameters
size

Related vec:tora
None

(

Syntax

Related SWia
FonLSetFontMax (SWI &40096). f'onLReadFo ntMax (SWI &4009C)

(

Sets the conlisured amount of memory reseM!d for the font cache

Related commands
•conlisure FontMax5

(

(

number of kilobytes to allocate

Use
·conlisure FontSize sets the conflsured amount of memory reserved for the font
cache. This Is claimed when the font manajjer Is first initialised. If insufficient
memory is free. the font manajjer starts runnins usina what is available.
The font manaaer will never shrinlt its cache below this confisured size.
The minimum cache size can also be chansed from the Task Manaaer. by drassi ns
the font cache bar directly. althoush this is not remembered after a Control-reset.

(
(

(

Example
•configure Fon t Si ze 32K

Related commands

(

·confisure FontM ax

Related SWia

(

FonLCacheAddr (SWI &40080)

Related vec:tora

(

None

(

(
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*Fontlnstall

*FontCat

(

Adds a directory to the list of those scanned for fonts

Lists the fonts available in a directory

(:

Syntax

Syntax
*FontCat

(

(direct ory)

* Font l ns ta l l

Parameters

director y

Parameters

Font_FindFont uses the same variable when It searches for a font.

*Fon t Ca t adfs:S.Fo n t s.
Co r pus . Med i um
Por t rhouse.S t andar d
Trinlty.Medi um

TM 141sl ·: is tsstnlial

Related commands

(

None

Related SWis

(

Font_FindFont (SWI &4008 1). Font_ListFonts (SWI &4009 1)

Related vectors
None

(

•Fontl nstall adds a directory to the list of those scanned for fonts. It does so by
altering the system variable FontSPath so that the given path name appears before
any others, and is not repeated. It also rescans the directory, even If It was already
known to the Font Manager.
If no path name Is given, all directories In FontSPath are rescanned .

E xample

(

pathname of a directory to add to FontSPath

Use
•FontCat lists the fonts available in the given directory. If no directory is given.
then the directory specified in the system variable FontSPath is used.

(

dire c tory

path name of a directory to search for fonts

Use

(

(director y)

Service_FontsChanged Is issued whenever a directory is scanned .
This command Is not available In RISC OS 2.0.

Example
* Fon tlns tal l RAM:S.Fonts.

TM 14ast ·: is tsst•tilll

Related commands
•FontRemove

Related SWis
No ne

Related vectors
None

(

(
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*Fontlist

*Fontlibrary

(

Syntax

•FontList

*FontLibrary directory

dlr11ctory

(

Parameter•

Parameter•

None

a valid pathname specifying a directory

Uae

Uae
•FontLibrary sets a directory as the font library, replacing the previous library In
the list of those scanned for fonts. It does so by alteri"i the system variable
FontSPrefix to the given directory. and ensures that the string '<FontSPrefix>.'
appears on the front oF the system variable FontSPath.
Note however that if the previous font library had also been explicitly added to
FontSPath (say by •Fontlnstall). it wfil still be scanned .
This command is not available in RISC OS 2.0.

•fontList displays t he fonts currently in the font cadle. For each font. details are
given ot its point size. Its resolution, the number of times it is being used by
various applications, and t he amount ot memory it is usina.
The size of the font cache and the amount of free space (in Kbytes) is also given

• Fo nt Library scsifs : :MyDisc.S.FontLib

*rontLie t

1. Trln1 t y . tted 1um
2 .Co cpu a .St andarci

cache e1t•:

24 JCbyt• •

tr• ••

9 Kbytea

Related command•
None

Related SWla
None

Related vectora
None

(

(

Example
N•me

Example

(

Displays the fonts in the font cache. Its size. and its free space

Sets a directory as the Font library, replacing the previous library

Syntax

(

sue

Dote/inch

12 point
14 point

tOx4S
tOx45

use

(

Memory

3 Kbytes
1 1 Kbytes

(

Related commanda

(

None

Related SWla
FonCListFonts (SWI &40091)

(

Related vectors
None

(

(
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*FontRemove

(

*LoadFontCache

Rel'TlOIIes a directory from the list of those scanned for fonts

(

Syntax

Loads a file

Syntax
• fontRemove !di rectory)

*LoadFontCache filename

Parameters

(

bad Into the font cache

directory

Parameters

filename

pathname of a directory to remove from FontSPath

a valid path name spedfying a file previously saved usini
•SaveFontCache

u..

(

•Fon tRemove removes a directory from the list of those scanned for fonts. It does
so by removing the Riven path name from the system variable Font$Path.
This command is not available in RISC OS 2.0.

(

Example
• FontRemove RAM:S.Fonts .

(

Related commands
• fonllnstall

Related Swta

(

None

Related vectors

(

None

TM !.sl ·.' is nstnlill

Uae
• LoadfontCache loads a file bad Into the font cache that was previously saved
using •SaveFontCache.
An error is senerated If any fonts are currently claimed. or if the font cache format
cannot be read by the current font manaQer (ie It was created by a version of the
font mana11er that used an Incompatible font cache format).

The sire of the font cache slot will - If necessary- be increased to accommodate
the new cache data: but It will not be decreased. even if the new cache data is
smaller than the current cache slot sire.
This command Is useful for setti ng up the font cache to a predefined state. to save
time scaling fonts later on.
This command Is not available In RISC OS 2.0.

Example
*LoadFontCache scs!fs::MyD!sc . S. FontCache

Related commands
•saveFontCache

(

Related Swts
None

(

Related vectors
None

(
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*SaveFontCache
Saves the font cache to a file

Syntax

•saveFoncCache f 119name
Parameter•

filename

a valid path name speclfylns a file

Use
•SaveFontCache saves the current contents of the font cache. with certain extra
header infonnation. to a file of type &FCF (FontCache). The Run alias for this
filetype executes •LoadFontCache, which loads the file back into the font cache.
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Application Notes

(
(

BASIC example of Juatlfled ..xt
100
11 0
120
UO
140
150
1,0
110

SYS "' ront_F1nc1Font • • , •Trin i t y .lileodtu•"" . 320,320 , 0 , 0 TO HAH\
,.t.M
tont h andle
$YS "'f'ont _ SetPa.lette"",, I , 9 *'· lFFFFFFOO, '00000000
~ £ " Set the palette to uM coloura 1-15 •• vh1te to b l ack
MOVE 100,500
RtH Set the riqht 1\and a ide ot juat1t1cat1on
SYS "Font_Pa int"",,"'ThU U 1 teat"',lll,O,SOO
SYS "f'ont_ Loae Fotlt .. , MAN\

(

••t•

(

On line 160. Font_Paint is belns told to use OS coordinates and justify, starling at
location 0,500. 800,500 has been declared as the right hand side of justification by
line 140.

(

(

This command is not available In RISC OS 2.0.

Example
• saveFontCa che scsifs::MyDisc.S.FontCache

(

Related command•
• LoadFontCache

(

Related SWla
None

(

Related vector•

None

(
(

(
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Draw module
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(
(

Introduction
The Draw module Is an implementation ol PostScript type drawing. A collection of
moves. lines. and curves in a user-defined coordinate system are grouped t~ther
and can be manipulated as one object. called a path.

A path can be manipulated in memory or upon writing to the VDU. There Is full
control over the following characteristics of it:
•

(

rotation. scallna and translation of the path

•

thidnessolaline

•

description ol dots and dashes for a line

•

joins between lines can be mitred. round or be.elled

•

the leading or trailing end of a line, or dot (which are In fact just very short
dashes). can be butt. round. a projecting square or triangular (used for arrows)

•

filling of arbitrary shapes

•

what the fill considers to be Interior

(
(

(

A path can be displayed in many different ways. For eJiample, if you write a path
that draws a petal. and draw it several times rotating about a point. you will ha.e a
Oower. This uses only one of the characteristics that you can control.
The Draw application was written uslni this module, and this Is the kind of
application that It is suited to. It Is advisable to read the section on Draw in the
User Guide to familiarise yourself with some of the propenles of the Draw module.

(
(
(
(

(
(
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Overview

•
There are many specialised tenns used within the Draw module. Here are the most
lmJlO'tant ones. If you are familiar with PostScript. then many of these should be
the same.

(
(

(
(

(

•

A petit t111111~1 is a sequence of words. The first word In the sequence has a
command number. called the rir1111~1 bJPf, In the bottom byte. Followlns this
are parameters for that element type.

•

A sot~petit Is a sequence of path elements that defines a sfnsle connected
polygon or curve. The ends of the subpath may be connected, so It fonns a
loop (in which case it is said to be c~) or may be 1-. r~s (In which case ills
said to be~~). A subpath can aoss itself or other subpaths In the same path.
See below for a more detailed explanation of when a subpath Is open or
dosed.

•

A petit is a sequence of subpaths and path elements.

•

A Bairr cwrw is a type of smooth curve connect ins two IfillpoiNts. with Its
di rection and curvature controlled by two co~trol poi~ts.

•

Ft.tl1Ni01f ls the process of converting a Beziercurve Into a series of small lines
when outputtins.

•

Fl1IMS1 is how dosely the lines will approximate the orislnal Be-ller curve .

•

A tr•~sfor~~t•tio" 111atrix Is the standard mathematical tool

•

To str~r means to draw a thickened line centred on a path.

!Of two-dimensional
transfonnatlons using a three by three array. It can rotate. scale and translate
(move).

• A,., is effectively a transparent line segment in a subpath. If the subpath Is
stroked. the piece around the gap will not be plotted. Caps are used by Draw to
Implement dashed lines.

(

•

Li~r UJ'l are placed at the ends of an open subpath and at the ends of dashes
In a dashed line when they are stroked. They can be butt. rouotll. a projecli01f14WI"
Of tri<l~gular.

(

(

(
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Joi~s

•

occur between adjacent lines. and between the start and end of a closed
subpath. They can be 11tilrN, llJI(M or '-liM.

•

To FiU means to draw everythins inside a path.

•

l~tllrior pixels are ones

•

II lllifllli"9 1tu111hrr "'~ is the rule for deddins what is interior or exterior to a path
when ftllins. The interior parts are those that are filled.

•

Bou~•rv pixels are those that would be drawn if the line were stroked with
minimum thickness for the VDU .

::::%!

nic~r~ing a path Is converting it to the requited thickness- that is senerating a

path which. If filled, would produce the same results as stroking the original
path.

Scaling systems
This is an area where you must take sreat care when uslnsthe Draw module,
because four different systems are used in different places.

OS units
05 units are not.ionally Ill 80th of an Inch. and are the standard units used by the
VDU drivers for speclfytns output to t he screen

Th is coordinate system Is (not surprlsfnsly) what the Draw module uses when It
strokes a path onto the screen.

Internal Draw units
Internally, Draw uses a coordinate system the units of which are In 56th of an 05
unit. We shall call these Internal Draw units.
In a 32 bit internal Draw number. the top 24 bits are the number of OS units. and
the bottom 8 bits are the fraction of an 05 unit.8 fixed point system.

User units
The coordinates used In a path can be In any units that you wish to use. These are
translated by the transformation matrix into internal Draw units when generating
output.
Note that because It Is a fixed point system. scallns problems can occur if the
range Is too far from the Internal Draw units. Because of this problem. you are
limited in the ranse of user units that you can use.

Transform units
Transform units are only used to spedfy some numbers In the transformation
matrix. They divide a word Into two parts; the top two 17ytes are the integer part,
and the bottom two bytes are the fraction part.

that are filled . Eldlrior pixels are not filled .
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Transformation matrix
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Flattening means blsectln8 any Bezler curves recursively until each of the resulting
small lines lies within a spectlled distance of the curve. This distance is called
flatness. The lonQer this distance, the more ol7.11ous will be the straight lines that
approximate the curve.

This is a three by three matrix that can be used to rotate, scale or translate a path
In a slnQie operation. It is laid out like this:

a

c
e

b
d
f

0
0
1

]

All moving and drawin81S relative to the VDU 1raphlcs ori8in (as set by
VDU 29.Jt.y: ).

This matrix transfonns a coordinate (x. y) into another coordinate (x', y') as follows:

None of the Draw SWis will plot outside the boundaries of the VDU graphics
window (as set by VDU 24.1.b:r:t: ).

x' =ax+cy+e
y' = bx+dy+f

All calls use the colour (both pilei pattern and operation) set up for the VDU driver.
Note that not all such colours are compatible with printer drivers.

The common transformations can all be easily done with this matrix. 'lr.lnslation
by a given displacement is done bye for the x axis and f for they axis. ScallnQthe
x axis uses a. while they axis uses d . Rotation can be perfonned by settiOQ
a cos(9). b sin(9). c -sin(9) and d = cos(9). where 9 is the angle of rotation .

=
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Stroking and filling

Transformation matrix

[
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=

=

a. b. c and d are given in transfonn units to allow accurate specification of the
fractional part. e and fare specified in internal Draw units. so that the lnteQer part
can be larQC enouQh to adequately specify displacements on the screen . (Were
transfonn units to be used for these coeffidents, then the maximum displacement
would only be 256 05 units. which is not very far on the screen.)

Winding rules
The windinQ rule determines what the Draw module considers to be interior. and
hence filled.
Even-odd roughly means that an area is filled if It is enclosed by an even number of
subpaths. The effect of this is that you will never have two adjacent areas of the
same state. ie filled or unfilled.

(
(

(

(
(

Printing
If your pr<Jflram ~s to eenerate printer output. then It is very important that you
read the chapter entitled Prillllr Driwrs on paQe 5-141 . The Draw SWis that are
affected by printlna have comments In them about the limitations and effects.

Aoatlng point
SWI numbers and names have been allocated to support floating point Draw
operations. In fact for every SW1 described in this chapter. there is an equivalent
one for floating point -just add FP to the end of each name.
The floatini point numbers used In the speclflcation are IEEE single precision
floating point numbers.
They may be supported In some future version of RISC 05. but if you try to use
them In current versions you'll Qet an error back.

Non-zero windinQ fills areas on the basis of the direction In which the subpaths
which surround the area were constructed. If an equal number of subpaths In each
direction surround the area. it is not filled, otherwise it is.

(

(
(
(
(

The positive winding rule will fill an area if it is surrounded by more anti-clockwise
subpaths than clockwise. The negative winding rule works in reverse to this.
Even-odd and non·z:ero winding are printer driver compatible. whereas the other
two are not. If you wish to use the path with a printer drive~ then bear this In m ind.

(

(
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Technical Details

Draw module
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Technical Details
Data structures

(

Many common structures are used by Draw module SW!s. Rather than duplicate
the descriptions of these in each SWI. they are given here. Some SWis have small
variations which are described with the SWI.

(

Path
The path structure is a sequence of subpaths. each of which Is a sequence of
elements. Each element is from one to seven words in length. The lower byte ofthe
first word is the element type. The remaining three bytes of It are free for dient use.
On output to t he Input path the Draw module will leave these bytes unchanged.
However. on output to a standard output path the Draw module will store zeroes In
these three bytes.
The element type is a number from 0 to 8 that is followed by the parameters for the
element. each a word long. The path elements are as follows:

EJemeat

Para mete no

Deec:rlptloa

Type

(

0

(
2

n

ptr

Pointer to continuation of path. ptr is the
address or the first path element or the
continuation.

xy

Move to (x. y) starting new subpath .The new
subpath doee affect winding numbers and
so is filled normally. This is the normal way
to start a new subpath.

xy

Move to (x. y) starting new subpath . The new
subpath doee 11ot affect winding numbers
when filling. This is mainly for Internal use
and rarely used by applications.

(
(
4
5

(

6

(
(

c
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End or path. n is ignored when reading the
path. but is used to check space when
reading and writing a path.

Close current subpath with a cap.
Close current subpath with a line.lt is better
to use one of these two to close a subpath
than 2 or 3. because this guarantees a closed
subpath.
xI y I x2 y2 xl y)

Be:ziercurve to (d. yl) with control points at
(xl. yl) and (x2. y2).

7

xy

Gap to (X. y). Do not start a new subpath.
Mainly for internal use in dot-1lash
sequences.

8

xy

Line to (x. y).

You will notice that there are some order constraints on these element types:
•

path elements 2 and 3 start new subpaths

•

path elements 6. 7 and 8 may only appear while there is a current subpath

•

path elements 4 and 5 may only appear while there is a current subpath. and
end it. leaving no current subpath

•

path elements 2 and 3 can also be used to dose the current subpath (which is
a part or starting a new subpath).

Open and closed subpaths
When you are stroklnc (uslnc Draw_Stroke). If a subpath ends with a 4 or 5 then it
is closed. and the ends are Joined- whereas a 2 or 3 leaves a subpath open, and
the loose ends are capped. These four path elements explicitly leave a stroked
subpath either open or closed .
Some other operations Implicitly dose open subpaths. and this will be stated In
their descri ptions.
Just because the ends of a subpath have the same coordinates. that doesn't mean
the subpath Is closed. There is no reason why the loose ends of an open subpath
cannot be coincident.

Output path
Nter a SWI has written to an output path,lt is Identical to an input path. When It Is
first passed to the SWI as a parameter. the start of the block pointed to should
contain an element type zero (end or path) followed by the number of available
bytes. Th is Is so that the Draw module will not accidentally overrun the buffer.

Fill style
The fill style is a word that Is passed in a call to Draw_Fill. Draw_Stroke.
Draw_StrokePath or Draw_ProcessPath. It Is a bit field. and all of the calls use at
least the following common states. See the description of each call for differences
from this:
Blt(s)

Val•e

Met~lllac

0.1

0
I
2

non-r.ero wind ing number rule.
nqative winding number rule.
even-odd winding number rule.
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3

2

0
I

3

0

4

I
0
I

5

0

6-31

positive winding number rule.
don't plot non-boundary exterior pixels.
plot non-boundary exterior pixels.
don't plot boundary exterior pixels.
plot boundary exterior pixels.
don't plot boundary interior pixels.
plot boundary interior pixels.
don't plot non-boundary interior pixels.
plot non-boundary interior pixels.
reserved - must be written as zero

;.;;.:;:.;:;.;.·:
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Line thickness

(

(

The line thickness is in user coordinates.

•

If the thickness is zero then the line is drawn with the minimum width that can

•

If the thickness is 2. then the line will be drawn with a thickness of I user
coordinate translated to pixels on either side of the theoretical line position.

•

If the line thickness is non-zero. then thecapand join parameter must also be
passed .

be used, given the limitations of the pixel size (so lines area single pixel wide).

(
(

Cap and join

Matrix
The matrix is passed as pointer to a six word block. in the order a. b, c. d, e. and f as
described earlier. That is:

Offeet
0
4

8
12
16
20

Value

Commoa •Hi•)

a
b
c
d
e
f

x scale factor. or cos(9) to rotate
sin(9) to rotate
-sin(9) to rotate
y scale factor. or cos(9) to rotate
x translation
y translation

The cap and join styles are passed as pointer to a four word block. A pointer of zero
can be passed ifcap and lofn are ignored (as they are for zero thickness lines). The
block is structured as follows:
Word

0

B,W
0

If the pointer is zero. then the identity matrix is assumed- no transformation takes
place.
Remember that a· dare in Transform units, whileeand fare in internal Draw units.

2
3

Flatness

4

Flatness is the maximum distance that a line is allowed to be from a Bezier curve
when Oattening it. It is expressed in user units. So a smaller Oatness will result in a
more accurate rendering of the curve. but take more time and space. For very small
values of nat ness. it is possible to cause the 'No room in RM.A: error.
A recommended range for Oatness is between half and one pixel. Any less than this
and you're wasting time; any more than this and the curve becomes noticeably
jagged. A good starting point is:
flatness =number of user units in x axis I number of pixels in x axis
A value of zero will use the default Oat ness. This is set to a useful value that
balances speed and accuracy when stroking to the VDU using the default scaling.
Note that if you are going to send a path to a high resolution printer. then you may
have to set a smaller Oat ness to avoid jagged curves.
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8

0.1
2,3
0,1
2,3

12

all

(

O..C:rtpdoa
jofn style
0 ,. mitred Jofns
I = round jofns
2 = bevelled Joins
leading cap style
0 =butt caps
I = round caps
2 =projecting square caps
3 =triangular caps
trailing cap style (as leading cap style)
reserved -must be written as zero.

(

(
(

This value must be set if using mitred Joins.
fractional part of mitre limit for mitre joins
integer part of mitre limit for mitre jot ns
setting for leading triangular cap width on each side
(in 256ths of line widths. so &0100 is I linewidth)
setting for leading triangular cap length away from
the line, in the same measurements as above

(
(

This sets the trailing triangular cap size. using the
same structure as the previous word.

The mitre limit is a little more complex than the others. so it is explained here
rather than above. At any given corner. the mitre length is the distance from the
point at which the inner edges of the stroke meet. to the point where the outer
edges of the stroke meet. This distance increases as the angle between the lines

(
(
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Scaling
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decreases. If the ratio of the mitre length to the line width exceeds the mitre limit,
stroke treats the corner with a bevel Join Instead of a mitre foln. Also set! the notes
on scaling, later In this section.

(
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DrawSWis
Though there are a number ofSWis, they all call Draw_ProcessPath. Because this
takes so many parameters, the other SWis are provided as an easy way of using Its
functionality.

Under RISC OS 2, the mitre limit is treated as unsfgned. lt Is now treated as signed,
but must be positive (ie ~ &7FFFFFF'F).

(

There are 11110 that output to the VDU. Draw_Stroke emulates the PostScript stroke
function and will draw a path onto the VDU . Draw_Fill acts like the fill function and
fills the inside of a path. It Is likely that most applications will only use these two
SWis.

Note that 1110rds at offsets 4, 8, and 12 are only used if the appropriate style Is
selected by the earlier parts. The structure can therefore be made shorter if
triangular caps and mitres are not used.

(

The others are shortcuts for processing a path In one~ or other.
Draw_StrokePath acts exactly like Draw_Stroke. except it puts its output into a path
rather than onto the VDU . Alling Its output path produces the same results as
stroking its input path. DrawJ'IattenPath will handle only the Oattening of a path,
writing its output to a path . llkewise, Draw_ThlnsfonnPath will only use the matrix
on a path. All these processing SWis are useful when a path will be sent to the VDU
many times. If the path Is Oattened or transformed before the stroldna. then It will
be done faster.

Dash pattern
The dash pattern is passed as a pointer to a block. the size of which Is defined at
the start, as foiiO\IIS:

Word
0
4
8-4"+4

Dncrlpdoa
di.stance into dash pattern to start In user
coordinates
number of elements(") in the dash pattern
elements in the dash pattern, each of which is a
distance in user coordinates.

Again the pointer can be zero. which implies that continuous lines are drawn.

(

Each element specifies a distance to draw in the present state. The pattern starts
with the draw on, and alternates off and on for each successive element. If it
reaches the end of the pattern while drawing the line, then It will restart at the
beginning.

r

(

If" Is odd, then the elements will alternate on or off with each pass through the
pattern: so the first element will be on the first pass, off the second pass, on the
third pass. and soon .

(
Scaling
The Draw module uses fixed point arithmetic for speed . The number
representations used are chosen to keep rounding errors small enouah not to be
noticeable.

(

However, if you use the transfonnatlon matrix to scale a path up a great deal. you
will also scale up the rounding errors and make them visible.

(

To avoid such problems. we recommend that you don't use scale factors of more
than 8 when converting from User units to internal Draw units. [This maximum
recommended scale factor of 8 is &80000 in the Thlnsform units used In the
transformation matrix.)

(

c
~.
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Printer drivers
If you are using a printer driver, you should note thatft cannot deal with all calls to
the Draw module. For full details of this, set! the chapter entitled Pri•ID' Driwrs on
page 5-141 . As a general rule, you should avoid the following features:
•

AND, OR. etc operations on colours when writing to the screen.

e

Choice of fill style: ea fill excludlnglfncludlng boundary, fill exterior, etc.

•

Positive and negative winding number rules.

•

Line cap enhancements, particularly differing leading and trailing caps and
triangular caps.

The printer driver will also Intercept DrawV and modify how parts of the Draw
module work. Here Is a list of the effects that are common to all the SWis that
output to the VDU normally:
•

cannot deal with positive or negative winding numbers

•

cannot fill :
non-boundary exterior pixels
2

exterior boundary pixels only

3

interior boundary pixels only

4

exterior boundary and Interior non-boundary pixels
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an application should not rely on any difference between the following fill
states:
1

interior non-boundary pixels only

2

all interior pixels

J

all interior pixels and exterior boundary pixels
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SWI Calls
Draw_ProcessPath
(SWI &40700)

(
(

(

Main Draw SWI

(

On entry
RO = pohner to input path buffer (see below)
Rl =fill style
R2 = pointer to transfonnation matrix. or 0 for identity matrix
R3 = Oatness. or 0 for default
R4 = line thickness. or 0 for default
R5 = pointer to line cap and join specification
R6 = pointer to dash pattern. or 0 for no dashes
R7 = pointer to output path buffer. or value (see below)

c
(

On exit
RO depends on entry value of R7
RO is corrupted
if R7 0. I or 2
ifR7 = 3
RO = size of output buffer
RO =pointer to new end of path indicator
If R7 is a pol nter
RI • R7 preserved

=

(
(

Interrupts
Interrupts are enabled
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor Mode
Processor Is In SVC mode

(

Re-entrancy
SWI is not re-entrant

(

Use
All the other SWis in the Draw module are translated Into calls to this SWI. They are
provided to ensure that suitable names exist for common operations and to reduce
the number of registers to set up when calling.
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(

(
(

Draw_Proc116sPalh (SWI &40700)
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The Input path. matrix. flatness. line thickness. cap and (oln. and dash pattern are
as sped fled in the section entitled 0.14 s~lurrs on page 5·116.

If you try to dashing. thickening or filling on an unflattened Bezier curve. it will

The fill style is as on page 5·117. with the following additions:

If you are using the printer driver, then It will intercept this SWJ and affect its
operation. In addition to the general comments In the section entitled Prinllr ~riwrs
on page 5·121 . It Is unable to handle R7 =I or 2.

Blt(e)
6 • 26
27
28
29

(

10
11

Menl111
reserved -must be written as 1.ero
set if open subpaths are to be dosed
set if the path is to be flattened
set if the path is to be thickened
set if the path is to be re·flattened after thickening
set for floati ng poi nt output (not implemented)

Normally. the output path will act as described on page 5·117. but with the
following changes if the following values are passed In R7:

r"

Vlll•e

Meaal••

0

Output to the input path buffer. Only valid If the
Input path·s length does not change durina the call.
Fill the path normally.

I

2

(

produce an error. as this Is not allowed.

Related SWia
None

Related vectors
OrawV

Fill the path. subpath by subpath (Draw_Stroke wi ll
often use this to economise on RMA usage).
Count how large an output buffer Is required for the
given path and actions.

&80000000+polnter

Output the path•s bounding box. In transformed
coordinates. The buffer will contain the four words:
low x. low y. high x. high y.
Output to a specified output buffer.
pointer
The length of the buffer must be indicated by putting a suitable path element
0 at the start of the buffer. and a pointer to the new path element 0 Is returned
In RO to allow you to append to the output path.

(

(

You may do the following things with this call. in this order:

(

(
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(

Open subpaths may be closed (if selected by bit 27 of R I).
The path may be flattened (if selected by bit 28 ofRI) . This uses Rl.

3

The path may be dashed (If R6 .,_ 0).

4

The path may be thickened (if selected by bit 29 of Rl ). This uses R4 and R5.

5

The path may be re·flattened (if selected by bit 10 of R 1). This uses Rl.

6

The path may be transformed (if R2 .,_ 0).

7

Finally. the path is output in one of a number of ways. depending on R7.

Note that Rl. R4 and R5 may be left unspecified If the option.s that use them are
not specified .

(

(

I
2
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Draw_Fill (SW/ &40702)

Drawmodu/11
:::::;.;:::::::::: ::::::::·:·:·:-:::::::::::::::

:::=:·:·:-:::::::::::::;;:;;w.M«-.'«"!<X~:·:::::::.;.;;:::

=:·:•:•:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:;;.;:::;;;:;::::::•:=~:::::•x~..;:;~;;;:;:;:;:;:;:;.;.:««<-:o:·:·:·:·»:-:-:·:·:·:-:·:·:~:::::.:•:-::;.::::

::::::::::: ::::::::::.:::«;:•:.:.:«·:·:·::: ·:·:·:

Draw_Fill
(SWI &40702)

;:;:;:;;:4X:;:;:;:;-;~:::;~;.;:;.;:;.;.;.;.:-.o:.;.;~.!o!·X«<·:<·:<-W~.(.~;;::;:;:;:;;m::;:;~;;:,;.;.;.;-:-;.::;.;:;~;~:;:;~;;;:;:::.~;;::;;;:;:;:;::;:.;:.:.;:;_-.*.-_,~;:;.;:;::::.::::::;:;::;;o$.));;:.;.;.;.;.;.;

.;:;.;.;.;.;:; .;:;:;.;.;:;:;:;.;:; :;:;:;:;:;:;:;.;:;.;(«;;

The fill style is as specified on paQe 5-117 with the followlna addition. A fill style of
zero Is a spedal case. lt specifies a useful default fill style, namely &30. This means
fill to halfway throUIIh boundary, non-zero rule.

(
(

I( you are usina the printer driver, then it will intercept thl.s SWI and affect its

Process a path and send to VDU. fillina the interior portion

On entry

RO = pointer to input path
R I =fill style. or 0 for default
R2

=pointer to transformation matrix. or 0 for identity matrix

RJ = natness, orO for default

operation.~ the aeneral comments in the section entitled Prii!Ur hiwn

on

paQe 5· 121.

Related SW11

(

None

Related vector~
DrawV

On exit

(

(

RO corrupted

Rl • R3 preserved

(

Interrupt•
Interrupts are enabled
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor Mode
Processor is in SVC mode

(

Re-entrancy
SWI is not re-entrant

u..

(

This command emulates the PostScript 'fill' operator. It performs the followina
actions:
•

dosesopensubpaths

•

nattens the path

•

transforms it to standard coordinates

•

fills the resultina path and draws to the VDU .

(
(

The input path. matrix. and natness are as specified In the section entitled 0.141
scn.a..ns on paQe 5-116.

(
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(

(

(
(
(

Draw_Stroke (SWI &40704)
··:=:·:·:·:·:::~:.:.:::;::::::::::;.;:;::::::~:~::::;.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.;.;:;;;:;::::::::::::::::::-y;~r-:::::::::::::::::::::w..:::~::::::::::::::::::::-::::::::::::::::::t::::

Draw module
.;::::::.:::::::::::::::

.;;:~:;

:·:·:=::::

:·:·x«v»;:;;:;~:::;::::::::::::::::::;::::::

Draw_Stroke
(SWI &40704)

(
Process a path and send to VDU

On entry
RO • pointer to input path
Rl • fill style. orO for default
R2 poin ter to transformation matrill. or 0 for identity matrix
RJ flatne55, or 0 for default
R4 " line thickness. or 0 for default
R5 = pointer to line cap and Join specification
R6 • pointer to dash pattern, or 0 for no dashes

(

=
=

On exit
RO corrupted
R I • R6 preserved

Interrupt•

(

Interrupts are enabled
Fast lnterrup(s are enabled

Proce11or Mode

(

'

Processor is In SVC mode

Re-entrancy

(

:-:.::.;.:::::::::;:::;:::;;:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:·:·:-:: ::::::~:::::::::::::::::::*>:~x:;:;:;:;::::~h~::::::::::::::;:;:;:::::::w:;::::m::::;;;:::::)l$(.::~::::;:;:;:;:;:;::::::~--x::::: :;: :::

•

::::::::::~::::

:::::::: :;::: ::::::::::::::::::·:···· ·

fills the resultlns path and draws to the VDU

The Input path. matrlll, flatness. cap and foln. and dash pattern are as spedfied In
the section entitled Dele strvdwm on Jlll8e 5·116.
The fill style Is as specified on Jlll8e 5·117 with the followins additions. A Rll style
of zero is a special ~. If the line thickness in R4 Is non·zero. then it means &30,
as in Draw_Fill.lfR41s tero, then &181s the default. as the flattened and thickened
path will have no Interior In this case.
II the top bit of the fill style is set. this makes the Draw module plot the stroke all
at once rather than one subpath at a time. This means the code will never double
plot a pixel. but uses up much more temporary work-space.
The line thlckne55ls as on Jlll8e 5·119. with the followlns added restrictions. If the
specified thickness Is :r.ero, Draw cannot deal with filling non-boundary elllerior
pixels and not flllins boundary exterior pll!els at the same time. ie fill b its J • 2
beins 01. If the spedfled thickness Is non-tero. Draw cannot deal with filling (u.st
the boundary piaels. le lUI bits 5 • 2 being 01 10.
II you are using the printer driver. then It will Intercept this SWI and affect its
operation .ln addition to the sene rat comments In the section entitled Pri"ta ~ri~~m
on pase 5·121 . you should also be aware that most printer drivers will not pay any
attention to bit 31 of the fill style -le plot subpath by subpath or all at once. Use
Draw_ProcessPath to set around this problem by processing it before stroking.

Related SW11
Draw_StrokePath (SWI &40706)

Related vectors
DrawV

SWIIs not r~ntrant

Uee

(

This command emulates the PostScript 'stroke' operator. It perfonns the following
actions:

(

(
5·128

(

c

•

flattens the path

•

applies a dash pattern to the path. if R6 • 0

•

thickens the path. using the spedfied joins and caps

•

re-flattens the path. to flatten round caps and Joins. so that they can be Riled .

•

transfonns the path to standard coordinates

5·129

(
(
Draw_StrokaPath (SWI &40706)
;.;:;:;:;:;:;.;:;.;:.:-:.:::""';.;~-;:;:;

;:;;:.;.:,;:;:;.:-:·:·:·:·:

.;:;.;:;.;: ;:;:;

:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;.;.;:;.;:;.;:;:;.;-:-:-::. ·'·' .

Draw module
::::::::::::::::=:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:.:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·: ·:=:·:·:·:·:·:·>:·:·:·:·:=:·.·.·.·.::.;::::::::::::::.-:;;::wn:;::::::::::~;n;.::;;:-:::::.:~

Draw_Stroke Path
(SWI &40706)

·.·.;.;.;.;.;;....;.::;:;.;:;:;.;:;:;.;:;.;.;.;:;.;.;:;::~:

:;:;:;:;:;.;:;:; :;:;:;.;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;

:;:;:;:;:;~;;:;:;::::::::;;:;:; :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:~:::.::;:;:::;:;:;~~:::::-n::::::::;:;.:-:·:·;.::::;:;:;:;:;:;

:;:;:;:;:;:;: ;:;:;:;:;:;.;:: ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.:.:;:;::::~::

:;:;:~:~::::::::

(

Related SWI•
Draw_Stroke (SWI &.40704)

Related vectors
Like Draw_Stroke. except writes its output to a path

(

(

DrawV

On entry

(

RO = pointer to input path
Rl =pointer to output path. or 0 to calculate output buffer size
R2 = pointer to transformation matrix. or 0 for identity matrix
R3 = natness. or 0 for default
R4 = line thickness, or 0 for default
R5 =pointer to line cap and join specification
R6 = pointer to dash pattern. or 0 for no dashes

(

On exit

(

RO depends on entry value of R I
if Rl = 0
RO =calculated output buffer size
ifRI =pointer RO =pointer to end of path marker In output path
R I • R6 preserved

(

Interrupts
Interrupts are enabled
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor Mode

(

Processor Is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy
SWI is not re-entrant

(

Use
The input and output paths. matrix. Oatness. line thickness, cap and join. and dash
pattern are as specified in the section entitled Data stnuluriS on page 5-116.

(

This call acts exactly like a call to Draw_Stroke, except that it doesn't write its
output to the VDU . but to an output path.

(
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c
c

(
(

(

Oraw_ FiattenPa/h (SWI &40708)
::::::~:::::::::::::: ::::::::::~::::: :::::::~<:::

Draw module

:::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: :.:.:.:.:.:.:.:-:=:=: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::Y.::::::::::::::::::~.:::x::;::::::::::::::x-:::::: :::::::::::::::-:-: :::::::::::::::::: ::::.:-:-:--:::.:::

Draw FlattenPath

(

(SWI &40708)

(

;:; :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:·:;:·.·:·:::::::::::::: :::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;::::::::::.::;:;:;:;::::::::::o:::--:~:-.:;::;:::::::::::x-...~"!;:;:::;;::: ::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;::~: ;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::··.·.·.·.:.:.:.:.:.:;:;:;· ..:.:.:.:::::··••:.:.:.:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;: ;:;:;:;:;:;~::::

Related vectors
DrawV

Converts an input path Into a flattened output path

On entry

(

RO = pointer to Input path
Rl = pointerto output path. or 0 to calculate output buffer size
R2 = flatness. or 0 for default

On exit

(

RO depends on entry value of R I
if Rl = 0
RO =calculated output buffer size
if Rl =pointer RO =pointer to end of path marker in output path
R I, R2 preserved

(

Interrupts
Interrupts are enabled
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor Mode

(

Processor is in SVC mode

R.entrancy
SWI is not re-entrant

(

Use
The input and output paths. and flatness are as spe<:ified in the section entitled
0.14 slruclurts on page 5·116.

(

This call acts like a subset of Draw_StrokePath. It will only flatten a path. This
would be useful if you wanted to stroke a path multiple times and didn't want the
speed penalty of flattening the path every time.

(

Related SWis
Draw_StrokePath (SWI &40706)

(

c
c
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(
Draw_ TrSIISformPsth (SWI &4070A)
:·:·:·!·>:«-:·:·:<·=-:·:·:·: :;.;:::::::::;.;.;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;;:«;:::·:-:-::·:·:<-:w..:.:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:«-:o:·:·:;;.;.-;.;.;.; ·:·:·:·:·:·:·:· :·:·:·:·:·:=:-:::::::::::::::::

Drawmodu/6
:;:::;.;:;::·:-~-::->»:·:·:·:·:·:=:·x-:«>:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:«;;;;.;.;

·:·:·:·: .;.;.;.;;;.;-:.;.:.:....:.:-:

Draw_TransformPath
(SWI &4070A)

::::::::::;.;;m:;::;.;::::::::·:·:;:<-:-:;:::-:::::·:·:·:·:·»:::::-:·:.:.»)X::;;.:@:.»:·:·:·:-:::::::::.:::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::««::..._v,~..;.;.:::.:·:·:·:-x:::x;::::::::;;:.::::.::::::::::::::::.:::::.:::::::::::::-:::.:-:v:.;.::·:-:.:·:=::·;

Related SWia

(

Draw_StrokePath (SWJ &40706)

Related vector•
Converts an Input path into a transfonned output path

(

(

DrawV

On entry
RO
Rl
R2
R3

=pointer to Input path
=pointer to output path, or 0 to overwrite the input path
= pointer to transformation matrix. or 0 for identity matrix
=0

(
(

On exit
RO depends on entry value of R I
ifRI:O
ROiscorrupted
if Rl =pointer RO =pointer to end of path marker in output path
R I - R3 preserved

(

Interrupts

(

Interrupts are enabled
Fast interrupts are enabled

Processor Mode

(

Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy
SWI is not re-entrant

(

The input and output paths. and matrix are as sped lied in the section entitled DIU
sltwawrcs on page 5-116.

(

This call acts like a subset of Draw_StrokePath. It will only transform a path. This
would be useful if you wanted to stroke a path multiple t imes and didn't want the
speed penalty of transfonning the path every time. lt is also useful if you want to
transfonn a path before dashing, thickening and so on, to avoid having the
rounding errors from the latter operations magnified by the transfonnation.

(

Use

(
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(

(
(
(
(

Drawmodulll

Application Not11s
:;:;::;;:::;:~..-x~:;:::;:;:;:;:~::::m:«:~;:;:;:;:;:;:;~:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;~:::{::;:;.;:; :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;-;::;::::::<:.%::;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::::::;:;:;:;::;:.-:;:.-::.::::;.-::;.:~::~.:::;.;;.;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::x::::::::~;:::;::~:;:;:;.:.:<:;:.;..:««o<»~:::·:·::;:;.;.;:;:;~:::::w:.::::

;:;:;:;:; :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;::::=::;:;:·:

.:.:.:.:.:.:.:;:;.;:;:;:

;:;:;:;:;<;~:;:;,.;;::;:;:;:;:;.;:;.;.;.;:;:;.;.;:;.;;::::::::;.~:~;.;::<:::;:;~:;:;~:;:;:;:;:;:;;}::;:; :;:;:;:;:;::: ;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;::::::::::::::: ;:;:;:;:;:;::~:::::::v:::~:;:::::::;:::::::;:;:w,;:;:;:::::~

Application Notes

This could be calculated automatically, uslnt the following BASIC code. which.
whilst not the most effldent. Is hopefully the dearest way of representing it:

Example of simple drawing

30 Xli&e • 210000 ; yehe • 160000
40 xecale\ • (1210 • 256 I x1UeJ • 1010000
50 yec:ale\ • (lOZ -4 * 2S' I y11teJ * &010000

(

The test proeram that is shown here was devised to represent mil II metres
Internally and scale them to be the correct size when drawn on a particular
moni tor. Because monitors are different sizes. and even the same model can be
adjusted differently in tenns of vertical and horizontal picture size. this example
would have to be adjusted to suit your particular setup.

(

This example also has a restriction on screen modes. It will only work on one where
the screen is 1280 OS units by 1024 OS units - which most of the current modes are
(bu t nO(, for example. 132 column modes). This corresponds to 327680 Internal
Draw units by 262144 internal Draw units.

{

The first thing to do is to flU the screen with a colour and measure the horizontal
and vertical size in millimetres, For this test. the display area measured 210mm
across by 160mm down.

(

Because of scaling limitations. we will work with a user scale of thousandths of
mllllmetres. Thus. there are 210000 user units across and 160000 user units down.
The BASIC proeram described here is presented In a jumbled order so that the
features are described and written one at a time. Once it Is all typed ln. then it will
seem a lot more obvious.

(

After this . xscale' would be &000181'75 and yscale' would be &0001A36E. the
values to place In the matrix. The matrix would be programmed as follows:
20 DI M tra.n 1forM 23

'0 tunefonn\ ! 0 • xec e l e\
10 tun ator~&\ ! 4 • 0
1 0 transform\ ! I • 0

90 tra n•fora\ ! 12 • y1cale\
100 tren1for-'
0

!1' •

llO tra.nlforM ! 20 • 0

: UM e l . . . nt a in the Ntr i x
:Jt!,M • 1-

nt b

:UM e l . . . nt
:kVt • 1- nt
: UM el . . .nt
:UM •1-nt

c
d
•
f

lmpcm.nt
It is important to remember that. whilst this example Is using thousandths of
millimetres as Its Internal coordinate system. they could be anything within the
valid limits. Draw is not affected by what they are. Using the technique described
above. . ., valid units can be used. We used 210000 by 160000 user units for our
scale: it could be 500000 by 350000 or 65-4161 by 114159 or whatever. This program
will work with all valid scales. simply by changing the definitions or xsize and
ysize .

Creating the path
Transformation matrix

(

(

The next step Is to work out the scaling factors for the transformatio n matrix.
Taking the horizontal size first. we start with 127680 Internal Draw units • 210000
user units. giving 1.5604 internal Draw units per user unit. Vertically. 262144
Internal Draw units 160000 user units. giving 1.6384 Internal Draw units per user
unit.

(

These figures must now be converted to the Transform units used for scaling In the
transformation matrix. The 32 bit Transform number Is 216 times the actual value.
since its fractional part is 16 bits long. So horizontally we want 216 x 1.5604, which
Is 102261 (&18F75), and verticallywewanl2 16 x 16184. which Is 107374 (&IA36E).

=

The transfonnation matrix is initialised as follows:

[

(

&00018F75

0

0

&OOOIA36E

0

0

~

In order to create the path. this simple program uses a procedure to put a single
word Into the path and advance the pointer. In a large application. it would be a
good idea to write Individual routines to generate each element type. because this
technique wou ld become tedious In a large pr<>Qram.
This preamble defines what needs to be at the start of the program. Notice that
line 20 overwrites the earlier definition.
10 pa thlenqth\ • 2S'
20 DI M p at h\ pathl•n9th\ - L
160 pathptc\ • 0

tranefom\ 2)
:-.tM In1tlal1se the point e r

Later on in the proeram would be the procedure to add a word to the path
320 END

]

)30 DEF PI'Oeadd (va lue\ )
340 IF pathptl'\ +4 > patblenqth\ THDI U.RCM. 0,. •tn• utfte1e nt p ath butter'"

lSO pet.h\ !p a thpt r\ • va lue \
3'0 pa thptr\ •• 4
)10 £!11lf'ROC

(
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(
Examp/9 of simp/9 drawing

Drwmodu/41

.·:-:;;:;.~.;.;;»:-:·:~¢"..:-:{o»:·:·:·:·:·:·:;;;;.;.;.;-;.;.;;;~;;;jo_;:::;;:;>-;~;:;;;:w.;y»hW:i-:·~:-;;:.)'U..W..x-:·x·

.....;;:.:.;.;;;;:,;;;.;;;;;.;.;-.:;:;;.;-;:;.;.:·:·:·:=:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·-x.:«w.·:;;

.;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;.;:;.;:;:;:;:;:;.;:;.;:;.~

The simple path shown here Qenerates a rectanQie with no bottom line. It Is 90mm
by 40mm and offset by 80mm in the x andy axes from the oriQin.
110
110
190
200
250
260

PROC•dd ( 2 )
PROC•dd(IJ
PROC•dd 181
PROC•dd(t)
PROC•dd(4)
PROC•<I<I(OJ

PAOCa6d ( 10000. : PROCadd. (10000): ft£K Move to start
PkOC•<I<I (10000) : PJ<OC•<id (1 20000): JI.EM Dnw
PII.CX:a<ld (1100001 : Pll0C•<I<I(I20000)
UCX:a<ld (110000) : PJI.OC•dd (10000)
IUM Cloae tho aubp~th. PttOCadd (S} would. el011e the rect anqle
P"CCadd (pa thlenqth\ -pathptr\ - 4): "'" lncl path

Simple stroke
Once the path and the transformation matrix have been completed. all that
remains is to set the Qraphics oriQin and stroke the path onto the screen.

:=:·:·:·:·:·:-:::. :-:·:=:·:·:·:=:·:=:·:·:·:·:-:.;.;.:.r&.:<.:::.:·:=: ·:·:·:·:-::::::::: :::::::::::::::?J:=:=:-:-:;w);;:.:-:=:·:·:·:·:-:-:::::::-:=:::::o::::w~::.::.:·:·==~:««~:::::::::y:.;.:.:::::::. :·:·:·:·:-:: :-:=:=:·:·:-::::::::;.;.~:-:·:·:=:.

Whilst the natness can be left at its default value. this shows how the stroke
commands can be chanaed to set the natness to a sensible value. 640 is used
because this program was run In a 640 pixel mode.
210 srs •orav_strou· , path\ * o* tca na tor-', a •ll:•/'40, o, o* o
310 SIS "'Draw_Stroke"' , path\ *0* t nnafonat,aei ze /440, 0, 0, 0

To make the lines shown thicker than the default, It Is necessary to specify a
thickness and also the joins and caps block. Notice that line 20 has been chanQed
to allocate space for the joins and caps block.. We will use round caps and bevelled
joints.

Tr• nalatlon
Another matrix operation that can be performed Is translation. or movinQ.
Remember that the parameters in the matrix are In Internal Draw coordinates, not
the millimetres used In this example as user coordinates . If you want to translate
in OS coordinates. then the translation must be multiplied by 256.
In this example. we are QOinQ tore-stroke the palh. translated 60 OS units In x and
- 100 OS units In y.

jotnaandcq~a\

(
(

(

Unethlcknesa

20 DIM path\ p athleonqt,t.\ · 1, tcanafonl\ 23,
120 )o1naandc.paUO • &010102
130 jolnaand.eapa\ ! 4 • 0
14 0 jolna•ndeapa\ ! I • 0
lSO jotna and:e.pa\ ! 12 • 0

210 VDO 29, 0; 0;
210 SIS .. Onv_Stroke"', p.e th\ ,O,t nnstoCl!A ,O,O*O,O

290 tr• n-Sform\!14 • 60<<1
300 tranafona\ ! 20 • -100<<1
310 SYS "'O raw_S tro ke "", path\,O,tr•Pafo~*o,o,o ,

~:::::::;:~,x~.::::

(

15

(

Now all that remains Is to chanQe the stroke commands to specify a thickness and
point to the block just specified. For this example we will make the first stroke 5000
units (5mm) thick and the second one half that:
210 SIS "'Dr•v_Stroke'", p.th\* 0* tranato111t\, xat ze/640, 5000, jotna..nd:apa\* 0
310 SYS "'Oraw_Stroke'" , p.th\ , 0, t canafont\,. JCI1re/440, 2SOO, )otna andapa\ , 0

Plainly, there are many more features that could be added to this program. But yoo
should have the Idea now of how it fits together and be able to experiment for
yourself.

o

(

(
(

You will now see two versions of the path. the new one 100 OS units lower and 60
OS units shifted to the riQht.
Similarly. the matrix may be modified to rotate I he path. Ifyoo aren't sure how to
do this. then see any mathematical text on matrix arithmetic.

(

Curves
In order to add a curve to the path. we will add a new subpath to the section that
creates the path. This curve draws an alpha shape. Note that element type 2
Implicitly closes the Initial subpath:
210
220
2l0
240

PROC•<I<I (21 : PRCX:ad<l (500001 : PllOC•<I<I (500001
PJI.CX:add (6) 1 PRCX:•<I<I (10000) : PJI.CX:edd (100001
PllOC•d<i (15000) : PROC•<I<I (300001
PROC•<id (50000) : PROC•<I<I (600001

(

: I\£H xl, y1
: REM x2, y2
: I\£M xl. y3
:~.EM x4, y4

(
(
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(
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Printer Drivers
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Introduction
One of the major headaches on some operatlna systems Is that all applications
must write drivers for all the required types of printers. This duplicates a lot of work
and makes each application correspondingly laraer and more complex .

(

The solution to this problem that RISC OS has adopted is to supply a virtual
printer interface, so that all printer devices can be used in the same way. Thus. your
application can write to the printer. without beina aware of the dilrere~
between. for example. a dot matrix or PostSaipt printer or an x:f plotter

(

To simplify printer drivin& further. the printer can be driven with a subset of the
same calls that normally write to the screen. Calls to the VDU drivers and to the
SpriteExtend. Draw, Colour'l'rans and Font modules are trapped by the printer
driver. It interprets all these calls in the most appcopriate way for the selected
printer. Where possible. the areater resolution of most printers Is used to its fullest
advantaae.
Of course. not all calls have meaning to the printer driver- Oashing colours for
example. These aenerate an error or are ianored as appropriate.

(

(

Printer drivers are written to support a general dass of printers, such as PQstScript
printers. They each have a matching desktop application that allows users to
control their unique attributes. Thus. applications need not know about p rinter
specific opera lion, but this does not result In lack of fine control of the printer

(

RISC OS 3 completely revamped the way In which printer drivers operate; I n
particular you can now have more than one printer driver installed at the same
time and It is very easy to switch between them. Support for this is supplied by a
sharer m odule and also by the new improved Printer manager application .

(

(
(

(
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A printer driver is implemented in RISC OS as a relocatable module. It supplies
SWis concerned with starting. stopping and controlling a print Job.

Rectangles
A key feature of all printer drivers Is the rectangle. In normal use. it is a page. lt is
however possible to have many rectangles appear on the same physical sheet of
paper. For example. an AJ sized plotter may be used to draw two A4 rectangles on
it side by side; or It could be used to generate a pagination sheet for a DTP
package. showing many rectangles on a sheet .
When reading this chapter. in most cases you can consider a rectangle and a page
to be effectively equivalent. but bear In mind the above use of rectangles.

(

Measurement systems

(

Many of the printer driver SWis deal with an internal measurement system. using
millipoints. This is 1/IOOOth of a point. or 1n2000th of an inch. This system is an
abstraction from the physical characteristics of the printer. Printed text and
graphics can be manipulated by its size. rather than in terms of numbers of print
pixels. which will vary from printer to printer.

(

OS units
OS units are the coordinate system normally used by the VDU drivers. In this
context. an OS unit is defined as Ill80th of an inch. so each OS unit is 215ths of a
point. or 400 mlllipolnts.

(

It Is In this coordinate system that all plotting commands are interpreted. When a
rectangle is declared. it is given a size in OS units. This is treated like a graphics
window. with output outside it being clipped, and so on.

(

Transform matrix

(

Like the Draw module. the printer driver uses a transform matrix to convert OS
units to the scale. rotation and translation req uired on paper With a matrix with no
scaling transformation. a line of 180 OS units. or one inch. will appear as an
approximation of an inch long line on all printers. Naturally. it depends on the
resolution of the printer as to how close to this it gets. If the matrix scaled x andy
up by two. then the line would be two inches long.

(
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Using the printer driver

Overview

(
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To send output to the printer. an application must engage in a dialogue with the
printer driver. This is similar In part to the dialogue used with the Wimp when a
window needs redrawing.
The application starts by opening a file to receive the printer driver's output. The
file can be the printer. or a file on any filing system. It passes this to the printer
driver to start a print Job.
For each page. the application goes through the following steps:
Pass the printer driver a description of each rectangle to use for the page.
2

Tell the printer driver to start drawing the page. It will return with an ID for the
first rectangle it needs.

3

Go through the printer output using calls to the VDU. Draw. Font, etc.

4

Ask the printer for the next rectangle and repeat stage 3

S

Repeat stages 3 and 4 as often as ~uired. The printer driver will tell you when
it no longer requires any output.

The printer driver will ask either for all of. or for a section of a rectangle you
specified . It may ask for a given rectangle once. or many times. A dot matrix driver.
for instance. may get the output a strip at a time to conserve workspace. whereas a
PostScript driver can send the lot out to the printer in one go.
The point is that you should have no preconceptions about how many times the
printer driver will ask for a rectangle. or the order in which it requests rectangles.
When all the required pages have been printed. you issue a SWI to fin ish the print
Job and then dose the file.

See the example at the end of this chapter for a practical guide to this process.

SWIInterceptlon
The printer driver works by trapping all calls to the VDU drivers and to the
SpriteExtend . Draw. ColourTrans and Font modules. It will pass some on to the
destination module unchanged. Some will generate an error because they cannot
be Interpreted by the printer driver. Some will be discarded. The ones that are of
most interest are taken by the printer driver and interpreted in the most
appropriate way for the printer. The section entitled Ta:hnic«l Details in this chapter
describes ho w each module's calls are interpreted by the printer driver.

(
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The PDrlver module

Any SWI's directed directly at a specific driver will be decoded down to a normal
call and then passed down to the decoder.
The system works as follows:
Application

I
Sharer

I

I

PDriverDP

I

I

PDriverPS PDriveru

~

PDumperJX

;:;:;~.;::::::;;;:.;.;;:.;.:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:.:-·.

PDumperiX

The printer sharer module allows many printer driver modules to be resident at
once In the machine. The module is required so that devices can have their drivers
presen t at the same time. For example. a dot-matrix printer. a PostScript printer
and a Fax card.
Support has been added for a new type of device called 'bit map' id 7, thi s is
designed to be a universal type of device to which PDumper modules are attached
that provide the actual device driving and the rendering is handled at a higher
level.
New features of the graphics system and font manager have been echoed onto the
printer drivers as relevant. these include:
•

Transfonned sprites

•

Transformed fonts. kerning

•

Font downloading

•

New Colour'ltans SWis

•

Handling of true-256 colour sprites.

In all aspects we have retained backwards compatibility and provided a meaningful
way for the applications author to decide which features are supported.

(

(

All the standard printer driver SWI's pass through the printer driver sharer module.
There are two SWI's PDriver_DeclareDriver and PDriver_SelectDriver. The first of
these allows the new printer driver modules to declare themselves to the printer
sharer. which they must do before they can be used. The second SWI allows the
user to choose which printer driver is to be used for subsequent PDriver SWI's.

(

One new service call is introduced- Service_PDriverStarting. This is issued when
the printer sharer module starts up. and it lets any printer drivers resident at that
time dedare themselves to the printer sharer module.

(

To provide for these new features the old printer drivers have to be recompiled with
a new printer-Independent source code. and with a single slight adjustment to one
of the printer-dependent source code files (to provide a null service routine). ISVs
who have written their own drivers using our printer-independent code will be able
to recompile without difficulty.

The SWI h•ndllng
The new printer sharer module has completely taken over the printerdriverSWI
chunk. When a SWI such as POriver_PageSize is issued the printer sharer module
must pass it on to a particular declared printer driver module. To do this it has a
'current printer driver' conoept.

(
(
(

To set the current printer driver use:
SWI PDriver_SelectDriver (&80156)
On entry:

RO = printer number to select

On exit:

RO • printer number previously selected, or error pointer

(

The printer number is as sped fled:
0 PDriver'l'ype_PS
I PDriver'l'ype_DM
2 PDriver'l'ype_LI
3 PDriver'l'ype_IX
4 PDriverType_FX
5 PDrlverType_LZ
6 PDriver'l'ype_LB
7 PDriver'l'ype_UF
99 PDriver'l'ypeJX
99 PDriver'l'ype_pJ

(

Aoorn PostScript

Acorn Dot Matrix
Acorn LaserJet
Acorn lntegrex
Computer Concepts Fax
Computer Concepts Laser board
Computer Concepts Laser board
Acorn Printer Dumper driver
Ace Computing Epson )XIStar LCIO driver
Ace Computing Paint)et

(
(

(
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Any calls to these SWis will be passed to the current printer driver:

(

PDrfver_lnfo
PDriver_Setlnfo
PDriver_PageSize
PDriver_SetPageSize
PDriver_Checkfeatures
PDriver_SelectJob
PDriver_Selectlllustration
PDriver_ScreenDump
PDriver_SetPri nter

(
(

Any of the SWis above may be postfixed by 'F'orDriver'. giving
PDriver_lnfoForDriver. PDriver_SelectJobF'orDriver and so on. These SWJs use a
printer number in R7 instead of the 'current printer driver' number. thus allowing
temporary selection of a printer driver Just for a single SWJ .

(

Job handling SWJs are treated differently. The printer sharer module keeps track of
which printer driver owns which fobs. so that calls to PDriver_AbortJob can be
passed on to the correct driver. There are three sorts of SWI which affect fobsthose which are handled completely by the sharer. those which are handled
completely by the printer driver itself. and those which require both sides.

(

Those which are handled internally are PDriver_CurrentJob and
PDriver_Enumerate)obs. These just require some inspection of the printer sharer's
internal fob management structures. and no interaction with the real drivers.

(

Those which are handled completely by the printer drivers are PDriver_CanceiJob
and PDriver_CanceiJobWithError. These simply set flags inside the real driver to
stop future printer actions on the specified fob from working- they do not affect
the fob management in the printer sharer module itself.

(

The last set of fob handling SWJs is PDriver_Select)ob. PDriver_Selectlllustration.
PDriver_AbortJob. PDriver_End)ob. PDriver_Reset. The code for the select SWis is
quite complex. as it has to deselect the current fob on one driver and then select
the new fob on a new driver. Any errors occurring in the selection process will lead
to NO fob being selected on exit- this is an incompatible change. but should
really affect nobody. Ending and Aborting are easily handled. they clear the
internal data for the specified fob and then pass through to the real driver.
PDriver_Reset has to reset ALL the printer drivers. which is again easily performed.

(

(

1\vo classes of SWI remain . Those like PDriver_DrawPage and
PDriver_CetRectangle. which must be passed on to the driver which owns the
currently selected fob. and PDriver_DedareDriver. The first class is easily handled.

(
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The SWI PDriver_DeclareDrlver declares a printer driver module to the printer
sharer. R2 is the printer number for the printer driver module. RO points to the SWI
handler code in the printer driver. This Is called with R II being the SWJ number (a
kind of reason code) as specified by the operating system to a standard SWI
handler. RI contains the workspace pointer (RI2) for calls to the printer driver SWI
handler. This mechanism means that there is little real change required in the real
printer driver modules.

PDumper modules
RJSC OS 2.00 used four printer driver modules- one each for: Epson printers:
lntegrex printers; HP LaserJet printers; PostScript printers.
The upkeep on such a large amount of source code was tremendous. and a lot of
the code was common between the printers. RJSC OS 3 has introduced a
· common· chunk of source code (printer independent). and printer dependent
portions to handle those parts which operate differently on different printers.
Hence the split between the large. well documented PDriver source file and the
other code in the printer drivers individual directories. This split In source code is
handled by having the large independent source file use the appropriate printer
dependent source files at appropriate points in its body code. The files which are
included contain code for: colour setting, fob management. VDU 5 output. sprite
output . font output. draw module output. and so on.
Most of the printer dependent parts of the Epson, Integrex and HP LaserJet drivers
are similar or identical. So the PDumper module concept was invented. The idea of
the PDumper was to provide a low volume of source code per new printer
supported. The code would contain just those Items of interest to the printercolour selection. page handling. and bitmap outputting. The main printer driver
module (PDriverDP) would just link into the appropriate POumper module when it
needed to select a colour or whatever. In this way the printer independent code is
kept in a different module to the printer dependent code. as opposed to joining the
two pieces of code at assembly time. The volume of code required to be
understood by someone writing a PDumper modules is just that which makes up
the PDumper module.
The PDumper modules were designed by examining the three bitmap printer
drivers that Acorn had at the time, and selecting the similar parts of the source
code together to form the PDriverDP module . ln fact this turned out to be putting
hooks into colour setting. bitmap line outputting. page handling, fob handling and
the service routine. Work was required on the service routine to allow PDumper
modules to be resident all the time and declare themselves to PDriverDP when it
started up - hence a new PDriverStarting service call was added. and the PDum per
modules link in at that time. Also. when a PDumper module starts up it calls a SWJ

(
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to declare itself to the PDumper module. if there is one present. thus ensurins the
PDrlverDP module always knows precisely which PDumper modules are present at
any time.

Using fonts In the new printer system
The new PostScript printer drivers have enhanced support for utlllsln& PostScript
fonts resident in the printer, as well as the ability to download PostScript
equivalents of RISC OS fonts.

As far as the application writer is concerned. the details of the process are
transparent. but a brief summa/'f is presented below.
New-«yye •ppllaatlo..
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There are two mechanisms for copln& with this situation . The simplest emulates
the old printer driver and sends a prolosue file that blindly provides a fixed set of
fonts. This satisfies most old applications because they were written with this
expectation. The advanced user can edit the prolot~ue file by hand to adjust the list
of fonts provided.
The second and more sophisticated method takes the intersection of the set of
fonts ltnown to the font manaser and the set of fonts known to be resident in the
printer. It passes each font in the resultins set to MakePSFonl Thus all of the fonts
that can be provided by simple renamins of an existln& PostSaipt font are sent.
which Is fairly comprehensive but still effident.

(
(
(

(

When the printer driver is ready to output the PostScript prolosue. it scans this list
of fonts . Eadl name is passed to the MakePSFont module. which attempts to
ensure that the font is available in the printer by one of the followlns methods:

•

(

The user chooses between these two mechanisms by the "Verbose prolosue·
switch in the !Printers confl&uratlon window.

When an application attempts to print a document containin& fonts. it should call
PDrlver_DeclareFont once for each font to be printed. The font name passed to this
call should be exactly the same as the one passed to Font_FindFont, includlns any
encodins and matrix Information. If the document does not use fonts. then It
should call the SWI)ust once. with the end-of-list value of 0. to indicate this fact.
(Otherwise the printer driver taltes special action on the assumption that the
application is unaware of the POriver_DeclareFont call; see below).

•

(

(

Ull111 •n exlltln• Pa.tScrtpt font directly. (ausmentins an exlstins
PostScript font by applyins a different encodins and/or transformation
matrix).

(

Downloedla• • Po.tScrtpt versloa of the font oa the fly.

The most effident method possible is chosen- downloading Is only done as a last
resort. because the resultin& fonts are very larse.

(

To make this choice. the printer driver has to know which fonts are already
available in the printer. This lnfonnation is maintained by the printer driver system.
and controlled by use of the !FontPrint application. FontPrintlets the user specify
the mappins between RJSC OS font names and PostScript font names. such as
Trinity.Medium maps to 'Omes-Rornan.

(

Old...tJ~e eppllaltlo..

An old-style application does not make any calls to PDriver_DeclareFont, and
hence the printer system cannot be certain about which fonts to provide. (The rules
of PostScript proiOQue sene ration prevent us from simply send in&the font the first
time it is used in the print job -they must all be known in advance).
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Technical Details
Printer driver SWis

(

Though an application shouldn't need to look at all its information. PDriver_lnfo
(SWI &80140) will provide information about the nature of the printer. This
includes the:

(

(

•

type of printer

•

x andy resolution

•

colour and shading capabilities

•

name of the printer (applications usually need to look at this)

•

ability to handle filled shapes. thick lines, screen dumps and transformations

POriver_CheckFeatures (SWI &80142) allows an application to check the printer
features described above. This means that an application could change the way it
works depending on some general features of the printer.

(

A simple use of the printer driver is to call PDriver_ScreenOump (SWI &80 14F)
which will dump the screen to the printer. if It can handle it. See also the
description of screen dumps in the chapter entitled s,ric.s.

Controlling • print job

Printer lnform•tlon

\
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(

Much as this system tries to avoid this sort of thing. it is inevitable in some cases.
For example. an application that uses lots of sprites on screen will have to go
about printing in a different way on an x:f plotter. Many colour limitations.
however. are solved using halftoning.

(

POriver_PageSize (SWI &80 14 3) returns the size of paper and printable area on it.
This is used to calculate what size of rectangle to use on it.

POriver_Currentlob (SWI &80146) will tell you the file handle for the currently
active print job.
POriver_EnumerateJob (SWI &80150) allows you to scan through all the print jobs
that the printer driver currently knows about.
POriver_EndJob (SWI &80148) will end a fob and remove the file handle from the
printer driver's Internal lists. It will issue all the dosing commands to the printer to
flush any pages In progress. The file should be closed after doing this. to formally
finish the print job.
POriver_Abortlob (SWJ &80149) Is a more forceful termination. It should be called
after any errors while printing. It guarantees that no more commands will be sent
to the printer after it.
POriver_CancelJob (SWJ &8014E) will cancel a job. It is normally followed by the
job being aborted. It is not intended to be used by the printing application, but by
another task that allows cancellations of print jobs. It would use
POriver_EnumerateJobs to find out which jobs exist and then cancel what it wishes
to. The application that owns the cancelled fob would subsequently find that it had
been cancelled and would then abort the job.
PDriver_Reset (SWI &8014A) will abort all print fobs known to the printer driver.
Normally, you should never have to use this command . lt may be useful during
development of an application as an emergency recovery measure.

Starting • print Job

(

To open a print job. you should first open 'printer:' as a file. This device
Independent name is used because the printer driver application has control over
the OS_Byte 5 settings of printer destination (see the chapter entitled c••ract.r
output for details of OS_Byte 5).

(

You may open any other valid pathname as a file to use as a printer output. The file
created may subsequently be dumped to the printer. This technique could be used
for bac~round printing. for Instance.
The file handle is passed to POriver_SelectJob (SWI &80145). It suspends the
current print job. if there is one. and makes the handle you passed the current one.
It is the application's responsibility to do this at the right time. because it has sole
control over what gets printed at any t ime on the machine it is running on.
Needless to say, a network printer spooler can cope with print commands coming
from many machines.

(

(
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Printing • page
There are two phases to printing a page. First you must specify all the rectangles to
use on the page with POriver_GlveRectangle (SWI &80148). Each rectangle has a
size. transformation matrix, position on the page and rectangle 10 specified by you.
Then you call PDriver_OrawPage (SWI &8014C) to start the print phase. It returns
the first rectangle to output . This may be only a strip of the rectangle you specified.
If the printer driver cannot do it all at once. This call is followed by repeated calls to
POriver_GetRectangle (SWI &80140) unllllt returns saying that there are no more
rectangles to print.
The printer driver is free to request rectangles in any order it pleases and as many
times as it pleases. For each rectangle request. you must redraw that part of the
rectangle.
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See the example at the end of this chapter for a practical sulde to the sequence to
use.

Privet• SWia
Some SWis are used in the interface between the printer driver desktop
application. the printer driver. and the font man8£er. They are briefly described In
this chapter. but you must not use them. If nothina else, the Interface Is not
auaranteed because it is a private one. These are the private SWis:
•

PDriver_Setlnfo (SWI &80141)

•

PDrlver_SetP8£eSiz.e (SWI &a0144)

•

PDriver_FontSWI (SWI &a0146)

•

PDriver_SetPrinter (SWI &a0151)

Trapping of .creen SWis
When a printer driver is runnins, it intercepts the rollowins vectors:
•

WrchV

•

SpriteV

•

DrawV

•

ColourV

•

9¥teV

Many of the calls that pass throuah these vectors will be passed unchansed
throush the printer driver. However some calls are trapped. In some cases they are
chansed to somethins appropriate. and in others generate an error because they
cannot be Implemented. In addition, the font man8£er SWis are trapped throuah
an Internal mechanism.

Cllaracter 011tp•t operatlo•• p~

o• to tile prt ater drt.en

OS_WriteC
OS_WriteS
OS_WriteO
OS_Newline
OS_Byte l (in the standard stateOS_Byte 3.0)
OS_Byte242 (use strictly as documented)
OS_Byte245 (use strictly as documented)
OS_PrettyPri nt
OS_Writel·l FF
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VDU drhe t opehldo.. pueed o• to tile pl11tet d rtven

(
(

vou 5 (always behaves as thouah set -lanored tr Issued)
VDU8
VDU9
VDU 10
VDU II
VDU 12
VDUI3
VDU 16 (= VOU 12)
VOU 18 (best not to use- use Coloul'n'ans Instead)
vou 21 (disables print output)
VOU 23, 16 (bit 6 ianored - behaves as thouah set)
VDU 23.17,0 • l (<H i&nofed, 2-l only affect printer tlnts)
vou 23,17,7
vou 24 (works provided dlppina bolt lies within rectangle bein11 printed)
vou 26
VDU 29

(
(
(
(

VDU )()
VOUll
OS_9¥te 19
OS_B¥te20
OS_B¥te 25
OS_9¥te Ill
OS_9¥te 114
OS_S¥te 117
OS_S¥te 1)5 (don't use except for screen mode)
OS_9¥te 193
OS_9¥te 194
OS_S¥te 195
OS_S¥te211
OS_B¥te212
OS_B¥te 213
OS_B¥te 214
OS_S¥te 217
OS_B¥te 218
OS_S¥te 250
OS_B¥te251
OS_Word 10
OS_Word II
OS_Word 13
OS_Word 21 , OtoOS_Word 21 , 6
OS_Word22
OS_Mouse

(
(

(
(

(
(
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Printer Drivers
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OS_RemoveCursors
OS_RestoreCursors
OS_CheckModeValid
OS_ReadSyslnfo
OS_ChangedBox
•shadow

(
(

Sprite moct.Je opel'lltion• p•Rd oa to the printer drive...

(
(

(
(

(

(

UserSprite passed on. else faulted

(

ColoarTra .. modale ope111tlons pused on to the printer drive ...

(

Colouffians_SelectTable (R2 = - I . The way to set colours/sprite trans tables)
Colour'frans_SetCCOL (The way to set colours- currently ignore bit 8)
ColourTrans_ReturnColourNumber
ColourTrans_ReturnColourNumberForMode
ColourTrans_ReturnOppColourNumber
ColourTrans_ReturnOppColourNumberForMode
ColourTrans_SetFontColours

(
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Foat M•aqer opel'lltiou p..ed oa to tile plfater drlftfs

•1V

OS_SpriteOp 8
OS_Sprite0p9
OS_SpriteOp 10
OS_SpriteOp II
OS_SpriteOp 12
OS_SpriteOp 13
OS_SpriteOp 15
OS_SpriteOp 24
OS_SpriteOp 25 to 27
OS_SpriteOp 29 to H
OS_SpriteOp 35 to 47
OS_SpriteOp 54 to 58
OS_SpriteOp 62
· scopy
·sOelete
•sFJipX
•sFJipY
•sfnfo
•sust
·sLoad
•sMerge
·sNew
·sRename
·ssave

: : :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::

Font_CacheAddr
Font_FindFont
Font_LoseFont
FonLReadOefn
Font_Readlnfo
Font_StringWidth
Font_Paint (don't use with colour changing sequences)
Font_Caret
Font_ConverttoOS
Font_Converttopoints
Font_SetFont
Font_CurrentFont
Font_FutureFont
Font_Fi ndCaret
Font_CharBBox
Font_ReadScaleFactor
Font_SetScaleFactor
Font_ListFonts
Font_ReadThresholds
Font_SetThresholds
Font_FindCaret
Font_StringBBox
Font_ReadColoul'nlble
Font_MakeBitmap
Font_UnCacheFile
Font_SetFontMax
Font_ReadFontMax
Font_ReadFontPreflx
'Configure FontMax
•configure FontMaxl
·configure FontMax2
·configure FontMaxl
'Configure FontMax4
·configure FontMax5
·configure FontSize
•FontCat
FontList
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01'8W module opehltlone pueed 011 to tlte priater driver.

=

Draw_processPath (R7 I or 2 raul ted d ue to boundir\8 box restrictions)
Draw_Fill (Bit 0 must be clea r
Draw_Stroke (Some restrictions)
Draw_StrokePath
Draw_f1attenPath
Draw_TransrormPath
Below. we pass section by section through the effects
calls that pass through these vectors.

or the printer driver on the

WrchV
Whenever a print job is active. the printer driver will intercept all characters sent
through WrchV. It will then queue them in the same way as the VDU drivers do and
process complete VDU sequences as they appear. Because the printer driver will
not pick up any data currently in the VDU queue. and may send sequences of its
own to the VDU drivers. a print job should not be selected with an Incomplete
sequence in the VDU queue.

os_Byte 3
Also. because the printer driver may send sequences or its own to the VDU drivers.
the output stream specification set by OS_Byte 1 should be in its standard state as though set by OS_Byte 1.0.

Commands passed on to the VDU
The printer driver will pass the roll owing VDU sequences through to the normal
VDU drivers. either because they control the screen hardware or because they
affect global resources such as the character and ECF definitions:
VDU 7
Produce bell sound
VDU 19.1.p.r.g.b
Change hardware palette
VDU 20
Set default hardware palette
VDU 23.0.n,ml
Pr<Jiram pseudo-6845 registers
VDU 23. 1.nl
Change cursor appearance
VDU 23.2·5,a,b,c,d .eJ.g.h
Set ECF pattern
VDU 23.9-IO,nl
Set flash durations
VDU 23. 111
Set derault ECF patterns
VDU 23,12-15,a.b.c.d .eJ.g.h
Simple setting or ECF pattern
VDU 23, 17,4,ml
Set ECF type
VDU 23. 17.6.x:y:l
Set ECF origi n
VDU 23,32-255.a.b.c.d .eJ.g.h
Deline character
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The printer driver will interpret or rault all other VDU sequences. If the printer
driver currently wants a rectangle printed. these will result in it producing
appropriate output or errors- that Is. 1r there has been a call to PDriver_DrawPage
or PDriver_GetRectar~~~le and the last such call retumed ROll 0. Otherwise. the
printer driver will keep track of some state inrormatton- ror example. the current
roreground and ba<iiround colours- but will not produce any printer output.

(
(

(

Error commands
The printer driver will always behave as though it is in VDU 5 state. No text
coordinate system Is defined. and no saolling is possible. For these reasons, the
rollowing VDU sequences are faulted:
exit VDU 5 state
VDU4
scroll display
VDU 21.7.m.d.zl
dear text block
VDU 23.8.tl .t2.xl.yl .~.y21

(

(

VDU prtnter
It is generally meaningless to try to send or edlo characters directly to the printer
while printing. Furthel'lnOfe, attempts todosoare likely to disrupt the operation of
printer drivers. For these reasons. the rollowing VDU sequences are faulted:
VDU I.e
send character to printer
VDU 2
start echoing characters to printer

(
(

Screen mode
It is not possible to change the 'mode' or a printed page. so the rottowing VDU
sequence is faulted:
VDU 22.m
change display mode

Reserved calls
A printer driver cannot be written to deal with undefined or reserved calls. so the
rouowing VDU sequences are raulted:
reserved ror Arom expansion
VDU 23.18-24, .. .
reserved ror use by applications
VDU 23.28-31, .. .
reserved ror Acom expansion
VDU 25.216-211, .. .
reserved for use by applications
VDU 25.24().255.. . .

(

(
(

(
(
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Ignored

(

The following VDU sequences are ignored. either because they nonnaUy do
nothing (at least 'llhen stud In VDU 5 mode and not echoing characters to the
printer) or because they have no sensible interpretation 'llhen output to anything
other than a screen.

(

VDUO
VDU 3
VDU5
VDU 14
VDU 15
VDU 17,c
VDU 23, 17.51
VDU 27
VDU 28.1.b.r.t

(
(

do nothing
stop echoing characters to printer
enter VDU 5 state
start 'paged' display
end 'paged' display
define text colour
exchange text foreground and backeround
do nothing
define text window

Colo urs

(

Colours are a rather complicated matter. I t Is strongly recommended that
applications should use ColourTrans_SetGCOL. Colour'l'rans_SelectTable and
ColourTrans_SetFontColours to set colours. as these will allow the printer to
produce as accurate an approximation as It can to the desired colour,
Independently of the screen palette. The GCOL sequence (VDU 18.k.c) should only
be used if absolutely necessary. and you should be aware of the fact that the
printer driver has a simplified interpretation of the parameters. as foil OlliS<

(

(

•

The fact that the backiround colour Is affected if c 128 and the foreground
colour if c < 128 is unchanged.

•

If k MOO 8 ._ 0, subsequent plots and sprite plots will not do anything.

•

lfk=O, subsequent plots will cause the colour c MOD 128 (possibly modified by
the current tint) to be looked up in the screen palette at the time of plotting
(rather than the time the VDU 18.k.c command was issued). Plotting Is done by
overwrit ing with the dosest approximation the printer can produce to the RGB
combination found. Subsequent sprite plotting will be done without use of the
sprite's maslr..

(
(
(

•

If lr.=8, subsequent plots will be treated the same as k=O above, except that
sprite plots will be done using the sprite's mask. If any.

•

If k > 8, an unspecified solid colour will be used.

VDU18
The major problems with the use ofVDU 18,k,c to set colours are:

(

(
(
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•

that It makes the printer driver output dependent on the current screen mode
and palette.

•

that It artifidally limits the printer driver to the number of colours displayed
on the screen. 'llhlch can be very limitina in a two colour mode.

OtherGCOLa
Other techniques that depend on GCOL.s have the same problems and are
similarly not recommended: for example Font_SetFontColours. colour-changing
sequences in strings passed to Font_Paint, plotting sprites without a translation
table, and so on.
No operations other than OYerwriting are permitted. mainly because they cannot
be implemented on many common printers- sud1 as PostS<:ript printers.

Foreground end beckground colours
Note that the printer driver maintains Its O'lln foreeround and backeround colour
information. The screen foreground and badtground colours are not affected by
VDU 18.k.c sequences encountered while a print lob Is active.

YOU 23,17
Similarly. VDU 23.17,2-3.11 sequences encountered 'llhilea print job is active do not
affect the screen tints. just the printer drive(s 0'1/n tints. VDU 23, 17.0-l,tl
sequences would only affect the colours of the text tints, so the printer driver
Ignores them.

Other grephlca atete operetlon a
The VDU 6 and VDU 21 sequences have their normal effects of enabling and
disabling execution, but not parsing, of subsequent VDU sequences. As usual, the
printer driver keeps track of this independently of the VDU drivers.

Cursor mo vement
The cursor movement VDU sequences (ie. VOU 8-11. VDU 11, VDU 30 and VDU
31,x,y) all update the current graphics position without updatina the previous
graphics positions, precisely as they do in VDU 5 mode on the screen.

VDU24
VDU 24,1:b:r:t: will set the printer drlve(s graphics clipping box. The rectangle
specified should lie completely within the box that was reported on return from the
last call to POriver_OrawPage Of PDriver_GetRectangle. If this is not the case, it Is
not defined what will happen, and different printer drivers may treat it in d ifferent
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ways. This Is anai<Ji!Ous to the situation with the window manager. Attempts to set
a eraphics clippine box outside the rectanele currently beine redrawn may be
i&nored completely if they eo outside the screen. or may get obeyed with
consequences that are almost certainly wrone.

VDU29
VDU 29.x:y: sets the printerdrive(s iraphics oriein.

VDU26
VDU 26 will reset the printer drive(s iraphics clippine box to its maximum size.
This is essentially the box reported on return from the last call to
POriver_DrawPage or PDriver_GetRectanile. but may be sliehtly daflerent due to
roundine problems when convertine from a box expressed in printer pixels toone
expressed In OS units. It also resets its versions oft he graphics oriel n. the current
eraphics position and all the previous iraphics positions to (0,0).

VDU 23,6
VDU 23.6 will fault because dot-dash lines are not implemented in current printer
drivers. Use the dashed line facility of Draw_Stroke instead.

;:;:;.;:;;;.;.:;:.;.;.;-:-:-::: :;:;:;:;:;.;.;.;:;.;:;.;.;:;.:-:·:·:·:·:
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PloHing operation•
The printer driver reaards a pixel as havllli size 2 OS units square ( 1190 inch
square). The main elfect of this is that all PI..01' line, PLOT point and PLOT outline
calls will produce lines that are approximately 2 OS units wide.
Use Draw module calls If you wish to produoe different lines.

VDU 23,17,7
VDU 23.17.7.0aes.x;y;l changes the printerdrive(sversion of the size that BBC-style
characters are to be plotted and the spacing that is required between them. Settlne
the VDU 4 character size cannot possibly affect the printer drive(s output and so
will be lenored completely. As noted below under 'Piottine operations'. a pixel is
reearded as the size of a screen pixel for the screen mode that was in eflect when
the print job was started.
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VDU 23,17,7
However. when transiatlna the character size and spacine information provided by
YOU 23. 17.7.... (see above) from pixels to OS units. the screen pixel size for the
screen mode that was in ellect when the print fob was started is used. This is done
in the expectation that the application is basin& its requested sizes on that saeen
mode.

(
(

VDU plot operation a
The followini VDU s>equences perform stralthtforward plottine operations; printer
drivers will produce the correspondine printed output:
dear eraphlcs window in VDU 5 state
VDU 12
VDU 16

dear eraphlcs window

VDU 25.0.{)3,.t;y;

draw line: however. the lines are always
plotted solid. so only VDU 25.0-15.... and
VDU 25,32-47•... will look the same as in
VDU output. Use Draw_Stroke to eenerate
dashed lines that will come out well in
printed output.

VDU 25.64·71.x:y:

draw point

VDU 25,80-87 .X:Y:

fill trianele

VDU 25,96- I OJ.x:y:

fill axis-aliened rectanele

VDU 25. 112·119,.t;y;

fill paralleloeram

VDU 25.144-151.x:y:

draw circle

VDU 23,16
VDU 23.16.x,yl changes the printer drive(s version of the cursor control naes. and
thus how the cursor movement control sequences and BBC-style character plottine
affect the current eraphics position. As usual. this is completely Independent of
the correspondine flags in the VDU drivers. However. printer drivers pay no
attention to the setting of bit 6, which controls whether movements beyond the
edee of the eraphics window cause carriaee return/line feeds and other cursor
movements to be eenerated automatically. They always behave as thoueh It Is set.
Note that the Wimp normally sets this bit, and that it is not sensible to have It clear
at any time durin& a Wimp redraw.
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VDU 25,152-159.x:y:

fill circle

VDU 25.160-167.x:y;

draw circular arc

VDU 25.168-175.x:y:

fill circular seement

VDU 25, 176-183,.t;y;

fill circular sector

VDU 25.1 92- 199 ..t;y;
VDU 25,200-207,.t;y;

draw ellipse

VDU 32-126

print characters in BBC-style font

VDU 127

baclrspace & delete

VDU 128-255

print characters in BBC-style font

(
(

(
(
(

c

fill ellipse

(
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Rounding

(

Faulted
The following VDU sequences are faulted because they cannot be split up easily
across rectangles. and also because they depend on the current picture contents
and so cannot be implemented. for example, on PostScript printers:

(

VDU
VDU
VDU
VDU
VDU
VDU

(

25,72-79.x:y:
25,88·95.x;y;
25,104-lll.x:y:
25.120.127.x;y;
25.128-143.x:y;
25.184·191.x:y:

horizontal line fill (flood fill
horizontal line fill (flood fill
horizontal line fill (flood fill
horizontal line fill (flood fill
flood fills
copy/move rectangle

primitive)
primitive)
primitive)
primitive)

VDU 25.184 ,x:y: and VDU 25,188,x:y; are exceptions to this: they are correctly
Interpreted by printer drivers as being equivalent to VDU 25,0.x:y; and VDU 25,4,x;y;
respectively.

(

SprlteVDUs

(

The sprite plotting VDU sequences (VDU 23,27.m,nl and VDU 25,232·2'39.x:y:) and
the font manager VDU sequences (VDU 23.25.a.b.c.d.e.f.g.h. VDU
23.26.a.b.c.d.e.f.g.h.text and VDU 25.208-215.x:y:text) cannot be handled by the
printer drivers and generate errors. You should use OS_SpriteOp and the font
manager SWJs Instead.

(
SprlteV

(

Printer drivers intercept OS_SpriteOp via the SpriteV vector. Most calls are simply
passed through to the operating system orthe SpriteExtend module. The ones that
nonnally plot to the screen are generally intercepted and used to generate printer
output by the printer driver.

(
(
~
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Faulted

One difference to note is that most printer drivers will either not do the rounding
to pixel centres nonnally done by the VDU drivers. or will round to different pixel
centres- probably the centres of their device pixels.

(
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The following reason codes nonnally involve reading or writing the screen contents
and are not straightforward sprite plotting operations. Because some printer
drivers redirect output to a sprite Internally, it Is unknown what the 'screen' is
during these operations. They are therefore faulted.
2
3
14
16

screen save
screen load
get sprite from current point on screen
get sprite from sped lied point on screen

Passed on
Reason codes that are passed through to the operating S'jStem or the SpriteExtend
module are:
read sprite area control block
8
9
Initialise sprite area
10
load sprite file
merge sprite file
II
save sprite file
12
return name of numbered sprite
13
create sprite
15
delete sprite
25
rename sprite
26
copy sprite
27
createmasl:.
29
remove mask
30
insert row
31
32
delete row
33
flip about X axis
append sprite
35
36
set pointer shape
40
read sprite size
41
read pixel colour
42
write pixel colour
43
read pixel mask
write pixel mask
44
insert column
45
46
delete column
47
flip about v"axls
read save area size
62
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Select error

•

The followinfl reason code is passed throuah to the operatina system when it is
called for a user sprite (ie with &100 or &200 added to it). as this call is simply
asltil\8 the operalinfl system for the address of the sprite concerned . If the system
version is called (ie without anything added to It). It is aslting for a sprite to be
selected for use with the VDU sprite plotting sequences. As these sequences are
not handled by the printer driver. this version of the call generates an error.
24

Coloui'Ttans_Select~ble with R2 =-I
Colou I'Ttans_RetumColou !Number
Colour'l'rans_RetumColourNumberForMode with R I ,. -I
Colour'l'rans_RetumOppColourNumber
Colour'l'rans..RetumOppColourNumberForModewith Rl =-1

select sprite

(

correspond to each sprite pixel value. Because of the variety ol ways in which
printer drivers can allocate these values. the translation table should always have
been set up in the current print lob and usll\8 these calls.

The following reason codes plot a sprite or its mask. and are converted into
appropriate printer output:

Sc.le

plot sprite at current point on screen
plot sprite at specified point on screen
plot mask at current point on screen
plot mask at specified point on screen
plot mask at specified point on screen. scaled
plot sprite at specified point on screen. scaled
plot sprite at spec.i fied point on screen. fl.rey scaled

If a sprite is printed unsealed. Its siZJe on the printed output is the same as Its size
would be if it were plotted to the screen in the screen mode that was in effect at the
time that the print fob concerned was started. If It is printed scaled. the scaling
factors are applied to this size. This Is one of the few ways in which the printed
output does depend on this screen mode. The main other ones are in interpreting
CCOI..and 11nt values. and in interpretinfl VDU 5 character sites. It is done this way
in the expectation that the application Is scallna the sprite for what it believes is
the current screen mode.

Scaled characters
The following reason code is mainly used by the VDU drivers to Implement sizes
other than 8x8 and 8x 16 for VDU 5 characters. It is not handled by the printer
drivers. which deal with scaled VDU 5 text by another mechanism. and causes an
error if encountered during a print Job.
51

Finally. the followina two reason codes are intercepted to keep track of whether
plotting output Is currently supposed to ao to a sprite or to the screen. If it is
supposed to go to a sprite. it really will go to that sprite.

plot character. scaled

60
61

action is not divisible by 8. nothing is plotted. If It is divisible by 8. the 011erwrite
action is used. If it is divisible by 16. the sprite is plotted without using its mask;
otherwise the mask is used.
The colours used to plot sprite pixels are determined as follows:
supplied. the current screen palette is consulted to find out what RCB
combination the sprite pixel's value corresponds to. The printer driver then
does its best to produce that RCB combination. Use of this option is not
rerommended.
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switch output to sprite
switch output to mask

This allows applications to create sprites normally while printina- When output is
supposed to go to the screen. It will be processed by the printer driver. Note that
printer drivers that redi~ output to a sprite internally will treat this case
specially, regarding output to that sprite as still being destined for the screen.

As usual for a printer driver. only some CCOI.. actions are understood. If the CCOL

If the call does not allow a pixel translation table. or If no translation table is

(

YOU output

GCOLa

•

(

It can therefore look up ~isely which RCB combination is supposed to

Sprite plotting

28
34
48
49
50
52
53

If a translation table is supplied with the call. the printer driver assumes that
the table contains code values allocated by one of the following SWis:

(

(
(

DrawV
Printer drivers Intercept the Dra•IV vector and re-interpret those calls whose
purpose is to plot something on the screen. producing appropriate printer output
instead. There are a number of restrictions on the calls that can be dealt with.
mainly due to the limitations of PostScript. Most of the operations that are
disallowed are not particularly useful. fortunately.

(
(
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•
Note that the Draw module calls normally use the Qraphics roreQround colour to
plot with and the Qraphics oriQin. The printer driver uses its versions these
values. In particular, this means that the fill colour Is subject to all the restrictions
noted elsewhere In this document.

or

(

If the specified thldness Is non-tero. the restrictions are:

Floating point
The OoatinQ point Draw module calls are not Intercepted at present. If and when
the Draw module Is UJl8raded to deal with them. printer drivers will be similarly
UJl8raded.

(

•

They cannot deal with fill styles that invoke the positive or nqatlve wlndlna
number rules -le those with bit 0 set.

•

They cannot deal with a fill style which asks for non-boundary exterior pixels to
be plotted (le bit 2 Is set). except for the trivial case in which all of bits 2- 5 are
set (le all pixels In the plane are to be plotted).

•

(

+address option. then the matrix. flatness. line thickness. etc.. must exactly
correspond with those In the Intended call. Because or round ina errors. nauenin8
errors. etc .. clipplnQ may result If these parameters are different.
All other values ofR7 correspond to calls that don't do any plottinQ and are dealt
with in the normal way by the Draw module. If you're tryinQ to do somethinQ
complicated and you've 8Qt enouQh workspace and RMA. a possible useful trid is
to use Draw_ProcessPath with R7 polntlnQ to an output buffer. followed by
Draw_Fill on the result.

A printer driver will Qenerally try its best to distinQuish these. but It may not be
possible.

Draw_ Stroke

(

If the specified thickness is zero. the restrictions are:
•

(
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(

or

If you are uslnQ this call to calculate boundinQ boxes, usin8 the R7=&80000000

An application should not rely on there beinQ any difference between what Is
printed for the followinQ three values or bits 5 - 2:

AQain. most common calls to this SWI can be dealt with . The restrictions on the
parameters depend on whether the specified thidness Is zero or not .

(

Most printer drivers will not pay any attention to bit 31
the fill style, which
distinQuishes plotting the stroke subpath by subpath !rom plottinQ it all at

This SWI is faulted If R7•1 (fill path normally) or R7=2 (fill path subpath bv
subpath) on entry. Use the appropriate one of Draw_Fill or Draw_Stroke if you want
to produce printed output. lf the operation you're LryinQ to do is too complicated
for them. it almost certainly cannot be handled by the PostScript printer driver for
example.

They cannot deal with the followinQ values for bits 5- 2:

(

(

•

Oraw_ProcesaPath

1000- plot interior non-boundary pixels on ly.
1100- plot all interior pixels.
1110- plot all interior pixels and exterior boundary pixels.

\.

They cannot deal with bits 5-2 belnQ 0110-acall asklnQ for just the boundary
pixels or the resultina filled path to be plotted .

None orthese do any plot tine: they are all dealt with In the normal way bv the Draw
module.

0010- plot exterior boundary pixels only.
0100- plot interior boundary pixels only.
I 010- plot exterior boundary and Interior non-boundary pixels only.
•

All the restrictions mentioned under Draw_Fill above.

•

Oraw_StroltePath, Orew_FiattenPath, O...w_TrenaformPath

Printer drivers can deal with most common calls to this SWI. The restrictions are:

(

•

once.

Draw_ FIII

(

Most printer drivers will not pay any attention to bit 31 ofthe fill style. which
distinQuishes plottinQ the stroke subpath by subpath from plottinQ it all at
once.

Printer drivers cannot deal with a fill style with bits 3- 2 equal to 01- one that
asks for pixels lyinQ off the stroke to be plotted and those that lie on the stroke
not to be.

ColourV
The printer driver Intercepts calls to the Colour'l'tans module. via the ColourV
vector Most them are passed straight on to the Colour'n'ans module. The
exceptions are:

or
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CotourTrana_S.IectTable with R2 = -1
Each RGB combination In the source palette, or implied by It in the case or 256
colour modes, is converted into a colour number as though by
Colour'Trans_RetumColourNumber. The resulting values are placed In the table.

ColourTrana_S.tGCOL
The printer driver's version of the foreground or backQround colour is set as
appropriate. The GCOL actions are interpreted precisely as for the VDU 18.k,c call.
However. rather than looking up a GCOL in the screen palette at plot time. the
exact RGB combination specified in this call is remembered and used. as
accurately as the printer will render it at plot time.
After this has been done, the call is effectively converted into
Colour'Trans_ReturnGCOL and passed down to the Colouflhlns module In order to
set the information returned correctly. Note that this Implies that subsequently
usina the GCOL returned in aVOU 18.k.csequencewill not producethesameelfect
on the colour as this call . lt will merely produce the best approximation the printer
can manaae to the best approximation the current screen palette can manaae to
the specified RGB combination. It is therefore probably a bad idea to use the
values returned.
This call allows the application to make full use of a printer's colour resolution
without having to switch to another screen mode or mess around with the screen's
palette. and without worrying about the effects or a change in the screen's palette.
It is therefore the reoommended way to set the foreground and background
oolours.

ColourTrana_ReturnColourNumber
This will return a code value, in the range 0 • 255, that identifies the specified RGB
oomblnation as accurately as possible to the printer driver. How this code value Is
determined may vary from printer driver to printer driver. and indeed even from
print job to print job for the same printer driver. An application should therefore
not make any assumptions about what these code values mean. Most printer
drivers implement this by pre-allocatina some range of code values to evenly
spaced RGB combinations. then adopting the following approach:
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•

If the RGB combination is already known about, return the oorresponding code
value.

•

If the RGB combination is not already known about and some code values are
still free. allocate one of the unused code values to the new RGB combination
and return that code value.
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If the RGB combination is not already known about and all code values have
been allocated. return the code number whose ROB com bination is as close as
possible to the desired RGB combination.

The pre-allocation of evenly spaced RG8 combinations will ensure that even the
third case does not have really terrible results.

(

(
(

ColourTrana_RetumColourNumberforllode wl1h R1 a -1
Thi.s is treated eu<:tly the same as Colouflhlns_RetumColourNumber above.

'Oppoalte' colour•
The printer driver handles 'opposite' colours In a subtly different way to the
Colourlhlns module. It returns the colour closest to the RGB value mast different
to that alven, whereas Colouffians returns the colour funhest from the given RGB.
This difference will only be obvious U your printer cannot print a very wide range of
colours.

(
(
(

ColourTrana_SetOppGCOL
This behaves like Coloumans_SetGCOL above. except that the RGB combination
it remembers is the furthest possible RGB combination from the one actually
specified in RO. and It ends by being converted into a call to
ColourTtans_ReturnOppGCOL. Note that there Is no guarantee that the GCOL
returned Is anywhere near the RGB combination remembered.

ColourTrana_ ReturnOppColourNumber
This behaves exactly as thouah Colouffians_RetumColourNumber had been
called with RO oontalnlng the furthest possible RGB combination from the one
actually specified.

ColourTr•n•_RetumOppColourNumberforMode wtdl R1 = -1
This behaves exactly as thouah Colourl)-ans_RetumColourNumberforMode (see
above) had been called with R I • -I and RO oontaining the furthest possible RCB
oombination from the one actually sped fled .

(
(

(

(

ColourTrana_SetFontColoura
The printer driver's version or the font colours is set. to as accurate a
representation of the desired RGB combinations as the printer can manaae.
Before this is done. the call is passed down to the Colouflhlns module to
determine the i nformation to be returned. Note that this implies that subsequently
using the values returned In a FonLSetFontColours call will not produce the same
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effect on the font colours as this call. It will merely produce the best
approximations the printer can manage to the best approximations the current
screen palette can manage to the specified RGB combinations. It Is therefore a bad
Idea to use the values returned.

(

This call therefore allows the application to make full use of a printe(s colour
resolution without having to switch to another screen mode or mess around with
the screen's palette, and without worrying about the effects of a change In the
screen's palette. It is the recommended way to set the font colours.

/'
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Miscellaneous SWis
OS_ Byte163
OS_Byte 161.242,0-64 are Intercepted to set the printer driver version of the dot
pattern repeat length Instead of the VDU drivers' version .

OS_ Byte218
OS_Byte 218 Is intercepted to act on the printer driver's VDU queue instead of the
VDU drivers' version.

Font manager SWis
The printer driver interacts with the font manager via a service call and
PDriver_FontSWI in such a way that when it is active. calls to the following SW!s are
processed by the printer driver:

•
•
•
•

OS_ ReadVduVariabiH
It should be noted that most of the informational calls associated with the VDU
drivers. and OS_ReadVduVariables in particular. will produce undefined results
when a printer driver is active. These results are likely to differ between printer
drivers. In particular. they will vary acco«<ina to whether the printer driver plots to
a sprite internally and if so. how large the sprite concerned is.

Font_Paint
Font_LoseFont
Font_SetFontColours

The only infonnational calls that the application may rely upon are:

Font_SetPalette

OS_Word 10
OS_Word II
OS_ReadPalette
OS_Byte 218

This enables the printer driver to make Font_Paint produce printer output rather
than affecting the screen.

(

used to read character and ECF definitions.
used to read palette definitions.
used to read palette definitions.
when used to read number of bytes in VDU queue.

Font_SetFontColoura
The use of Font_SetFontColours is not recommended. as It results In the setting of
colours that depend on the current screen palette. Instead. use
Colour'l'rans_SetFontColours to set font colours to absolute RGB values. Similarly.
the use of colour-changing control sequences In strings passed to Fonl)>alnt is
not recommended.

(

(

How exactly this call operates varies quite markedly between printer drivers. For
Instance. most dot matrix printer drivers will probably use the font manager to
write into the sprite they are using to hold the current strip of printed output. while
the PostScript printer driver uses the PostScript prologue to define a translation
from font manager font names to printer fonts.

(

First, Escape condition generation and side effects are turned on within various
calls to the printer driver and restored to their original state afterwards. If the
application has Escape generation turned off. it is guaranteed that any Escape
generated within the print (ob will be acknowledged and turned Into an 'Escape'
error. If the application has Escape generation turned on. most Escapes generated
within the print fob will be adtnowledged and turned into 'Escape' errors. but there
is a small period at the end of the call during which an Escape will not be
acknowledged. If the application makes a subsequent call of one of the relevant
types to the printer driver. that subsequent call will catch the Escape. If no such
subsequent call is made. the application will need to trap the Escape itself.
The SWls during whkh Escape generation is turned on are:

(
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There are a couple of somewhat unusual features about the printer drivers' error
handling that an application author should be aware of:

Escape handling
Font_ Paint

(

(

Error handling
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•

POriver_Selectlob ror a new job

•

PDriver_EndJob

e

OS_WrlteC

•

All ColourTrans SWJs- except Coloui'J'rans_CCOLToColourNumber.
ColourTrans_ColourNumber'foCCAL. and Colour'fransJnvalidateCache.

•

Draw_F'ill

•

Draw_Stroke

•

Font_SetFontColours

•

Font_SetPalette

•

F'ont_Paint

•

OS_SpriteOp with reason codes:
PutSprite
PutSpriteUserCoords
PutSpriteScaled
PutSpriteCreyScaled
Plot Mask
PlotMaskUserCoords
PlotMaskScaled

All but the first two only apply at times when the printer driver is interceptins
plottins calls; that is. at times when all or the following conditions hold:
•

There is an active print job.

•

P1ottins output is directed either to the screen or to a sprite internal to the
printer driver.

•

The Wimp is not reportins an error. This is as defined by the service call with
reason WimpReportError.

Persistent errors

or

Secondly, inside a number calls. any error that occurs Is converted into a
·persistent error'. The net errect or this is that:
•

The error number is left unchansed.

•

The error message has the strins • (print cancelled)' appended to it. If it is so
Ions that this would cause it to exceed 255 characters. it is truncated to a
suitable lensth and •... (print cancelled)' is appended to it.

•

Ally subsequent call to any or the routines concerned will immediately return
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(

The reason for this behaviour is to prevent errors the application is not expectins
from beins ignOfed; for example. quite a lot or code assumes incorrectly that
OS_WriteC cannot produce an error. This ensures that an error durins OS_WriteC
cannot reasonably set isnOfed for~r.

(

The SWJs durins which persistent errors are created are:

(

•

PDriver_EndJob

'

•

PDriver_CiveRectansle

•

PDriver_DrawPaQe

•

PDriver_CetRectansle

(

e

OS_WriteC

•

All Colour'frans SWJs- except ColourTrans_CCOLToColourNumber,
Colour'frans_ColourNumber'foCCAL. and ColourTrans_lnvalidateCache.

•

Draw_F'ill

•

Draw_Stroke

•

Draw_ProcessPath with R7=1

•

F'ont_SetF'ontColours

•

Font_SetPalette

•

Font_Paint

•

OS_SpriteOp with reason codes:

(
(

(

PutSprite
PutS priteUserCoords
PutSpriteScaled
PutSpriteCreyScaled
Plot MasIt
PlotMaskUserCoords
PlotMasi:Scaled
ScreenSave
ScreenLoad
PutSprite
CetSpriteUserCoords
PaintCharScaled
SelectSprlte in the system sprite area only
Reason codes unknown to the printer driver

(

(

(

All but the first four only apply at times that the printer driver is lnterceptlns
plottins calls. See above for details of this.

(

the same error.

(
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PDrlver_C.nceiJob

(

PDriver_Cancel}ob puts a print job into a similar state. with the error messase
being simply 'Print canrelled'. However. this error Is only returned by subsequent
calls from the list above. not by PDriver_Canrel)ob Itself.

(
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Service Calls
Service_Print
(Service Call &41)

PDrfver_AbortJob
Note that an application must respond to any error during a print job that could
have come from one of the above sources by calling PDrlver_Abortlob. In
particular, take care to respond to errors from PDrlver_EndJob by calling
PDrlver_AbortJob, not PDriver_End)ob, otherwise an Infinite succession of errors
will occur or an unfinished print job will be left around .

(

This service call Is for internal use only. You must not use It In your own code.

(

(

(

(
(

(

(
(

c
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can &65)
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Service_PDriverStarting
(Service Call &65)

Service_PDumperStarting
(Service Call &66)

Territory manaaer started

On entry
Rl

(
(

(

PDumper module starting up

On entry

=&65 (reason code)

On exit

Rl • &<.6 (reason code)

All registers preserved

Use

(

On exit
All registers preserved

(

Use
This is issued when the printer sharer module starts up. and it lets any printer
drivers resident at that time declare themselves to the printer sharer module.

Issued when the PDumpermodules should declare themselves with PDriverDP. The
service call is issued when the module Is linked Into the module chain. so the
receiver can use PDriver_MiscOp to register.

(

(

(

(
(
(
(
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Service_PDriverGetMessage
(Service Call &78)

Service_PDumperDying
(Service Call &67)

(
(

PDumper module dying

RI

Get common messages flle

On entry

On entry

(

::::::::::::~x:::;::::~·;.:::

=&66 (reason codeI

Rl

=&78 (reason oode)

R2 =0

On exit
All registers preserved

(

On exit
Notdalmecl

Use

RO to R8 must be
Issued as a broadcast to infonn PDumpers that they have been deregistered and
that the POriverDP module is about to die.

(

p~rved

Call claimed
Rl
R1

=0 (implies service claimed)
=16 byte M~Ttans block for open messages flle

Use

(

Issued when a POriver module Is lookln11 for the messages file prior to opening it.

If this call is not claimed. then you should attempt to open
"Resources:S.Resources.PDrlvers.Messages·.

(

(

(

(

(
(

c
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Service_PDriverChanged
(Service Call &7F)

:=:-:--:;.:::.:z:.:.::::::::::m;;.:.::::::::::::;:;:::.::~:;.;::

·:=:·: -:-:.:·:·:=:=:=:=: :;.:::::.:-:.::::::::::

::;,.~::::.::::~:::::::.:·:·:·:-:::::~·:M:;:-:::.:::.;;:;.~:-:::•.x::::::::::::~::<=~..:.::::::::::~::~:-::::::::~-:.-.;.:.:::::·:·:·

.·.·.·.·.·.·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:

::::::~

:::::::::::::::::::::

SWI Calls
PDriver_lnfo
(SWI &80140)

PDriver has changed

=&7F (reason code)
=number of new driver

On exit
All

(

(

Get information on the printer d river

On entry
Rl
R2

(

~gisters

are preserved

u..
Issued when the PDriver has changed and only then. you will not get ~peatedly
called when the same PDriver is selected. R2 contains the ID of the printer driver
beina selected (ie 0 for PostScript. 7 for dot matrix, etc)

On entry

(

On exit

(

RO =general type of printer chosen and version number of driver (see below)
Rl = x resolution of printer driven In dots per inch
R2 y resolution of printer driven In dots per Inch
R3 features word (see bel ow)
R4 = printer device name (a maximum of 20 characters)
R5 = x halftone resolution In repeatsfinch. Same as Rl if no halftoning
R6 = y halftone resolution In ~peatsfinch. Same as R2 if no halftoning
R7 = printer driver specific number Identifying the confi8ured printer. This is zero
unless It has been changed via the SWI PDriver_Setlnfo.

=
=

Some of these values can be changed by the SWI PDrlver_Setlnfo. lf PDriver_lnfo Is
called while a print fob Is selected. the values returned are those that were in effect
when that print fob was started (when It was first selected using
PDriver_Select)ob). If PDriverJnfo Is called when no print fob is active. the values
returned are the cur~nt ones.

(
(
(

(

Interrupts
Jnterruptstatus Is undefined
Fast interrupts a~ enabled

(

Processor Mode
Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy

(

Not defined

(
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u..

(

This SWI tells an application what the capabilities or the attached printer are. This
allows the application to chanae the way it outputs its data to suit the printer.

Some or the values returned can be chanaed by the conflauratlon application
attached to the printer driver by PDriver_Settnro.

(

print fob.
The value returned in RO is split in half. The top 16 bits contains thedesaiptlon o f
which printer driver type is run nina. The current values it can have are:

(

It supports the full colour range- ie it can manage
each or the eiaht primary colours. Ianored If bit 0 0.

I

It supports only a limited set or colours.

0

It supports a semi-<:Ontinuous range or colours at the
software level. Also. if bit 0 0 and bit 2 0, then an
application can expect to plot in any level or grey.

=PostScrl pt
I = FX80 or similar
2 =HP LaserJet or compatible
1 =lntqrex Colour Jet

1·1
8

9

0

10

0

(

(

Blta

SubJect

0·7
8 · 15
16· 23
24 . J 1

printer driver's colour capabilities
printer driver's plottina capabilities
reserved - must be set to zero
printer driver's optional features

In more deta il. each individual bit has the follow ina mean ina:

Blt(tl
0

(

Value
0

It handles cwerwrltlna or one colour by another on
the paper properly. This is aenerally true of any
printer that buffers Its output, either In the printer or
the driver.
It does not handle cwerwritlna of one colour by
another properly. but only overwritina of the
badaround colour by another. This is a standard
property of XV plotters.

II

It Is split into several fields:

It can handle thick lines.

or

R3 returns a bitfleld that describes the available features or the cu rrent printer.
Most applications shouldn't need to look at this word. unless they wish to alter
their output depend ina on the facilities available.

(

It can handle filled shapes.

It cannot hand~ thick lines other than by plottina a
thin line. An unsophisticated XY plotter would also
come Into this cateaory. The difference is that the
problem can be solved. at least partially. if the
plotter has a range
pens of differina thi<:knesses
available.

The bottom 16 bits of RO have the version number of the printer driver x 100: ea
Version 3.21 would be 321 (&0141).

(

=

It cannot handle filled shapes other than by outlinina
them: an unsophisticated XY plotter would have this
bit set. for example.

See the PDumper documentation to lind out about the PDumper Interface and the
declared PDumper numbers. The application author need only talk to PDrlver type
7. but the output Is redirected to a PDumper.

=

reserved and set to z.ero.

0

4•FAXmodem
5 • Dumb laser device
6 = Caspel araphics lanauage
7 = PDumper interface

(

=

It only supports a discrete set of colours at the
software level : It does not support m ixina. ditherina.
tontna or any similar technique.

0

(

(

2

0

If this is called while a print job is selected. the values returned are those that were
In effect when that print fob was started with PDriver_SelectJob. If It Is called when
no print job is active. the values returned are those that would be used for a new

(

(

:::::::::::::·:·: ::::::·:·:--/..:::::::::::::.;so;:;.:;::::::;.:::.:::-: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::«.c:w.:::~·X·:-e::::::::::;:::.:~:·:·:·>:*~:::::;:~:~:::::::::::~::::~:::::;;w::::::::::::~:--m::::::::~:::*:::r.;::::::::::::.::;:::.."{V;;:::. ;.;:;: :::::·:·»::$:-:::·:·:.:<·:·:·

12
12
I J • 23
24

0

does not support transformed sprite plotlina.

I

supports transformed sprite plottina.

0

cannot handle new Font manager features.
Can handle new Font manager features such as
transforms and encodlngs.
reserved and set to z.ero.

0

it does not support screen dumps.
It does support screen dumps.

Meaal•s
it can only print In monochrome.
it can print in colour.
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25

0

it does not support transfonnations other than
scal ings, translations, rotations by multiples of 90
degrees and combinations thereof. These are the
transfonnations supplied to PDriver_DrawPage.

:;:;.:;;.;:::::::::::;.;::.:·:·:·:·:·:. ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::;.;:;.;.;:;:;.;:;:;. ::::: :;:;:;:;;;:;:;:;:;.;:;.;~~·:tx·:·:·::::::::x«.;.;:;.;.;.;;;;s.::::;:w::;:;:;:;:;:;;;;:-:o:<>."'.,.'·•:::::::::::~::-t..~:::::::::.;.;;v:.:.;::.:::.:~ ::::;.;:;:;.;:::::;.;: :::::::::::: :::::::·:

Releted vectors

(

None

(

it does support arbitrary transfonnations supplied to
PDriver_DrawPage.

26

0
I

it does not support the PDriver_lnsertlllust.ratlon call

27

0

it does not support the SWI PDriver_MiscOp call.

I

it does support the SWI PDriver_MiscOp call.

28

0

it does not support the SWI PDrlver_SetDriver call.

29

0

it does not support the SWI PDriver_DedareFont

I

it does support the SWJ PDriver_DeclareFont

it does support the PDriver_Jnsertlllustralion call

(

it does support the SWI PDriver_SetDriver call .

(

The table below shows the effect of bits 0- 2 in more detail:
Bit 0

Bit I

Bit :Z

0

0

0

0

0
I
I

0
I

Arbitrary greys

0

0

Arbitrary colours

0
0

(

(

Coloan avaDable
Arbitrary greys
A limited set of sreys (probably only black and white)

0

0

(

A limited set of greys (probably only black and white)
A limited set of colours, including all the eight
primary colours

(

Arbitrary colours within a limited range (for example.
it might be able to represent arbitrary greys, red.
pinks and so on, but no blues or greens). This Is not
a very likely option

(

A finite set of colours- as for instance an XY plotter
might have

(

The printer name returned in R4 is always terminated by a zero (0) character
regardless of what the terminating character was when the name was passed to
PDriver_Setlnfo. lf PDriver_Setlnfohas not been called. then R4 will point to nero
length string on return from PDriver_lnfo.

(

A copy should be taken of the name at R4 if you intend to use this. With the
Introduction of multiple printer drivers this name can change.

Related SWis

(

None
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PO river_Setlnfo

(

(SWI &80141)

(

Conllgure the printer driver

;:;:;:;::·:::·:··:•..·.·.·.·.·.·.·.:::;:;:: :;:;:;:;:;:;

:;:;:;:;::~~:;:;:;:;..;;.;:;:;~.;:;.;:;:;.;.;.;:;.;.»X:$;:;:;:;::@;:;.;.:~$.<1.;:;;;:~;:;:;:;:;~0:.)X:~;.;:::.::::~:~;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:»-..:;::~;:;

.;:;;_:,.;::;:;:;

·!· ;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:~; :;:;:;. ;:;.;: ; :;:;:;:;:;.;-=!~~:;-;::::

When monochrome pri nli na. Rl bit zero is set to zero. When colour printing. Rl bit
zero is set to one.
This SWI must never be called by any other application.

Related SWis
PDriver_lnfo (SWI &80140)

On entry
R I • x resolution of printer driven in dots per inch
R2 y resolution of printer driven in dots per inch
Rl bit 0 only Is used- all other bits are ignored
R4 "'a pointer to the new name for the device
R5 x halftone resolution in repeats/inch (same as Rl i f no halftonlnQ)
R6 y halftone resolution in repeats/inch (same as R2 I f no halftoni na)
R7 • printer driver spe<:illc number identifying the configured printer

(

=
=
=
=

(

Retated vectors
None

On exit

(

R I • Rl preserved
R4 preserved
R5 • R7 preserved

(

Interrupts
Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor Mode
Processor Is In SVC mode

(

Re-entrancy
Not dellned

(

Use
This call is used by the Printer Manaaer application on the desktop to set the user
requested settings for a spe<:illc printer within a general class or printers. The
printer name can also be modified. a copy is taken and any future calls to
PDriver_Info will return this modified string.

(

This call only affects print jobs started after it is called . Existina print fobs use
whatever values were in effect when they were started .

(

(

c
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=:·:=:·:-:::::vm

PO river_CheckFeatures

PO river_PageSize

(SWI &80142)

(SWI &80143)

Check the features of a printer

On entry
RO
RI

:::::::::::::~:-:-:·:·:·:««=:~:~=:·:«»>=>:·:=:::.x:::::;;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.:-:

(

(
(

Find how large paper and print area is

On entry

=featu res word mask
=features word value

(

On exit
On exit

R I • x siz.e of paper. lndudlna maralns
R2 • y siz.e of paper. lndudlna marains
R3 left edge of printable a~a of paper
R4 "'bottom edge of printable a~a of paper
R5 • riBht edge of printable area of paper
R6 • top edge of printable area of paper

RO. Rl preserved

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interr upts are enabled

Proc..aor Mode

(

"

Interrupts
Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Processor is in SVC mode

R-ntrancy

(

=

Interrupts

c

Processor Mode

Not defined

u..

Processor is in SVC

mode

(

R-ntrancy
If the features word that PDrlver_lnfo would return In R3 satisfies ((features word)
AND RO) (RI AND RO), then the return is normal with all registers preserved.
Otherwise a suitable error is generated if appropriate. For example, no e"orwfll be
generated if the printer driver has the ability to support arbitrary rotations and
your features word value merely requests ads preservinB ones.

Not defined

=

Related SWis
PDrtver_lnfo (SWI &80140)

Related vectors
None

(

Use
lv'o application can use this call to find out how bi8 the paper In use is and how
IarKe the printable a~a on the paper is. This Information can then be used to
decide how to place the data to be printed on the J)aie.
These val ues can be chan11ed by the confi8uratlon application associated with the
printer driver (usin8 PDriver_SetPageSize). lfPDrlver..PageSize Is called while a
print job Is selected. the values returned are tho&e that were in effect when that
print job was started (ie when It was first selected usin8 PDriver_Selectlob). If
PDriver_PageSize is called when no print job is active, the values returned are
those that would be used for a new print job.

(
(

(
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c
(
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PO river_SetPageSize

All units are In mlllipoints, and R3- R6 are relative to the bottom left comer of the
page.

(

(SWI &80144)

Related SWis
PDriver_SetPageSize (SWI &80144)

(

Related vectors

Set how large paper and print area is

On entry

None

Rl = x size of paper, including margins
R2 y size of paper, including margins
Rl = left edge of printable area of paper
R4 = bottom edge of printable area of paper
R5 right edge of printable area of paper
R6 top edge of printable area of paper

(

=
=
=

(
l

On exit
R I - R6 preserved

(

Interrupts
Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor Mode
Processor is in SVC mode

(

Re-entrancy
Not defined

(

Use
The configuration application associated with a particular printer driver uses this
SWI to change the page size values associated with subsequent print fobs.

(

It must never be called by any other application.
All units are in millipoints, and R3- R6 are relative to the bottom left corner of the
page.

(

Related SWis
PDriver_PageSize (SWI &80143)

(

c
(
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Releted vectors

PDriver_SelectJob

None

(SWI &80145)

(
(
(

Make a given print Job the cunent one

On entry
RO "file handle for print job to be selected. or zero to cease having any print
Job selected.
Rl ,. zero or points to a title string for the Job

(

On exit
RO =file handle for pri nt
active.

Job that was previously active. or zero if no print job was

(
(

Interrupts
Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor Mode
Processor is in SVC mode

Re-enlrency

(

Not defined

Use
A print job is identified by a file handle, which must be that of a file that is open
output. The printer output
the Job ooncemed is sent to this file.

ror

ror

Calling POriver_Selectlob with RO,.O will cause the cunent print job (if any) to be
suspended, and the printer driver will cease Intercepting plotting calls.
Calling POriver_Selectlob with RO containing a file handle will cause the current
print job (if any) to be suspended. and a print Job with the given file handle to be
selected. lf a print Job with this file handle already exists. it is resumed; otherwise
a new print job is started. The printer driver will start to Intercept plotting calls If It
Is not already doing so.
Note that this call never ends a print Job. Todoso. use one of the SWis
POriver_EndJob or POriver.../lbortJob.
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(

(

(
(

PDrlWK_S819ct.Job (SWI &80145)

Prinltr DrlVIKS
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PO river_CurrentJob

The title stri ng pointed to by R I is treat ed by differen t pri nter drivers In different
ways. It Is tenninated by any cha racter outside the range ASCII 32 - 126. I t Is on ly
ever used If a new print Job is being started, not when an old one is being resumed .
Typical uses are:

(
(

(

•

A simple printer driver might ignore it.

•

The PostScript printer driver adds a line ''-'-11tle:' followed by the given title
string to the PostScript header it generates.

•

Printer drivers whose outpu t is destined for an expensive central printer In a
large organisation might use it when generating a cover sheet for the
document.

(SWI &80146)
Get the file handle of the current job

On entry

Onexh

An application is always entitled not to supply a title (by setting Rl =0), and a

RO =file handle

printer driver Is entitled to ignore any title supplied .

(

Printer drivers may also use the following OS variables when creating cover sheets,
etc:
PDriverSFor
PDriverSAddress

I

If an error occurs during PDriver_SelectJob, the previous job will still be selected
afterwards, though it may have been deselected and reseiected during the call . No
new Job will exist. One may have been created during the call. but the error will
cause it to be destroyed agai n.

(

(

Related SWia
PDriver_CurrentJob (SWJ &801 46), PDriver_Endjob (SWI &801 48),
PDriver_Abortlob (SWI &801 49), PDr tver_Reset (SWI &8014A)

(

Related vectors
None

(

Interrupts
Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Indicates who the output is intended to go to
Indicates where to send the output.

These variables must not contain characters outside the range ASCII n- 126.

:::::::::::::: ::::::::::::=:=:i:::;:;x-:::::::::::::~~.::~:-o-.~::o.-..;:;:;:::•::x::.§::::::::::·

Processor Mode
Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy
Not defined

Use
RO returns the Rle handle for the current active print Job, or zero if no print Job is
active.

Related SWia
PDriver_SelectJob (SWJ &80145), PDrlver_Endlob (SWJ &80148),
PDriver_Abortlob (SWI &801.(9), PDrlver_Reset (SWl &8014A)

Related vectors
None

c
(
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PDriWK_ FontSWI (SWI &80147}

Prilll»r Drivers
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PDriver EndJob
(SWI &80148)

PDriver_FontSWI
(SWI &80147)
Internal call

On entry

::::~:::::.~:·~m:-:::::::::::::.:·:·M::::::;.;:::z::::::::::~::::'i:::::o:o:~x:::;:;.;::-:--.<.

On entry

On exll

On exit
RO ,. preserved

Interrupts

Interrupt•

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(
(

Processor Mode
Processor is in SVC mode

(

R...ntrancy
Not defined

Not defined

Uee

(

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Processor is in SVC mode

R...ntrancy

Uee
This SWI is part of the internal interface between the font system and printer
drivers. Applications must not call it.

Related SWle
None

Rela ted vector•

(

(

End a print job normally

RO .. file handle for print (ob to be ended

Proce..or Mode

(

This SWI should be u sed to end a print fob normally. This may result in further
printer output- for example. the PostScript printer driver will produce the
standard trailer comments.
If the print job being ended Is the currently active one. there will be no current print
job after this call. so plotting calls will no longer be Intercepted.

If the print job being ended Is not currently active. it will be ended without altering
which print fob is currently active or whether plotting calls are being intercepted.

None

ReletedSWle
PDriver_SelectJob (SWI &80145). PDriver_Current)ob (SWI ~146).
PDriver_Abortlob (SWI &80149). PDriver_Reset (SWI &8014A)

c
(

c
(

Related vectors

(

None
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PDrlWK_AbcxlJob (SWI &80149)
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PDriver_AbortJob
(SWI &80149}

(
(

:::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::>;. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::-«-:=:
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Related vectors
None

End a print fob without any further output

On entry

r-

RO: file handle for print fob to be aborted

On exit
RO = preserved

(

Interrupts
Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast Interrupts are enabled

'

Proc:e.aor Mode
Processor is In SVC mode

(

Re-entrency
Notdeflned

(

Use
This SWJ should be used to end a print fob abnormally. II should senerally be
called after errors while printing. It will not try to produce any further printer
output. This is important if an error occurs while sending output to the Pflnt fob's
output flle.

(

If the print fob being aborted Is the currently active one. there will be no current
print job after this call. so plotting calls will no longer be Intercepted.

(

If the print fob being aborted is not currently active. it will be aborted without
alteri"i which print fob is currently active or whether plotting calls are being
Intercepted.

c

Related SWis
PDrlver_SelectJob (SWJ &80145). PDriver_CurrentJob (SWI &80146).
PDriver_EndJob (SWI &a0148), PDriver_Reset (SWI &8014A)

(

(

c
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PDrlVfK_ RII691 (SWI &8014A}
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PO river_Reset

PDriver_Give Rectangle

(SWI &8014A)

(SWI &80148)

On entry

On entry
RO" rectangle identification word
Rl "pointer to 4 word blod. containing rectangle to be plotted in OS units.
R2 " pointer to 4 word blod. containing transformation table
Rl = pointer to 2 word blod. containing the plot position.
R4 " bacqround oolour for this rectangle. In the form &BBCCRRXX.

On exit

Interrupts

Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor Mode

Not defined

Use

Processor is in SVC mode

c

Re-entrancy
This SWI aborts all print jobs known to the printer driver. leaving the printer driver
with no active or suspended print jobs and ensuring that plotting calls are not
being Intercepted.

Not defined

(

Use

Normal applications shouldn't use this SWI. but it can be useful as an emergency
recovery measure when developing an application.

This SWI allows an application to specify a rectangle from Its workspace to be
printed. how it is to be transformed and where It is to appear on the printed page.

A call to this SWI Is generated automatically ifthe machine is reset or the printer
driver module Is killed or RMTidy'd.

The word in RO Is reported
or part of this rectangle.

RelatedSWis
POriver_Select)ob (SWI &80145). PDriver_Current)ob (SWI &80146).
PDrlver_Endlob (SWI &80148). PDrlver_J,bortJob (SWI &80149)

Related vectors

bad to the application when It is requested to plot all

The value passed In R2 Is the dimensionless transformation to be applied to the
speci fied rectangle before Pflntlng it. The entries are given as fixed point numbers
with 16 binary places. so the transformation is:

(
(

16

x' " (x • R2!0 + y • R2!8Y2
y• =(X • R2!4 + y • R2 !12Y216

(

None
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(
(

Interrupts

Processor Is In SVC mode

Re-entrsncy

(

Onexh

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast Interrupts are enabled

Processor Mode

(
(

Spedfy a rectangle to be printed

Abort all print jobs

(

5·201

(

(

(
('
(

Printer Drivers

PDriver_ GiveRectangle (SW/ &80148)
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The printer driver may subsequently ask the application to plot the spedfied
rectangles or parts thereof In any order it chooses. An application should not make
any assumptions about this order or whether the rectangles it specifies will be
split. A common reason why a printer driver might split a rectangle Is that It prints
the page in strips to avoid using eJ<cessively large page buffers.

{

Assuming that a non-zero number of copies is requested and that none ol the
requested rectangles go outside the area available for printing, It Is certain to ask
the application to plot everything requested at least once. It may ask for some
areas to be plotted more than once. even if only one copy is being printed. and It
may ask for areas marginally outside the requested rectaf141les to be plotted. This
can typically happen if the boundaries of the requested rectaf141les are not on exact
device pixel boundaries.
If PDriver_CiveRectangle is used to spedfy a set of rectangles that overlap on the
output page. the rectangles will be printed in the order of the
PDriver_CiveRectangle calls. For appropriate printers (ie most printers. but not 'X:f
plotters for example). this means that rectangles supplied via later
PDriver_GiveRectangle calls will overwrite rectangles supplied via earlier calls.

(

The rectangle specified should be a few OS units larger than the 'real' rectangle.
especially If Important things lie dose to Its edge. This is because rounding errors
are liable to appear when calculat ing bounding boxes. resulting In dipping of the
Image. Such errors tend to be very noticeable. even when the amounts Involved are
small .

(

(

However. you shouldn't make the rectangle a lot larger than the real rectangle. This
will result in slowing the process down and use of unnecessarily large amounts o f
memory. Also. some subsequent users may scale the image accordir141 to this
rectangle size (say to use some PostScript as an illustration i n another document).
resulting in It being too small.

(

Related SWia

(

PDrlver_CetRectangle (SWI &MI4D)

Related vectors
None

(
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PO river_DrawPage
(SWI &8014C)

An application should make one or more calls to PDriver_CiveRectangle before a
call to PDrlver_DrawPage and the subsequent calls to PDriver_CetRectangle.
Multiple calls allow the application to print multiple rectangles from its workspace
to one printed page- for eMmple. for 'two up· printing.

(

(

·:=:·:·:=:=:=:·:·:=:·:=

The value passed In RJ is the position where the bottom left corner olthe rectangle
Is to be plotted on the printed page in millipoints.

(

(

:·:~:;:::~::.:-:::·:::::.:-;;.:::::::::=:=:::::::=:·:-=--=·:.:·=>:

Called after all rectangles plotted to draw the page

On entry
RO = number of copies to print
Rt =pointer to 4 word block. to receive the rectangle to print
R2 = page sequence number within the document. or 0
RJ =zero or points to a page number string

On exit
RO = non..zero if rectangle required. zero If finished
Rl =preserved
R2 = rectangle identiRcatlon word If RO Is non-1.1ero
R3 = preserved

Interrupts
Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Processor Mode
Processor is in SVC mode
R«M~ntrancy

Not defined

Uae
This SWI should be called after all rectangles to be plotted on the current page
have been specified using PDriver_GiveRectangle. It returns the first rectangle that
the printer driver wants plotted In the area. If nothing requires plottlnl! it will
Indicate the end of the list.
R2 on entry is zero or contains the page's sequence number within the document
bei ng printed (ie 1-n for ann-page document).
R3 on entry Is zero or points to a st ring. terminated by a character in the ASCII
range 33- 126. which gives the text page number: for example '2r. 'viii' , 'A- I'. Note
that spaces are not allowed In this strir141.
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(
(
PDriver_ DrawPage (SWI &8014C)
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If RO on exit is non-1.ero. the area pointed to by R I has been Hlled In with the
rectangle that needs to be plotted. and R2 contains the rectangle identllicatlon
word for the user-sped lied rectangle that this is a part of. If RO is :r.ero. the contents
of R2 and the area pointed to by R I are undeHned. The rectangle In R I Is In user
coordinates before transformation.
The application should stop trying to plot the current page If RO=O. and continue
o therwise. If RO<>O. the fact that RO is the number of copies still to be printed is
o nly intended to be used for information purposes - for example. putt ing a
'Printing page m o f n' message on the screen. Note that on some printer d rivers
you cannot rely on this number changing incrementally, ie it may suddenly go from
'n' to :r.ero. As long as it is non-zero. RO's value does not affect what the appl ication
should try to plot.

:=::::::::::::;:;.:;.:;:::::::-::::;; :·:·:-:-::::::: :::·::::.:::.:::..:·:·:-:.:::::.:

•
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one OS unit on the paper has a nominal size of 1/180 Inch. depending on the
transformation supplied with this rectangle.

(

Retated SWia
None

(

Retated vectors
None

(

(

Arl example: if a document consists of II pages. numbered · (the title page). T - ' ili'
and '1'-'7', and the application is requested to print the entire preface part. it
sho uld use R2 2. 3. 4 and RJ -t T . 'ii'. 'iii' for the three pages.

=

(

When plotting starts in a rectangle supplied by a printer driver. the printer driver
behaves as though the VDU system is in the following state:

•

5-204

(

This is designed to be as similar as possible to the state set up by the window
manager when redrawin11.

The Information pa.ssed in R2 and RJ is not particularly important, though It helps
to make output produced by the PostScript printer driver confonn better to
Adobe's structuri ng conventions. If non-zero val ues are supplied. they should be
correct. Note that R2 is NOT the sequence number of the page i n the print lob. but
In the document.

•

(

VDU drivers enabled .

(

•

VDU 5 state has been set up.

•

all graphics cursor positions and the graphics origin have been set to (0,0) In
the user's rectangle coordinate system.

•

a VDU 5 character si:r.e and spacing of 16 OS units by 32 OS units have been set
in the user's rectangle coordinate system.

(

•

the graphics clipping region has been set to bound the actual area that Is to be
plotted . But note that an application cannot read what this area Is: the printer
drivers do not and cannot intercept OS_ReadVduVariables or
OS_ReadModeVariable.

(

•

the area in which plotting will actually take place has been cleared to the
backaround colour supplied in the corresponding PDriver_GiveRectangle call ,
as though the background had been deared.

•

the cursor movement control bits (ie the ones that would be set by
VDU 23. 16.... ) are set to &40- so that cursor movemen t i.s normal. except that
movements beyond the edge of the graphics wi ndow in VDU 5 mode do not
generate special actions.

(

(
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(

(
(

(

PDriVfH_ G8tRectsngl8 (SWI &80140)
..

Print8r Oriv81'S
..
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PO river_GetRectangle

(
\

(SWI &80140)

(

..

. .:.:.-:
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Related vectors
None

Get the next print rectangle

On entry
Rl =pointer to 4 word block. to receive the print rectangle

(

On exit
RO = number of copies still requiring printing. or zero if no more plotting
R I = preserved
R2 = rectangle identification word if RO is non-zero

(

Interrupts

(

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Processor Mode

(

Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy
(

Not defined

Use

(

This SWI should be used after plotting a rectangle returned by a previous call to
PDriver_DrawPage or PDrlver_GetRectangle. to get the next rectangle the printer
driver wants plotted . It returns predsely the same information as
PDriver_DrawPage.

(

If RO is non-zero. the area pointed to by R I has been filled in with the rectangle that
needs to be plotted. and R2 contains the rectangle identification word for the
user-specified rectangle that this Is a part of. If RO is zero. the contents of R2 and
the area pointed to by R I are undefined.

(

Related SWis
None

(

(
(
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PDrivw_ C8ncei.Job (SWI &8014E)
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PDriver CanceiJob
(SWI &8014E)
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PO river_Screen Dump
(SWI &8014F)

Stops the print fob associated with a file handle from printing

On entry

;:;:;.;.;;.;:;:::;:

On entry

On exit

RO • file handle of file to receive the dump

(

On exit

RO = preserved

RO a preserved

lnterrupt8

(

Interrupt•

Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Proceaaor Mode

Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast Interrupts are enabled

(

Proceaaor Mode
Processor is in ~ mode

Processor is In SVC mode

R.-.ntrancy

(

Re-entrancy

Not defined

Not defined

Uae

(

Uae
This SWI causes subsequent attempts to output to the print fob associated with
the given file handle to do nothing other than generate the error 'Print cancelled'.
An application is expected to respond to this error by aborting the print lob.
Generally. this call Is used by applications other than the one that started the fob.

RelatedSWia

Related vector•
None

(

(

Output a screen dump to the printer

RO =file handle for fob to be cancelled

PDrtver_Abortlob (SWI

(

If this SWI is supported (le If bit 24 Is set In the value PDrlw:r_lnfo returns In R3).
this SWI causes the printer driver to output a screen dump to the file handle
supplied in RO. The file ooncemed should be open for output.
If the SWI is not supported, an error is returned.

(

Related SWia
~149)

(

None

Related vectors
None

(
(
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PDrfVfN_Enum91'at9Jobs (SWI &80150)
.:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:: :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;: ;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:

;:;:;:;.;::::::.;.:!;!;;(.;::::::::::•::.:'~:::::::::::~::;

Printer Drivers
;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:: :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;l:t:::;;:::::::::~::«:::;:;.;!;!;.;:;:;:;::l::::::;:;:;:;:::::;:::::;:::::::::::::::::~.:-9.'...;:::::::::::~:::x:

;!;!;!;!;( .·.·.·.·.·.:.:;:;:;:;:;:;:;.:::: ;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;: ;:;:;:;:::;::w.;;:::::::::::::::r.:>.:!~:::=*:::;::::::::::;:;::~:·m:;:;:::::::::::::::::.'%:!;!:

PDriver SetPrinter
(SWI &80151)

PDriver_EnumerateJobs
(SWI &80150)

(
(

Set printer driver specific options

List existing print jobs

On entry

On entry

RO =zero to get first. or previous handle to get next print job handle

(
\

On exit

Printer driver specific

On exit
Printer driver specific

RO = next print job handle. or zero if there are no more in the list

(

Interrupts

Interrupts

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

\

Processor Mode

Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Processor Mode

Processor Is In SVC mode

(

Re-entrancy

Processor is In SVC mode

Re-entrancy

Not defined

(

Use

(

Related SWis

:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;: ;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;~:;:;:::::: :;:;:::::;:;:;: ;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;: ;:;: ;:;:;:;:;:;:;··:...:.:.:.:;:;:;:;:;:; :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;

Not defined

Use
This allows the print jobs that exist to be enumerated. The order in which they
appear is undefined.

This allows the setting of options specific to a particular printer driver. In general.
this SWI is used by the configuration application associated with the printer driver
module and no other application should use it.
This SWI has now been replaced by the RISC OS 3 SWI POriver_SetDriver.

None

Related SWia
Related vectors

(

None

None

Related vectors
None

(

(
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PDrlver_ Canc91JobWithError (SWI &801 52)
:-:--..-..:·:·:·:.:·:·:· ;;;:;.;.:::::;::::::::::::::::::::

..

:::::::::::::::..,:~;;x-:·x?~:·:·:·:·:·:·:·x·: »-.;:.;;;:;::;;::::;;:;.;;;:;;;:::::::

Prinltlr DriiiBfS
:::;:·:'-.-::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::<:-~~:=:=x:-:::;;.;.;.;;:r.:·:·:;;:;:;.;.:.:·:·:·:·:;:w..:·:·:·:·:v:.:·:·:

:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::::;:;:;:;

:·:·:·:-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:o:;:;.;:::;w,:;.;:::;.;::..~:=:·:·:·:·;<:.OC:.:-:::::::;:::::::w~:::::::::~:·:::-:-:.:·:=:-:·:·:=:·:·:·:·:·x;::::::;.~;:~x::::::::.:~::;::::;:~«<*-:::::.: ::::::-:·:·:·:·:·:·:=::::::: ::::::.:::::::::::::::

PO river_CanceiJobWithError
(SWI &80152)

PO river_Select Illustration
(SWI &80153)

Cancels a print job - future attempts to output to it generate an error

On entry

RO a fl~ handle for print job to be selected. or 0 to deselect all jobs
R I "' pointer to title string for job. or 0

(

On exit

(

Interrupts

Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Processor mode

Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast Interrupts are enabled

Processor is in SVC mode

(

Re-entrancy

Not defined

Use

(

Processor mode

Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy

Not defined

(

Use
This SWI causes subsequent attempts to output to the print job associated with
the given file handle to do nothing other than generate the specified error. An
application Is eJtpe<:ted to respond to this error by aboning the print job.
This SWI only exists In versions 2.00 and above of the printer driver module (which
is present In versions 1.00 and above or the printer driver application).

Related SWls
None

Related vectors
None

(

On entry

RO =file handle ror previously active pri nt job. o r 0 tr none was active

Interrupts

(

(

Makes the given print job the current one, and treats It as an illustration

RO = file handle for job to be cancelled
Rl =pointer to error block

On exit

:::::m::::o:«~:

This call does exactly the same thing as PDriver_SelectJob. except when i t used to
stan a new print job. In this case. the differences are:
•

The print job staned must contain eJadly one page; lr it doesn't. an error will
be generated.

•

Depend ing on the printer driver Involved. the output generated may di!Ter. (For
Instance. the PostScript printer driver wtllaenerate Encapsulated Pos!Sai pt
output for a job started this way.)

The Intention of this SWI is that It should be used Instead or PDriver_Selectjob
when an application Is printing a single page that is potentially useful as an
illustration In another document.

(
(
(

This SWI only exists In versions 2.00 and above of the printer driver module (which
Is present in versions 1.00 and above of the printer driver application).

(
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PDrlVfK_S818CIMiusiTatlon (SWI &80153)
~~·:=:::::::::::::=:·:=:=:·:·:·:::~·:~<«-»»:::::::::~::::::::m::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::=:::-:=:"5:::~:::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~=:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::~ :=:::::::::::::::::::::::::;x:::::::::::«<::::::::::::::::~=:~::.:::·:·~

Printer DriviKS
.·.:·.·=·=·=·=·=· =:=:=:=:=:::::::o:w.-::.:-:.:v:::::t::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::x~:::::::::::::::::::=:~~::::::::•~:::::::W$~.:::::::::::.:*:·:::::::.:=: ::::;:::>:::::::::::::::;::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::

PDriver lnsertlllustration

Rel•tedSWis

(

None

(SWI &80154)

Releted vectors

(

Inserts a file containing an illustration into the current lob's output

None

On entry
RO =file handle for file cont.alnlnalllustratlon.
Rl =pointer to Draw module path to be used as a cllpplna path. or 0 If no
clipping Is required .
R2 = x coordinate of where the bottom left comer of the illustration is to 80Rl = y coordi nate of where the bottom left comer of the Illustration is to go.
R4 = x coordi nate of where the bottom right comer of the illustration is to go.
R5 = y coordinate of where the bottom right c:orner of the illustration is to go.
R6 = x coordinate of where the top left comer of the illustration is to go.
R7 = y coordinate of where the top left comer of the Illustration is to go.

On extt

(

Interrupts
Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts a~ enabled

(

Processor mode
Processor Is In SVC mode

(

Re-entrency
Not defined

(

Use
If this SWI Is supported (bit 261s set in the value SWI PDriver_lnfo returns in Rl). it
allows an external file containing an illustration. such as an Encapsulated
PostScript file. to be inserted Into the current job's output. The fonnat of such an
illustration file depends on the printer driver concerned. and many printer drivers
won't support any sort of Illustration file Inclusion at all.

(

All coordinates in the dippln& path and in R2 • R7 are in 256ths of an OS unit.
relative to the PDriver_GiveRectangle rectangle currently being processed .

(

(
(
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POriWK_InSIKtlllustrdon (SWI &80154)
.:;:;;;:;:;:;:;:;:;;.~;:;:;:;:;:;:;.;-:::.:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:•;.;;;;;.;.:•:~:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;.;.;.;~:::::;:;:::;:;;;:;.:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:•:·:·:•:::;;·:·:·:·:

Printllr DrlvltS
:;.;.; ·:·:·:·:-:.:-:-:-:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:•:·:.:-:·:>:«-::~:•:: ;:; :;

:;:;::-::::::::::.:::::::<::-::x::~;:;:;.:-:·:·:·:·

:·:·:·:·:·:·:··

~'X«~Y.<-::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;~~,...;.:.;««·:·:-:•:·::;;;;;:;;;:;:;:;;;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;o~.;;:~;;;:;:;;;~;:;;;.;;;;;;_-.,.»;::~:::::.--::;.;;:~;:;::~:-'o:«<<-::~;:;::~·:(~;.;:;:;;;:;:;:;;;<::·:·:•::;:;:: :;:;:::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:~~;:;.;:;.:.;..;.;.;.

This SWl only exists in versions 2.00 and above of the printer driver module (which
is present in versions 1.00 and above of the printer driver application).

PO river_Declare Font
(SWI &80155)

Related SWis
None

Related vectors

(

(

(

Allows fonts used to be declared

On entry

None

RO "handle of font to be dedared (or zero)
RI =font name to be dedared
R2 =flags word
bit 0 set .. don' t download root if not present within device
bit I set =when font Is used kerning is applied

(

(

On exit
V set

=

RO error block, else all preserved

(

Interrupts
?

(

Proc:eSior mode
Processor Is in SVC mode

(

R. .ntrenc:y
Not defined

Use
This call allows the roots that will be used within a document to be dedared. this Is
Important for both the downloading and structuring of PostScript files.
The SWJ needs to be called after the PDriver_SelectJob. but prior to any
PDrlver_DrawPage request. It should be called once for each distinct font name
and encoding to be used. but not for each font siz.e (or colour. etc.), the printer
driver capabilities word has a bit which Indicates whether this SWlls supported, bit
29 will be set if this Is the case. applications should chedt this prior to calling.
If this SWJ is not called at all, the results are printer driver dependant. PDriverOP
does not care in the least whether you call this SWJ or not. POriverPS on the other
hand, will care. and will perform default actions configured by the uset including
which fonts are already In the printer and which fonts to download to the printer.
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(

(

(
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(

PDrlVflf_ D9CiareFont (SWI &80155)
:-:::-::::.::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;.»._"WX~«o})OZ:.;;:::::;:;::::«;;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;::::-9".:::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;::;:>:>::::=:::=:::'§'::~::;:;:

Printer Drfv9fS
;:;:;:;:;:;:;: :::::::::··..·.:.:.:.:.:.:.:;:::::: :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::;:;:;:;:~ ;:;:::::;:

;:;:;:;:::»:o:-:::::~~;.;;:;:;:;:;:;.;;;::::.x:::~::;:;:;;=*:

(

The font Is declared by either its RISC OS font handle or Its font name. If the handle
specified In RO is zero then Rl is assumed to be a pointer to the font name. This
should spedfy any encoding to be used and any find matrix (IE or /M when call ing
Font_FindFont).

(

When an application attempts to print a document containing fonts, It should call
PDriver_DedareFont once for each font to be printed. The font name passed to this
call should be exactly the same as the one passed to Font_FindFont,lnduding any
encoding and matrix information. If the document does not use fonts. then It
should call the SWijust once, with the end-of·list value or 0, to Indicate this fact.
(Otherwise the printer driver takes spedal action on the assumption that the
application Is unaware ofthe POtiver_DedareFont call).

(

The flags word describes other infonnation about the font, bit 0 Is used to stop the
downloading of t his font, if it is not downloaded then It will be substituted with a
resident font, usually Courier (although this is driver spedflc). Bit I is used to
Indicate If kerning Is applied, this Is very important for the PostScript printer driver
whidl needs to download kerning information about t he font.

(
(

;:;:;:;:;::·:·:·:·:·:-::;:;:;:;:;:

;;;;;::;;:;:;:;:;:;~::;:-~;:;:;:;:;:;::-:-::r.-:.;:;:;:;.;:;:;:;:~

;:;:;;:.;.;;W..)(.(.;:;:;:;::-~::::::;:;:;:;:;~:;:;:;:;:;.;:;:;::.;o:;.~:;:;:;:;:;::~-::0~:=:::.'!6::::;:;:;.;;:.~:;;(;:

;:;:;:;:;:; .;:;:; :·:·: ;:;:;:;:;:;::::-::::;::=:.:{::

PO river_Declare Driver
(SWI &80156)
Declares a driver to the sharing system.

On entry
RO ~ reason code handle for device
Rl ~private word for device (passed in R12)
R2 = general printer driver type

On exit
Vset
RO = error block. else all preserved

Interrupts
Related SWis
None

Processor mode

(

Related vectors

Processor Is In SVC mode

None

Re-entrancy

(

Not defined

Use

(

This call Is handled by the PDrlver Sharer module. it Is used to register another
printer driver within the system. This driver can be selected using the
PDriver_SelectDriver SWI. Duplicate printer devices are not allowed and an error
will be generate if one device Is not already ~istered.

(

The caller passes In a pointer to a routine to be called to handle the decoding of
reason codes and a pointer to a ptlvate word. When the printer driver is called the
following are setup:
Oa elltry

(

R II =reason code (0 ·ll)
R 12 = pointer to private word
Rll =return address

(
(

(
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P0riVfK_OsdarsDrlv81' (SWI &80156)
::::::::::::::::~:::::::~:::-;:.:;;.::::::::::

:=:·:=: ::::::.;.:::::::::::::::::::::.:::.:=
:-:::·:·:-:::::.::::

:=:-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:-::::::::: :::::•••:;: :::::::::::::::::::-:=:=:-:':=: ::::::::<:::::::: ::::::::

:::::::::::::::::x:::::::::::.-;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:-:::;:·:·:-:--:-: ·.·:·:=:·.·.·

.;:;.;:;:;:: :::::::::;.; :;::::::::::::::::::::::--::::l§:::::::::::~;:::.;;t-::::;:;:;::::::.:::: :::::::·:·:::::::: :::· .:.:;:::: :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::-::~::::::m::::~:;.;.;:;.;.;::: ::::·:::::::::::;.;: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

:::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::~::::.;:::::::x·:·:.:·:

PO river_RemoveD river
(SWI &80157)

011 exit
V clear
Vset

as documented for call
RO = pointer to error block

The reason code passed in will be in the rangeofO· 31 . and maps directly onto the
SWI number. the following calls will never be seen by the registered device:
PDriver_DedareDriver
PDriver_RemoveDriver
PDriver_SelectDriver
PDriver_EnumerateDrivers
AnySWJsdirected directlyataspecifkdriverwill be decoded down to a nonnal call
and then passed down to the decoder.
The service call Service_PDriverStarting is issued when the sharer module is
installed so that the PDriver modules installed can call this SWI to register
themselves.

On entry

(

RO =global printer type (i.e. z.ero for PostScript)

On exit
Vset
RO error block. else all preserved

(

=

Interrupts

(
Processor mode
Processor is in SVC mode

Related vectors
None

(

(

Removes a printer driver from the sharing system.

Related SWla
None

(

(

Re-entrancy
Not defined

(

Use
This call will dere&ister a printer driver. doing this calls all jobs associated with this
device. It is strongly suggested that a PDriver module checks that it has no jobs
pending prior to calling this SWJ as doing so in such a situation will result In
confusing and possibly crashing applications which currently think that a printer
driver is present.

Related SWla

(

(

None

Related vectors

(

None

c
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PDriVIK_S916c!Drlver (SWI &80158)
·:;:;:;:;:;:;:;::::::~:;:;~x.~::;:;:;:;.;::::.~::~n.:::::::::::::::~::::::::::::;;::x::::~:::::

Prln18r Drivers
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

(
(

:::::::::::::;:::;:;:;::::.:W.S.:~:=:~::::::::::::-:•::;o;;:;:vx·:·::: :::::::::::;:;:;:;::::::.::~:--::::;:;:;:;::::~»:::::~:::::

~.x:;:;:;:;:;:;:;o::::::::: :;:;:;:;:;:;::::::~;.;: ;:;:;:;:;:;:;.;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;~:;:;;.;;r-:o:.:~;:::;:;:::;:::::-~:;:;:;::.::w::::::;:;:;:;:::::.~:~:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::

PDriver_SelectD river

PDriver_Enumerate Drivers

(SWI &80158)

(SWI &80159)

Selects the specified driver

RO

Enumerate all drivers within the system.

On entry

On entry

(

=alobal printer type or -I to read current device

On exit

RO = next printer (zero &lves first printer In list)

On exit

RO • previous alobal printer type or -I if none

(

If V

RO =returns the next ~rd (tero Is no record)
Rl = drivertype

7

Processor mode

= I then RO ,. Error block.

else

Interrupts

(

;:;:;:: :;:;;;:;;:; :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;: ;:;:;:;:;. ;:;:;:;:;~-:-:::::::::::~~~;:;:;;:;:;;.¢..:;;:;:;.·

Interrupts

Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy

(

Processor mode

Not defined

Use

(

Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy
Selects the spedfied driver. returning an error If the driver has not been reaistered .
This Is not dcslaned for use by applications authors and shou ld only be used by
the Printer Manaaer application.

(

If for any reason your printer driver needs to use this call it should attempt always
restore the printer driver as required. or use the POriver<foo>ForDrlver feature.

Related SWis

(

None

Related vectors

(

None

Not defined

Use
This call allows you to enumerate all the drivers within the system. scannina from
the first (with RO specified as 0 on entry). until RO Is returned to zero.

Related SWis
None

Related vectors
None

(
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PDrlver_MiscOp (SW/ &8015A}
:::.:::.;.;.:....;:;: ;:;::.:;;:o'..;;;.e;~~:.::;,:.;.:::-~;.;.;:;:;:;.;:;.:lt.:•;;:.;;:;;;;;;.;:;:;.;.;.;.;.;: :-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:=: ·:·:·:·:=.·.·.·.· .;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;.;:;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;:;.;:;:;:;:;:;.;-:-:-::::;:;:;:; :;:;:;:;.;.;:;:::;;:.;:;.:-:.x«:::::;:;:;;...;....x;;:::;:;:w,w,;.; .'i(

PDriver_MiscOp
(SWI &8015A)

;:;:;:;::w,.c:.:;:;::::::;::::::::::.:::::::::.:.:.:.:-$:·:·:=::::: ·:::: :·:·:·:-:=:-::: :;::.::::::::::::~:::::;:;:::::::::::::::~:;::::::~:;~:.;~;;:;::::::::;:.:«:-:::::::.:·:-:;:-:w:-;; :=:·:·:·:-::: ·.·.·.·.:.::::::::::::

:·:::::::::::::;:r.;.::;;.~;;:::::::.;-».-.:.;:;:;.;.;:;:;:;:·:·.

The first three reason codes are to do with the handling of fonts within the printer
driver environment. When a no job Is selected then they will set the state for the
next job created. lf a job Is selected then these values get written to the current job.
Add foat (0)

PDriver_MiscOpForDriver
(SWI &80158)
Processing or miscellaneous PDriver operations

On entry
RO = reason code
0 add fonts
= I remove fonts
= 2 enumerate fonts

=

If PDriver_Mi.salpF'orDriver
R8 = Identifier for the driver

On exit
V set
RO =Error block. otherwise defined by call.
V clear
Depends on reason code.

lnterrupta

Proc"aor mode
Processor is in SVC mode

R. .ntrency
Not defined

Use
This call allows the processing of miscellaneous printer driver operations.
Reason codes marlted with bit 31 dear are processed by the devk-e. any with bit 31
set are passed through to the device dependant code to be handled.
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(
(

(

On entry
RO = 0 (reason code)
Rl = RISC OS font name (terminated with control code)
R2 =Name to associate with It (terminated with control code) I :0 for none
R3 =word to aSS<Xiate with It
bit 0 set • font Is resident within devk-e
bit I set • font to be downloaded at job start
bit 2 set • font has been downloaded
bits 3 to 31 reserYed and should be zero
R4 =word for addina font
If bit o set, 0\lefWrite e~sttna entries

(

(
(

On exit
If V set. then RO "' Error block
If V dear. then all registers are pre:served
This code adds a font to either the global list or the local list associated with a Job.

(

The global list Is the list of fonts known by the printer and the local list is the one
associated with each job and describes the fonts and their mappings within the
job. Each record Is stored as a separate block within the RMA. Blocks within the
global list are copied to each job when PDrlver_SelectJob Is called.

(

On entry RI contains the pointer to the RJSC OS name. Ideally this will contain the
encoding vector used. le.IF<font name>IE<encoding>. you can also include
matrix information for derived fonts. This name is case insensitive. Duplicate
names are also filtered out.

(

R2 contains a po4nter to the Alien name to be asscx:lated with the RISC OS name.
this is used by the printer dependant code as required .

(

R3 is a Oags word to be used by the printer dependent code. see specific printer
documentation for further details.
R4 contains a llags word to associate with the addition oft he record. currently only
bit 0 is used and all o thers should be zero.

(

The two strings specified are control code terminated, the RISC OS name is case
insensitive and the name aSS<Xiated with this is case sensitive. Al l reserved Oags
should be set to :r.ero.

(
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PDriVIK_MISCOpForDriWN (SWI &80158)
:::~:::;:;:::;:;:;:;:;::::::::~-..:~:=:·:·:·:·::;:1(.;:;;;:~;:;:;:;:;:;::;;:;:;:;;;:;:;:;:;:;~(~.1.·:·::;.;.;:;.;:w..;:.;;.;.s:-.:;.::::;:::::::;:::::;:;:;:::::;:;:::::;::-~m.:::::;;;~::;::::::;;;:;:: :;:;::::::::;;;;;;:;:;::::~::;:;::::~::;~-$~::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;.;;;

([an RISC OS name is already registered then Its data will be overwritten with the
new data specified.

(

Relll0¥e fo1ts (I)
On entry

(

RO "' I (reason code)
R I -> RISC OS name to be removed I =0 for all
On exit

(

If V set. t hen RO = Error block
If V dear. then all registers are preserved

(

I f a print fob is currently selected, this call removes the fonts associated with the
print fob. If no print (obis selected then all fonts are rei'I'IOIIed. R I should be the
pointer to the name to be removed or zero if all fonts are to be removed.
No error Is generated if all names are to be removed but none are registered. but
an error will be generated if a sped lie name is being removed but is not present.

(

Eumeme fo1ts (2)

r

;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:··
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else:
RI
R2
R3
R4

preserved.
=maximum size of buffer to return data.
preserved .
preserved .

Fill the buffer with three word ~rds listing the fonts that have been added to
either the global list or the local list stored with the [ob. The routine accepts a
pointer to the buffer which If 1.ero returns the sll.e of buffer required: in fact It Is R3
+size to allow you to pre-allocate room for a header if needed.
The buffer is filled until the size Is < 12, all pointers point to bloclcs stored within
the RMA. Ideally a copy should be made of these strings as someone could
perform a remoYe list call to zap them.
R3 on entry for the first call should contain zero and then passed in on subsequent
calls to read the remaining data. When the last obfe<:t has been read it will be
returned as zero.

Related SWia
None

On entry

\

RO = 2 (reason code)
R I -> return buffer (zero for maximum size of buffer needed)
R2 =size of return buffer (zero for maximum size of buffer needed)
R3 handle (for first call set to zero)
R4 =Flags
all bits reserved and should be zero

Related vectors
None

=

(

On exit

(

V set. rO ->error block.
([ V clear:
If R I <> 0 on entry then:

(

[RI[

(

... until buffer is full
R I ·> free byte in buffer
R2 =number of free bytes in buffer (<12)
R3 = handle to be passed to read rest of data. =0 If none

(

c·
(

+0->RISCOSname
+4 ->Allen name
+8 = Flags word
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PDriver_SetDriver
SWI8015C
Sets the specific printer driver.

On entry
More information needed for this SWI!!!

»:;::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;::::~.w...&~..;x:.:$1'/..«««<:::::;:;:;;;.:~.;-::;.
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Application Notes
This is an example BASIC procedure that does a stand<ltd 'two up' prinUnafob:
DlltPkOCprtntout (flntpaQe\ , hat"pa qe\ , titleS, f1len . . .SI
UM C..t SWJ nullbert u•ect in tbia proc:.edure .
LOCAL H lect \ , dJort\ , P•911•1ae\ , 9iver•~ • . clrawpaQe\ , qetrect \ , end\
SY.S ·os SWINUIIIberFrofdtrlnq'",, ·rortver select Jab'" TO Mleet \
SYS -os-SMINunberf't'Ofdtrlnq'",, ·rortver- A.bortJob.. TO abort\

SYS "os:swtNull'Oer·r ro.atctnq·,, '"POrtv•r=P• q•Slle'" ro peq~eatze\

SYS '"OS SWINulfberP'rordtrlnq'",, •porive r GlveRectanqle '" TO qlverect\

SYS "OS SWINuri>erFro.StrinQ .. ,, "'fOriver Getkectanole"' t'O

(

q~etcect\

SYS ·os:swtNumberFro..Strtnq•,, ·rortv•r=End.Job .. to end\

••t ...,

UN Open deatlnatlon tlle a nd
a local e rror ba.ndler tbat
UM vll l clo- it aqaln on an e rror.

Interrupts

(

(

JYS '"Os: s wtNui!OtrFroldtcinq"'., ·rortve r:onvPa qe• ro c:trawpaqo\

On exit

(

(

LOCAl. H\ , 0\

H\ • OPE:NOOf' (fllen . . . l)
LOCAl. EAROR

ON EkkOit LCXAL:USt'OI.&

Processor mode
Processor is in SVC mode

&l.ac>a;Cl,OIE f K\ :P"ROCpaee e~~o~

' Start up a prlnt jab •• • oct ated wlth thll
REM
banc:U• aaaoct at e d with tM prevtoua print
REM ••t up a local
Mnd.le.c tor it.
~.EM

SYS 1elect\ , K\ . title$ 1'0

Re-entrancy

(

tile, feifWri)•rlng the
job Ut a ny), tha n

• ~roc

~

(

LOCAl. EAI<OR

C.. DAC* LOCAL: US!'Okl l.kiOll: S'fSabort \ , B\ : SYSaelecc\ , a. : PitOCpallerro

Not defined
ll£M Now ve declda bow two p a 9111 are to flt on a piece of paper.
LOCAL left\, bottolf\, rtQht\ , top\
PROCQetdocurwntatze (box\ )
SYS p•qeat,a\ TO , , , l e ft \ ,botto"', r1Qht \ ,top\
PROCf lttwopagoe (le!t\ .botto•\ , rtqbt\, top\, box\ , Matrix\, orlqtnl\ , ortqtn2 \ )

u..
Related SWis
None

Related vectors
None

ItEM Start the double paqe loop
LOCAL page\, coplea left\ , p.t.qetoprtnt\, whtte\
wbt t .e \ • ,FFfFFFOO
fOR paqe\ •fl ntpaqet !'0

la • t~qe\

StU 2

l.tM S.t u:p to prlftt two P•9f• , or poealbly juet OM l aat t1-.around.

c
c
(

SYS glverect\ , p aqe\ , boac\, . . trlx\, ori9lnl\, wl\tte\
IF paqe\<h.atpa;.\ THI.M
SYS qlvecect\, paqe\ •1, box\, ftllltrlx\, or191n2\, white\
ENDlF

"-tM Start prtntlnq. AI eacb printed paqe corr•apond.l to t wo d.ocu!Mnt p.~qea,
lEH wv cannot eaaily aeuon a ny aenalbl• p•o• number a to printed paqea.
l£K So we .t~ly p111 r:eroea to POrlver_OtlwPaqe .
SYS d.rawpaqe\, 1, bo•2\, 0, 0 '1'0 copt••l•ft\, ,paqetoprtnt \

c

WHII.t coplasleft \ <>0

(

PA<rpc-tntp.a.qe (pagetopr t nt, , bo.x2 ' )
SYS qotrect\, ,bow:·• to copJee le!t\,, paqetopctnt'
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ftEM End
NEU

ot

pao;. loop

REM 1tll paq•• haw now ,_en printed. Tormtnato thla print job.

(

SYS enct\ , H\
REM Go ba c k to the first of our local error hanctlort.

ftEJ'l'OI\£ UIIOII

(

·!·!·:=:

SY! a e l e ct \ , Ot
SYS .. ,ump_Poll .. ,uak\ , a rea\ TO N aton \

prouss new"" as appi'OpNu
SYS leloc:t \ , H\ TO 0'

OUP!ItCX:'pa•• •rror
!MOk !,__ll,UP<MT$+• (troll 11M ""+Snt.S(EA.L)+ .. )'"
!NOPitOC:

Notes
This uses the following global areas of memory:
box\

box2'
rutrt x\

(

ortqlnl\
or1qln2\

(

4 words
4 words
4 words
2words
2 words

And the following external procedures:
OtfPI'OC'Qe tdocument al z:e (bo»e\ )

•

(

fills the area pointed to by box\ with the size of a document page In OS units.

OtFPI'Oefltt w~q •• (1\,

•

(

b \ , r\ . t \ , box\, transform\ , orq l\ , orq2\ )

given left. bottom. right and top bounds of a piece of paper, and a bounding
box o f a document page in OS units. sets up a tra nsfonnatlon and two o rigins
In the areas pointed to by tr 'll , orgl'll and org2\ to print two of those pages
on a piece of paper.

OUP..:Xdravpaqe (paqa\ , box\ )

•

(

c

::;:;:;;::x;.;:;:;:;:;:::;::.::..:.::::-~::;:;~i;~::;.;!;-;:::::»:::•:-::;.;.;;;.;!;!;

llEM Go ba ck to the cal l er ' a erro r handler.
fttS'l'OI\E UIIOlt
k.E.M Clo• • the dea·t tnatlon f ile .
C:LOSEtH\
EHOPIIOC

(

c

;:;:;:::..:::;:

RtM And qo back to v hate v or print job v•• a c:ttvo on entry to thi• procedure
k£111 (or to no print job ln no print job v as active).
SYS H l e ct \ , ~

I

(

:;.;.;::~::*<-:=e::-::;:;:;.;.;:;:;:;:;::«o;:;:.::;:;:;:;:;:;::.::::x:.~:::::::;:i$::

If printing is likely to take a long time and the application does not want to hold
other applications up while It prints. It should regularly use a sequence like the
following during prlntlrlQ:

ENOIIH!LE

(

;:;:;:;;;:;.:: :;:;:;:;::::::.:.:-:.;-::;:.:-: :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:: :;:;:;:;.;!;.;-:-:-::: :;.;:;:;:;:;:;:;.;: ;.;!;
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draw the parts of document page number 'page" ' that lie with the bolt held In
the 4 word area pointed to by 'box"J.'.
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MessageTrans
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Introduction and Overview

(

The MessageTrans module provides facilities for you to separate text messages
from the main body ol an application. The messages are held In a text file, and the
application refers to them using tokens.

r

Using this module makes it much easier to prepare versions of your program to
supply to different International markets. Changing your application's textual
output becomes a simple matter of editing its messages file using your favourite
text editor.

\

(
I

Summary of MessageTrans facilities
The module provides SWis to

(
r
\..

r\.

•

get infonnation about a message file

•

open a message file

•

look up a text message in the file by its token

•

look up a text message in the file by its token. and then GS'nans it

•

look up a text message in the file by Its token. and convert it to an error block

•

look up text messages in the file by their tokens. and convert them to a menu
structure

•

close a message file.

It also provides a service call to ease the handling of message files over (for
example) a module reinitialisation .

(

(
(

(
(
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Technical Details

Wildcard•
The 7' character in a tolten in the file matches any character in the token supplied
to be matched.

Message file descriptors
MessageTrans uses a/ikllnuip!orto refer to messa&e files. A file descriptor COI\Sists
of a 4·word data structure. A file descriptor is always passed to MessageTrans as a
pointer to this data structure.

C.ae algnlllcance

We recommend that when your application stores a file descriptor, it uses a fifth
word to keep a record ofthe file's status (ie whether or not it Is open).

Peremeter substitution

Standard RISC OS measegea
If Messa&eTrans is passed a null pointer to a file descriptor. It uses a flle of
standard RISC OS messages, held in Resources:S.Resources.Ciobai.Messages.
Obviously. If any of these messages are suitable for your application, you should
use them: this will save o n RAM usase. and on any future effort in translating these
messages.

Message files con tain a series of one-line token /value pairs. terminated by
character 10 (an ASCIIIinefeed).
<file>
<line>
<tokllne>
<token>
<tokchar>
<char>
<Wildcard>
<comment>
<anychar>
<nl>
<value>

(

(

(

Case ls slgnlficant.

Most MessageTrans SWis support parameter substitution. If R2 is not 0 on entry.
-,;a·, 't.l'. 't.2' and 't.1 are substituted with the parameters supplied in R4 .. .R7,
except where the relevant register Is O,in which case the text is left alone. 't.t.' Is
converted to 't.'; otherwise if no parameter substitution occurs the text is left
alone. No other substitution is performed on the string.

(

(

Exemple file

(

t Thla t a a n ex&JII)le . . . .aqe file
!OIU:Thla v a lue l a obt &toed. only for •fOJO.•.

ron

Message file format

:: =
:::

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

"=
:: =
::=

t <line> 1·
<toldine> I 'If <comment><nl> I <nl>
<token> ('/<token> I <nl><token> 1• : <value><nl>
<tokchar> t <tokchar> 1•
<chat> I <Wildcard>
any character> ·· except·:.')'.':', '7 or'/
'?' (matches any character)
I <anychar> J•
any character except <nl>
character code 10
I <anychar> I "JJ:JI 't. l' I 't.2' 1't.11 't.t.' J•

Note that the spaces in the above description are purely to Improve readability- in
fact spaces are significant inside tokens. so should only really appear in
<comment> and <:value>.

Alternative token•

·r

Alternative tokens are separated by or <nl>. If any of the alternative tokens
before the next ':' In the file match the token supplied In a call, the value after the
next ':' up to the following <nl> is returned .
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t'OKJ/1"<*4 : fbb • • 1\le la obtalnM tor •TOfiC2•, •f'CII(J• o r ""1'01(4""
1"0«?:TI\.la valu. la obta i ned for •tcll(<r.ot 1,2,3 or .,. ..
ANOTRIA:P• r • •t • .t 1.n 1.4 •
para•t • r ln a.s • u .

•o.

(

KENUTlt'L&:fltle of •nu
H!t!UlTEMl :rtnt it. . tn ~u
M!.NUITEMZ:Second i t e• i n Mnu
KEt'UlfEH):Thirci l t - in .anu

(

Unmatchable tokens
There are a number of actions MessaseTrans may take If it fails to find a match In
the speci fied file. In order they are:
I

Search for the tolten In the file of standard RISC OS messages.

(

It only does so for certain calls, as stated In their documentation.

l

Use a default string (see below).

l

Generate an error (see below).

(

Supplying defeult strtnga
Whenever you havoe to supply Messa&el'rans with a token to be matched. you can
also supply a default string to be used if MessageTtans Is unable to match the
token . The syntax Is:

token:default

(
(
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That Is, the token and Its default value are separated by a ':'. The default value must
be null tennlnated.

(

··::::•• ::::::::::::::::::::::-:::::

:::::::>:::::::::::::;:~::::x::::::::::::::~!:!:"-»:.:;;,:::::::::::::::...::~...;:::::.-;>.;m.:-e::::'!:::::::::::::::M~:::::::::..~~:=::: =:=:~:~:...:::::::: ::::::::~::::::::::::::::::

Service Call
Service_MessageFileCiosed
(Service Call &5E)

Errors

f

MessaaeTrans aenerates the error 'Messaae token not found' If It is totally unable
to supply any string equivalent to a token. This error is also given if the string to be
returned Is on the last line of the file. and does not have a tennlnatlng ASCII
llnefeed.

{

::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::;::x:::::!:.::-.:::::::x::::-"$:~

From MessaaeTrans module

On entry

Servtce_Reset
Since MessaaeTrans does not dose message files on a sort reset. applications that
do not wish their message files to be open once they leave the desktop should call
MessageTrans_CioseFile for all their open files at this point. However. It Is perfectly
legal for messaae files to be left open over a soft reset.

{

RO
Rl

=4-word data structu~ passed to MessageTrans_OpenFile
=&5E (~ason code)

On exit
All registers a~ preserved

Use

(

If the application recognises the value of RO passed in. and it has any direct
pointers into the message data that It ~ates to, it should ~-Initialise Itself by
callin8 MessageTrans_Openflle again to re-open the file. and recache its pointers.
If it has used MessageTrans_MakeMenus. It should call Wimp_GetMenuState to
see if its menu tree It open. and delete It using Wimp_C~ateMenu(·l) if so.

(

This service call Is only ever Issued If the file Is not held in the usel's own buffer. It
tells the application that Its file data has been thrown away. for example if the file
Is held Inside a module which Is then ~loaded .

(
\

It Is only necessary to trap this service call If direct pointers Into the file data are
being used. Otherwise, the MessageTrans module will make a note in the file
descriptor that the flle has been closed. and simply re-open it when
MessageTrans_Lookup or MessaaeTrans_MakeMenus is next called on that file.

(
\

It is recommended that applications that cannot trap service calls do not use
direct pointers Into the file data lee lndl~ted icons with
MessageTrans_MakeMenus). They can still use such lndlrected icons. if they
provide a buffer pointer In R2 on entry to MessaaeTrans_OpenFile (so that the
message file data is copied Into the buffer)

(

\

(
(
(

(
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SWI Calls

MessageTrans_OpenFile
(SWI &41501)

MessageTrans_Filelnfo
(SWI &41500)
Gives information about a message file

·:·:-:;::::: :::::: ::::::::;:·:·:·:=::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::x;~:·~:·:-:·:

On entry
RO =pointer to file descriptor. held In the RMA II R2=0 on entry
Rl =pointer to filename. held in the RMA IIR2.0on entry
R2 =pointer to bulfer to hold file data
0 =allocate some space in the RMA. or use the file directly il possible

Rl • pointer to filename

On exit

=O<ii word:

bit 0 set= file is held in memory (can be accessed directly)
bits 1-)1 reserved (ignore them)
R2 =size or buller required to hold file

Interrupt status Is unaltered
Fast interrupts are enabled

Processor is In SVC mode

(

Re-entrancy
SWI is re-entrant

Use
This call opens a message file lor subsequent use by the MessageTrans module.

u..
This call gives Information about a message file. telling you il it is held In memory.
and the size or buffer that is required to hold the file. II the file is held in memory.
and you require read~nly access. you need not use a buller to access it.

Related SWis
MessageTrans_Openf'ile (SWI &41501)

Related vectors
None
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Proce.sor mode

R. .ntrancy
SWlls re-entrant

(

Interrupts

Processor mode
Processor is in SVC mode

(

(

On exit

Interrupts
Interrupt status is unaltered
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

(

Opens a mes53ie file

On entry

RO

(

The error 'Message filealreadyopen· is generated iiRO points to a structure already
known to MessageTrans (le already open).

Ail application may decide that i t would like to bulfer the file in its own workspace

(
(

(rather than the RMA) II It needs to be loaded. or use the file directly il it is already
in memory. To do this:

(

SYS 'Ke•••9•Tran• FUelnfo', , Ulen..,..s TO fhCJ•"\ , .•l r:e\
IF fh91 \ AMD 1 TiEH buffer\•0 tLS& bufter·\ •FNdloc(tl &•\)
SYS 'OS_Koclul e ', '·, ,l'hLtNtlle na.-S: TO , , f11K••e\

(tll edeJc:\t l') •fll • n••S
SYS 'Me•••q•Trana_OpenFlle' ,
$

tlled~.. c \

, flled••e\ +1,, buffer\

(
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...«o:.»Wo:)->;.x;;;:::::-:::::.::::;:

;~:::;:;:;:;:::;~:::;:;:;.:.:·:·:·:-:-:-:-:x.x-,.::::.:·:·:::
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(

where F'Nalloc() allocates a buffer of a given size. by using the Wimp_SiotSize or
'END=' command . Note that in fact the filename and file descriptor only need to be
in the RMA if R2=0 on entry to MessageTrans_OpenF'ile.

(

Furthermore. if R2=0 on entry to this SWI . and the application uses direct
pointers into the file (rather than copying the messages out) or uses
M essa geTrans_MakeMenus. it should also trap Servfce_MessageFileCiosed. in
case the file Is unloaded.

:::.:::: ::::::::;.:::::::=:·:·:·:-:::-:::r:::::::::::::·:·:::·:*>:·:-:·

(SWI &41502)
Translates a message token into a string

On entry
RO" pointer to file descriptor passed to MessaceTrans_OpenF'ile
R I " pointer to token. terminated by character 0. 10 or ll
R2 " pointer to buffer to hold result (0 =don't copy it)
RJ "size of buffet (if R2 non-zero)
R4 " pointer to parameter 0 (0 =don't substitute for 'W )
R5 =pointer to parameter I (0 =don't substitute for 'OJ. I')
R6 • pointer to parameter 2 (0 =don' t substitute for 'OJ.2')
R7 " pointer to parameter 3 (0 =don' t substitute for ·'1.3')

MessageTrans_Filelnfo (SWI &41500). MessageTrans_CiosoeF'ile (SWI &41504)

Related vec:tora

(

None

r
(

::::::::::::=::::: ::::: :::::::::=::::::::::::··.·.·.·.·.·.::::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::~

MessageTrans_Lookup

RelatedSWia

(

:::::::~-::: ::::::::::.;.:;:.:-:>x·>~:-::;.;:;:::::::::::m:-s:::::::::;::-:o.~>.«·:=::;:::;::::~::::;s:::::::: =:=:~=:::::::

On exit
RO. R I preserved
R2 " pointer to result string (read-only with no substitution if R2=0 on entry)
RJ "size of result before terminator

(

Interrupt•
Interrupt status is unaltered
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Proceaaor mode
Processor is in SVC mode

(

Re-entrancy
SWI is re-entrant

(

Use
This call translates a message token into a string. with optional parameter
substitution. If the token is not found in the given message file. it is then looked up
in the standard RISC OS messages file; see the section entitled Sluuri RISC OS
~~tcssc,s on page 5-234.

(

Your appl ication must have previously called MessageTrans_OpenFile. although
you can still call this SWI if the file has been automatically closed by the system.
because the system will also automatically re-open the file.

f.
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:=:=:-:::::;::::::: :::::::::::::::::::~::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::·:·:·:-.W:·:;:::::-:-:.:.c.:«:::::::::~:;:;:;x.;:.:;:;x::o~:::::::~=:::.:-:· =·=·:·:·: :::::::::::;;:;::::

MessageTrans_MakeMenus

See the section entitled Mmagtfilt/orrut on page 5·234 for further details of the file
formal used to hold message tokens and their corresponding strings.

(SWI &41503)

Related SWia
MessageTtans_ErrorLookup (SWI &-11506).
MessageTtans_GSLookup (SWI &-11507)

Related vectors

(

(

(

Sets up a menu structure from a definition contalnlna references to tokens

On entry
RO = pointer to file desaiptor passed to MessaseTtans_Openfile
Rl =pointer to menu definition (see below)
R2 = pointer to buffer to hold menu structure
R3 size o( buffer

None

(

=

(

On exit
RO • R2 preserved
R3 • bytes remalnlf18ln buffer (0 If call was suocessful)

(

Interrupts
Interrupt status Is unaltered
Fast Interrupts are enabled

(

Processor mode
Processor Is In SVC mode

(

Re-entrancy
SWIIs re-entrant

(

Uae
This call sets up a menu structure from a definition containina references to
tokens, and also sets up appropriate widths for the menu and any submenus.
Parameter substitution is not allowed.
The menu structure created can then be passed directly to Wimp_CreateMenu (see
page 4·222).
Your application must have previously called MessageTtans_Openfile. although
you can still call this SWI if the file has been automatically closed by the system.
because the system will also automatically re~pen the file.
A 'Buffer overflow' error is generated If the buffer provided for the menu structure is
too small.

)
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MessageTrans_Close File

The menu definition consists of one Of more submenu definitions, terminated by a
null byte. Each submenu definition consists of a title definition followed by one or
more menu item definitions. A title definition has the following structure:

(

Bytee
n
I
I

(
(

Meanlns
Token for menu title, terminated bycharacterO, IOcr 13
menu title foreQround and frame colour
menu title background colour
menu work area foreQround colour
menu work area background colour
heiQht of followinQ menu items
vertical Qap between items

(SWI &41504)
Closes a message file

On entry
RO =pointer to file descriptor passed to MessageTtans_OpenFlle

On exit

and a menu Item definition has this structure:

(

Bytee
m

Meanl•s
token for menu Item, terminated by character 0. 10 or 13

4
4

menu naQS (bit 7 set ~last item)
offset from RAM menu start to RAM submenu start (0 ~no submenu)
Icon naQs

Interrupts
Interrupt status Is unaltered
Fast interrupts are enabled

II'On-•lig" to~'" (cUr := (a411r+3) AND (NOT 3))

(

4

lfthe icon OaQs have bit 8 dear (ie they are not indirected). the messaQe text forthe
Icon will be read into the 12-byte block that forms the icon data; otherwise the icon
data will be set up to point to the message text inside the file data. In the latter
case they are read-only.

(

If the menu Item nags bit 2 Is set (writable) and the icon Is lndirected. the 3 words
of the icondata In the RAM buffer are assumed to have already been set up by the
callinQ program. The result of lookinQ up the messaQe token is copied into the
buffer indicated by the first word or the icon data (truncated if it Qets biQQer than
the buffer size Indicated In (icondata.#81) .

(

(

See the section entitled MtsSIIJI/ilt/orruton page 5-234 for further details of the file
format used to hold messaQe tokens and their correspondinQ strinQS.
For a more complete definition of the nags etc used In the menu definition. see the
definition ofWimp_CreateMenu on page 4-222.

(

Processor mode
Processor is in S"<\: mode

Re-entrancy
SWI is re-entrant

Use
This call closes a message file.

Related SWia
MessageTrans_OpenFile (SWI &41501)

Related vectors
None

Related SWia
None

(

Related vectors
None

(

(
(
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MessageTrans_EnumerateTokens
(SWI &41505)
Enumerates tokens that match a wildcarded token

::::::

::::::::::::m;;.:::::::::::::::.:~::::::::::::::::::::;~:::::::::::;:.:.r-:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::x:::x:;;;.~::::::::::::::~:::~::::::~~:::m::::::::::::::

::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::=:·: ::::::::::::::::::::::::=:-::::::::::::::::

::::::=:<»"'!<•~

Valid wildcards in the supplied token are:

WDdca.rd

M-al•c

?

match I character
match 0 or more characters

(
(

See the section entitled Mcss•grfill forrul on page 5-234 for further details of the file

(

format used to hold messaae tokens and their corresponding strings.

On entry
RO =pointer to file descriptor passed to Message'Il'ans_OpenFile
Rl =pointer to (wildcarded) token. terminated by character 0, 10. 13 or':'
R2 = pointer to buffer to hold result
R3 =size of buffer
R4 =index (zero for first call)

Related SWis

(

None

Related vectors

(

None

On exit
RO. R I preserved
R2 preserved. or zero if no further matching tokens found
R3 =length of result excluding terminator (if R2 .. 0)
R4 =index for next call (non-z.ero)

(
(

Interrupts
Interrupt status is unaltered
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor mode
Processor Is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy

(

SWI is re-entrant

Use

(

This call successively enumerates tokens that match a wildcarded token. Each
successive call places a token in the buffer pointed to by R2. with the same
terminator as that used for the wildc:arded token that it matches. To enumerate all
matching tokens, you should set R4 to zero. and repeatedly call this SWI until R2 Is
zero on exit.

(

(
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MessageTrans_Errorlookup
(SWI &41506)

(

:-:-:-:: ;:;::::.:::.::;::::;::::: :;:;:::::::::::: :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:~;:;:::::;:;:;:;.; .;:: .;:;:;.:;;. ;:;:;:;:;:;:s:r«-;::;;:;:;:;:;:;:;::~.®:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;~~~:~: :;:;:;:::...:::::::;:;: ;:;:;:;:;..;:::;.;:;:;~~:;:;:::~;.;:;:;::::~~~:~:;l;::· ::;:;:;:;:;:;:: :;:;:;:;:::::::::.

On entry the error block must contain :

Offeet

Coltelta

0

error number
null terminated tolten

4

(

Translates a message token within an error block

On entry
RO"' pointer to error block (word aligned)
Rl " pointer to file descriptor passed to MessageTran.s_OpenFlle
R2 "' pointer to buffer to hold result (0 ~ use internal buffer)
R3 "' buffer sl~e (If R2 non-'l.ero)
R4 pointer to parameter 0 (0 ~don't substi tute for·~)
R5 • pointer to parameter I (0 ~don't substitute for ''f. I')
R6 = pointer to parameter 2 (0 ~ don't substitute for ''1.2')
R7 = pointer to parameter 3 (0 ~don't substitute for ''f.'f)

I

=

(

On exit the token Is translated to the com!Spondlnt strinc.
If R2 is 0 on entry, MessaseTrans will use one of its Internal buffets for the result.
There are 3 buffets for fo~qround processes and 3 for calls made from within IRO
processes. MessageTrans will cycle between these buffets.
Your application must have previously called MessageTrans_OpenFile, although
you can still call this SWI if the file has been automatically closed by the system.
because the system will also automatically re-open the file.

See the section entit.led MastflfiJ.(-.1 on page 5-234 for further details ofthe file
fonnat used to hold message tokens and their c:onespondil\fl slril\fls.

Related SWia

(

On exit

=

RO pointer to error buffer used
Vflagset

(

Interrupts

MessageTrans_Lookup (SWI &41502). MessageTrans_GSLookup (SWI &41507)

Related vec:tora
None

Interrupt status is unaltered
Fast Interrupts are enabled

(

Proceaaor mode
Processor Is In SVC mode

(

R...ntrancy
SWIIs re-entrant

u..

(

This call translates a message token within an error block. with optional parameter
substitution. If the token is not found in the given message file. It Is then looked up
In the standard RISC OS messages file; see the section entitled Sr.1141~r~ RISC OS
llltsstgos on page 5-234 .

(

(

(
(
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MessageTrans_GSLookup
(SWI &41507)
Translates a message token into a string, GSTtans'ing it

On entry
RO = pointer to file descriptor passed to MessageTtans_OpenFile
Rl =pointer to token. terminated by character 0, IOcr 13
R2 =pointer to buffer to hold result (0 ~don't copy it)
R3 =size of buffer (if R2 non-zero)
R4 =pointer to parameter 0 (0 ~don't substitute for '%0')
R5 = pointer to parameter I (0 ~don't substitute for'% I')
R6 =pointer to parameter 2 (0 ~don't substitute for '%2')
R7 =pointer to parameter 3 (0 ~don't substitute for '%3' )

::::::: :::::::::::::~::::::::: ::::::::::::~=::::::: ::::::::::::=:=: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

:::::::::::::::::=:::~?-:---::.:::::::::::::*

::::::::;:.;;::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::--:z.;::::::::::::::~:~;:;::;.:;;;:.:;:::::::·:·:m«..::::.:::::::::.~.;;:::::::.:::::;:::::::::::·:·:·:··=· ...

(

Your application must have previously called MessageTrans_OpenFile, although
you can still call this SWI if the file has been automatically closed by the system.
because the system will also automatically re-open the file.

(

See the section entitled Mllscgr fi!. fomat on page 5-234 for further details of the file
format used to hold message tokens and their corresponding strings.

c

Calling this SWI with R2=0 is exactly equivalent to calling MessageTtans_Lookup
with R2=0

(

Related SWis
OS_Gsrrans (SWI &27). MessageTtans_Looltup (SWI &41502).
MessageTrans_ErrorLooltup (SWI &41506)

(

Related vectors
None

(

On exit
RO, Rl preserved
R2 =pointer to result string (read-only with no substitution if R2=0 on entry)
R3 =size of result before tenninator

(

Interrupts
Interrupt status is unaltered
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor mode

(

Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy
SWI is re-entrant

(

Use
This call translates a message token into a string. with optional parameter
substitution. If the token is not found in the given message file. it is then looked up
in the standard RISC OS messages file: see the section entitled SI41Ufar~ RISC OS
111tssages on page 5-234 . The string is GSfrans'd after parameter substitution: this
needs an intennediate buffer, and so will fail if one cannot be allocated from the
RMA.
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(
(

(

Introduction
The International module allows the user to tailor the machine for use In different
countries by settina:
•

the keyboard- the mappl n1 of keys to character codes

•

the alphabet - the mappin1 from dlaracter codes to dlaracters

•

the country- both of the above mappings.

(
(

This module. in conjunction with the RISC OS lrefnel. controls the selection of
these mappings. but It allows the actual mappinas to be Implemented In other
modules, via the service medlanlsm. Thus. you could write your own international
handlers.
Each country is represented by a name and number. The keyboard shares this list.
and Is normally on the same settin1. Howe-.er. there are cases for the country and
the keyboard to be different. For example. the Greek keyboard would not allow you
to type • Commands, because only Greek characters could be entered. In this case,
the country could remain Greek. while the keyl:loard settin1 is chanied temporarily
for • Commands.
Each alphabet is also represented by a name and number. A country can only have
one alphabet associated with it. but an alphabet can be used by many countries.
For example, the Latin I alphabet contains a 1eneral enoush set of characters to be
used by most Western European countries.

(

(

c
(

(
(

(
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Overview and Technical Details
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81
82
83

Names and numbers

f

Country numbers ra1141e from 0 to 99. and alphabet numbers are from 100 to 126.
Here are lists of the currently available rountrfes and alphabets.

Code
0

(

I
2

3
4
5
6
1
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

(

(

(
(
(

22
23

eo..try . .d
Keybo.rd
Default

UK
Master
Compact
Italy
Spain
France
Cennany
Portugal
Esperanto
Greece
Sweden
Finland
(not used)
Denmark
Norway
Iceland
Canada I
Canada2
Canada
Turkey
Arable
Ireland
Hong Ko1141

Alp. .bet
Selects the confi11ured rountry. If the
ronfi11ured country Is 'Default', the keyboard
ID byte Is read from the keyboard
Latini
BFont
BFont
Latin i
Latini
Latini
Latini
Latini
Latin]
Greek
Latini
Latini
Latini
Latini
Latini
Latini
Latini
Latini
LatlnJ
Special -ISO 8859/6
Latini
Not ~l(i"M at lilllt of goi"4lo prm

1504

Latini
Latin2
LatinJ
Latln4

Here Is a list of the alphabet codes currently deHned. provided by the international
module:

Here is a list of the currently-deHned rountry and keyboard codes (proYided by the
International module), and the alphabets they use:

(

ISO I
IS02
ISOJ

::::::::::::::::::::.::: ::::::::::::::':§:-:>:::=:·:::::~•::

Alphebets

Countries end keyboerds

(

::::::::::;x.o.::::::::--s:::::::~~:=:•;.;:;;;.:::;:·:;:•:-::::::::x:::::::::::::::::::::::w::::~:::::.:·:««-:•::

Code

Alp.•bet

100
101
102
103
104
107

BF'ont
Latini
l...atin2
Latin]
Latin4
Greek

Alphabet
OS_Byte 71 (SWI &06) reads or sets the alphabet by number. • Alphabet can also
set the alphabet by name. •AJphabets lists all the available alphabets on the
system. Remember that you should nonnally only need to change the rountry
setting as this will also cha114Je the alphabet .
Use OS_ServiceCall &43.1 (SWI &30) to convert be~n alphabet name and
number forms and OS_Serv!ceCall &43.3 to convert from alphabet number to name
forms.
OS_ServiceCall &43,5 causes a module which reCDQnlses the alphabet number to
define the characters In an alphabet In the range spedHed. by issuing VDU 23
commands itself. The call Is Issued by the OS when OS_Byte 71 is called to set the
alphabet and also by OS_Byte 20 and 25.

Keyboard
OS_Byte 71 can also be used to read or set the keyboard number. •Keyboard can
set it as well. Remember that you should nonnally only need to change the country
setting as this will also change the keyboard.
When the keyboard setting Is changed. by either of the above ways, an
OS_ServiceCall &43.6 will be generated automatically. This is a broadcast to all
keyboard handler modules that the keyboard selection has changed.

(
(

(
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Service Calls

Country
Setting the country will set values for t he alphabet and the keyboard. You should
not usually have to override these settings. The country number can be read or set
with OS_Byte 70. OS_Byte 240 can also read it. •country can set the country by
name. •countries will list ali the available country names. ·configure Country wlll
set the default country by name and store it in CMOS RAM.
Use OS_ServiceCall &43.0 to convert between country name and number forms
and OS_ServiceCali &43.2 to convert from country number to name forms.

Service_lnternational
(Service Call &43)

(
(

International service

(

On entry

To get the default alphabet for a country. OS_ServiceCall &41,4 can be called.
Remember that the default keyboard number is the same as the country number.

=
=

Rl &43 (reason code)
R2 sub-reason code
Rl - R5 depend on R2

(

Service calls
RISC OS provides service calls for the use of any module that adds to the set of
international character sets and countries.

(

Onexh
Rl = 0 to claim. else preser¥ed to pass on
R4, R5 depend on R2 on entry

(

Use
This call should be supported by any modules which add to the set of international
character sets and countries. It Is used by the International system module
• Command interface. and may be called by applications too. See the chapter
entitled l"'""alioM IMut. on page S..25l for details.
R2 contains a sub reason code which Indicates which service is requi red:

(
(

R2

Service req•lred

0
I
2
3
4
5
6

Convert country name to country number
Convert al phabet name to alphabet number
Convert country number to country name
Convert alphabet number to alphabet name
Convert country number to alphabet number
Deline range of characters
Informative: New keyboard selected for use by keyboard handlers

(
(

Sub-reason codes
The followina pages give details of each of these sub-reason codes. Most users will
not need to issue these service calls directly. but the OS_Byte calls and
• Commands use these. The lnfonnation is provided mainly for writers of modules
which provide additional alphabets etc.

(

(
5-256

5-257

(

(

(
(
(
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Service_lnternational1
(Service Call &43)

Service_lnternational 0
(Service Call &43)

(
(

Conven country name to country number

On entry

Conven alphabet name to alphabet number

On entry

=

Rl a &41 (reason code)
R2 • 0 (sub-reason code)
RJ = pointer to country name terminated by a null

(

On exit

Rl &41 (reason code)
R2 = I (sub-reason code)
RJ =pointer to alphabet name terminated by a null

Onexh

=

R I 0 If claimed, otherwise preserved
R2. RJ preserved
R4 • country number if re<XJinised. preserved if not ~nised

u..

(
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Rl = 0 If claimed, otherwise preserved
R2. R1 preserved
R4 :alphabet number If ~nlsed. preserved If not ~nised

Use
Any module providing additional countries should compare the slven country
name with each country name provided by the module. isnorinll case differences
between letters and allowins for abbreviations us ins ·:. If the siven country name
matches a known country name. then it should claim the service (by settlns R I to
0). and set R4 to the correspond ins country number.

Ally module provtdins additional alphabets should compare the siven alphabet
name with each alphabet name provided by the module. Ignoring case differences
between letters and allowing for abbreviations using·: . If the given alphabet name
matches a known alphabet name. then It should claim the service (by setting R I to
0), and set R4 to the corresponding alphabet number.

If the slven country name Is not recognised, all registers should be preserved .

If the siven alphabet name Is not leCOI!nlsed, all registers should be preserved .

(

(
(
(
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Service_lnternational3
(Service Call &43)

Service_lnternational 2
(Service Call &43)
Convert country number to country name

On entry

.;.;.;.;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:; :;:;:;:;:;: ;:;:;:;:;:;:;:; :;:;:;:;:;:;:;::

(

(
(

Convert alphabet number to alphabet name

On entry

Rl "'&43 (reason code)
R2 = 2 (sub-reason code)
R3 = country number
R4 = pointer to buffer for name
R5 = length ol buffer in bytes

On exit

Rl = &43 (reason code)
R2 = 3 (sub-re.ason code)
RJ =alphabet number
R4 = pointer to buffer lor name
R5 =length of buffer In bytes

(
(

On exit

=

Rl 0 If claimed. otherwise preserved
R2 - R4 preserved
R5 = number of characters put Into buffer If ~nised. otherwise preserved

R I " 0 if claimed. otherwise preserved
R2 - R4 preservro
R5 number of characters put into buffer if recognised, otherwise preserved

=

u..

(

Use
Any module providing additional countries should compare the given country
number with each country number provided by the module. If the given country
number matches a known country number. then it should claim the service (by
setting R I to 0). put the country name in the buffer. and set R5 to the number of
characters put In the buffer.

Any module providing additional alphabets should compare the given alphabet
number with each alphabet number provided by the module. lf the given alphabet
number matches a known alphabet number. then It should daim the service (by
setting R I to 0), put the alphabet name In the buffer. and set R5 to the number of
characters put In the buffer.

If the given country number Is not recognised, all registers should be preserved .

If the given alphabet number Is not ~nised. all registers should be preserved.

(

(

(

(
(

(
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Service_lnternational5
(Service Call &43)

Service_lnternational4
(Service Call &43)

(
(

Define a range of characters from a given alphabet number

Convert country number to alphabet number

On entry

On entry
Rl = &43 (reason code)
R2 = 5 (sub-reason code)
R3 =alphabet number
R4 =ASCII code of first character In range
R5 = ASCII code of last character in range

Rl = &43 (reason code)
R2 = 4 (sub-reason code)
R3 =country number

(

On exit

(

Rl = 0 if claimed, otherwise preserved
R2. R3 preserved
R4 =alphabet number if recognised, otherwise preserved

(

On exit
Rl = 0 if claimed, otherwise preserved
R2 • R5 preserved

Use
Any module providing additional countries should compare the given country
number with each country number provided by the module. Jr the given country
number matches a known country number. then it should claim the service (by
setting R I to 0). and set R4 to the corresponding alphabet number.

(

If the given country number Is not recognised. all registers should be preserved .

(

Use
Any module providing additional alphabets should compare the given alphabet
number with each alphabet number provided by the module. If the given alphabet
number matches a known alphabet number, then that service should be claimed
(by setting R I to 0) and all the characters should be defined in the range R4 to R5
inclusive. using calls to VDU 23. Any characters not defined in the specified
alphabet are missed out: for example. characters &80-&9F In Latin I.
If the given alphabet number is not recognised, all registers should be preserved .

(

(
(

(
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Service_lnternational6
(Service Call &43)
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SWI Calls
OS_Byte 70
(SWI &06)

(
(

Notification of a new keyboard selection
Read/write countty number

On entry
Rl
R2
R3
R4

(

= &41 (reason code)
= 6 (sub-reason code)
= new keyboard number
=al phabet number associated with this keyboard

On exit

On entry

(

On exit
RO Is preserved
Rl • country number read or before belng overwritten,
or 0 if invalid oountry number passed
R21s oorrupted

Rl preserved (call must not be daimed)
R2- R4 preserved

Use
This seiVice call Is for internal use by keyboard handlers. It Is sent automatically
after the keyboard selection Is changed . You must not daim ft.

(

RO = 70 (&46) (reason code)
Rl = 127 to read or country number to write

(

Interrupt•
Interrupt status is not altered
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Proce..or Mode

(

Processor is In SVC mode

Re-entrancy
Notdeflned

(

Uae
This call returns or sets the oountry number used by the International module.

(

Related SWia
OS_Byte 240 (SWJ &o6)

(

Related vector•
ByteV

(
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(

(

(
(
(

OS_ Byl9 71 (SWI &06)
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OS_Byte 71
(SWI &06)

(
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Related SWla
OS_Byte 70 (SWI &06)

Related vectors

(

Read/write alphabet or keyboard

\

ByteV

On entry
RO = 71 (&47) (reason code)
Rl =
Q-126 for setting the alphabet number
127 for reading the current alphabet number
128-254 for setting the keyboard number (RI-128)
255 for reading the current keyboard number

{

(

On exit
RO is preserved
Rl =alphabet or keyboard number read or before being overwritten.
or 0 if invalid value passed
R2 is corrupted

(

Interrupts

(

Interrupt status is not altered
Fast interrupts are enabled

Processor Mode

(

Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy

(

Not defined

Use

(

This call returns or sets the alphabet or keyboard number used by the international
module. Their settings can be read without altering them. or you can set a new
value for either. This SWI will return a zero if the value passed to set the new value
is not one of the known alphabets or keyboards.

(

Note that the keyboard setting is offset by 128: eg to set keyboard 3. you must pass
131 in Rl.

(

c
(
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(

(
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OS_ Byte 240 (SWI &06)
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*Commands
*Alphabet

(SWI &06)
Read country number

On entry
RO = 240 (&fO) (reason code)
Rl =0
R2 a 255

Syntax

Paramet«a

country_ name

Valid oountries are curm1tly Canada. Canada!. Canada2.
Compec:t. Oel'ault. Denmark. Esperanto. Finland. France.
Germany. Creece.lceland, ISO I. Italy. Master. Norway.
Portuaal. Spain. Sweden, and UK. A list of parameters
can be obtained with the •countries command .

alphabet_ name

Valid alphabets are currently BFont. Latin I. Latin2.
Latin). L.atln4 and Creek. A list of parameters can be
obtained with the • Alphabets command .

Interrupts

Processor Is In SVC mode

(

*Al phabet (country_ name l alphabet_ name )

RO Is preserved
Rl =country number
R2 "' user flail (see OS_Byte 241)

Processor Mode

N ot defined

This call returns the country number used by the international module .

keyboard) is used as the country number. provldin11itls In the ran11e I - l I. Current
UK keyboards return lleyboard ID I. which corresponds to country UK.

(

(

Example

c

*Al phabet Latin3
Related SWla
OS_Byte 70 (SWI &06)

(

• Alphabet selects an alphabet. settina the alphabetical set of characters accordin11
to the country name or alphabet name.

With no parameter. this command displays the currently selected alphabet.

u..

(

(

Use

If a country name of Default is 111ven. then the keyboard ID byte (read from the

Re-entrancy

(

(

Selects an alphabet

On exit

Interrupt status is not altered
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

::::::::::::::::: ::::;;::: :::::::r.-.'{.;.;.;.;;:-;.;::.;:; :;.:::.:-:·:·:::: :::::::::::::

Related commands
•AJphabets

Related vectors
ByteV

(

Related SWla
OS_Byte 71 (SWI &06)

(
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(

(
(

•Atphsb8t
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*Alphabets

Related vectors

(
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None
Lists all the alphabets currently supported

(

Syntax

*Al phabets

(

Parameters
None

u..
· Alphabets lists all the alphabets currently supported by -;our Acorn computer.
Use the • Alphabet command to dlanae the •lphabetlcal set of characters you are
usina.

Example
*Alphabet.

Alphabets :
BFont
Latinl

{

Latin2

Latin3

Lat1n4

Greek

Related commands

r

"Alphabet

Related SWis
OS_Byte 71 (SWI &06)

(

Related vectors
None

(
(

(

(
(
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*Countries

*Configure Country
Sets the configured alphabet and keyboard layout

Syntax

(
•countries

*Confiqure Country country_name

country_name

Par•metera
Valid countries are currently canada. canada I. canada2.
Compact, Default. Denmark. Esperanto. Finland. France.
Germany. Greece. i<'eland. ISO I. Italy. Master. Norway,
Portugal. Spain. Sweden. and UK. A list of parameters
can be obtained with the •countries command.

(

Lists all the countries currently supported

Syntax

Parameter•

(

(

None

u..
•Countries lists all the countries currently supported by modules in the system.

(

Eumple

u..
•configure Country sets the configu red alphabet and keyboard layout to the
appropriate ones for the given country. For some countries you will also need to
load a relocatable module that defines the keyboard layout.
If the configured country Is Default, then the keyboard ID byte (read from the
keyboard) is used as the country number. providing it is in the range I - ')I . Current
UK keyboards return keyboard ID I , which corresponds to country UK.

Example
•Confiqure Country Italy

Related command•
•country. · countries

Related SWII

(

*CouotriCountries:
Default UK
Master Compact Italy
Germany Portuqal
Esperanto
Norway Iceland Canadal Canada2 Canada

Spain
Greece
!SOl

France
Sweden

(

Related command•
•configure Country, •Country, • Alphabet. • Alphabets. • Keyboard

(

Related SWia
OS_Bytes 70 and 240 (SWI &06)

(

Related vectora
None

(

OS_Bytes 70 and 240 (SWI &06)

Related vectora
None

(
\

(
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(

(
(
(

·eoontry
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*Keyboard

*Country

(

Selects the keyboard layout ror a given country

Selects the appropriate alphabet and keyboard layout ror a given country

Syntax

Syntax

•country (country_name]

(

•Keyboard (country_ name]

Parameters

country_name

(

Parameters

or

u..

(

(

keyboards return keyboard 10 I. which corresponds to country UK.
With no parameter. this command displays the currently selected country.

Example

(

•country Italy
Related commands

(

'Configure Country, ·countries, • Alphabet, • Alphabets. • Keyboard

Related SWis

(

OS_Bytes 70 and 240 (SWI &06)

Related vectors

or

• Keyboard selects the appropriate keyboard layout for a slven country. For some
countries you will also need to load a relocatable module that defines the
keyboard layout.
lr the siven country is Derault. then the keyboard ro byte (read rrom the keyboard)
Is used as the country numbet providif18 it Is In the range I - 3 I. Current UK
keyboards return keyboard 10 I, which corresponds to country UK.
With no parameter. this command displays the currently selected keyboard layout.

Example

*Keyboard Denmark
Retated commands
·country

Related SWis
OS_Byte 71 (SWI &<l6)

Related vectors
None

None

(

(

Valid countries are currently Canada. Canada I. Canada2.
Compact, Derault. Denmark. Esperanto, Finland. France,
Germany, Greeoe. Iceland. ISO I, Italy, Master. Norway,
Portugal. Spain. Sweden. and UK. A list parameters
can be obtained with the ' Countries command .

Uae
' Country selects the appropriate alphabet and keyboard layout for a given country.
For some countries you will also need to load a relocatable module that defines
the keyboard layout. lryou prefer, you can use · Alphabet and 'Keyboard to set
independently the alphabet and keyboard layout. leaving the country setting
unchanged.·

If the given country Is Derault, then the keyboard ID byte (read from the keyboard)
is used as the country number. providing It Is In the range I - 3 I. Current UK

c

country_name

Valid countries are currently Canada, Canada I, Canada2.
Compact. Derault, Denmark, Esperanto. Finland, France.
Germany, Cree<:e, lceland.ISOI. Italy. Master. Norway.
Portugal, Spain, Sweden, and UK. A list parameters
can be obtai ned with the · countries command.
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Introduction
The r.rritory ru~V~ger prOYides SWls and • Commands for applications to access
tmitory modules. Each tenitory module provides the services and information
necessary for both RISC OS 3 and its applications to be easily adapted for use In
different llrritorils (ie regions or the world).

Purpose of the territory manager
There are three main purposes In providing the territory manager:

(

t

To enable Acorn to produce a version of RISC OS 3 targeted at a foreign
market. This requires not only the ability to translate all system text to a
foreign language. but also the ability to support different time zones. different
alphabets and different keyboard layouts.

(

2

To help you write applicat ion software so you can easily adapt it for a foreign
market.

3

To enable you to write application software that can cope with using more than
one language at the same time.

(

(

(,
(

RISC OS 3 addresses all of these aspects.

Use of the territory manager
The territory manager provides a wide range or services and information to help
you .

U.e the territory 11'1811apr ••el'e\'er po8Mble. DoR't m•ke - •mpdou •boat
•ny of the fe•tnes It nppoiU 811d c•• p rovide lllfonn•tloll 011.
If you do use the tenitory manager. you will lind it much easier to modify your
pr011rams for supply to international markets. and have a much wider potential
user base.

(
(

(

s-2n

c
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Overview

Technical details

The territory manager

Loading and setting the current territory

The territory manager is a new RISC OS 3 module providing control over the
localised aspects or the computet RISC OS itself only uses one territory for all its
functions. but the territory manager can have more than one territory module
loaded at any one time. and applications can use these additional territories.

Territory modules

•

a keyboard handler for the territory's keyboard layout

•

the correct alphabet for the territory

•

Information on the use or that alphabet. including the direction or writing to
use, the properties each character. and variant forms or each charter (such
as upper/lower case, control characters. and unaccented characters)

or

•

a sort order for strings using the territory's alphabet

•

the characters that are used for numbers. and how those numbers are
formatted. both as numeric and monetary quantities

•

the time l.Ones and the formats of time and date used in the territory; together
with fad lilies for reading and setting the local time using these formats

•

Information on the calendar used in the territory.

Obviously this is only a summary of what is provided: for full information you
should see the section entitled Tcrrilory """"91rSWis on page 5-284 and the section
entitled Tcrriwry ~~~~ulc SWis on page 5-295. especially the latter.

(

Each computer runnlna RISC OS has a configured value for the current territory, set
using •configure Territory (see page5-332). and stored in its CMOS RAM. On a
reset or a power-on. RJSC OS will try to load this territory as follows:
I

It will load any territory modules in ROM. (1\tpically there is only one. for the
territory into which the computer has been sold.) U one of these is the
configured territory, no further action Is taken.

2

Otherwise. it will look on the Ulrt{tfwrri. hliu (lethe configured filesystem and
drive) for the file S.ITerrftory.Territory.

A territory module (such as the UK Territory module present in the RISC OS 3 ROM)
Is a module providing the territory manager with services and information for a
spedfic territory (such as the UK). amongst which are:

•

U the confiaured fllesystem Is Econet. it will instead look for the file
&. !Terri tory.Terri tory

3

U it finds that flle. lt will load lt. and also any flies In the directory
... !Territory.Te.r ritory.Messaaes.

4

U it doesn't flnd that flle, lt will use a pictorial request to ask the user to insert
a Ooppy disc contalnlna the territory. It will keep doing so until it finds the file
adfs::O.S.!Territory.Territory. which It loads along with any files in the directory
adfs::O.S.!Terrftory.Territory.Modules.

At the end

(

(
(

(
(

(

or this process:

•

U the configured territory Is In ROM. only those territory modules in ROM will
be loaded

•

U the configured territory Is not In ROM. both those territory modules in ROM
and another territory module (hopefully the configured one) will be loaded.

RISC OS then selects as the current territory either the configured territory. or- if it
is not present- a default territory from ROM.

(

(

The current territory

'wr'"'

The
..mtoty is used by RISC OS for all operating system functions that may
change from territory to territory. This includes such things as the language used to
di.splay menus. and the default time offset from lTTC. IIs we saw above, the current
territory will nonnally be the conflaured territory: but if that can't be round. a
default ROM territory is used instead.

(

(

(
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There can only be one current territory for any one computer. This Is because the
current territory controls such things as the language used for menus. It would be
V1:ry confusing to have. for example. some of the menus appear In one language
and some In another language. In the UK. ~n If you are editing a Cennan
document. you would nonnally still want the menus to appear In English.

(
(

Once the current territory has been set. you can' t change It In mid-session. To
change the current territory. you should change the confi11ured territory. and
ensure that the new current territory you wish to use is available (either In ROM. or
In $.!Territory on the default device). You then need to reboot your computer.

{

Multiple tertftorles
Whilst RISC OS itself only makes use of the computer's one current territory, the
territory manager can haV1: more than one territory module loaded. Applications
can then make use of these extra territory modules. For example, you may wish to
provide an application that can include text in two different lan11uages In the same
document. It Is useful for such an application to be able to read the Information
relating to both languaaes at the same time.

(

(

Initialising territory modules

(

When the territory manager starts. It issues a service call
(Servlce_TerritoryManaaerLoaded) to announce its presence to territory modules.
Whenever a territory module receives this service call. it must issue the SW!
Territory_Register to add itself to the territory manager's list of actiV1: territories. A
territory module must also issue this SWI when~r its initialisation entry point is
ca ll ed, thus ensurln11 that If It Is Initialised after the territory manaaer. It still
registers Itself.

(

calls Territory_Alphabet to Hnd the alphabet number that should be used In
the territory

•

Issues Servlce_lntematlonal 5 to define that alphabet.

Scope of a territory
A territory need not correspond to a country. Rather. a territory is a region for which
a single territory module correctly provides all the services and infonnation. As
soon as one or more of the services or information differ. you should provide a
d ifferent territory (but see below). Sometimes you may need to provide more than
one territory for a single country. For uample. to property support the whole of
Switrertand you would ~ a separate territory for each of the languaaes used.

Supporting minor dlff~
Sometimes It ml11ht appear that a re11ion needs to be split into several territories
because of a single minor difference. For example, to support the whole of the USA
you would need Hve territories Identical In ~ry respect except for their support of
time zones. In such cases you may consider supplying a sln111e 11eneric territory
with an extra conHguration option : In this case. It would set which time zone to
use.
Remember that If you wish to store this configuration option in CMOS RAM. you
must apply for an allocation from Acorn . See the section entitled CMOS RAM bytts
on page 6-475.

Setting up for the current territory
Once the territory manager has started. and any loaded territory modules haV1:
re11isteted themsel~. it then sets up the current territory. To do so. It:
•

(

(

•

This SWI also resisters with the territory manager the entry points to the routines
that the territory module uses to provide its information and services. These entry
points are called by issuing SWJs to the territory manager. wh ich specify the
territory module that is to be used to service the SWI. The territory manager then
calls the appropriate entry point in the specified territory module.

(

(

::::::::::::::::.::::::::::: ::::: :::::::::::

Territory_Register

(

(

::::::::::::::::x.:~:=:=:=:::."i=:<!=:~=:::«-::~:·:(:.;:::~: ::::::::::::::::::-:::"X:.:.:::;:::::::::::.z::x:-~::~:::::::::::~::=:~::::::::::::«.:;.:.:::::::::-:.:::.:=: .;::::~-x::::::::::~:::~:::::::::::::::::::::::;:;::::t::-:-:::::::::::::::::
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calls Terri tory_SelectJ<eyboardHandler to select the keyboard handler
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Service Calls

Service_TerritoryStarted
(Service Call &75)

Service_TerritoryManagerloaded
(Service Call &64)
Tell territory modules to resister themselves.

(
(

(

New Territory startlns

On entry
RO

On entry
Rl = &64 (reason code)

:::::::::::: :;:::::::::::.:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::-:~:~-s.::::~:::

=&75 (reason axle)

(

On exit
This service call should not be claimed.

On exit
All resisters preserved

All resisters presef\'ed

(

This is issued by the territory manaser when a new territory has been selected as
the machine territory.

(

u.e

Use
For more information see the TerritoryManaser chapter.

This can only happen on machine startup, and is used by the ROM modules to
re-open their messases files. RAM resident modules do not need to take notice or
this service call.

(
(
(

(
(
(
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Territory_Register
(SWI &43041)

Territory manager SWis
Territory_Number
(SWI &43040)

(

Returns the territory number of the current territory

Adds the given territory to the list of active territories

On entry
RO = territory number
Rl =pointer to buffer containing list of entry points for SWls
R2 = value of R12 on entry to territory

On entry

(

On exit

(

On exit

RO =current territory's number

Interrupts

(

RO - R2 preserved

Interrupts
Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Processor mode

(

Processor mode

Processor is in SVC mode

Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy

Re-entrancy

Not defined

(
\

Not defined

Use

Use
This call returns the territory number of the current territory (see the section
tmitory on page 5-279. and • Colf/igurt Tmitory
enti tied lo<t~i"!l •"' stUi"!l llrt
on page 5-332).

'""'"I

(

Related SWis

(

None

Related vectors

(

None

This call adds the given territory to the list of active territories. making It available
for application programs. A territory module must issue this call from its
initialisation entry point when it is initialised, and whenever it receives the service
call Service_TerritoryManagerLoaded.
TI1e list of entry points is in the same order as the SWls detailed below in the
section entitled Tmitory rt«HHult SWls on pajje 5-295.

Related SWis
Ter rl tory_De register

Related vectors

c

None
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Territory_NumberToName

(SWI &43042)

(SWI &43043)

On entry

RO
RI
R2

Related vectors
None

(

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Processor mode

(

Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy

Use
This call removes the given territory from the list of active territories. A territory
module must issue this call from its finalisation entry point when It is killed.

(

Interrupts

Re-entrancy
Not defined

(

=length of buffer

R I preserved

Processor mode
Processor is in SVC mode

=territory number
=pointer to buffer to contain name of territory in current territory

On exit

Interrupts
Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

On entry

On exit
RO preserved

(

(

Returns the name of the given territory

RO = territory number

None

:;:;:;:;:;:::::;::;.;.:;:;:;.:::;:;:;:;:;:;: ;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;.;:; :;:;:;:;:; :;:::::::;.;:;:;: ;:;:::::::::;:;;;:;:;:::::;:;:;: ;:;:;:;:;:;:;::::::::::: ;:;:;:;:;.;:;:;:·

Territory_De register
Removes the given territory from the l ist of active territories

Related SWis

;:;:;:;::::~:;:;:;~:;:;:;::::=%:=~::;:;:;:;:;:;

Not defined

(

This call returns the name of the given territory In the current territory's l anguage
and alphabet.

(

Use

Related SWis

(

None

Related vectors

(

None

(
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(

(

:::::::::=5: ::::::::::::::::::r.:::::::::.;::-ms:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

:::::=:=:::~

Territory_AiphabetNumberToName

(SWI &43044)

(SWI &43045)

On entry

Returns the name of the given alphabet

On entry

RO =territory number

RO =alphabet number
R I = pointer to buffer to hold name of alphabet in current territory
R2 = length of buffer

On exit
RO preserved
Z nag set if territory is currently loaded

(

::::::::::::::: :::::::::::»:-o::::-:::;r.;;:::::::::::~::::::::::~::::::::::::::;:::>.o;.;;::~:=:•:::::::::::::::~=-.:~:::~::::::::::::::

Territory_Exists
Checks if the given territory is currently present in the machine

(

:=:::::::::::::=:·:·:=:-:•:=:=:=:=:~::::::::=:-:;::;:::~:=

On exit
R I preserved

Interrupts
interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Interrupts
Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Processor mode
Processor is in SVC mode

(

Processor mode
Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy
Not defined

(

Re-entrancy
Not defined

Use
Th is call checks if the given territory is currently present in the machine, and can be
used by applications.

(

Use
This call returns the name of the given alphabet In the current territory's language
and alphabet.

Related Swts
None

(

Related Swts
None

Related vectors
None

Related vectors
None

(
(
(

(
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Territory_SelectAiphabet

Territory_SetTime

(SWI &43046)

(SWI &43047)

Selects the correct alphabet for the given territory

On entry

On entry
RO

Interrupt status Is undellnc:d
Fast Interrupts are enabled

(

Pr0<:41Seor mode
Processor Is In S~ mode

(

Re-entrancy

Not defined

u..

c

Interrupt•

Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy

(

RO preserved

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Pr0<:41Seor mode

=pointer to 5 byte l1l'C time

Onexh

ROpreserved

Interrupt•

Not defined

(

Use
This call selects the correct alphabet for the given territory. and defines the system
rent appropriately.

This call sets the dock to a alven 5 byte l1l'C time .

Related SWie
Related SWie

(
(

Sets the dock to a alven 5 byte l1l'C time

RO =territory number, or -I to use current territory

On exit

(

(

None

None

Retated vectors
Related vector•

(

None

None

(

(
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Territory_ReadCurrentlimeZone

Territory_ConvertlimeToUTCOrdinals

(SWI &43048)

(SWI &43049)
Converts a 5 byte UTC time to UTC time ordinals

Returns infonnation on the current time zone

On entry

On entry
RI = pointer to 5 byte lTTC time
R2 = pointer to word aligned buffer to hold ordinals

(
On exit
RO = pointer to name of current time z.one
Rl =offset from UTC to current time zone, in centiseconds (signed 32-bit)

(

Interrupts

On exit
R I. R2 preserved

Interrupts

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor mode

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Processor mode

Processor is in SVC mode

(

Re-entrancy

Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy
Not defined

Not defined

c

Use

Use
This call returns infonnation on the current time zone, giving its name in the
current territory's language and alphabet. and its offset in centiseconds from UTC
time.

(

Related SWis

r

None

\

Related vectors
None

(

This call converts a 5 byte UTC time to l1TC time ordinals. The word-aligned buffer
pointed to by R2 holds the following:

Off.et
0
4
8
12
16

20
24

28

V.J•e
centiseconds
seconds
minutes
hours (out of 24)
day number in month
month number in year
year number
day of week

Related SWis

(

None

5-292

(
(

5-293

(

(
T9rrilcxy_Conv9nTim9ToUTCOrdinals (SWI &43049)
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Territory module SWis

None

(
(

The followins SWis are provided by Individual territory modules. The territory
manaser calls these SWls usins the entry polnts that territory modules pass by
callins Territory..Resister when they start (or when the territory manaser restarts).
For all of the followlns SWis. on entry RO Is used to specify to the territory manaser
the number of the territory module which will handle the call. A value of -I means
that the Clrt-elt territory (see the section entitled I.Holillf u~ ullillf tiu "'"' "'
~rrilory on pase 5-279. and ·cort{ig"" TmiWry on pase 5·312) will handle the call.

(
(

(
(

(
(
(

(
(

(
5-294

5-295
"-.

(

(

(
(
(
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Territory_ReadTimeZones

Territory_ConvertDateAndTime

(SWI &4304A)

(SWI &43048)

Returns infonnation on the time zones for the given territory

On entry

Converts a 5 byte UTC time into a string. giving the date and time

On entry
RO = territory number. or -I to use current territory
= pointer to 5 byte lTl'C time

RO " territory number. or -I to use current territory

(

RI
R2
Rl
R4

On exit
RO = pointer to name of standard time tone for given territory
Rl s pointer to name of daylight saving (or summer) t ime f<lf given territory
R2 • offset from UTC to standard time, in centiseconds (signed 32-bit)
Rl =offset from UTC to daylight saving time. in centiseconds (signed 12-blt)

(

On exit
RO = pointer to buffer (R2 on entry)
Rl =pointer to terminating 0 in buffer
R2 = number of bytes free in buffer
Rl pointer to ronnat string (R4 o n entry)
R4 preserved

Interrupts
Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Proc"sor mode

=
=

Interrupts

Processor Is In SVC mode

Not defined

Processor is in SVC mode
This call returns Information on the time zones for the given territory, giving the
names of the territory's standard time zone and daylight saving time. and their
offsets from UTC time.

(

Related SWia
None

(

Related vectors
None

Re-entrancy
Not defined

Use
This call converts a 5 byte UTC time into a string. giving the date and time in a
territory specific fonnat given by the supplied fonnat string.
The fonnat string is copied d irectly into the result buffer, except when a'%'
character appears. In th is case the next two characters are treated as a special field
name which Is replaced by a compone nt of the current time.
Fo r details o f the fo rmat field names see the section entitled Fom•t /itli. MIUS on
page 1·'391.

(

(

Processor mode

Use

(

(

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Re-entrancy

(

=pointer to buffer for resulting string
= site of buffer
= pointer to null tennlnated format string

5-296

5-297
.......

(
(
T9rritcxy_ ConvfKIDai9AndTim9 (SWI &43048)
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Territory_ConvertStandard DateAndTi me
(SWI &4304C)

This call is equivalent to the SWI 06_ConvertDateAnd'Time. You should use it in
prererence to that call. which Just calls this SWI. The resulting string ror both calls
is in local time ror the given territory, and in the local language and alphabet.

Related SWis

Related vectors

(
(

Converts a 5 byte UTC time Into a string, giving the time and date

None

(

On entry
RO =territory number. or -I to use current territory
Rl =pointer to 5 byte lTTC time
R2 =pointer to buffer ror resulting string
R3 = sire or buffer

None

(
(

On exit
RO =pointer to buffer {R2 on entry)
RI = pointer to terminating 0 in buffer
R2 = number or bytes free In buffer
R3 preserved.

(

Interrupts

(

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Proceasor mode

(

Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy
Not defined

(

This call converts a 5 byte lTTC time into a string, giving the date and time in a
standard territory specific ronnat.

(

This call is equivalent to the SWI 06_ConvertStandardDateAnd11me. You should
use it in prererence to that call. which just calls this SWI. The resulting string ror
both calls is in local time ror the given territory. and in the local language and
alphabet.

(

Use

Related SWis

(

None

5-298

5-299

(

(

(

(
(
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Territory_ConvertStandardDate

Rel•ted vector•

(

:::::::::::::::::·:···· ·

None

(SWI &43040)

(

Converts a 5 byte UTC time Into a strins, sivins the date only

On entry
RO =territory number, or-1 to use current territory

(

Rl =pointer to 5 byte UTC time
R2 =pointer to buffer for result1n11 strins
R3 = si~e of buffer

(

On exit
RO = pointer to buffer (R2 on entry)

Rl =pointer to termlnattns 0 In buffer
R2 = number of bytes f~ In buffer
R3 preserved

Interrupts

(

Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Processor mode

(

Processor Is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy

(

Not defined

Use
This call converts a 5 byte UTC time Into a string.slvins the date only in a standard
territory specific fomnat. The resultlns strin11 is In local time for the given territory,
and in the locallansuase and alphabet.

(

Related SWis

(

None

Related vectors

(

(

(

None

5-300

5-301

..

(

(
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Territory_ConvertStandardTime

Territory_ConvertTimeToOrdinals

(SWI &4304E)

(SWI &4304F)

Converts a 5 byte UTC time into a string. givi ng the t ime only

On entry

(
(

(

Converts a 5 byte UTC ti me to local ti me ordinals for the given territory

On entry

RO = territory number. or - I to use current territory
R I = pointer to 5 byte UTC time
R2 =pointer to buffer for resulting string
R3 =size of buffer

RO =territory number. or - I to use current territory

(

RI = pointer to 5 byte lTTC time

R2 .. pointer to word aligned buffer to hold ordinals

On exit

On exit

(

RI. R2 preserved

RO = pointer to buffer (R2 on entry)
R I = pointer to terminating 0 in buffer
R2 number of bytes free in buffer
R3 preserved

=

Interrupts

Interrupts

Procesaor mode

Interru pt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Processor mode

Not defined

u..
This call converts a 5 byte UTC time into a string. giving the time only in a standard
territory specific format. The resulting string is in local time for the given territory,
and in the local language and alphabet.

Related SWis
None

(

Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy

(

No t defined

Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy

(

Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast Interrupts are enabled

Use
This call converts a 5 byte UTC time to local time ordinals for the given territory.
The word-aligned buffer pointed to by R2 holds the following:

Offeet

v.a••

0

centi-seconds

4

seronds
minutes
hours (out of 24)
day number in month
month number In year
year number
day of week

8

12
16

20
24

28

(

(
(

Related vectors

(

None

5-302

5-303

(

(

(

(
(

Territory_ ConvertnmeToOrdlnals (SWI &4304F)
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Territory_ConvertTimeStri ngToOrdinals

Rel•ted SWia

(
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None

(SWI &43050)

Ret.ted vector•

(

Converts a time strlns to time ordinals

None

On entry
RO =territory number. or-1 to use current terri tort
RI = reason code:
I =format strinsls 'J.24:'J.MI:,-.sE
2 =format strins ls 'JoWl. 'J.DY-'J.M'J-~E'J.YR
3 =format strinsls ~WJ. 'J.DY-'J.M'J-~E'J.YR.'J.24:'J.MI:,-.sE
R2 = pointer to time strtns
R3 = pointer to word allsned buffer to contain ordinals

(

On exit

f

Rl - R3 preserved

Interrupts

(

Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Processor mode

(

Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy

(

Not defined

Uae
This call converts a time strtnsto time ordinals. The timestrins is expected to be In
the local language and alphabet for the given terri tort- as obtained from
Territory_ConvertDateAnd11me- with the appropriate format string. The
word-aligned buffer pointed to l7t R3 holds the following:

(

(

Off.et
0
4
8

(
(

(

12

5-304

Valu
centi-seconds
seconds
minutes
hours (out of 24)

5-305

(

(
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Territory_ConvertOrdinalsToTime
(SWI &43051)

day number in month
month number in year
year number

(

(

Values that are not present in the string are set to -I.

(

Converts local time ordinals for the given territory to a 5 byte UTC time

Related SWia
None

On entry
RO = tenitory number. or -I to use current territory
Rl =pointer to block to hold 5 byte UTC time
R2 = pointer to block contalnin& ordinals

Related vectors
None

(

On exit

(

R I. R2 preserved

Interrupts

(

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Processor mode

(

Processor is inS~ mode

Re-entrancy
Not defined

(

This call converts local time ordinals for the given territory to a 5 byte UTC time.
The word-aligned buffer pointed to by R2 holds the following:

(

Use

Offeet
0
4

8
12
16

20
24

v....
centi-seconds
seconds
minutes
hours (outof24)
day number In month
month number In year
year number

(

(

Related SWis

(

None

5·306

5·307

(

(

(

(
(

Terrlttxy_ConvertOrrlinalsToT/me (SWI &43051)
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Territory_Alphabet

Rel•ted vectors

(

None

(SWI &43052)

(

Returns the alphabet number that should be selected

ror the given territory

On entry
RO =territory number. or-1 to use current temtory

(
'

On exit
RO =al phabet number used by the aiven territory (q 101 =Latin I)

(

Interrupts
Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor mode
Processor is

(

inS~

mode

Re-entrancy
Not defined

(

Use
This call returns the alphabet number that wtll be selected i£
Terrltory_SelectAiphabet is issued £or the given territory.

(

Related SWis
None

(

Related vectors
None

(

(
(
(

5-308

5-309

(

(
Territory_Aiphab91/dootififlr (SWf &43053)
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Territory_SelectKeyboardHandler
(SWI &43054)

Territory_Aiphabetldentifier
(SWI &43053)
Returns an identifier string for the alphabet that should be used for the given
territory

(

(
(

Selects the keyboard handler for the given territory

On entry

On entry

RO =territory number. or -I to use current territory

(

RO = territory number. or -I to use current territory

On exit
On exit

(

RO =pointer to identifier string for the alphabet used by the given territory

Interrupts
Interrupts

Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor mode
Processor mode

Processor is in SVC mode

(

Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy
Re-entrancy

Not defined

Not defined

(

Use
Use

This call selects the keyboard handler for the given territory.
This call returns an identifier string for the alphabet that will be selected if
Territory_SelectAiphabet is issued for the given territory (eg 'Latin r for the Latin I
alphabet).
The identifier of each alphabet is guaranteed to be the same no matter which
territory returns it, and to consist of ASCI! characters only (ie 7 bit characters).

Related SWis

Related SWis

(

None

Related vectors

(

None

None

(

Related vectors
None

(
5-310

5-311

(
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Territory_ WriteDirection

(

(SWI &43055)

(
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Refated vectors
None

Returns the direction of writing used in the given territory

On entry
RO =territory number. or -I to use current territory

(

On exit
RO,. bit field giving write d irection

(

Interrupt.
Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast Interrupts are enabled

(

Proc:..eor mode
Processor Is In SVC mode

(

Re-entrancy
Not defined

(

Uae
This call returns the direction of writing used in the given territory. as a bit field In

RO:

(

Bit
0

(

Val•e
0
I

Meanln1
Writing goes from left to right
Writing goes from right to left

0

Writing goes from top to bottom
Writing goes from bottom to top

I

2

(

0

Lines of tat are horizontal
Lines of text are vertical

Bi ts ) • 11 are reserved, and are returned as 0.

Related SWia
None

(
(

(

5-312
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(

(
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Returns a pointer to a character property table

On entry

;:;:;:;;;.;:;:;:;: ;:;:;::::::: ;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:~~;:;:;:;~:;:::::;:;:;:;:;
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;.;:;:;.;.;.;:;.;.;:;:;::::-::;:;

character Oows in the same direction as the territory's write direction
character flows in the reverse direction from the territory's write
direction

A character which doesn't have properties 9 and 10 is a natural character which
flows in the same direction as the surrounding text. A character can't have both
property 9 and property 10.

(
(

(

Related SWis

RO = territory number. or - I to use current territory
Rl =code for required character property table pointer

(

None

Related vectors

On exit
RO = pointer to character property table

None

(

Interrupts
Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor mode

(

Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy

c

Not defined

Use
This call returns a pointer to a character property table. which is a 256 bit table
indicating whether or not each character in the given territory's alphabet has a
particular property. lf a bit is set. the corresponding character has that property.
Current property tables are:

Code

Meanl•s w•e• bit eet

0

character is a control code
character is uppercase
character is lowercase
character is alphabetic character
character is a punctuation character
character is a space character
character Is a digit
character is a hex digit
character has an accent

I

2
3
4

5
6
7

8

5-314

(

(
(

(
5-315

(

(

(
(

·.
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Territory_UpperCaseTable
(SWI &43058)

Territory_LowerCaseTable
(SWI &43057)

(
/

Returns a pointer to an upper case table

Returns a pointer to a lower case table

On entry

On entry
RO

RO"' territory number. or -I to use current territory

{

On exit

=territo ry number, or -I to use current territory

On exit
RO = pointer to upper case table

RO "' pointer to lower case table

(
Interrupts

Interrupts

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Proc.. sor mode

Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast i nterrupts are enabled

Processor mode

Processor Is In SVC mode

(

Re-entraney

Processor Is In SVC mode

Re-entraney
Not defined

Not defined

(

Use

Use
This call returns a pointer to a lower case table, which Is a 256 byte table slvlnll the
lower case version of each character in the slven territory's alphabet. Characters
that do not have a lower case version (ell numbers. punctuation) appear
unchanged In the table.

(

Related SWis

(

None

Related vectors
None

(

This call returns a pointer to an upper case table. which Is a 256 byte table gfvfns
the upper case version of each character In the given territory's alphabet.
Characters that do not have a lower case version (eg numbers. punctuation) appear
unchanged In the table.

Related SWis
None

Related vectors
None

(

c·
(

5·316
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(

(
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Territory_Controllable

Territory_PlainTable

(SWI &43059)

(SWI &4305A)

On entry

On entry
RO =territory number. or - I to use current territory

RO = territOIY number. or -I to use current territory

On exit

RO =pointer to unaoc:ented character table

Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Processor Is In SVC mode

(

Re-entrancy

Notdeflned

u..

(

Processor mode

Processor Is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy

(

Interrupts

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast Interrupts are enabled

Processor mode

(

On exit

RO"' pointer to control character table

lntenupta

Not defined

(

Use
This call returns a pointer to a control character table. which Is a 256 byte table
givlf\8 the value of each character in the given territory's alphabet If it is typed while
the Ctrt key is depressed. Characters that do not have a corresponding control
character appear unchanged in the table.

(

(

Returns a pointer to an unacoented character table

Returns a pointer to a control character table

(

This call returns a pointer to an unaa::ented character table. which is a 256 byte
table giving the unacoented version o( each character in the given territory's
alphabet. Characters that are normally unaa::ented appear unchaf\8ed in the table

(

Related SWis
Re&atedSWis

None

(

None

Related vectors
Related vectors

None

None

(

(
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(

c

(

(
(
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(
(

Territory_RepresentationTable

(SWI &43058)

(SWI &4305C)

On entry

Returns a pointer to a numeric representation table

On entry

RO =territory number. or-1 to use current territory

On exit

RO =territory number. or-1 to use current territory

On exit

RO = pointer to numeric value table

(
!

Interrupts

RO = pointer to numeric representation table

Interrupts

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast Interrupts are enabled

/

'

Processor mode

\

Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Processor mode

Processor is in SVC mode

(

Re-entrancy

Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy

Not defined

(

Use

Not defined

Use
This call returns a pointer to a numeric value table. which is a 256 byte table giving
the numeric value of each character in the given territory's alphabet when used as
a digit. This includes non-decimal numbers: for example. in English '9' has the
numeric value 9. and both 'f'i and ·a· have the numeric value 10 (as in the
hexadecimal number &9A). Characters that do not have a numeric value have the
value 0 in the table

(

:::::::::::~:::=:::::::::::::;mx:::::::::m:::::::::::::::::: :::::::::;:::::'-::::::.v.:~:;~x:::*'-::x::::::::

Territory_ValueTable
Returns a pointer to a numeric value table

(

:::::::·:·:::::::::::::::::::::: :::::··:::••:.:.:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :;;:::.:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::

:::::::::=:wr..:::::;:<~~o::::::::::::::::::;:::.::;:::.::::

This call returns a pointer to a numeric representation table. which is a 16 byte
table giving the 16characters in the given territory's alphabet which should be
used to represent the values 0 • 15. This includes non-decimal numbers: for
example. in English the value 9 is represented by '9', and the value 10 by 'I\ (as in
the hexadecimal number &9A).

Related SWis

(

Related SWis

None

None

Related vectors
Related vectors

(

None

None

(
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(

(
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..
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Territory_Collate
(SWI &43050)
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Related SWis

(

None

Related vectors
Compares two strings in the given territory's alphabet

(

(

None

On entry
RO = territory number. or -I to use current territory
Rl = pointer to slri11gl (null tenninated)
R2 ., pointer to slrillg2 (null terminated)

(

Rl : flags:
bit 0: ignore case if set
bit I : ignore accents if set
bits 2- J I are reserved (must be zero)

(

On exit

(

RO < 0 if Slri"91 < Slri"92
=0 ifstri119l =slri"92
> 0 If stri119l > slrirtg2
Rl • RJ preserved

(

N set and V dear if stri119l < stri1192 (LT)
Z set if stri119l string2 (EO).
C set and Z clear if string I > string2 (HI)

=

(

Interrupts
Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor mode
Processor is In SVC mode

(

Re-entrancy
Notdeflned

(

Use
This call compares two strings in the given territory's alphabet. It sets the same
fla&s In the Program Status Register (part ofR I5. the program counter) as the
ARM's numeric comparison instructions do. You should alway• use this call to
compare strings.

5-322

(
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(

c

(

(
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Territory_ReadSymbols

5

(SWI &4305E)

6

Returns various Information telling you how to format numbers

7

RI

=reason code (see below)

On exit
RO

(

8

=requested value

9
Interrupts
10

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast Interrupts are enabled

(

II

Processor mode
Processor is in SVC mode

(

12

Re-entrancy
Not defined

(

13

Use

\

This call returns various information telling you how to format numbers. in
particular monetary quantities. Current reason codes are:

(

Code
0
I
2

(

Me.alac
Return pointer to null terminated decimal point string.
Return pointer to null terminated thousands separator.

14

Return pointer to byte list containing the size of each group of digits
in formatted non-monetary quantities (least significant first) :
255
no further grouping
repeat last grouping for rest of number
0

15

otfwr

(
3
4

:;::::::::::;::::::o::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;::~

Return pointer to null terminated decimal point used for monetary
quantities.
Return pointer to null terminated thousands separator for monetary
quantities.
Return pointer to byte list containing the size of each group of digits
in formatted monetary quantities (least significant first):
255
0

On entry

(

:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:; :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:; :;:::::::;:;:;: ;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:; :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:-.:.:.:;*

size of current group; the next byte contains the size
of the next most significant group of digits

Return pointer to null terminated i nternational currency symbol.
Return pointer to null terminated currency symbol in local alphabet.

16

no further grouping
repeat last grouping for rest of number
«fwr
siz.e of current group; the next byte contains the size
of the next most significant group of digits
Return pointer to null terminated positive sign used for monetary
quantities.
Return poi nter to null terminated negative sign used for monetary
quantities.
Return number of fractional digits to be displayed in a formatted
international monetary quantity (leone using the International
currency symbol).
Return number of fractional digits to be displayed in a formatted
monetary quantity.
Return for a non-negative formatted monetary quantity:
If the currency symbol precedes the value.
I
If the currency symbol succeeds the value.
0
Return for a non-negative formatted monetary quantity:
If the currency symbol Is separated by a space from
I
the value.
0
If the currency symbol is not separated by a space
from the value.
Return for a negative formatted monetary quantity:
I
If the currency symbol precedes the value.
If the currency symbol succeeds the value.
0
Return for a negative formatted monetary quantity:
If the currency symbol is separated by a space from
I
the value.
If the currency symbol is not separated by a space
0
from the value.
Return for a non-negative formatted monetary quantity:
0
If there are parentheses around the quantity and
currency symbol.

(
5-324

(
(
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(
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If the sign string precedes the quantity and currency
symbol.

Territory_ReadCalendarl nformation

If the sign string succeeds the quantity and currency
symbol.
J
If the sign string immediately precedes the currency
symbol.
4
If the sign string immediately succeeds the currency
symbol.
Return for a negative formatted monetary quantity:
0
If there are parentheses around the quantity and
currency symbol.
If the sign string precedes the quantity and currency
symbol .
2
If the sign string succeeds the quantity and cu rrency
symbol .
J
If the sign string immediately precedes the currency
symbol.
4
If the sign string immediately succeeds the currency
symbol.
Return pointer to null terminated list separator.

(SWI &4305F)

2

17

18

'
On entry

On exit

(

RO - R2 preserved

Interrupts

(

Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts a~ enabled

Proc:e.sor mode

(

Processor Is In SVC mode

'·

Re-entrancy
Not defined

(

This call takes the 5 byte UTC time passed to it, and returns various information
about the given territory's calendar In the buffer pointed to by R2:

(

Use

Offeet

Val•e

0
4
8

number of first wort:Jng day in the week
number of last working day In the week
number of months in the current year
(current= one In which given time falls)
number of days In the current month
mufmum length of AM/PM string
maxi mum len.gth of WE st ring
maxi mum length of W'J stri ng
maximum length of DY string
mufmum length of ST string (may be zero)

12
16
20
24
28

n

5-326

(

RO =territory number, or - 1 to use current territory
R I =pointer to 5 byte lfi'C time
R2 =pointer to 12 word buffer

Related vectors
None

(
{

Returns various lnfonnatlon about the given territory's calendar

Related SWis
None

(

(

(
(
5-327

(

(

(
(
(

T9rrltory_ RHdC819nd8rlnformatlon (SWI &4305F)
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(

40
44
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Territory_NameToN umber

maximum length of MO string
maximum length of M3 string
maximum length ofTZ string

(SWI &43060)

Related SWia

/'

Returns the name of the given alphabet

None

Related vectors
(

On entry
RO =territory number. or -I to use cunent territory
Rl =pointer to territory name in the given territory's alphabet (null tenninated)

None

On exit
RO = territory number for given territory (0 If territory unblown)

Interrupt•
Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast Interrupts are enabled

Procesaor mode
Processor Is In S\'C mode

Re-entrancy
Not defined

Use
This call returns the name of the given alphabet in the given territory's language
and alphabet.

(

Related SWia

(

None

Related vectors

(

None

(

(
(
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*Configure NoDST

*Commands
*Configure DST
Sets the configured value for daylight saving time to ON

(

(

Sets the configured value fOf daylight saving time to OFF

(

Syntax

*Configure NoDST

Syntax

*Configure DST

\

None

Parameters
None

(

Parameters

Use
•configure NoDST sets the configured value for daylight saving time to OFF.

Use
•configure DST sets the configured value for daylight saving time to ON.
The time zone is set when you configure the computer's territory. rather than by
this command .
For each territory module that is registered, the territory manager uses the name of
that territory's daylight saving time zone to supply an alternative name for this
command. For example. if the UK territory module is registered. the command
•configure BST has the same effect as •configure DST. (BST stands for British
SummerTime.)

Example

*Configure DST
Related commands
•configure NoDST

Related SWis
None

Related vectors

The time zone is set when you oonfigu~ the computer's territory. rather than by
this command.
For each territory module that Is registered. the territory manager uses the name of
that territory's standard time zone to supply an alternative name for this command.
For example. if the UK territory module Is registered. the command ·configure
GMT has the same effect as •configure NoDST. (GMT stands for Greenwich Mean
Time.)

(

(
(

Example

(

*Configure NoDST
Related commands
•configure

osr

(

Related SWis
None

(

Related vectors
None

(

None

(
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*Territories

*Configure Territory

(

Sets the configured default territory for the machine

r

Syntax

Lists the currently loaded territory modules

Syntax

•configu r e Terri t or y territory

(

Parameters

Parameters

territory

(

The name or number of the territory to use. A list of
parameters can be obtained with the •Territories
command .

·configure Territory sets the configured default territoty for the machine.

Example

\

None

Use
•Territories lists the currently loaded territory modules.

Use

(

*Te r r i tor i es

Example
*'l'errJ.torJ.ea
1 UK

*Configure Terr itory UK
Related commands

(

Related commands

•configure Territory

•Terri tortes

Related SWis
Related SWis

None

None

Related vectors
Related vectors

(

None

None

(

(

(

(

(
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Introduction
(

The Sound system provides facilities to synthesise and playback high quality
digital samples of sound. Since any sound can be stored digitally. the system can
equally well generate music. speech and sound effects. Eight fully independent
channels are provided.
The sound samples are synthesised in real time by software. A range of different
Voice Generators generate a standard set of samples. to which further ones can be
added . The software also ind udes the facility to build sequences of notes.

(
('

The special purpose hardware provided on ARM-based systems simply reads
samples at a programmable rate and converts them to an analogue signal. Filters
and mixing circuitry on the main board provide both a stereo output (suitable for
driving personal hi·fl stereo headphones directly. or connecting to an external hi-ll
amplifier) and a monophonic or stereophonic output to the internal speaker{s).

(

(

(
(

(

(

(
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Fill Requests Issued by the DMA Handler are routed through the Channel Handler
to the correct Voice Generators. This allows any tables Involved to be updated.
There are four parts to the sortware for the Sound system: the DMA Handler. the
Channel Handler. the Scheduler. and Voice Generators. These are brieOy
summarised below. and described in depth in later sections.

The DMA Handler

The Channel Handler Is tightly bound to the DMA Handler. sharina static data
space. Consequently. this module must not be replaced or amended
Independently of the DMA Handler

The Scheduler Is used to queue Sound system SWis. lts most common use is to
play sequences of notes. and a simplified Interface is pr011ided for this purpose.

The system uses two buffers of digital samples. stored as signed loaartthms. The
data !rom one buffer is read and converted to an analoaue signal, while data Is
simultaneously written to the other buffer by a Voice Generator. The two buffers are
then swapped between. so that each buffer is successively written to. then read.

A beat counter Is used which Is reset every time it reaches the end of a bar. Both its
tempo and the number or beets to the bar can be p!'Oirammed.

The DMA Handler also prO¥ides interfaces to proaram hardware registers used by
the Sound system. The number of channels and the stereo position of each one
can be set. the built-in loudspeaker(s) can be enabled or disabled, and the entire
Sound system can also be enabled or disabled. The sample length and sampling
rate can also be set.
The services or the DMA Handler are mainly provided In finnware requiring
privileged supervisor status to proaram the system devices. Ills tightly bound to
the Channel Handler, sharing static data space. Consequently. this module must
not be replaced or amended independently of the Channel Handler.

You may replace this module, althou&h it Is unlikely to be necessary.

Voice Generators
Voice Generators aenerate and output sound samples to the DMA buffer on
receiving a 1'111 Request from the Channel Handler. 'JYplcal alaorithms that might
be used to synthesise a sound sample include calculation. lookup or filtered
wavetables. or frequency modulation. A Voice Generator will normally allow
multiple channels to be attached.
An interface exists for you to add custom Voice Generators. expanding the range of
available sounds. The demands made on processor bandwidth by synthesis
algorithms are high, especially for oomplex sounds. so you must write them wit h
great care.

(

(

(
(
(
(

(

The Channel Handler
The Channel Handler provides interfaces to control the sound produced by each
channel. and maintains internal tables necessary for the rest of the Sound system
to produce these sounds.

(

The interfaces can be used to set the overall volume and tuning, to attach the
channels to different Voice Generators. and to start sounds with given pitch,
amplitude and duration.

(

The following internal tables are built and maintained: a mapplna of voice names
to internal voice numbers: a record lor each channel of its volume. voice. pitch and
timbre: and linear and loaarithmic lookup tables lor Voice Generators to scale their
ampl itude to the current overall volume setting.

5-336

(

The Scheduler

The DMA Handler manaaes the DMA buffers used to store samples of sound. and
the associated hardware used.

The DMA Handler Is activated every t ime a new buffer of sound samples Is
required. It sends a Fill Request to the Channel Handler, a.sking that the c:orrect
Voice Generators fill the buffer that has just been read from.

(

(
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Technical details

Thll Sound systBm

DMA Handler

(

The DMA Handler manages the hardware used by the Sound system.1Wo (or more)
physical buffers in main memory are used. These are accessed using four registers
in the sound DMA Address Generator (DAG) within the Memory Cont roller chip:

(

•

The DAG sown~ poinl.tr points to the byte of sound to be output

•

The cwrnnt trul register points to the end or the DMA buffer

•

The nnls~rtltrul register pair point to the most recently filled buffer.

The sound pointer is incremented every time a byte is read by the video oontroller
for output. When it readies the end of the current buffer the memory oontroller
switches buffers: the sound pointer and buffer end regi sters are set to the values
stored In the next start and next end registers respectively. An Interrupt is then
issued by the VO controller indicating the buffers have switched. and the DMA
handler is entered.

(
(

The DMA Handler calls the Channel Handler with a Fill request. asking that the
next buffer be filled . (See page 5-342 for details of the Channel Handler.) If this fill
is completed, control returns to the DMA Handler and it makes the next start and
next end registers pointto the buffer Just filled. I! the fill is not completed then the
next registers are not altered. and so the same buffer or sound will be repeated .
causing an audible discontinuity.

(

(

Configuring the Sound system
The rest or this section outlines the factors that you must consider if you choose to
reconfigure the Sound system.

(

Terminology used

c

•

The owlpwt prrio4 is the time between each output or a byte.

•

The 11111plt ~ is the time between each output !or a given channel.

•

The 6w{ftr ptri,tM is the time to output an entire buffer.

There are corresponding rates for each or the above.

(

•

The sa111plt ungtlc is the number or bytes in the buffer per channel.

•

The bw{ftr ltngt/r is the total number of bytes in the buffer.
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DMA Buffer period
A short buffer period Is desirable to minimise the size of the buffer and to give high
resolution to the length or notes; a long buffer period Is desirable to decrease the
frequency and number of Interrupts issued to the processor. A period or
approximately one centisecond is ch051en as a default value. although this can be
changed. for example to replay lengthy blocks of sampled speech from a disc.

Sample rate: maximum
A high sample rate wlll&lve the best sound quality. I£ too high a rate is sought then
DMA request oonOic.ts will oocur. especially when high bandwidths are also
required from the VIdeo Controller by high resolution screen modes. To avoid such
oontention the output period must not be less than 4f.Ls. Outputting a byte to one
or eight channels eYefY 4f.Ls results in a sample period of 32Jis. which gives a
maximum sample rate of 31 .25kHz:.

Sample rate: default
The dod for the Sound system is derived from the system dod for the video
controller. which Is then divided by a multiple or 24 . Current ARM based computers
use a VIDC system dock or 24M Hz:; however. 20MHz: and 28M Hz clocks are also
supported. The default output period is the shortest one that can be derived from
all three clocks. thus ensuring that speech and music can be produced at the same
pitch on any lilc.ely future hardware. This Is~. obtained as follows:
•

20M Hz clock divided by 120 (5 x 24)

•

24MHz: clock divided by 144 (6 x 24)

•

28MHzclockdivided by 168 (7>< 24)

Outputting a byte to one of eight channels every~ results in a sample period of
48jls. which gives a default sample rate of 20.833kHz.

Buffer length
The DMA buffer len11th depends on the number or channels. the sample rate. and
the buffer period. It must also be a multiple or 4 words. Using the defaults outlined
above. the lengths shown in the middle two columns or the following table are the
dosest alternatives:

(

(

(
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Showins the lnterleavtns sdtematlcally:

(

~·lie CUIIel fonut:

by1e 5

61 byle 7

0

bl/11 0

bl/111

bl/11 2

~113

bl/114

ch8n 1 chan 1

chan1

chan 1 chan1 chan 1 chan 1

+8

cn.n 1
byle e
cn.n 1
---·-

bl/118 by1e10 bl/11 11

biJte 12 by1e 13

cn.n 1

dlln 1 chen1

chan1

chen1

(

bl/11

(

811:.••

(

L_ __

OUtput rate • 20 kHz
lm311e resis1ers 0 • 7 procramrned Identically

(

Two daa11el f-.t:

The sys1em default buffer period is chosen as 0.9984 centi-seconds, thus the
sample lensth is 208 bytes. or 52 words (13 DMAquad·word cyc.les}. The buffer
le1111th Is a multiple of this. depend ins on how many channels are used.

DMA Buffer form•t
The sound DMA system sys1ematically outputs bytes at the proaramrned sample
rate; each (16-byte) load ofDMAdata from memory Is synchronised 1othe first
stereo lmaae position. Each byte muSI be stored as an eisht bit si sned loaari1hm.
ready for direct output to the V\DC chip:
Multiple channel operation Is possible with two, four or elsht channels: In this case
the data bytes for each channel must be interleaved throushout the DMA buffer at
two, four or elsht byte intervals. When output the channels are multiplexed Into
what Is effectively one half. one quarter or one eishth of the sample period. so the
slsnallevel per channel is scaled down by the same amount. Thus the slsnallevel
per channel is scaled, dependins on the number of channels: but 1he overall sisnal
level remains the same for all multi-dlannel modes.

0

+8
-- -

cn.n 1

biJII 0 bl/111 bl/111 biJte 2 by19 2 by1e 31 biJte 3
clw12 chan 1 chen2 chin 1 chen2 chan 1 chan 2

biJte 4

bl/114

bl/11 0

bl/188

by196

chan 1 chan 2 chan 1 chen2 chan1

chen2

bl/11 5

bl/115

(

-------

Output rate "' 40 kHz
Imase resisters 0+2+4+8 and 1+3+5+7 proarammed per channel

(

Fou cha..el fo1111at:
0

+8

~1eO

biJt• 1

byle 1

~181

I

bl/11 0

bl/110

chen1

chen2 chan3

chllll4 chan 1 chen2 chan3 chan 4

bl/18 2

bl/112

bl/182

cn.n 1

chen2 chan3 chen4 chan 1 chan2

bl/18 2

bl/110

~183

biJte 3

(

81C...

byle 1

81C...

(
(

=

Ou1put rate 80 kHz
lm311e resisters 0+4, 1+5. 2-+6 and 3+7 proarammed per channel

(

(
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Elsllt ch•nel form•t:

(

0

byte o

t:JvteO

byteO

I:JV180

t:JvteO

I:JV180

t:Jvte 0.

I

byte o

chen1 chen2 chan 3 chan4 chan5 chan 6 chen 7 chen 8
+8

(

byte1

byte 1

I:JV181

chen1

chan 2 chan3 chan4 chan5 chen6

I:JV181

t:Jvte 1

I:JV181

ell:•••

Output rate= 160kHz
Image registers programmed individually.

(

The Channel Handler manages the interleaving for you by passing the correct start
address and increment to the Voice Generator attached to each channel.

(
Channel Handler
The Channel Handler registers itself with the DMA Handler by passing its address
using Sound_Configure. At this address there must be a standard header:

(

Channel Handler

(

(

Off.et

V•lue

0
4
8
12

pointer to fill code
pointer to overrun fixup code
pointer to linear-to-log table
pointer to log-scale table

The fill code handles fill requests from the DMA Handler. The Channel Handler
translates the fill request to a series of calls to the Voice Generators. passing the
required buffer offsets so that data from all channels correctly interleaves. Arry
unused channels within the buffer are set to zero by the Channel Handler so they
are silent

(

(

The overrun fixup code deals with channels that are not successfully filled within a
single buffer period and hence repeat the same DMA buffer. This feature is no
longer supported in RISC OS and the Channel Handler simply returns. (In the
Arthur OS the offending channel was marked as overrun. the previous Channel
Handler was aborted , and a new buffer fill initiated.)

(

The pointer to the linear-to-log table holds the address of the base of an 8 Kbyte
table which maps 32-bit signed integers directly to 8-bit signed volume-scaled
logarithms in a suitable format for output to the VlDC chip.
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The pointer to the log-scale table holds the address of a 256-byte table which
scales the amplitude ofVlDC-fonnat 8-bit signed logarithms from their maximum
range down to a value scaled to the volume setting. Voice Generators should use
this table to adJust their overall volume.

Sound Channel Control Block (SCCB)
The Channel Handler maintains a 256 byte Sound Channel Control Block (SCCB)
for each channel. An SCCB contains parameters and nags used by Voice
Generators, and an extension area for programmers to pass any essential further
data. Such an extension must be well documented, and used with care. as it will
lead to Voice Generators that are no longer wholly compatible with each other.
The 91nitial words hold values that are normally stored in RO· R8inclusive . They
are saved to the SCCB using the instruction LDMIA R9.{Ro-R8)

Off.et

v...e

0
I
2
3
4
8
12
16
20
24
28
32
36 • 63
64 • 255

gate bit+ channel amplitude (7-blt log)
index to voice table
instance number for attached voice
controVstatus bit nags
phase accumulator pitch oscillator
phase accumulator timbre oscillator
number of buffer fills left to do (counter)
(nonnally working R4)
(nonnally working R5)
(nonnally working R6)
(nonnally working R7)
(nonnally working R8)
reserved for use by Acorn (28 bytes)
available for users

The trag byte indicates the state of the voice attached to the channel, and may be
used for allocating voices in a polyphonic manner. Each time a Voice Generator
completes a buffer fill and returns to the Channel Handler It returns an updated
value for the Flags field in RO.
It is the responsii>ility of the Channel Handler to store the returned flag byte. and
to update the other fields of each SCCB as necessary.

Note -In the Arthur OS. the trag byte was also used to detect channels that had
ovenun. If any were found then a call was made indirected through the fix up
pointer (see above) .

(

c
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Voice Table
The Channel Handler uses a voice table recording the names of voices installed in
the 32 available voice slots. It is always accessed through the SWI calls provided.
and so its format is not defined.
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Voice Generators
A Voice Generator Is added to the Sound system by issuing a Sound_lnstaiiVoice
call, which passes its address to the Channel Handler. AJ. this address there must
be a standard header:

Header
The Scheduler registers itself with the DMA Handler by passing its address using
Sound_Configure. At this address there must be a pointer to the code for the
Scheduler.

Offtet

Coateata

0

B
B
B
B
B
B

4

8
12
16

20
24

Use
Although the Scheduler is principally designed for queuing sound commands it
can be used to issue other SW!s. Thus it could be used to control. for example, an
external instrument interface (such as a Musical Instrument Digital Interface
(MIDI) expansion podule). or a screen·based music editor with real·time score
replay.
Extreme care must be used with the Scheduler, as it has limitations. R2- R7 are
always deared when the SWI is issued, and the error·returning form ('X' fonn) of
the SWI is forced. Return parameters are discarded. If pointers are to be passed in
RO orR I then the data they address m..t be preserved until the SW! is called. If a
SWI will not work within these limitations it must not be called by the Scheduler.
The Scheduler implements the queue as a circular chain of records. A stack listing
the free slots is also kept. The number of free slots varies not only according to how
many events are queued. but also to how the events are 'dustered'.
The queue is always accessed through the SW! calls provided. and so its precise
format is not defined.

Event dispatcher
Every centisecond the beat counter is advanced according to the tempo value. and
any events that fall within the period are activated in strict queuing order. Voice
and parameter change events are processed and the SCCB for each Voice
Generator updated as necessary by the Channel Handler. before fill requests are
issued to the relevant Voice Generators.

(

(
(

Header

Scheduler

28

FillCode
UpdateCode
GateOnCode
GateOffCode
Instantiate
Free

(

(

LDMFD Rl3!,{pc)

0/fut fro,. sr.rt of'-*' ID wiu rtallll

The Fill. Update. GateOn and GateOff entries provide services to fill the DMA buffer
at different stages of a note. as detailed in the section entltled Ertlry poirtts for bw/f.r
fillirtg on page 5-347.

(

The Instantiate and Free entries provide facilities to attach or detach the Voice
Generator to or from a channel, as detailed In the section entitled Voiu inst.trtli<ltiort
on page 5-348.

(

The Install entry was originally to be called when a Voice Generator was initialised.
Since Voice Generators are now Implemented as Relocatable Modules. which offer
exactly this service in the form of the Initialisation entry point. this field is not
supported and simply returns to the caller (LDMFD R13!, {pc) above).

(

The voice name Is used by the Channel Handler voice table. It should be both
concise and descriptive. The offset must be positive relative- that is. the voice
name must be after the header.

'

(

Buffer filling: entry conditions
A fill request to a Voice Generator is made by the Channel Handler using one of the
four buffer fill entry points. The registers are allocated as follows:

Reel Iter

Fncdoa

R6

negative if configuration of Channel Handler changed
channel number
sample period in f.IS
pointer to SCCB (Sound Channel Control Block)
pointer to end of DMA buffer
increment to use when writing to DMA buffer

R7

R8
R9
RIO
Rll
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Rl2
Rl3
Rl4

(
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pointer to (start of DMA buffer+ lnterleaf offset)
stack. (Return address is on top of stack)

do aot • •

Further parameters are available in the SCCB for that channel. which Is addressed
by R9. See the Channel Handler description for details. The usase of the
parameters depends on which of the four entry points Is called.

(

The ARM Is In IRQ mode with interrupts enabled.

Buffer filling: routine condition•

r

The routine must fill the buffer with 8 bit signed logarithms In the correct format
for direct output to the VI DC chip:
The ARM is In IRQ mode with Interrupts enabled. They must remain enabled to
ensure that system devices do not have a lengthy walt to be serviced. The code for
a Voice Generator must therefore be re-entrant. and R14 must not be used as a
subroutine link register. since an interrupt will corrupt it. Suffident IROstackdepth
must be maintained for system IRQ handling. You can enter SVC mode If you wish.

(
\

(
Buffer filling: exit condition•
When a Voice Generator has completed a buffer fill it sets a flag byte in RO. and
returns to the Channel Handler using LDMFD Rl11.fPC) The flag byte shows the
status of each channel, and Is used to prioritise fill requeslS to the Voice
Generators.

(

7

0

(

I0 I K I I I F I I v IF21 F1 I

(

a

A

Bit
K

I

F
A

(

v
1'2.FI

Ill••

Me•
Quiet (GateOffflag)
Kill pending (GateOn flag)
Initialise pending (Update flag)
Fill pending
Active (normal Fill In progress)
oVerrunflag(nolongersupported)
2-bit Flush pending rounter

;.;.;.;.;.;:;::·:·:············· ;:;:;:;:;:;:;;::,:;:.;.;.;.;. ;:;.;;;:;:;::::::::::.;::x~::;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:::;:;:;::::::.:·:=~-::;:;~:;:::::;:::x::.:::::::: :;:;:;:;:;;;:; :;:;;;:;:;:;:;:;:;::::::::.:~::;:;:;~.l;~~:::::«=:::::=:.:-:~:::::::::::::*-:::;:;:::;::~'m;.::;:;:;.;:;:;.;:;

Entry points for buffer filling
There are four different entry points for buffer IIIII na. which are used at the different
sta(!eS of a note. lt is the responsibility of the Channel Handler to determine which
Voice Generator to call. which entry should be used. and to update the SCCB as
necessary when these calls return.

GateOn entry
The CateOn entry Is used whenever a sound command Is issued that requires a
new envelope. Nonnally any previous synthesis Is aborted and the algorithm
restarted .
On exit a the A bit (bit 3) of the flag byte Is set.

Update en try
The Update entry Is used whenever a sound command is Issued that requires a
smooth chanse. without a new envelope (using extended amplitudes & 180 to &IF'f'
in the •Sound command for example). Normally the previous algorithm is
continued, with only the amplitude, pitch and duration parameters supplied by the
SCCB updated.
On exit the A bit (bit 3) of the flag byte Is returned unless the voice is to stop
sounding: for example if the envelope has deca~ to llero amplitude. In these
cases the 1'2 bit (bit I) Is set, and the Channel Handler will automatically flush out
the next two DMA buffers. before becoming dormant.

Fill entry
The F'lll entry Is used when the current sound Is to continue, and no new command
has been Issued.
On edt It Is normal to return the same flags as for the Update entry.

GeteOff entry
The CateOff entry is used to finish synthesisi ng a sound. Simple voices may stop
immediately. which is liable to cause an audible 'dick": more relined algorithms
might gradually release the note over a number of buffer periods. A CateOff entry
may be Immediately followed by a CateOn entry.
On exit the 1'2 bit (bit I) is set ifthe voice Is to stop sounding, orthe A bit (bit 3) Is
set if the voice is still being released.

(

(
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Voice Instantiation
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Service Calls

1Wo entry points are prOYided to attach or detach a voice generator and a sound
channel. On entry the ARM is in Supervisor mode. and the registers are allocated
as foiiOYJs:

Repter
RO
Ri 4

Service_Sound
(Service Call &54)

Fuactloa
physical Channel number -I (0 to 7)
usable

The return address is on top of the stack. Ali other registers must be preserved by
the routines, which must exit using LDMFD Rl3!.(pc:)

On entry
RO

=

0
I
2

3

Instantiate entry

4
5

The Instantiate entry is called to infonn the Voice Generator of a request to attach
a channel to it. Each channel attached is likely to need some private workspace. A
Voice Generator should ideally be able to support eight channels. The request can
either be accepted (RO preserved on exit). or rejected (RO altered on exit).

The Free entry is called to infonn the Voice Generator of a request to detach a
channel from it. The call mut release the channel and preserve all registers.

(

(

DMA handler starting
DMA handler dying
Channel handler starting
Channel handler dying
Scheduler starting
Schedulerdying

(

Rl =&54 (reason oode)

(

On exit
RO. RI preserved

(

Use
Free entry

(

Parts of the Sound system are starting or dying

RO is preserved if the call was successful. else it is altered.

The usual reason for refection is that an algorithm is slow and is already filling as
many channels as it can within each buffer period : for example very complex
algorithms. or ones that read long samples off disc.

,.,.
(

This call is made to signal that a part of the Sound system is about to start up or
finish .

(

(
(

(
(
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SWI calls
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Related vectors

Sound_Configure
(SWI &40140)

(

None

Configures the Sound system

On entry

(

RO = number of channels, rounded up to I .2,4 or 8
Rl =sample size (in bytes per channel- default 208)
R2 =sample period (in J1S per channel -default 48)
R3 = pointer to Channel Handler (normally 0 to preserve system Handler)
R4 " pointer to Scheduler (nonnally 0 to preserve system Scheduler)

(

On exit

(

RO • R4 = previous values

Interrupts
Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor mode

(

Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy
Not defined

(
Use

This software Interrupt is used to configure the number of sound channels, the
sample period and the sample size. lt can also be used by specialised applications
to replace the default Channel Handler and Scheduler.

(

All current settings may be read by using zero input parameters.

(

The actual values programmed are sub(ect to the limitations outlined earlier.

Related SWis
None

(
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Sound_Enab/9 (SWI &40141)
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Sound Enable

Sound_Stereo

(SWI &40141)

(SWI &40142)

Enables or disables the Sound system

On entry

(
(

Sets the stereo position of a channel

On entry

RO = new state:
0 fOf no change (read state)
I fOf OFF
2 fOfON

(

RO = channel (C) to program
Rl =image position :
0 is centre
127 for maximum right
-127 for maximum left
-128 for no change (read state)

On exit
RO = previous state
I fOf OFF
2 fOfON

(

(

On exit

(

RO preserved
Rl =previous imaQe position. or-128 ifR0:!:8 on entry

Interrupts
Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Interrupts

(

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Processor mode
Processor is in SVC mode

Processor mode

(

Processor Is in SVC: mode

Re-entrancy
Not defined

Re-entrancy

(

Not defined

Use
This software interrupt is used to enable or disable all Sound Interrupts and DMA
activity. This guarantees to inhibit all Sound system bandwidth consumption once
a successful disable has been completed.

Related SWis
Sound_Speaker (SWI &40143). Sound_Volume (SWI &40180)

Related vectors

Use
For N physical channels enabled. this call will program stereo registers C. C+N.
C+2N ... up to stereo register 8. For example, if two channels are currently in use.
and channel I is programmed. channels 3, 5 and 7 are also programmed: if channel
3 is programmed, channels 5 and 7 are also programmed, but not channel I .

(

This Software call only updates RAM copies of the stereo image registers and the
new positions. in fact, take effect on the next sound buffer interrupt.

(

IROcode can call this SWI directly for scheduled image mcwement.

None
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Sound_ Steroo (SWI &40 142)

(
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Related SWla

(

;:;:;:;:;::~

Sound_Speaker
(SWI &40143}

None

Related vectors
Enables or disables the speaker{s)

None

(

On entry
RO = new state:
0 for no change (read state)

(

I for OFF
2for0N

On exit

(

=

RO previous state
I for OFF
2 for ON

(
Interrupts
Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor mode
Processor is in SVC mode

(

Re-entrancy
Not defined

(

Use
This software interrupt enables/disables the monophonic or stereophonic mixed
signal(s) to the internal loudspeaker amplifier{s). It has no effect on the external
stereo headphone/amplifier output.

(

This SWI disables the speaker(s) by muting the signal: you may still be able to hear
a very low level of sound .

(

Related SWis
Sound_Enable (SWI &40 141 ). Sound_Volume (SWI &40180)

(
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Sound_ SP68k« (SWI &40143)
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Related vectors

Sound Volume
(SWI &40180)

None

(

(
(

Sets the overall volume of the Sound system

On entry
RO =sound volume (I· 127) (Otoinspect last setting)

(

On exit
RO

= previous volume

(

Interrupts
Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor mode
Processor is in SVC mode

(

Re-entrancy
Not defined

c·

Use
This call sets the maximum overall volume of the Sound system. A change or 16 in
the volume will halve or double the volume. The command S<ales the internal
lookup tables that Voice Generators use to set their volume; some custom Voice
Generators may ignore these tables and so will be unaffected.
A large amount or calculation is involved In this apparently trivial call. lt should be
used sparingly to limit the overall volume; thevolumeof each channel should then
be set individually.

(

(

Related SWis
Sound_Enable (SWI &40 141 ). Sound_Speaker (SWI &40 143)

(

Related vectors
None

(
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Sound_ SoundLog (SW/ &40181}

(
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(SWI &40182)

On exit

Scales a signed logarithm by the current volume setting

On entry
RO = 8-bit signed loearlthm

On exit

RO =8-bit signed volume-scaled logarithm
Interrupts

RO = 8-bit signed volume-scaled logarithm
Interrupts

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast Interrupts are enabled

{

Processor mode

Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Processor mode

Processor Is In SVC mode

(

Re-entrancy

Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy

Not defined

Use

(

Not defined

Use
This call maps an-bit signed integer to an 8 bit signed logarithm in VI DC format.
The result Is scaled according to the current volume setting. 1\Jble lookup Is used
for efficiency.

(

;.;;;.;: ;!;.; .;:;:;.;!;.;

Sound_LogScale

RO = 32-bit signed integer

(

;:;:;:;::::: ;!;

(SWI &40181)

On entry

(

:;:;:;:;:: :;:;:;:;:;:;:;::::::::: ;!;!;!;!;!:!;!;:;;::; :;:

Sound_Soundlog
Converts a signed integer to a signed logarithm. scaling it by volume

(

:;:;:;:;:::::x::::.x~::::~;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:~;;;:;:~;:;:;:;:;:~;s:;:;:;:;:;:;::

This software interrupt maps an 8-bit signed logarithm In VIDC format to one
scaled according to the current volume setting. 1\Jble lookup is used for efficiency.

Related SWis
Related SWia

Sound_SoundLos (SWI &40181)

Sound_LogScale (SWI &40182)

Related vectors

(

Related vectors

None

None

(

(
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Sound_lnstaiiVoice

Sound_RemoveVoice

(SWI &40183)

(SWI &40184)

Adds a voice to the Sound S)'Stem

On entry

(

(
(

Removes a voloe from the Sound system

On entry

=

RO pointer to Voice Generator (0 for don·t change)
R I =voice slot spedfied (0 for install in next free slot. else I - 32)

(

Rl =voice slot to remove (I - 32)

\

Onexh
On exit

RO =pointer to name of ~lous voice (or error rtleSSaie)
Rl is voice number ~I located (0 for FAIL)

RO,. pointer to name of previous voice (or null terminated error string)
R I z voice number allocated (0 for FAIL to install)

(

Interrupts
Interrupts

Interrupt status is undefined
fast interrupts are enabled

Interrupt status is undefined
fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor mode
Processor mode

(

Processor is In SVC mode

Processor is in SVC mode

R. .ntrancy
R. .ntrancy

Not defined

(

Not defined

Use
Use
This software Interrupt is used by Voice Modules or Libraries to add a Voice
Generator to the table of available voices. If an error occurs. this SWI does 110t set
V In the usual manner. Instead R I is zero on exit. and RO points directly to a
null-terminated error string.

This software interrupt Is used when Voice Modules or Libraries are to be removed
from the system. It notifies the Channel Handler that a RAM-resident Voice
Generator Is being removed. lf an error occurs. this SWI does aot set V in the usual
manner. Instead Rlls zero on exit. and RO points directly to a null-terminated error
string.

Alternatively. the table of installed voices may be read by setting RO to 0. and Rl to
the slot to examine. If the slot is unused RlSC OS gives a null pointer. (The Arthur
OS gave a pointer to the strinl! ·••• No Voice•. )

This call must also be Issued before the Relocatable Module Area is 11died. since
the module contains absolute pointers to Voice Generators that are likely to exist
in theRMA.

RelatedSWis
Sound_RemoveVoice (SWI &<10184)

Related vectors
None
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Related SWis
Sound_lnstaiiVoice (SWI &40181)

Related vectors

(

None
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Sound ControiPacked

(SWI &40185)

(SWI &40186)

On entry

Makes an Immediate sound

On entry

RO =channel number (I • 8)
Rl =voice slot to attach (Otodetach and mute channel)

(

On exll

RO is AAAACCCC Amp.1:hannel
R I is DDDDPPPP Duration/Pitch

On exit

RO preserved (or 0 if illegal channel number)
Rl =previous voice number (or 0 if not previously attached )

(

::::::::::::.:::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::;:.::::::: ::::=::::::::::::::::-«::::::::::~~:;::~'!~

Sound_AttachVoice
Attaches a voice to a channel

(

..

::::::::::::;::.;:;;:;;.;;.~:::::::::::~::::::~.::;:::::::::::~~~;::::~:*: ~-:::·::.:::

RO.R I preserved

Interrupt•
Interrupt•

('

Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Processor mode
Proceeeor mode

(

Processor is in SVC mode

Processor Is In SVC mode

R. .ntrancy
R. .ntrency

(

Not defined

Not defined

Uee

Use
This calf attaches a voice with a given slot number to a channel. The previous voice
Is shut down and the new voice Is reset.

(

Different algorithms have different internal state representations so Ills not
possible to swap Voice Generators in mid-sound.

(

Related SWie
Sound_AttachNamedVoice (SWI &4018A)

(

Related vectore

This calf is identical to Sound_Control (SWI &40189). but the parameters are
packed 16-bit at a time Into low RO, high RO. low R I. high Rl respectively. It is
provided for BBC compatibility and for the use of the Scheduler. The
Sound_Control call should be used in preference where possible.

Related SWia
Sound_Control (SWI &40189)

Related vectore
None

None

(
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(
(
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(
(
Sound_ Tuning (SWI &40187)
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Sound_Tuning

Sound_Pitch

(SWI &40187)

(SWI &40188)

Sets the tuning for the Sound system

On entry

On entry
RO

=15-bit pitch value:

bits 14 - 12 a~ a 'J-blt acta~ number
bits I I -0 a~ a 12-blt fraction of an octave (in units of 1/4096 octave)

On exit
On exit

Interrupts

Processor mode

Re-entrancy
Not de lined

The command •1\Jning 0 may be used to restore the default tuning.

Related SWis
None

Related vectors
None

(

Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy

Use
This call sets the tuning for the Sound system in units of 1/4096 or an octave.

(

Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts a~ enabled

Proceaaor mode
Processor is In SVC mode

(
(

RO ='J2-bit phase accumulator value. or preserved if RO ~ &8000 on entry

Interrupts
Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(
(

Converts a pitch to Internal format (a phase accumulator value)

RO = new tun ina value (or 0 ror no chanQe)

RO" previous tuninQ value

(

Not defined

(

This software Interrupt maps a 15-blt pitch to an internal fonnat pitch value
(suitable ror the standard voice phase accumulator oodllator).

(

Use

Related SWis

(

None

Related vectors
None

(
(
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(

c

(
(
Sound_ Control (SWI &40189)

(
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Sound_Control
(SWI &40189)

(
Makes an immediate sound

(

On entry
RO =channel number (I • 8)
R I =amplitude:
&F'FFI • &F'FFF and 0 ror BBC emulation amplitude (0 to ·15)
&000 I • &OOOF BBC ea11elope not em•lated
&0100 • &OIFF for full amplitude/gate control :
bit 7 is 0 for gate ON/OFF
I for smooth update (gate not retriggered)
bits 6 • 0 are 7-bit logarithm or amplitude
R2 =pitch
&0000 • &OOFF ror BBC emulation pitch
&0100 • &7FFF ror enhanced pitch control:
bits 14 • 12 = 3·bit octave
bits II • 0 = 12-bit fractional part or octave
(&4000 is nominally Middle C)
&8000 + n ·n· (in range 0 • &7FFF) is phase accumulator increment
R3 =duration
&0001 • &OOFE ror B8C emulation in 5 centisecond periods
&OOFF for BBC emulation 'infinite' time (converted to &FOOOOOOO)
> &OOFF for duration in 5 centisecond periods.

(
(

(

(

(

:::::::;::;.~-:~::::::::w.«.(.:::::::~::.-=-~::::;::.;::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::1
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Use
This call allows real-time control of a sped fled Sound Channel. The parameters are
immediately updated and take effect on the next buffer fill.
Gate on and orr correspond to the start and end of a note and or its envelope (if
implemented). 'Smooth' update occurs when note parameters are changed
without restarting the note or its envelope- for example when the pitch is changed
to achieve a glissando effect.

If any of the parameters are invalid the call does not generate an error; instead it
returns without performing any operation.

Related SWis
Sound_ControiPaded (SWI &40186)

Related vectors
None

On exit
RO • R3 preserved

(

Interrupts
Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor mode
Processor is in SVC mode

(

Re-entrancy
Not defined

(
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Sound_AttachNamedVoice

Sound_ReadControiBiock

(SWI &4018A)

(SWI &40188)

Attaches a named voice to a channel

On entry

(
(

Reads a value from the Sound Channel Control Block

On entry

RO =channel number (I - 8)
Rl ., pointer to voice name (ASCII string. null tenninated)

On exit

(

RO =channel number (I - 8)
R I =offset to read from (0- 255)

(

On exit

RO Is preserved. or 0 for fail
RI Is preserved

(

RO preserved (or 0 if fall. Invalid channel. or invalid read offset)
R I preserved
R2 32-bit word read (If RO non-:~ero on exit)

=

Interrupts
Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Interrupt•

(

Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Proceeeor mode
Processor Is in SVC mode

(

Proceesor mode
Processor is In SVC mode

Re-entrancy
Not defined

Re-entrancy

(

Not defined

Use
This call attaches a named voice to a channel. If no exact match for the name is
round then an error is generated and the old voice (if any) remains attached . If a
match is round then the previous voice is shut down and the new voice Is reset.
Different algorithms have different internal state representations so Ills not
possible to swap Voice Generators in mid-sound.

Related SWie
Sound_AttachVoice (SWI &40185)

Related vectors
None

Use
This call reads 32-blt data values from the Sound Channel Control Block (SCCB) for
the designated channel . This call can be used to read parameters not catered for in
the Sound_Control calls returned by Voice Generators. using an area of the SCCB
reserved for the pf08rammer.

Related SWia

(
(

Sound_WriteControiBiock (SWI &4018C)

(

Related vectors
None

(
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(
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Sound_Qinit
(SWI &401 CO)

Sound_WriteControiBiock
(SWI &4018C)

(

Writes a value to the Sound Channel Control Block

(

On entry
RO =channel number (I • 8)
R l =offset to write to (0 • 255)
R2 = 32·bit word to write

(

Initialises the Schedule(s event queue

On entry
No parameters passed In feilsters

On exit
RO = 0. indicatina sU<X:eSS

On exit

(

RO preserved (or 0 If fall, Invalid channel. or invalid write offset)
R I preserved
R2 : previous 32-bit word (if RO non-zero on exit)

(

Interrupts

Interrupts
Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Processor mode

Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast Interrupts are enabled

(

Processor mode

Processor is in Sloe mode

Re-entrancy
Not defined

Processor Is In SVC mode

(

Re-entrancy
Not defined

Use

(

This call writes 32·bit data values to the Sound Channel Control Blodr. (SCCB) for
the designated channel. This call can be used to pass parameters not catered for In
the Sound_Control calls to Voice Generators. using an area of the SCCB reserved
for the pFOf!rammer.

(

Related SWla

Use
This callllushes out all events currently scheduled and re-initialises the event
queue. The tempo Is set to the default, the beat counter is reset and disabled. and
the bar length set to tero.

Related SWls
None

Related vectors
None

Sound_ReadControiBiock (SWI &40188)

(

Related vectors
None

(
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Sound_ 0Sch9dul9 (SWI & 401C1)
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Sound_QSchedule
(SWI &401 C1)
Schedules a sound SWI on the event queue
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associated data must still remain when the SWI is called (the workspace involved
must not have been reused. the Window Manager must not have paged it out. and
soon).

Related SWls

(

(
(

Sound_OFree (SWI &401C3)

On entry
RO =schedule period
-I to synchronise with the previously scheduled event
-2 for immediate scheduling
R I = 0 to sched ule a Sound_ControiPacked call. or SWI code to schedule (of the
fonn &xFOOOOOO + SWI number)
R2 = SWI parameter to be passed in RO
R3 = SWI parameter to be passed in Rl

Related vectors

(

None

c

On exit

(

RO = 0 for successfully queued
RO < 0 for failure (queue fu ll )

(

Interrupts
Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor mode
Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy

(

Not defined

Use

(

This call schedules a sound SWI call . If the beat counter Is enabled the schedule
period is measured from the last start of a bar, otherwise it is measured from the
time the call is made.

(

A schedule time of -I forces the new event to be queued for activation concurrently
with the previously scheduled one.
The event is typically a Sound_ControlPacked type call. although any other sound
SWI may be scheduled. There are limitations: R2 • R7 are always cleared, and any
return parameters are discarded. If pol nters are to be passed in RO or R I then any

5-372

(
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c
(

(

(
Sound_ 0Rsmov9 (SWI &401C2)

(
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Sound_QFree
(SWI &401 C3)

Sound_QRemove
(SWI &401 C2)

(

This SWI call is for use by the Scheduler only. You must 110t 8Se It in your own

(

Returns minimum number of free slots in the event queue

code.

\

On entry
No parameters passed in registers

(

On exit
RO =number of guaranteed slots free
RO < 0 Indicates over worst case limit, but may still be free slots

(

Interrupts
Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor mode
Processor is in SVC mode

(

Re-entrancy
Not defined

(

Use
This call returns the m inimum number of slots guaranteed free. The calculation
assumes the worst case of data structure overheads that could occur. so It Is likely
that more slots can In fact be used. lf this guaranteed free slot count Is exceeded
this call will return negative values. and the return status of Sound_OSchedule
must be carefully monitored to observe when overflow occurs.

(

Related SWis

(

Sound_OSchedule (SWI &40 1CI)

Related vectors

(

None

(
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c
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(
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Sound_ OSDispatch (SWI &401C4)
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Sound_QTempo
(SWI &401 C5)

Sound_OS Dispatch
(SWI &401C4)
This SWl cali fs for use by the Scheduler only. Yo• mut 110t • • It i n your own

(

(

(

Sets the tempo for the Scheduler

code.

On entry
RO =new tempo (or 0 for no change)

(

On exit
RO = previous tempo value

(

Interrupts
Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor mode
Processor is in SYC mode

(

Re-entrancy
Not defined

(

Use
This command sets the tempo for the Scheduler. The defaul t tempo is &1000.
which corresponds to one beat per oentlserond; doubli ng the value doubles the
tempo (ie &2000 gives two beats per centisecond ). while halving the value halves
the tempo (ie ~gives half a beat per oentiseo:>nd).

(

The parameter can be thought of as a hexadedmal fractional number. where the
three least significant d igits are the fractional part.

(

Related SWis
Sound_OBeat (SWI S...OlC6)

(

Related vectors
None

(
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Socmd_ 06981 (SWI &401 C6)
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Sound_QBeat
(SWI &401 C6)

(
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Related vectors
None

Sets or reads the beat counter or bar length

(

On entry
RO .. 0 to ~tum cum!nt beat number
RO =-I to ~turn cur~nt bar length
RO <-I to disable beat counter and set bar length 0
RO +N to enable beat counter with bar length N (counts Oto N-1)

(

=

On exit

(

RO • cum!nt beat number (RO = 0 on entry). otherwise the previous bar length.

Interrupts

(

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast Interrupts are enabled

Proce11or mode

(

Processor is In SVC mode

R.-.ntrancy

(

Not defined

Use
The simplest use of this call is to read either the current value of the beat counter
or the current bar length.

(

When the beat counter is disabled both it and the bar length a~ reset to z:ero. All
scheduling occurs relative to the time the scheduling call is issued.

(

When the beat counter is enabled it Is reset to zero. It then increments. resetting
every time It reaches the programmed bar length (N-1). Scheduling using
Sound~OSchedule then occurs relative to the last bar reset; h~er, scheduling
using • OSound is still relative to the time the command Is Issued.

(

Related SWis
Sound_arempo (SWI &401C5)

(
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Sound_ Olnt8rlat» (SWI &401C7)
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Sound_Qinterface
(SWI &401 C7)
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*Commands
*Audio

This SWI call is for use by the Scheduler only. Yo • mut IWrt ue It In your own

(

(
(

1\Jms the Sound system on orofr

code.

Sync.x

(

•Aud io OniOff

Parameters
On or Off

(

Use
• Audio turns the Sound system on orolf. 1\Jmlng the Sound system off silences it
completely, stopping all Sound lntenupts and DMA activity. 1\Jrning the Sound
system bad on rest~ the Sound DMAand Interrupt system to the state it was in
immediately prior to being turned o(f.

(

All Channel Handler and Scheduler activity is effectively frottn during the time the
Audio system is off. but software Interrupts are still pennitted, even if no sound
results.

(

Example

(

•Audio On

Related commands

c

"Speaker, "Volume

Related SWis
Sound_Enable (SWI &•01• 11

(

Related vectors
None

(
(
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(

(
(
' Chann81Volc9

(
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*ChanneiVoice

(
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Related vectors
None

Assigns a voice to a channel

(

Syntax
*Channe l Vo ice channel volce_ number l volce_name

Parametet'a

I

channel
volce_ number
voice name

(

I to8
I to 16. as given by 'Voices: or 0 to m ute the chan nel
name. as given by 'Voices

Use

(

'ChanneiVolce assigns a voice (sound) to one of the eight independent channels
used for so und output . It Is better to specify the voice by name rather than by
number. since the name is independent of the order in which the voices are loaded.
Note that the name is case sensitive. Alternatively. you can mute a channel by
assigning it a voice slot of 0.

(

By defau lt. only the first of the eight voices will be available. To make others
available, use the SWI Sound_Configure. or enter BASIC and type

>VOICES n
where 11 is 2. 4 or 8 (the number of sound channels to enable) . Do not. however.
confuse the VOICES command in BASIC with 'Voices. the command described in
this manual.

(

Example

(

*ChannelVoice 1 StrinqLib- Pluck

Related commands

(

•stereo. •voices

RelatedSWia

(

Sound_Configure (SWI &40140). Sound_AttachVoice (SWI &40185).
Sound_AttachNamedVoice (SWI &4018A)

(
5-382
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(
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(
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*QSound

*Configure SoundDefault
Sets the configured speaker setting. volume and voice

Syntax

(

Syntax
•osound channel amplitude pitch duration beats

Parameters

speaker

0 to disable the internalloudspealcer(s)- althoush the

volume
v o1ce_number

headphones remain enabled
I to enable the internalloudspeakerts)
0 (quietest) to 7 (loudest)
I to 16, as 1Jiven by "Voices

channel
ampl1tude

p1tch
•confisure SoundDefau lt sets the configured speaker setting, volume and voice.
The voice number is assigned to channel I only (the default system Bell channel).

Example

duration

• config ure SoundOefault 1 7 1

Related commands

beats delay before the sound Is generated, occurrins at
the rate set by •Tempo

beats

None

None

Related vectors
None

I to8
0 (silent) and &f'fFF (almost silent) down to &FFFI (loud)
for a II near scale - or
&100 (silent) to & 17F (loud) for a losarithmicscale,
where a change of 16 will halve or double the amplitude
0 to 255, where each unit represoents a quarter of a
semitone, with a value of 51 produd ns middle C -or
256 (& 100) to 32767 (&7FFF). where the bottom 12 bits
111ve the fraction of an octave, and the top three bits the
octave. with a value of 16384 (&4000) produdlliJ middle C
0 to 32767 (&8000). sivinll the duration of the note in
twentieths ol a second- but a value of 2S5 (&FF) gives a
note of Infinite duration (limited by the envelope. if
present)

Uae

Related SWia

(

Generates a sound after a siven delay

* Con figu re SoundDefault speaker volume voice_number

Parameters

(

Uae
•asound generates a sound after a siven delay. It Is ldentiaal i n effect to issuins a
· Sound command after t he sped fled number of beats have occurred. The channel
will only sound if at least that number of cflannels have been selected, and the
channel has a voice attached.

Example
• osound

1 &FFF2 &5800 10

c
(
(
(

(
(
(

so

(

Related commands
"Sound. •Tempo

(
5-384

5·385

(

(

(

(
·asound

(
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*Sound

Related Swta

(

Sound_OSchedule (SWI &401C l )
Generates an Immediate sound

Related vectors
None

(

Syntax
•sound channel amplitude pitch duration

Parameter•

(

channel
amplitude

I to8
0 (silent) and &f'F'FF' (almost silent) down to &FFFI (loud)
for a linear scale- or
&100 (silent) to &17F (loud) for a logarithmic scale,
where a chanee
16 will hal.-e or double the amplitude
0 to 255. where each unit represents a quarter of a
semltone. with a value 53 produdng middleC -or
256 (&100) to 32767 (&7FFF). where the bottom 12 bits
gl.-e the fraction an octaYe, and the top three bits the
oct a.-e. with a value 16384 (&4000) produdng middle C

or

pitch

(

or

or

duration
/

(

(

Use

(

Example

or

0 to 32767 (&8000). giving the duration of the note in
twentieths of a second- but a value of 255 (&FF) gives a
note of Infinite duration (limited by the envelope. if
present)

"Sound generates an Imm edia te sound. The channel will only sound if at least that
number of channels have been selected. and the channel has a voice attached.

•sound 1 &FFF2 &5800 10

Related commands

(

·asound

Related Swts

(

Sound_Contro!Paded (SWI &40186). Sound_Control (SWI &40189)

(
5-386

(

c

5-387

(
(
·Sound
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*Speaker

Related vector•
None

(
(

Turns the internal speaker{s) on or oiT

(

Syntax
•speaker OniOff

Parameter•

(

On or Off

Uae
•speaker turns the Internal spealer(s) on or olf. lt does not effect the 3.5 mm
stereo jack soclet, whkh you can still use to play the sound through headphones
or an amplifier.
You may still be able to hear a very low level of sound. as this command mutes the
spealer{s) rather than totally disabling them.

(

(

Example

(

•spe aker Off

Related commanda
• Audio. •volume

(

Related SWia
Sound_Speaker (SWI &40143)

(

Related vectora
None

(

(
(
5-388
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(

(

(
(
"StBrBO

(
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*Stereo

(

*Tempo

Sets the position in the stereo image of a sound channel

Syntax

f

Sets the tempo (Of the Scheduler

Syntax
*Stereo channel pos1t1on

Parameters

(

:;:;:;:::::;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;: ;:· .:.:;: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

channel
position

*Tempo tempo
Parameters

I to8

tempo

0 to &FFFF (default & 1000)

-127(fullleft) to +127(full right)

Use

(

Use
•stereo sets the position in the stereo Image of a sound channel.

Example

(

*Stereo 2 100

I

111 cunrul 2 output to cor11t pffilontin«"tllJ front tfte rigftt

Related commands

(

"ChanneiVoice, "Voices

Related SWis
Sound_Stereo (SWI &40142)

(

Related vectors
None

(

"Tempo sets the Sound system tempo (the rate of the beat counter). The default
tempo is &1000, which corresponds to one beat per centisecond: doubling the
value doubles the tempo (so &2000 gives two beats per centisecond). while halving
the value halves the tempo (so &800 gives half a beat per centisecond).

Example

*Tempo &1200
Related commands
•osound

Related SWia
Sound_OTempo (SWJ &401C5)

Related vectors
None

(
(

(
5-390

(

c
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(
·runing
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*Voices

*Tuning

(

Syntax
•Tun ing relat 1ve_change

Parameters
relative_ change

*Voices

(

Parameters
-16383 to 16383 (0 resets the default tuning)

Use

None

Use
•Tuning alters the overall tuning of the Sound system. A value of zero resets the
default tuning. Otherwise, the tuning is changed relative to Its current value in
units of 1/4096 of an octave.

Example
*Tuning 64

Related commands
None

Related SWls
Sound_Tuning (SW1 &40187)

Related vectors
None

(

Displays a list of the Installed voices

Alters the overall tuning of the Sound system

Syntax

(

•Voices displays a list of the Installed voices by name and number. and shows
which voice Is assigned to each of the eight channels. A voice can be attached to a
channel even if that channel is not currently In use.

Example
*Voi.cea

12

Vo ice
1
2
3

Name
Wave-Synth-Beep
34
StringL!b-Soft
StringLib-Pluck
4 StringLib-Steel
5 StringLib-Hard
56
6 Percussion-Soft
7 Percussion-Medium
78
8 Percussion-Snare
9 Percussion-Noise
Channel Al location Map

(

c
(
(

(

Related commands

(

•channeiVoice. •stereo

Related SWis

c

Sound_lnstaiiVoice (SWI &40183)

Related vectors
None

5·392

(
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(
(

(
(
'Volum9

(
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*Volume

(
Sets the maximum overall volume of the Sound system

Syntax

I

*Volume volume
Parameters
volume

I (quietest) to 127 (loudest)

Use

(

·volume sets the maximum overall vol ume of the Sound system. A change of 16 in
the volume parameter will halve or double the actual volume.
The command scales the internal lookup tables that Voice Generators use to set
their volume (Some custom Voice Generators may Ignore these tables and so will
be unaffected .) A far~ amount of calculation is Involved In this. You should
therefore use this command sparingly. and only to limit the overall volume of all
channels; If a si ngle channel is too loud or soft. you should alter (ust that channel's
volume.

(

(

Example

*Volume 127
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Application notes
The most likely chan~ to the Sound system Is to add Voice Generators. thus
providing an extra range ol sounds. Each Voice Generator must confonn to the
specifications given earlier in the section entlt~ Voiu c.-arm on page 5-345.
and those given below. The speed and effidency ol Voice Generator aii!Orithms is
paramount. and requires careful attention to coding; some suggested code
fragments are given to help you.
Code will not run fast enough in ROM. so ROM templates or user code templates
must be copied into the Reiocatable Module Area where they will execute in fast
sequential RAM . If the RMA is to be tidied. all installed voices must be removed
using the Sound_RemoveVoice call. then reinstal~ using the Sound_l nstaiiVoice
call.
Voice libraries are an effident way of sharing common code and data areas; these
must be built as Relocatable Modules which install sets olvoices. preferably with
some fonn of library name prefix.

Buffer filling algorithms
The Channel Handler sets up three registers (RI2.11.10) whk h give the start
address. increment and end address for correct filling with interleaved sound
samples. The interleave increment has the value I . 2. 4 or 8. and is equal to the
number of channels. This code Is an example of how these registers should be

used:
.loop

I

Related commands
• Audio. • configure Sound Default. •speaker

(

Related SWla
Sound_Volume (SWI &40180)

Related vectors

(

STR8

fte, (ftl2J.ftll

tom VIOC format I bit •lqned loq in Re
: etoro, and bu.., pt e

CMPS

Rl2, JtlO

; c:heck for e nd

BLT

loop

: and loop until fill co..,leto

; • .q.

The DMA buffer Is always a multiple of 4 words ( 16 bytes) long. and word aligned.
Loop overheads can therefore be cut down by usi ng two byte store operations . A
further Improvement Is possible if R II , the Increment. Is one; this implies that
values are to be stored sequentially. so word stores may be used.

None

Example code fragm ents
The fundamental operations perfonned by nearly all voice generators involve
Oscil lators. Table lookup and Amplitude modulatlon. ln addition, some algorithms
(plucked string and drum in particular) require random bit generators. Simple
in-line code fragments are briefly outlined for each of these.

(

(
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Oscillator coding

The frequency of the oscillator Is linearly related to the frequency Increment.
Vibrato effects can be obtained by modulating the frequency increment
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Changing parameters or the voice table being used is best done at or close to
zero-crossing points. to avoid noise generation. If wavetables are arranged with
zero-crossing aligned to the start and end of the table then it is simple to add a
branch to appropriate code.

In all cases the aim is to produce the most efficient. and wherever possible highly
sequential. ARM machine code; in most algorithms the aim must be to get as many
working variables Into registers as possible, and then adapt the synthesis
algorithms wherever possible to use the high-speed barrel shifter to effect.

The accumulator-<livider is the most useful type of oscillator for most voices. A
frequency increment is added to a phase accumulator register and the high-order
bits of the resulting phase provide the index to a wavetable. Alternatively, the top
byte can be directly used as a sawtooth waveform.

:::::::::::::::~::::

ADDS

Rp, 1\p,ltp, LSL fl6

; phase accumulate

BCS

Update

: only tak• Cranch if paat zero croaainq

(

Normally fixed-length (2S6-byte or a larger power of two) wavetables are used by
most voice generator modules. The high bits of the phase aocumulator are added
to a wavetable base pointer to access the sample byte within the table:

For a 2S6-byte table:

c
c

ph8S9aocumulalor

ADO

I

,

(Table)
> ..,. (byte felCh)

frequency increment
wavetable base pointer

, ., Sawtooth!
'

•

Index

phase accumulator

(
(

Schematically

Schematically

1

(

Wavetable access coding

Sixteen-bit registers provide good audible frequency resolution. and are used in
many digital hardware synthesizer products. The 32-bit register width of the ARM is
ideally split 16116 bits for phase/increment.

ADO

(

(

Coding
LOAB A8, (At,Rp,LSR 124)

where the most significant 8 bits of Rpcontaln the Phase index. Rt is the Table base
pointer. and Rs is the register used to store the sample.

(

Coding

Amplitude modulation coding

Register field assignment: Rp
31

I
ADD

Phase Accumulator

Rp, Rp, Rp, LSL U6

I

The amplitude ofthe resultant byte may be altered for three reasons: firstly to scale
for the overall volume setting. secondly to scale for the channel's volume setting.
and lastly to provide enveloping.

0

1615
Increment

; pha.se accumulate

I

(

Overall volume
If the overall volume setting changes. then your Update entry point will be called.
You can cope with the change In two ways. The first is to re-scale all the values in
the wavetable, using the SWI calls Sound_SoundLog or Sound_LogScale. This has
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(

c
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(
Ch1J11n61 volume

(
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(

the advantat~e that buffer filling is faster as the values are already scaled. but has
the disadvantage that the wavetables might be stored to a lower resolution
resulting in increased noise levels.

{

The alternative is to re-scale the values between reading them from the wavetable
and outputting them, as in the example voice given later. The reverse then applies:
buffer filling is slower, but noise is reduced. This method is preferred. so long as
the algorithm is still able to fill the buffer within the required period.

(
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Envelope coding
Envelopes (if used) must be coded within the Voice Generator. A lookup table must
be defined giving the envelope shape. This is then accessed in a similar manner to
a wavetable, usi ng the timbre phase aocumulator passed In the SCCB. The sample
byte Is then scaled using this value, as shown above.
If you continue after a gate off, you must store your own copy of the volume, as any
value in the SCCB will be overwritten.

Channel volume
The channel's volume setting should be used by all well-behaved \blce Generators.
The volume Is passed to the Voice Generator by the Channel Handler In the SCCB,
as a signed 8 bit logarithm. but in a different format to that used by the VIOC chip:

Aln pllt•de a,te Data Form.t:
7

Io I

8

5

•

3

2

1

0

Logarithm

I

Unear to logarithmic conver•lon
Algorithms which worlt with linear Integer arithmetic may use the Channel Handler
linear-log table d irectly to 1111 buffers efficiently. The table is 8 Kbyte in length. to
allow the full dynamic ranee of the V1DC sound digital to analogue converter to be
utilised. The format Is chosen to allow direct indexing using barrel-shifted 12-bit
integer values. The values in the table are scaled acooroing to the current volume
setting.

Coding
to ace•• • the loolltup t able pointer d\ltln9 inttiaUaatton:

VI DC 8-blt Mmple format:

(

I

7

8

5

•

3

Logarithm

2

HOY

1

0

I I
S

Sign

blt

(
Coding

The coding is easiest if the values are treated as fractional quantities, and is then
reduced to subtracting logarithms and checking for underflow:
Ra contains amplitude in range 0 to 127
Rs contains sample data in range -127 to +127(sign bit l.SB(

(

(

do th1e each time Voice Genora tor ia e ntered
ltSB
A•,
f Ul
: make attenuation factor

It•.

: do th1e tn•ide loop, botor• each write to buff•r
SUI$
NCWMI

(
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(

Jt•, t o

; note •hlft to convert to VIOC ! onut
: correct f or underflow

Note - The example voice shows how this can be combined with use of the
volume-scaled lookup table to scale for both the overall and channel volume on
each fill.

(
(

l'•.Jle ,lla, LSL fl

11011

ao, t o
u, t o

HOY

U, t O

HOY

It), t O

HOY

l 4, t 0

: 9et CMnnel Handl e r baee

swt

·xsou nd_contlouM'"

BVS

• rror_ret.urn

LOR

U, (R3,tll I lln-to- laq poi nter

ln line .buffe r t'UUnq Clode t
ltnear 32- bit va lue in AO
LORB
RO, (Rt,RO,LU tl91 ; lln - > laq
STR8
RO, (Rl2J, Rl1
; 01Jtput to OKA butter

Random bit generator code
An efficient pseudo-random bit generator can be implemented using two internal

registers. This provides noise which Is necessary for some sounds, percussion in
particular. One register Is used as a multi-tap shift register, loaded with a seed
value; the seoond is loaded with an XOR bit mask constant (&10872641 ). The
sequence produced has a length of 4294967295. The random carry bit setting by
the simple rode fragment outlined below allows conditional execution on carry set
(or deared):
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(
Random bit gMerator codtJ
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Coding
R8, JU, LSL fl ; aet random carry
EORCS R8, Rl, R9
liUUtCC
do thta •..
yyyCS ; ••• or alternately this

Th9 Sound syst(J111
..;:::.z.:::::·:=¥.-:::

:=:-:-:::·:·:·:·:·:-:o:;.:::::.r-:o::::::::::::~.::.-mn:<.:::::::.:·:·:=:::::::::::::.;.;;r
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Example program

MOllS

This program shows a complete Voice Generator. It builds a wavetable containing a
sine wave at maximum amplitude. Scaling is performed when the table is read:

(

(
(

JttH - > WaveVoice
OIH WaveTable\ 255
DIM Code\
4095
SYS '"Sound_VOl Wile'" .127 TO UaerVoluM
FOR s\=0 TO 255
SYS -sound_SoundLOV .. , '7FFFFFFF*SIN (2*PI*a\/256) TO tfaveTable\ ?s\
NEXT s \ : lttH build aamplea at full volutae
SYS •sound_Volwae"',Uaervoluftlllli ro uaorvolu,.

(

ltEK and reatore volu• to value on ontry

(

FOR C• O TO 2 SfEP 2
P\~ode\

......................................

( OPT C
;

......................................

:*
:

(

VOICE CO-JitOUt'IN!. COO£ SEGMENT

On installation, point Channel Randlor

voice

; potnteu to thia voice control block
; (returh ad.dreaa alvaya on top of atac:k)

(

•Vo1caB•se
8
8

Fill
Fill
Gat.On

8
8

Gat.Otf
I nst•nc:e

Instantiate entry

LDMFD
LDMFD

Rll!, {PC I
Rlll, {PCI

Initialiao

EQUD

VoioeNaM - VoioeBaae

8

update ant ry

(

Froo ontry

• Vo1ceNama EQUS .. wavevoio.'"

(

EOUB 0

......................................
ALIGN

:

• LoqAnpPt r £QUO 0
• Wave&aae EQUD WaveTable\

······································

:. In.stanca ; a ny tnat ance
STKFO

MOV
MOV

MOV
MOV
MOV
SMI
LDRVC
STRVC
STRVS

5·400

fiUat

(

uae volume acaled loq •1'1'1' table

RlJ!,(R0- R41
; eave reqlatera
RO, 10
Rl, IO
R2, 10
Rl, 10
R4,10
"XSound_Confiqure'"
RO, (Rl, tl2)
qot addreea of volume scaled l oq aq, tab l e
RO, LoqAmpPtr
and store
return orror potnter
RO, (Rll(

5·401

(

(

c
(

(
(
Example program

(

TI'HI Sound sysrem

~~~;;;;;;:;.;:;:;.;:;:;:;:::::*=:::::::.-:~;:;.l'",«;:;;:;:;;;.;::::..'«o:«-XV.'<#:·:::~:::~::~;:;:;:;:;;;.;.;.:·:·:·:·:.:.:::::~-:-::~~$!';:5;::::::=::::;:::::::;:;:;

:;::::::::::-:·:· ;;;:;.;««««::=%:~~~

(

:'

on e ntry:
rO-rl avdlabl•
r9 ta SO\U\debannelCont rolaloct point e r
rlO OM buffer ltft.it (+1)
tl1 DIQ. buffer inte rleave tncre,..nt
r 12 01'\A buffer b a a• poil'lte r
rll Sound ayate m St a ck with return addr.aa and flaqa
on top (mut t LONro llll!# { .. . • pe }
NO r14 - 11';01 are enabled and rl4 1a not uaabl e
.Ga teOn
LOR
kO. tfavelh••
vavetable b a a•
STR
J~,O,IU, t UJ
up tn scca •• worJtinq reqtater 5
LOR
11,0, LoqAq>Ptc
volu• ac.sled log • • table
U,(U,UO)
sn
aet up •• worktnq req.late r 6

(

••t

r

:-·····································
.Fill
LOMIA
AND

R9,( R1 • R'I
Rl,11,1, U lF

R1 1o " "" (0·12lJ

(

IU i a timbre phaae I CC
kS 1a wavetable baae
LDRB
MOV
UB
.FlU Loop
ADD
LORB
SUBS
MOVKI
STRB
ADD
LORB
SUBS
HOVMI

(
(

STRB

ADD
LORa
SUBS
MOVMI
STRB
ADD
LDRB

(

suas
MOVMI

(

STR&

CMP
8LT

:
:
Jt.2 il
Jt 4 it
ta

It'

U ,( U,U,LSL til
U ,U,LSR tl
U.U,t12l

ptck vp workinq reqllteu froM sec•
.aak Jtl a o only chanl'lel a q>lltude r-.llna
pitch pha l e I CC
duration
arrp tabl e baae
llliOVe 119n blt - > VIOC forma t loq
and lookup a.ap acal~ to overa ll volume
move 811;1n bit back aqatn
lUke attenuation factor

Jt.2 , R2, -.2 . LSL fl6
advance vavefon1 pha. .
1<0, I 11,5,11:2, LSII: 1241
qet wave ta~le
kO,U,R1,LSL f1
: ac:.le a ftl)lltude tor ovenll ' cha.nnel voluNa
RO, t O
a nd corr.et unct.rtlow
RO.(R121. 11,11
q enerate output aanple
R2, R2, R2, LSL t1 6
repeated. in Hne four timea •• .
RO,(RS, R2, LSk 124)
RO, RO, R1, LSL t1
RO, t O
RO ,( Rl2),kll
Jt.2 , Jt.2, -.2 , LSL 11,
M, IM, al , LSII, 12 41
Jt.O, RO,Jt.l, LSL tl
11:0, t O
11:0 , IR12), Rll
R2, R2, 11,2, LSL t l '
RO, (RS, R2, LSR 1 2 4)
RO,RO,R1,LSL t1
RO, t O
RO ,(Rl 2),11:11
end ot repeat a .•.
U2, RIO
check for e nd of buffer fill
rtllLoop
loop 1f not

check for e nd of note

c
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; ree tor. M911t•r• and return

U3 l, I RO· M, PC)

VOICE BUFFEII, riLL ROUTINES

:••·-··································

(

(

:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:

:••············........................
LOHrD

c

~:::::::;:;

SUBS
STMIB
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M , M , fl
R9, j11,2·11,S)

:

MOVPL
MOYMI

RO, f\0 0001000
RO, f\ 000 00010

LDMFD

R13!,1PCJ

voice a ctive 1t a till duration left
f oree fluth
return to l evel 1

•b•

......................................

•GateOff
IOOY

RO, t O

.FluthLoop
SfQ
SfQ
STQ
STRB
CMP
8LT

RO, (11;12),11:11
RO,(U2),11,11
RO,(II:12),11:11
RO, (RlZ),II:ll
R1 2 , UO

fill buffe r wltb •• roe•

tluthLoop
CAUS!. l evel 1 t'O FLUSH onoe more
MOV
kO, f\ 00000001
: • •t fl a g to tlua h on. .ore butter
LOMFO
IUlt. {PC)
: retum to leve l 1
IIUf C
OldYol~(l)

DIM

SYS '"Sound._lna t a llVota.• # Voicek ••· 0 TO a\ , Vote.\
FOR v\• 1 ro 1
SYS "Sound_Atta cbvotc.• # v\ , 0 1'0 z \ ,OldVolce\ Cv\ )
VOICE

v\ , "1faY8Vo1oe•

NEXT
ON

l!ltAOit PltCX:Re•toresound 1 ! ,NO

VOIC!S I

• vole.•
SouttD l,&llF.Sl,lO :JU:M activate cha nnel 11
PltUff' • •any \ey to JMke a noise , <ESCAPt> to tin l ab•
C\ •1
REPEAT
K\ • INKEY (1)

IF K\>0 TREN
SOUND C\ , ' 11F,K\ ,100

Ch•l : IF C\ >1 t'K&N C\ •1
END IF
UNTIL 0

otr

PJtOCft.utoresou.M

ON EllllOR OFF
UPORT:PRINT UL

SYS '"Sound_JlemoveYoice•, 0, Voice\
f'Oit v \ •l TO I
SYS •sound_Atta c:hYo1ce". v \ ,OldYoice\ (v\}
NEXT
VOICES 1

•voice•
PUNT''
EIIDPROC

d.ecre.ll8nt. cent lt•c count
aave reqhtera to SCCB
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WaveSynth
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Introduction
WaveSynth is a module that provides a voice generator which is used for the
default system bell.
You can load a new wavetable Into WaveSynth as a module Initialisation
parameter. eg:

(

flEM

> sourco

obj$=*<0bey$01c >. !ltunlmaqe •

DIM MC'lOOO, L\• 1
FOR 1\• 1 TO 10 STU 2

(

P\=!C\

(OPT!\

. •tart
MOV RO,

tl.

AOR Rl, instantiation

(

SWI ·xos_Hodule'"
MOV PC, RH
.instantiation
e:ous "'Wavosynth\Orqan <OboySotr>.OrqanOl•+cHR$0

I :NEXT

(

(

OSCLI "'Save .. +obj$+'" •..-srRS ... e:tart+'" ••STRS ... P\
05CLI •sotTypo "•ob)S•" Utility•
OSCLI ..Stamp "'+obj$

In RISC OS 2.0 it also provided a SWI for its own internal use. This has since been
removed
For more information about the use of sound in RISC OS. refer to the chapter
entitled Tflt SouiWI S¥S!t,. on page 5-335.

(
(

c
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(
(

(

r
(
(

(
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The Buffer Manager
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Introduction and Overview
The buffer manaeer acts as a f!lobal buffer man311in8 system. providinf! a set of
calls for settinf! up a buffer. insertlna and l'emOYil'li data from a buffer. and
removina a buffer. It is also possible to setup an area or memory to be used as a
buffer. The buffer man3f!er extends the INSV. REMV and CNPV vector calls to
provide ac:x:ess to these buffers and allow block transfers.
The buffer man3f!er Is used by DevlceFS to provide buffers for the various devices
that can be accessed. A device may be linked to a buffer, supply routines to be
called when data enters the bulfer and also a routine to be called when a buffer Is
removed (or a new device is attached).
When reaisterina orcreatina a buffer It Is possible to force a specific buffer handle.
if this feature is not used then the man311er will assif!n a unique handle to lt. It
should be noted that buffer handles are no lonf!er stored as eiaht bit quantities.

(

Block transfers are slanalled by settina bit 31 of the buffer handle. anythlna which
can be perfonned on a byte by byte basis can also be performed on a block. for
example. examlnl"f! the buffer contents.

(

A number of vectors. events. service calls and upcalls have been modified or
created to enable the buffer manaaer to function efficiently.

f

The SWJs for the buffer man3f!er module allow you to modify the actual buffer
itself. but do not supply a way or lnsertlna and relllOYfna data from these buffers.
Extensions have been made to the followlna vectors to handle the insertlna and
removing or data from the buffers. these calls have also been extended to allow
block inserts. For more details a( these vector calls see the chapter entitled Softwrr
wuors on page 1·59.

Vector.

(
(

•

lnsV

•

RemV

- removes a byte from a buffer

•

CnpV

-counts number or entries in a buffer. or puraes contents of a buffer

-inserts a byte in a buffer

(
5-407

(
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(
(
Introduction and Ov91'view

The Buff91' Manager
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Service Calls

The changes required to enable lnsV. RemV and CnpV to cope with the new buffers
and block transfers have required the following events to be extended to enable
them to indicate that a block transfer occurred. For more details of these events
see the chapter entitled Ev1nts on page 1-137.
•

Event_OutputEmpty

- issued when the last character is removed from a
buffer

•

Event_lnputFull

- generated when a character or block is inserted
and it failed

•

Event_Charlnput

- issued when the nags word is set up to indicate
that character entering buffer events should be
generated.

Service_BufferStarting
(Service Call &6F)

(
(

On entry
Rl

=&6F (reason code)

On exit

(

All registers preserved

Upc.U.

(

Allows modules to felllster buffers with the buffer manager

Service caD•
The service call Service_BufferStarting has been added to allow modules which
wish to register buffers with the buffer manager to do so. For more details o f this
service call see Scrvict_Bu/fnStartirtg (Snviu CaU &6F) on page 5-409.

(

Use
This call is passed around after the module has been initialised or reset. It allows
modules which wish to fe8ister with the buffer manager to do so.

(

When the service is received all SWis are valid.

Allows the buffer manager to communicate with owners. For more details of these
upcalls see the chapter entitled Co111111Unications witain RISC OS on page 1-167
•

Upcaii_BufferFilling

•

Upcaii_BurrerEmptying - issued by the buffer manager when the free space
in the buffer is greater than the current threshold.

(

- passed when data is inserted into the buffer and
the free space passes by the specified threshold

(

(
(

(
(
5-408
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(
(
SW/cal/s

(
(

11111 8uff9f M8118g9f
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SWI calls
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(

Bit 0

used to indicate I[ the character entering buffer events should be
issued.

Bit I

used to indicate if'output buffer empty' events should be issued for
this buffer.
Bit I is used to indicate if the device attached to the buffer has been
woken up. lf this bit= 0 then the device is donnant and needs to be
woken. When a device is attached and data Is put into the buffer this
bit is checked. if it= 0 then the wake up code for the device will be
called allowing any device to wair.e up any hardware it may be
driving and to start processina data within the buffer.

Bit 2

used to indicate if 'input buffer full' events should be issued for this
buffer.

Bit 1

used to indicate if 'upcalls when free space threshold crossed'
events should be issued for this buffer.

Claims an area of memory from the RMA and links it into t he buffer list

On entry
RO

=nags for the buffer:
bit 0

0 = buffer is donnant and should be woken up when data

enters it
I = buffer generates 'output buffer empty' events
I = buffer generates 'input buffer full' events
I = buffer generates 'upcalls when free space threshold
crossed' events
bits 4-11 = reserved for future expansion, should be set toO on creation
R I = size of buffer to be created
R2 =buffer handle to assign to buffer (-I =does not matter)
bit I
bit 2
bit 1

(
r"

V

= 0 = RO = buffer handle
= I = RO pointer to error block

=

Interrupts

(

On ell it RO contains the buffer handle belna used or a pointer to an error block..

Related S Wis

On exit

~~

;;:;:;::;_-::;m;:.::::=-:.~::;:;:;::;::;:;:;;:o;:;~~

The nags word Is used to indicate what should happen when data is being inserted
and removed from the buffer.

Buffer_Create
(SWI &42940)

{

:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;: ;:; :::-:v: -:·:·:·:·:·:-:=:~:-:•:.;:;.;.;.;:;:;~;:;:;:;:;?;;:;:;:;:: :;:;:;:;:;:;:;

Buffer_Remove (SWI &42941)

Related vector•
None

Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

r

Processor mode
Processor is in SVC mode

Re-entrancy

(

Not defined

Use

f

This SWI daims an area of memory from the RMA and links it Into the buffer list:

\.

If R2 =-I the buffer manager will attempt to find a unique handle; else the buffer
manager will check that the handle specified is unique and if It is assign it to that
buffer.

(
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Buff8f_ Remove (SW/ &42941)
;.;..:.;;; .;:;:;:;:;:
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Buffer_Remove
(SWI &42941)

Buffer_Register
(SWI &42942)

Dereaisters the buffer from the active list

On entry

On entry
RO = naas for buffer:
bit 0
0 = buffer Is dormant and should be woken up when data
enters It
bit I
I ~ buffer aenerates 'output buffer empty' events
bit 2
I = buffer aenerates 'Input buffer full' e~~ents
bit l
I ~ buffer aenerates 'upcalls when free space threshold
aossed' events
bits 4· 'J I ~ resel\'ed for future expansion, should be set to 0 on creation
Rl =pointer to start of memory for buller
R2 =pointer to end ol bufTef (+I)
R3 = handle to be asslsned to buller (-1 =If to be aenerated)

On exit
V =I = RO = pointer to error blod. else preserved

Interrupt.
Interrupt status is undefined
Fast lntenupts are enabled

Proce..or mode

On exit
V

Re-entrancy
Not defined

=

It attempts to dereaister the buffer from the active list. If successful it will attempt
to free the memory relatina to that buffer.

Processor Is In SVC

Buffer_Create (SWJ &42940)

None

mode

c

Re-entrancy
Not defined

Related vectors

(

c

Processor mode

Related SWis

(

(

Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

This SWI should only be made on buffers created using Buffer_Create.

(

(

= 0 = RO = buffer handle
RO pointer to error block

=I =

Interrupts

Use

(

(

Resisters an area o f memory as a buffer

RO "' handle of buffer to be removed

Processor is in SVC mode

(

Use
This SWI resisters an area of memory as a buffer, the routine accepts similar
parameters to Buller_Create. but instead of the call claiming that area of memory
for you. you must actually specify the buffers start and end.

(

(
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(

(

r
(
ButrtK_Register (SWI &42!U2)

(
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It Is not advised that you put buffers i n the application workspace, t his area of
memory can be switched out when someone else tries to eccess it. It is however
possible for your task If It Is going to be the only one uslns this buffer, and It will
only be accessed whilst the task. is currently paged In to register a buffer within its
workspace.

r\.
(

For further detells about the Class word and the sped lied buffer handle see
&ltr_Crr•u (SWI &42940) on page 5-410.

Buffer_Deregister
(SWI &42943)
Unlinks a buffer from the actiw: list

On entry

Related SWis
Buffer_Deresister (SWI &42943)

RO : handle of buffer to be dereglstered

On exit

Related vectors

(

V

None

• 0 = all preserved
• I
RO pointer to error blodt

=

=

Interrupts
Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast Interrupts are enabled

Processor mode
Processor is in SI/C mode

Re-entrancy
Not defined

(

Use
This SWI will simply unlink a buffer from the ectlw: list. the data within the buffer
will be purRed and any access to this buffer via INSV. REMV and CNPV will be
Isnored.

r
\

Do not use this call if you heve created the buffer usfns Buffer_Create, instead use
Buffer_Remow: which releases any memory that may have been claimed .
Related SWia
Buffer_Reslster (SWI &42942)

'

Related vectora
None

(
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(

(
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(

(
8ulf9r_ J.fodifyFiags (SW/ &42944)

Th9 Buff9r Manager
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Buffer_ModifyFiags
(SWI &42944)
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Rel•ted vector•

(

(

None

(

Modifies the nags word stored with each buffer

On entry
RO = handle of buffer to be modified
Rl = EOR mask
R2 =AND mask

(

c

On exit
Rl =old value
R2 = new value

(

Interrupt•
Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

(

Processor mode
Processor is in SVC mode

(

Re-entrancy
Not defined

Use

(

This SWI allows you to modifY the nags word stored with each buffer. the SWI
allows two registers to be AND'd and then EOR'd with the current nags word . On
exit the old and new values of this word are returned to the caller.

(

Rl and R2 are applied as follows:
new= (old AND R2) EOR Rl
The caller should not modify reserved nag bits when issuing this call. i .e. bits 4-3 I
should be set in R2 and clear in Rl.

(

Related SWls
None
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(

(
8ufftN_ Uni<DeviC8 (SWI &42945)

(
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Buffer_LinkDevice

(

(SWI &42945)
Links a set of routines to the specified device

(

=

RO buffer handle
Rl .. pointer to code to wake up device when needed (0 = none)
R2 "' pointer to code to call when device is to be detached (0 =cannot be
detached)
RJ :: private word to be passed in
R4 " pointer to workspace for above routines

~

On exit
V = I = RO

=pointer to error blocl:. else all preserved

Interrupts
Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Processor mode
Processor Is in SVC mode
/'

r"

Re-entrancy
Not defined

(

Uae
This SWIIInks a set of routines to the specified device. The caller supplies two
routines. one to be called when data enters the buffer and another to be called
when someone else attempts to link to the buffer.

(

Rl contains a pointer to the routine to be called when data enters the buffer and it
is currently marked dormant. The routine can be entered In any mode and with
AOs or IROs enabled or disabled. The mode should be preserved as should the
interrupt state.

r

:;:;::::::."W~:;:;;:::::::..'1:~;;::.;:;:;~~)$$X;!;:;:::::;:;::::.»"%::::;..'}~~;:.::::;:;::-;:;::-;::.:::::::o:<>:!;..'IQ<$;;;:;.;:;~

Oa eatry
RO • buffer handle
R8 "'private word (spedfted In R31n SWI Buffer_LinkDevice)
R 12 • pointer to woritspace for routine (spedfted In R3 In
SWI Buffer_LinkDeYice)

Oa edt
all should be preserved. including PSR

On entry

r

;:;:;:;:;::· .;.;.;.;:;:;:;: •••••••• ;:;:;.;.;:; ·:·:·:=:·:·:·:·::;:;.:&..~:·:·:·:·:;;~:;~;:;::::::.-,.~~:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;.;::: ;:;:;:;

The buffer manager automatically marks the buffer as active (non-donnant) before
calling the wake up code.
If the caller to Buffer_LinkDevice spedftes a routine pointer equal to zero then no
wake up call is made.
The second routine supplied Is a routine to be called whenever the owner of the
buller is about to change; if this value is zero then the device is indicating that the
owner can never be changed and changing it will result In an error.
The routine if supplied gets called as follows:

Oa eatry
RO buffer handle
R8 private word
R 12 "' pointer to workspace for the calls

=
=

Oa edt
V .. 0 =all preserved
"' 1 = RO "'pointer to error block
On return from this routine the routine can return an error, any errors returned halt
the detach process. The detach routines are called when someone attempts to kill
the buffer manager module. this results in an error and the buller manager refuses
to die.
When attaching to a buffer it Is possible that the SWl will fall. this is I ikely to be
because the cunent owner is refusing to detach Itself.

Related SWia
Buffer_ModifyAags (SWI &42944)

Related vectors
None

The registers to the wake up code are setup as follows:

(
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BuffiK_ t.kllinlt.Device (SWI &42946)
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Buffer_ UnlinkDevice

Buffer_Getlnfo

(SWI &42946)

(SWI &42947)

Unlinks a device from a buffer

On entry

(

(
(

Returns data about t he buffer

On entry

RO: buffer handle

On exit
V

·:·:·:·:·x·:•..:•:·:-~::;:;:;:;:;:;:;;:;-;»;;>:<«:;:;:;:;.;:;-:;::;:;:;:;::.::-*~;:;:::x-x::::;;:;~:;:;:;.::;;:;:;.::;

RO = buffer handle

On exit
: 0
= I

= all preserved and device detached
= RO =pointer to error block

V =0

RO
RI

= fla&s relating to buft'er
= pointer to start of buft'er In memo!Y

(

R2 =pointer to end of buffer In memo!Y (+I)
Rl z Insert Index for buffer
R4 remoYe Index for buft'er
R5 ,. remaining free space In buffer
R6 =number of characters In buffer
V = I= RO =pointer to enor block

Interrupt•

=

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Proceaaor mode
Processor is in SVC mode

=

(

(

Interrupt&

(

Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Re-entrancy
Not defined

(

Proce..or mode

u..

Processor is in SVC mode
This SWI will unlink a device from a buffer. no warning is given of the detach and
the data that is currently stored within the buffer is purged.

Re-entrancy

This call should only be used by the actual device that called Buffer...LinkDevlce.
anyone else calling this SWI could confuse the system.

(

Not defined

Uae
Related SWla
BufferJ.inkDevice (SWI &42945)

Related vector•
None

This SWI returns data about the buffer. Its position In memory. flags, insert and
remove offsets. and the amount of free space.

Related SWla

(

(

None

Related vectors

(

None
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(

Buffer_ Thr86hold (SWI &42948)
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Buffer_Threshold

(
\

(SWI &42948)
Sets or reads the warnif18 threshold of the buffer

/

On entry
RO .. buffer handle
RI = threshold (0 none. -I

=

/

~

to read)

On exit
Rl • previous value

/

Interrupts
lntenupt status is undefined
Fast Interrupts are enabled

/'

Processor mode
Processor Is in SVC mode

/

Re-entrancy
Not defined

(

Uae
This SWIIs used to set or read t he warninll threshold of the buffer. This Is used to
trfllller UpCalls If bit 3 of the buffer flailS is set.

(

The Upcalls are Issued when the amount of free space In the buffer crosses the
threshold value (see the chapter entitled Co''""""iutiofl1 wi~i" RJSC OS on
pase 1·167).

(

Related SWia
None

~

Related vectors

\.

None

(
r

c
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Squash
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(

(

(
Introduction and Overview
This module provides seneral compression and decompression facilities of a
lossless nature throuah a SWJ interface. The alaorithm Is 12-bit LZW. however. this
may chanse in future releases.

c

The interface is desianed to be restartable, so that compression or decompression
can occur from a variety of locations. Operations involvina Hie 10 can easily be
constructed from the operations provided.

(

Erron

(

The followina errors can be returned by the Squash module:

Error aumber

Error text

&920

SWI value out of range for module Squash

&921
&923

Bad address for module Squash
Bad i nput for module Squash
Bad workspace for module Squash

&924

Bad parameters for module Squash

&922

(

(
(

c
(
(
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(

()
(
SW/ calfs

(
(

Squash
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Interrupta

SWI calls
Squash_Compress
(SWI &42700)

r

Interrupt status Is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Proceaaor mode
Processor is in~ mode

Provides general compression of a lossless nature

Re-entrancy

On entry

{

SWI is re-entrant

RO = nass:
bit 0

(
Rl

r'

R2
R3
R4
R5

(

0"' start new operation
I .. continue exfstin8 operation
(usfn8 exfstin8 workspace contents)
bit I
0 " end of the input
I • more Input after this
bit 2
reserved (must be zero)
bit 3
0 " no effect
I • return the work space size required and the maximum output
size in bytes (ail other bits must be 0)
bits 4 • J I reserved (must be zero)
=Input size (-1 ::::) do not return maximum output size)- if bit 3 of RO Is set;
else= workspace pointer- if bit 3 o( RO is dear
=input pointer - if bit 3 of RO is dear
=number of bytes of input available- if bit J of RO Is clear
=output pointer -if bit 3 of RO is dear
=number of bytes of output space available -If bit 3 of RO is dear

\

On exit
RO =required work space size- if bit 3 of RO set on input; else
=output status -If bit 3 of RO clear on input:
0 =operation completed
I =operation ran out of input data (R3 • 0)
2 =operation ran out of output space (R5 < 12)
Rl =maximum output size (-I
don't ~<~~ow or wasn't asked)- if bit 3 of RO set
on input; else preserved- if bit 3 of RO clear on input
R2 =updated to show first unused input byte -If bit 3 of RO dear on Input
R3 =updated to show number of input bytes not used -if bit 3 of RO clear on Input
R4 =updated to show flrst unused output byte - if bit 3 of RO clear on input
R5 = updated to show number of output bytes not used- if bit 3 of RO clear on
input

(

(

u••
This SWI provides ~neral compression of a lossless nature. It acts as a filter on a
stream of data. The SWI returns if either the input or the output is exhausted.

It is recommended that you use the rollowinc facility to determine the maximum
output size rather than attemptln8 to calculate It yourself:
Call the SWI first with bit 3 of RO set and the input size placed in R I. The
maximum output size is then calculated and returned on exit in R I. You can
use this value to allocate the required amount of space and calf the Swtasaln
settlni the re11isters as appropriate.
If for any reason the SWI cannot calculate the maximum output size It will
retum-1 on exit in Rl.
The workspace size required Is returned on exit in RO.
The al11orithm used by this module is 12-bit LZW. as used by the UNIX 'compress'
command (with -b 12 spectfied) . lf future versions of the module use different
algorithms. they will still be able to decompress existfn8 compressed data.
if bits 0 and I of RO are clear. and the output is definitely bli enou11h. a fast
alaorithm will be used.

The performance o( compression on an 8Mhz M20 with ARM2 is approximately as
follows:

=>

(
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Store to .tore

Fat-

24 Kbytes per second

68 Kbytes per second

where Fast case Is store to store. with all input present and output buffer assumed
large enou11h.

Related SWis
Squash_Derompress (SWI &42701)

(/
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Squash_ Compress (SWI &42700)
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Related vectors

Squash_Decompress

None

(SWI &42701)

(
(

(

Provides general decompression of a lossless nature

On entry
RO = Oags:
bit 0

0 = start new operation
I =continue existing operation
(using eJdsting workspace contents)
bit I
0 =end of the Input
I • more Input after this
bit 2
0 nonnal
I =You may assume that the output will all fit In this buffer
(allows a faster algorithm to be used, if bits 0 and I
are both 0)
bit 3
0 • no effect
I =return the wolt space size required and the maximum output
size In bytes (all other bits must be 0)
bits 4 -11 reserved (must be zero)
= input size (-1 => do not retum maximum output size)- if bit 3 of RO is
set; else = workspace pointer -If bit 3 of RO Is clear
= Input pointer -If bit 3 of RO Is clear
= number of bytes of Input available- if bit 3 of RO is clear
=output pointer -if bit 1 of RO is dear
= number of bytes of output space available- If bit 1 of RO is clear

=

RI
R2
R3
R4
R5

On exit
RO = required wolt space size -if bit 1 of RO set on Input; else
=output status -if bit 1 of RO dear on Input:
0 =operation completed
I =operation ran out of Input data (R3 < 12)
2 =operation ran out of output space (R5 0)
R I =maximum output size (-1 => don't know or wasn't asked) - If bit 3 of RO set
on Input; else preserved -If bit 3 of RO dear on Input
R2 = updated to show first unused input byte- if bit 3 of RO clear on input
R3 =updated toshownumberofinput bytes not used-ifbit 3 ofROdearon Input
R4 = updated to show first unused output byte - if bit 3 of RO clear on input
R5 = updated to show number of output bytes not used- if bit 3 of RO clear on
Input

=
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Squash_ D900mpr9ss (SWI &42701)

(/
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Interrupt•

(

Interrupt status is undefined
Fast interrupts are enabled

Proceaaor mode

(

Processor is in SVC mode

R. .ntr~ncy

f

SWIIs re-entrant

u..
/'

This SWI provides general decompression of a lossless nature.

/'

Note: The current algorithm cannot predict what the size of decompressed output
will be. This mean.s that. currently. -l is always returned on e.tit In Rl.ln future
releases this may change. it is therefore recommended that you call the SWl first
with bit lofRO set and the input size placed in Rl.lfRI is not equal to-1 then you
can use this value to allocate the required amount of space and call the SWI aaaln
setting the registers as appropriate. lf Rl is equal to -I you must attempt to
calculate the maximum output size yourself.

(

The workspace slz.e required is returned on exit in RO.
In the case where R3 < 12. the unused input must be resupplied.
The performance of decompression on an 8Mhz M20 with ARM2 Is approximately
as foll0111s:

(

(

Store to ttore

Futc-

48 Kbytes per second

280 Kbytes per second

where Fast case Is store to store. with all input present and output buffer assumed
large enough .

Ret•ted SWia

(

Squash_Compress (SWI &42700)

Ret• ted vector•

(

None
_)

(
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Service_Screen Restored
(Service Call &78)

Service Calls
Service_Screen Blanked
(Service Call &7A)

('

S<:reen blanked by screen blanker

Screen restored by screen blanker

On entry
Rl

On entry

(

Rl = &7A (reason code)

On exit
All registers must be preserved.

On exit

(

All registers must be prese~.

=&78 (reason code)

Use
This service call is issued by the screen blanker. after the screen has been restored.
This service call should not be claimed.

u..
This service call is issued by the screen blanker. after the screen has been blanked
This service call should not be claimed.
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*Commands
*BlankTime
Sets the time of inactivity before the screen blanks

(
(

(

Syntax
*BlankTlme

( WI O)

( time)

(

Parameters

w

writing to the screen finishes screen blanking

0

writing to the scree n does not finish screen blanking

t i me

time of inactivity before the screen blanks

Use
•BiankTime sets the time in seconds before the screen blanks. If. during this time.
there is no activity (ie no keyboard or mouse input is received, and- with the W
option- there is no writing to the screen) the screen then blanks. This saves 'bum
in' on the phosphor of your monitor. which occurs when the monitor consistently
displays a particular image. such as the desktop.
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Screen blanking finishes as soon as there is activity (see above).
If no option is specified, 0 is assumed .

Example
*Blan kT l me W 600
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Related commands

(
(

None

Related Swts

(

None

Related vectors
WrchV (claimed l:7j woption)
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